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ABSTI3ACT

To develop an understandin:i of,the potentdhl role'of univ-
ersities fn school practice improvement, three case studies were
-undertaken of c011aborative networka involving one university arid -

a Stirroundin'iset*of schbOl.districts. One involed.a\prestigious
private'university which had begdh developinits neiwor'k qver

40 years ago. TWO others were associated with state universities.
One in an eastern state involved_ bilateral relations between the
college' of education and each of five counties to establish.a.
teacher center- for which there would be shared governance and ,

financial support, This 4 y'ear old arrangement was originally
dntended primarily as a vehicle to retiorialaze the placement and
supervision of student teaChing but has eVolved into a mechanism
for in-service training and Problem-solving. ,The third'networli',
.situated in a sparaely pOpulated state in the upper midwest, involvr
ed the creation of a federation of teachoOr centers, many associated
with small state colleges, and loosely coordinated by ari office at

,the state university whidh administered a five year founding
aant from a private foundation. All tAree netWorks.had been -
Operating successfully for more than three years, all were directed. ,

toward the improvement of sdhool practice and hone akieared to,
depend on federal funding. , . #'

&comparison of_the three networks an a number of dimensions 11/

revealed a ntiMber of common features: It.was,disCovered that each
had an.extefisive pre-history of informal university-School links;

4111

_Each Vras.fortUnate enough to have had charismatic.and energetic
leadership at crucfal stages of itsIdevelopment. Each was founded-

on diverse objectives which resulted from high responsiVeness of
rrangement staff to the needs of school personnel. A7variety, of.
aCtivities combined with school 4pport led to high levels of'part-

.icipatiori and-substantial butcomps.in terms of incre'ased statdS,

new and strengthened linkages, knowledge transferred, and improved
6 practice and school capacity.. Long term continuation of these .

arrangements'appeared to depencl, upon continued,resource commitment :
by both the univerwity and the aistricts, continued eyidence of .
positive-outcomes for FachpOls and teachers, the extent tp which
activities were 'deemed a priority to the schools and tp the univ-
ersity, and Ihe extent to which ,strong informal and forMal linkages
lid been eafTblished.

It is concluded that productive schOol-univerSity collaborat-
iyes can be established at reasonaZle cost, yielding substantial

1:ienef-it to schoors.-andvto universities. Such arrangements'do not-
ApPear to require a hi'gh degree, of:pre-planning or-formalization
of structure-to be successful. Nevertheless, documentation of
their activi,ties and oUtcomes would appear EO be relf0Vant:to
their tranafer as modeld to other settings,and to any efforts .

. atsystematic improvemenf of those that arel-currently.Operational.- ,

University-school collaboratives tould also be considered as either,
alternative or'supplemental mechanisms for state-wide and nation-wide
diffusion of validated practices and research knewledqe to public

) .

-school personn6l.

iii
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INTERORGANZZATIONAIi ARRANGEMENTS AS AN APPROACH
TO .EDUCATIONAL PRACTICE IMPROVEMENT

Executive SUmmary

4 ,
.

1. Scope of the Study , I .,

%
In' the past half-century, colleges of education have intensified

4.
their functional Conn ctiOns with locai schoo.4. systems in the USA.

While ;post of.these li ks,have involved_the pre-service or graduate
training of school personnel, there haVe also been collaborative
efforts to4improve instructional practices and the problem-solving
capacity in surrounding school districts. What has been the impact-

of theSexäoperative efforts? Have they resulted in improved local

performance? Have college-level instruction and research, profited
from continous contact with the world of educational practice?
.Finally, are some formulae fok carkying on colle/e of education-
school district.collaboration more produdtive than others?

. . t

'An-18-month exploratory field stUdy was designed to look more

.,intensively into these questions. Three"ihterorganizational
arrangements were selected, each linking a college of educatiOn.with

a set of school districts._ The cases varied, on several dimensions

of interest: age ofthe arrangement, interorgariizational structuFe

(ranging fram the top-down "corpot.4e" structure to a more lateral

-.%federation" of members), ocation,. neqing of the linking unit .

7 'within the arrangement and-type of university (Rrivate University,-

large state university,.stall community)collegeh. What each of

these interorganizatiohal arrangements had in common was the

strengthening of previously existing weak ties.through a formally

4 codified,procedure"for jointly,managing and fundinga set of acti-

vitiesY Havinglireen in operation for at least four-years, each

ef. the cases was also assumed to sbe stabilized if'not fully,
institutionalized.' Fihally, none of,the cases irivolved dependence

,on federal fuhaipg for its core operations.,
4

41'
Two, broad fields of-inquiry oriented the'design'and conduct

of the study. First, interorganizationitl,theory, with' its-emphasis

on the exchange of resources between member units and the consequent

shifts ih power and.dependency, provided an organizationally

dynami framework fpr analyzing the evolution of the arkangement,

Its interactional patterns and its structural determinants. Using

this frameWork, school.districts alld-colleges'of educatidn were

seen to carry on a series of transadtions, striking seVeral organi-

zational "bargains" around the provision of knowledge-based reSources.

Knowledge transfer theory then illuminated the flows of knowledge

and other resources between the college; intermediate unit,and

school,dAtricts making up -the intervganizational "field." This

framework also highlights boundary-spanning and other formaliaed''

linkege'roles.that connect knowledge nroducers to knowledge users.

The integration of these two conceptual approaches allowed us

1:7
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to assess the degree to which different 4tgrorganizationa1 '

arrangements can affect ongoing efforts to-ithproye looal practices
by providing knowledge-ba%ed resources which' are otherwise unavail-
able.

2. Design and Methodology

'Each of the three,arangements qonstituted a'case. 'Each gave
rite to ajlarrative-analytical case study using common r4ethodological
prodedUres in corder to facilitatecross-case analysis. Within each
case, sub,tslits were.seleCted for:intensive stuily. At he Easten
State and MidWesterwState sites, we examined two tacher, centers-

'linking the college.of educa.tion with a $et of local schools.. 44.t
the Eastern Private Universi* site,,major Collaborative projects
(e.g.,,a, writOg consortium),were selected,as-rhe sub-,unit et
analysis'. At 'a Still more micro-analytic level, eaph case Omprised
a series of mini-Case sfudies qf topical or significant inst.itu-
tional events. These were call "serials." Each serial desCribed
the life history of:either a substaAtive event (e.g., orgn4ation
of an action research prqject.).or an orgapizational event (eg., Vthe additiontof a new di,Vrict to.the arrangement)... Events were.
tracked from their origins to their okitComes, with-special thous
on exchaoge and bargaining issues, flOw# of craft and "scienti'fic"
knowledge and boundary-ipanning furiAtions. .The technique. :,.)roved'to
be apowerful'devAe for laying'bare the'mechanisms driving .114

'constraining'the,..arl.angement as'a whole.

Data were Collected over & 12-month period through a series'of
site visits; totaling-1516 days dn site.. Mostkdata were collect.ed
through semi,structured interviews coveting the primcipal research

..questions, with back-up from on-site observations, documents,. -

-lgeekly activity logs filled but by -key informants; Y'eports of
communications relat4,onships etween memberp (using a standard form)
and, at two sites, reports and predictionegenerated by.con-site°

consultants. Transcribed field-notes for a site totaled approxi-
mately 400 pages, the bulk oT them in'the form of multiple intetviewi
"with key actors and target publics offttie srrangement. Interviews
'-were progreSsivelY fopused On.,key issues tAat aPpeared to govern .

knowledge flows, interactions,"aed outcomes at the site. Using
proceduresjadapted from investigative.social research, interviews-

0 then focUsed on thesedi.ssues while casting a wider net of informants
Until the most detaited, pIausible,and independently confirmed
account was obtained. .1

,

Data analysis entailed the.use of an elaborate coding sCheme
derived,from the principal research questions: Coded segments
were then analyzed and reported for each category-6f research ques,,
tion using text-Along with a standard matrix, figure or t;ble
across the three cases. Croa-case analysis has involved matrix-
and figure comparisons, then theTreation of a meta-matrix ot another -

.data-reductive device to.compare findinqs.at each site. A list of
approximately 35 common varialaes was drawn up to generate dausal

flow chart's for the three sites, Which zould then.be compared to .._

isolate "streams" of antecedent and iAerVe"ning variables leading

to the principal outcbmes.
vi,
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3. Overview of the Three Cases

3.1 Eastern State University Site,. The Eastern State UrTiversity
through its approximately 14-year-old Office of Field Experiences..
(OFE) IOW involved in two levels of interorganizational arrangement.
The first level centered on the formal interoeganizational agree-'
'ments between ttle Office.of Field Experiences.and five
.school districts in its region. 'Under ttie leadership of the

/Directoi of OFE, there were moilthly meetings.during the'school
year with representatives of teacher centers and other collabora-
iive programs dreatedipin the agrgements with the five'sites,
faculty,liaison personnel, and other-10A staff. At these meetings

and at_special workshops Also sponsored by OFE, participants shared4 %
ideas andTroblems with one another) reported on continuing project's,

listened to'invited speakers from the university and elsewhere,

and.handled organiAzational-business in what.informant&judsd to
be a relaxed and sUpportive manner.

I

Within this larger dollaboration among organizations, the
teach'er center in Cardon County and the three teacher centers in

Hanburg CoUnty A-Fe-examples of formal interorganizational arrange-
.

ments at.the second level. A fv11-time coor&inator', jointly selected

and paid by OFE and the county,7'headed each,teacher center; In

Cardon County the teacher center-had a poliey board which met twice
.,yearly and consisted of the coordinator,_representatives from the

district (teachers, principals, and' district staff) and from the'
university '(faculty and OFE personnel). The center also had'an
pperations committee (with printipal And teacher representatives),
which met with the coordinator monthly and foctsed on operational

decisions. In contrast, Hanburg County,teacher centers had no

regular meetings involving district and uniVersity personnel, although

each had its own advisory council, with.school representatives whiM1

met regularly with the _coordintor.

, At both-levels, the intero'rganizational,arr4ngement began with

a heavier foCus on pre-service education:: the cOordination and supervisic

of student teachers at field 'sites.and the provision to counties
of a "window on the talent." Then, with declining enrollments ,

both at the college of.education level and the local, school leve.1.,

focus was turning toward broad in-serl5ice education in the teacher ceriter
including the'supply on-site of credit graduate cour.ses, cdnsultants,

materals, prOfessional memberships and workshops.
1

32. Eastern Private University Site. This study concerned

a 40-year-old arrangement between a pbrivate university and an

annually varying set'of between ten and forty affluent suburbah-
school districts within a 25.7mile radius. The present configdratiokl

is actually about four years old, inheriting ,from the past (a) a

core of aboutseven loyal district ouperintendents who value the

,connectidn, (b) a general obligation bythe universiUy to rptain,

at least the image of providing service, and (c) ,a modest endownment

fund which allows for maintenante of a small, part4time core staff,

vii



Under the energetic and creative leadership of a newly
appointed coordinator who held tenured professor ranX., memberisMip,
dramatically increased in 1977...The increase was due to-a vigorous
rgcruiLng prograt by the qoordinator and two graduate assistants;
they promised and subsequently,delivered on an impressiVe array Of

new workshop and conference.offerings as well...as some hands-.on
consUlting help provided by graduate sgidents who were paid a small
stipend to serve as "fellows" to a particularedist.tict or scllool.
Fellows also serVed as,logistic and,general support st.i'ff fOr the

many workshops and conferences orglnized for teachers, staff develop-
ers, -Curvticulum personnel, principals, and stiperintendents.
Separate workshop series were designed to appeal to the concerns
and interests of each group,,but a chief concern of the coordinator
and her-fellows was thv reorientation of the historic arrangement
in *tier to do a,bettei' lob of serving the lower tanks of the
schdol district hierarchy'.

A-major espoused goal of the regenerated arrangement wad to '4' *

improve "networking" within the,region. Tlius efforts were made to.
encou5age continuing teacher-to-teacher, and principal-to-principal
exchanges to parallel the already establis'hed _peer network among
superinteneents.

3.3 _Midwesterh.State University Site. -The Midwebtern Teacher'
Center project oterated in a large, relatively sparsely populated
state. In f976,La college dean at North Central University, and his
associates generated .the concept of a'federation of teacher.centers
spinning the state and loosely linked thrOugh a coordinating body

comprising delegated teachers, administrators and college staff
which would jointly manage each of the local teacher centers. The

. idea vias to build-a "statewide network" of professiqnal deyieloprile4t

...centers for teachers, with a home base at North_Central University,
one of the two"major state ix;Istitutions of highei- education. The'

project subsequently reteivedrfund4mg from a private foundation
and opened with'four'teacher centers in 1977-78...\By 1980, nine
such centers'were operaibn'in.he state. )

4
Two of theSe centers were studied intensively. The Thre4\-

Rivers Teacher Center was connected to Ngrth Central University ancr
to-the surrounding'school districts, whose teachers and adminibtrators
originally Oere somewhat skept.tcal of the project.._ AE'er two rock .

years; the center achieved a. modicum of staff,stability.and put'
together a diverse-and well-attended program.. The center emphasized
lateral exchanges of information and assisance between teachers,
with,a correspondingly lOwer pro-file for prOjector workshop leaders
drawn ftoM the university. As a resUl4 collaboration between the

,university and local schools mas Sporadic, although'the center
-gradually became the coridu,it fOr in-terNice offerings, the dissemi-

nation of hw practifes and producto, andlsome mpdeseredearch.
While support from area,teachera grew,district administrators dic '

not see:the teacher center.es.apriorit4 4ndfhesita;ted to commit

local 2Unds, thereby compromising the ,ftansition of the enteiprise

't.cp stable funding and leadershiP.

,
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The Arcadia Teacher Center pre-dated the creation of the
state-wide network by some four years. It grew from the,teaCh4lpg

'Of an assistant professor at Arcadia,State College to pre-service

elementary teachers-in=training. In an attempt to siltulate an
enriched classrOom environment, the instructor gradually accumu- s

'lated a Vast repository of materials. This resource bank was
gradually used by in-service.teachers enrolled in one of several
special programs administered by Arcadia State. Upon joining the
'state-wide network, the Arcadia Teacher Center extended its in-

'service format and enlarged-Its already voluminous resource-center.
The staff'also adopted a more self-conscious role as process helpers
and resource tinders for teachers trying to change their inatruc-

tional prac,tices. Gradually, other faculty members were integrated

into the-teacher center, thereby"multiplying contacts with area "

,teaphers and across departmental lines at Arcadia State.

Cros s-site Comparison on Majór Descriptive Characteristics

Cross-site comparisons were made on a great number ,of char-

acteritstiCs. Of these six stand out as having'special importance
and interests (1) the structural.properties, per se; (2) degree of
formalization; (3) scale of.enterprise and site; (4)'theactivity
mix; (5) the knowledge transferred; and (5) the number and-variety
o'f innovative transfersmndes. employed.

4.1 StrAtures. No one -structure proved obviously superior

to any other. .The very loose strut4re of the Eastern Private
arrangement which allowed easy entry and exit from membership

for any school district and in which there were.no "centers" or
administrative roles within districts tied to the arrangement
Proved extremely hardy over a 40 year period.. However, it may have

resulted in less serious commitment and Concentrated efforts.at
sChOol-district,improvements, "espegially- in later years. Having

a central office on campus appeared to be very important in gaining

access to talented faculty and in providing logistiCal aupport at

all sites. -Having decentralized teapher centers strongly coupled

to a central office. seemed especialiy desirable at-Edstein
The lack of such a center structure at Eastern Private.undoubtediy
diluted it's impact. The dangers tof a-decentralized strdCture vith
district-baaed teacher centers is that the centers will become
'"Orphaned", netrer full'accepted by the district administration
and assigned inferibr space and resources. This happeped for:at -

leaat the first two years at the TIqee Rivers site associated
with North Central Uni/ersity. At'ehe very succesSful Arcadia
site the teacher center was-located on-the college campus and

t.hrough the efforts of the-coordinator became a central locus of
teacher training activity for 'the,college., 'Thus, structure, per
Se, seems much less important than how struttural.features are

implemented and how behavioral patterns of linkage pre allowed

and encouraged to develop within those stplctures._

4.2 Formalization. All arrangements Studied has some level

of formalization. Memberships ilfvolved written agreements mut--

ually\-signed but the elaboratenesa of these agreements and the

amountiof yecification contained in them varied tremendously,

I X
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being'highest at the Cardon County site of Eastern State and prob-
ably lowest at adia. The degree of formalization appears to make
little differe e in the effectiveness or outcomes of the arrange-
ments studied. However, it may make a great deal of difference in
replicating bA models from one site to another. Cardon was a new
site within an old and established arrahgement structure at Eastern
State. Historic ties to the site from the university were weak.
Thus the availability of a formula for connecting and sharing res-
ources may have been crucial to the emergence and survival of this
center.

4.3 Scale. The sites covered in this study varied greatly
from one another in terms of geography and numbers served. It seems
notable that the most dramatically and convincingly successful ar-
rangement developed at the site which was most rural and least pop-
ulated, Arcadia. Of 'all the sites it was also the most isolated

:from various types:of educational resource providers other than
the college itself.. It Was a small cOmmunity in which almost every-
one'knew everyone else and in which local pride was a-salient issue.
These were all aspects which might discourage ihnovativeness, but
'which tend toenhance innollativeness and program success, once a
.program has gained scime acceptance. At larger sites there is like-
ly to be more going on altogethery more competing resdurces, more
confliCting purposes, and less saliency to the IOA enterprise.

4.4 The ACtivity Mix. The predominant activity at all sites
was the training of teachers through workshops, courses, and super-
siised experiences. It Midwest and Eastern State there Was always,
provision for formal credits for'such invorvement and these credits
formed a crucial part of the abargain" between the university and
the schools which the arrangement represented. The lack of such
credit arrangements at Eastern Private prohably served to weaken
ties and lOwer over-all participatioA. On the other hand, there
was more stress at Eastern Private on on-site consultation and on
working with levels other than teachers. Arrangements at all sites
were reported to be aimed at a diversity of objectives and this
diversitu probably insured that more persons on both the university
and the school sides would perceive involvement as providing benefits
to themselves personally.

4.5 The Transfer of Knowledge: this Study was.undertakeh
in part because of what was seen as the unique role of the university
in society as the-prime generator and disseminator of knowledge.
These arrangements were examined for their potential as mediators
of knowledge transfer both from the university to educational pract-
itioners and,from practitioners to the, university. What we found
was a great deal of transfer of knowledge from specific-faculty
members, usually a very limited sample of the entire faculty; and
we found very little reverse flow, i.e. from practitioners to univ-

v ersity faculty although there were sortie exceptions, especially at
the very intimate Arcadia iite.

Arrangementsdid not Work very well as transmitters or linkers ,
-to expert knowledge sources outside the lOcal area or to knowledge'
which was-explicitly validated and/or research based. The,notable*
'exception was the original Council arrangement at Eastern 'Private

X 1
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which-involved the systematic collection of large quantities of

data on innovative practices within member schools and the subse-
quent,tabulation, analysis, and sharAn4 of such data among member's.

_The same data pool led toover 100 dottoral dissertations over a-

30 year period and the'publication of many hundreds of journal are.L. .

idle's, books, and monographs. Such research prouctivity and
sharing is notably absent among contemporarTarrahgements.

.4.6 Innovative Transfer Modes. Although traditional transfer
modes such'as workshops and academicoCourges were'gommon at all site§
and the,dOminaht feature of some, p114sites alpa made some effo4t '1

to be More inriovative in their apprOath. Six):Iode's are most noteworthy.

(1) teacher-to-teacher exchanges: both Eastern Private and MidWegt,

had a strong underlying belief TMpprtance Of""craft knowledge",
I.e. knowledge emerging out of theOexperiences of teachers in the,

classroom. Nevertheless, te*her-Ito-feacheeexchanges were observed

to be only a minor feature,of the-Oprogram-at Eastern Private and.

were not rated as the. most appreciated by participant. At Midwest
'the'two subsites were dramatically different: at-Three Rivers there

was a geeat effort to use teachers as'priMary knowLedgeosources and.
communicators but here, too, ,ttere was np grea,t alipreciation from

other..teachers, some of whot reseftted the distinttion impijed between
themselves-as participants'and"these others- as.PeXperts"; at Arcadia
there wsita,good-deal of lip Service to craft.wisdom but actual act-

ivitiE always involved college,staff Ss coordinatdrS or\
presenters of material. Informal teacher.-to-teacher contact abournded

at Arcadia,phowevèr.- ,
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(2.) mattrials devefopment: There,was soMe amount4i thiNat EaStetn
Private during the development -4bf the. Writing Consortium and individual
center coordinatOrs in the Eastern State arrangement would sometimes
engage ih this actiility, bvt Arcadia was by far the Most active .site "-

'in encouraging teacher inventiveness through adaptation and develop-

-ment of materials-in collaboration witl orr under the-guidance of

college faculty.
(3) self7guided instruction and materials use: pitimarily practiced

at,and dmphasized at Arcadia and greatly faci,litated by the rich

and varied materials library at that site.
(4) observation and modeling:.important at all sites where-there was,

-an invollitment of tudent teachers, i.e. Arcadia College,where teachers

could comfortably bserve students working with small groups of their

own pupils,-and Ea tern State,where'ari original and continuing purpose
of arrangemehts wajs the placement and supervision of student teachers.

(5) individual pr blem-solving: notable effort were made at Hanburg

and Arcadia sitesto encourage problem-solving by teachers; it appeared

at Arcadia that suCh\rentures were more successful after teachers
) had become comfortable of the setting and trusting of Fesource Orsons

through more formal courses and workshops.
(6) group and system-level problem-solVing: not observed at either
'Midwest site, spatadicly at the Cardon County site at Easter'n State,

it was a prominent feature-of efforts at Eastern Private, first in

the early days of the Council when superintendents considered tow

they could bring innovation into various aspects of schoo,ling, in the

orevivaljoeriod through the involveMent of printipals and other admin.-

oistrators and through assignment of 1Tellows" as on-site consultants

to schools. Reported success fromethese more recent effortsSis modest

and the "Felldws" program has been reconfigured away from such on-site



Ipro lem-solving-assistance.

5. ;'he- Array of Outcomes.

All of the arrangements studied were judged to.be successful
on a umber of criteria. Outcomes were measured in 'five areas:
increases in power or status; new orYstrenothened linkages within
or aMong participating organizations;-krtowledge transfer ; practice
impromements;,- and enhancement Of capacities of participating org-
anizationi. AlthoUgh achievements in these fiVe areas do not lend
themselves well to muniarizatiOh, here are a few highlights.

. _

(1) power and status: generally, association of school personnel
with the university through -the arrangement served to enhance their
statils as individualS, sometimes through formal recognition as
"Adjunct professors" (at.Eastern State)-, through rubbing-shoulders
with the "great's" (Eastern Private)", and throu0 working toward
advalced professional degrees (mostly Eastern State and Midwest
but a small elemeet also at Eastern Private where some persons

, made contacts leading to enrollMent as graduate students).
(2) linkages: old-linkages were strengthened and many new ones
made between the university and tjap school districts at all levels
at all sites. The content of almost all these linkages was direct-
ed in one way or anothér t&ogard the improvement of schooling and
university.teaching. Stremithened linkages also led to all.other
forms of positive outcomes. Inter-organizational Tinkages were'also
a8sociated-wit4 intra-olrganizational linkages at Eastern Pr,;.vate
dniver.sity-and.respedially at Arcadia College. School-school linkages
were increased and strengthened at -all sites.
(3) knowledge transferred: the most obvious and quantiatively
impressive outcome at all sies was ,the amou?it off knowledge trans-.
'ferrect through these arrangements. Knowledge content was extremely
diyerse,'includingsreading, writing, methefiatics, science,, social
studies, ecological studies, and so forth. All sites-studied and

.allrcenters within sites were able to provide this range. Only
Eastern Private provided knowledge related to such diversa aspects
of schOoling as- legal matters, finance, sexual equality, evaluation,
and itemsgEhat would be of special interest to administratoeS.
-(4) practice improvements though generally not studied or measured
ditectix these were widely reported to be effects of participation,
in arFangements. They were especially obvtOus and extensive at the
Arcadia site but some specific instances were reported at all sites.
(5) enhanced capacity: these were most promihent at Arcadia where
teachers spoke frequently of "rejuvenation" and "revitalization".4
The materials center at Arcadia also generally increased capacities
for surrounding school districts which had no resources to replicate
such,a service. All School sites gained a capacity to r@ach out to
a more diverse and more remote resource universe through linkages'
eseablished with the universities, and theeuniversities increased
their capacity,to provide in-servide training, increasingly a source
of financial support at the'two state sites.

. . . .

6. Institutionalization as an Outcome %

. In aSseSsing outcomes at each. site serious note was also taken
of the apparent durability of changes made and of the extent to which

o the arrangement, itself, had become an institution or a solid and
continuing part of ariother'institution within the arrangement. Tegree
of "institutionalization" was rated on 23 segerate variables for each

,
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site and sub-site. These measures included "used on a regular or
dailybasis","Proviaides continuing benefits,to school administrators"

/and other key stake-holders),"outperformsor eliminates competing
services", "achieves stable funding", "survives annual budget cycles",

"has aChieved formal certification for activities", "has routinized
maintenance and,suppiy functionP!, and "4as survived the departure

of key originAl staff members."4,Ognerally the Eastern State-wiille

arrangement with'its seperate cdhter arrangements within counties

seemed to have the strongest chances of survival. The Arcadia

center at Midwest also looked strOng but neither the state-wida effort

nor the Three Rivers center looked very robust on many dimensions.

The Eastern Private arrangement seemed to stand a good4chance of
contiriuing on the-strength of a 40 year history and soMe solid recent
achievements, but it exists in *turbulent environment with many
competdng intertApts on bot1), the urriversity 'and schpol sides. Much

seems to depend on 'continuation of the present leadership.

7. The Major Effects and Their Causes
10.-;

-For analytic purposes it is useful to divide the sequence of

events involved in the evolution Of an.interorganizationalarrange-
ment into'two phales. The first is the period from the historical

antecedents to the full oPerational realization, what might be refer-
&

red to as the "development". ,The second phase,concerns what happens

as a result, of that first.operationalization which may or may not

lead ultimately to long term.survival and'prosperity.
,

/.1 The Causes of Development. We measured full development

as a fundtion of three variables: variety 9f 'activities; extent of

use; and numberoof long term collaborationt. Each case writer dev-
achart of variables that led up to these effects in terMs

araftiv series and in terms of apparent causes. The most direct

antepedett in all three studies was "diversity of objectives" which

in turn was a funetion of 06rceived benefli.ts by school personnel and

the _responsiveness of the staff of the arrangement to the needs and

oncerns of dthopl personnel, especially teachers. Further tracing

of anteCedents suggested that causes grouped into two clUsters:one

whichswe termed "stabiiizing forces" and the -other "catalytic forces"

$ Or allange-producing,forces. Stabilizing forces included predisposing

condftion6 such as a bistory of prior linkages,between the univer-
'

sity and these school districts, the orientation of the university '`

toward service, and the orientation of the-schools toward seekin5A;

outside assistance. "Catalytic forces included the level of needt.

or concern for changing the current situation, -the emergence of

new dynamic leadership', the introduction of a new idea or conception

of what an arrangement might be and might accomplish, and at least

the temporary availability of new financial resources. The converg-

ence of stabilizing and catalytic forces At a particular momentr'leads

to the'striking of a_bargain or multiple bargains (hence multiple

objectives) .between the university and the school distficts, and

from this bargain and the energy provided by the leaden the arrange-
.

ment is-brought to lifei

7.2 The CauseS of Continuation. Particibation in the krangement

and utYlization by participants of the resulting knowledge and exper-

iences leads inevitably to a first level of"outcomes" in the form

V.
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of expprienced rewards and benefits by both sides'and increased and
strengtheneeschool-university ties. These; in turn, should lead
to agreements on both sides to continue the arrangement into a sec-
dnd school year, tiut the extension also depend On a continuing
sense that a real need is being served.

'Even with 'th'e experience of reasonably positive.outcomes in
theSe terms, h9wever, long term strength of an arrangement will be
affected by the presence,of Other organizations, activities, and -

resource facilities in the schOol environment that may compete with
those provided through the arrangement.

Finally, long .tertt continuanCepf the arrangement as an oper-
ational entity '(institutionalization) builds oA four elements: (1)
sustained support from the district which is manifested in attitudes,

4, 'behavior, and dollars;,-(2) a Like kind bf support frOm' the univer-'
sity; (3) a continuing and variea prOpram of activities in which
both school and university personnel are mutually engaged; and'(4) a
continuity of strOng leadership, preferably demonstrated through
the transition from the initiating (catalytic) leaaer to succeeding
(stabilizing) leaders who itill have the energy and clout neceSsary
to deal with faltering university and sdhool support while they
involve themselves in issues of systeM'InairitQnance..,

4:6

8. Implications
-

i s

..
In the final chapter of the study ,implications are drawn fii-st

generally and then as they apply spAifically to different interest
groups.

e *
1

.. 8.1 General Irtplications. Ten general implications are drawn
from this study as follows.' . .

(1) SChool-university collaborative arrangements-can.be developed
which have a rich program of-offerings and can be maintaimed over
long period of time,
(2) Wide and substantial benefits can and usually are derived from
_such arrangements, eSpecially for participating teachers, schools,
and school districts, but also for universines and-their education
-faculties,
(3) The costs of,such enterpriSes are relatively modest in propor-
tion to benefits accrued to thosecmTcerned and to society as a whole.

(4) They must be'built qn a perception of mutual advantage ( a "bargain")
arrived at,between university and school, personnel.
(5) Development, ofsthese arrangements in the'fiist place seems to
require-the emergence of ap energetic and insliirationAl leader who'
has clout within the uniVersity orstem.
.(6) Development also requires the articulation (usually by the leader)
of a conception of what the arrangement cduld-be and Could accomPlish.

(7), Arrangements seem to require a past history of successful linkaae
between representatives of the uniyersity and the-sghools.

(8) Arrangements do not appear te depend on 'a high degree of pre-planni c

.and structurina of aCtivities, especially if the above condition is

fully met.
49) More complex and 'system-wide changes and solutions t4 problems
probably have to build on prior activities of a .simpler n uo-e such

as knowledge transfer through coursework. and workshops.
(10) School collaboratives which involve.urfiversitits as centralN

members offer unique aavantages over-. thoser which do not.
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..
. . .

'8'.2.'Implications for Funding Agencies 'and Federal Policy.
,

(1) All. such arrarigemTts have special start-up cost8-and'continuing
costs, and up to a point the level of'otitcomes will be proportional

to the investment, other things being equal.4

(2) Lorkterm support isSues must be addressed insome.way directly
by those who provide short7term and start.-up funding, i.e. there

should be a realistic prospeCt that long term funding can be arranged.
(3)*Organizations such as universities.wili be reluctant to invest
heavily'in activities in which they see 'themselves primarily as

service proYiderS unless there is compensation tor that service.

(41. CharisMatkc leaders can 'sustain an arrangethent throug.h deyelop-

- ment but may, themselves, under-rate lOng term'resourdeneedS.
(5) Federal fUnding can play a significant role in initiating,
arrangements of the type studied if the leadership is.there and
the stabilizing,condi4ions are present. lese'rch revealed thdt

401PY
.such funding4lad been a significant factor tile early histoty or

pre-history of.each of the arrangements pt ied. .

(6),Documentation of-arrangements.of this type is-desirable and prOb-.

*ably will rarefy-be done without federal or other third party .

assistance .

_ ' , - ,-.
, - ,

.

.

.
. ,

(7),Areangements of the:type studied could.be,connected to other ,

federal dissemination efforts such aS t4e NatiOnallDiffusion Networit_

to mutual adyantage. .
.

. .

' .

13,3 Implications for State Policy. ,The state is a logical

locus for-long term maintenahde.of university-school collaboratives,

and such a state policy would providd an equivalent :Structure in
the education sector for what noW exists and prospers for wide social

'benefit in the agricultural sector. Support of,such collab6ratives

is probably much more cost-effective than the establishment of a
free-standing netwo2k of eduCational strvice centers within a state
(such as'currently exists in Colorado, New-Jersey, New Niprk, and

Texas, for .).xample). For states where,sucti networks already exist

linkage to school-university collaboratives would also work to mut-
ual_advantage and tbward enhancement of the state-wide education

system.A

8.4 Implications.for UniverSities.,, Universities'contemplating
the development or continued support Of such arrangements should con- '

sider:. the quality Of leadership-available to the task and the status

24 that leadership within the faculty; the range of tenefits. which

the university might derive from the,errangement; howithese benefits
migAt be designed for or enhanced; how activities can be extended
beyond traditional modes of knowledge giving; and how research and

evaluation activities can be melded with service activ;.ties for

mutual)-tenefit.

6,5 Implications for School Districts. Districts shoUld look

beyond in-service trainir4 eeds ,Snd traditional knowledge receiving

toward,the potential of,col aboration for problem-solving, curriculum

nd instructional change bn other desirable changes in the proCess

of schboling. They shol.ild also look.to the involvement of Tersonnel

other than teachers and they should allow teachers and others to

become involved in collaborative activities in a-more prolonged and

intense way. finally, if they findthat the rewards of collaboration



are clear land positive, -they should be prepared to back up their

support with long term financial commitments.

8.6 Implications%for Direct Actors. \Those whd contemplate
getting'involved directly-in the development of such arrangements
sh&11d be aware of pte inevitable Stri,ins of forming a new enterPrise
which starids between established institutions.. There is first a
problem of overload, of promising and then doing too much. 'Then

there is the problem of marginality,i.e.t,of being perceive/ and, I
treated ty.each-!organization as if You-beIonged to the other or tio.

neither. Then there is the question of examining realistically
your oWn,tesources,. clout, charisma, and energy r,eserves. Finally,
it is important to consider what,the bargains will consist of, 4
what will be in it for each of the parties involved inclUding,
yourSelf.

8.7 Implications l'orDevelopment and Research. It is

prdposed that ,
iri'addition to more'studies of this kind, there

might be a need for practical.tools 46 fadilita4 the work of,
university-school Collaboratives. Three TIcAgested items are a

handbookw-for coordinators, some.formative evaluation procedures
and iletruments,'and a resouz-ce,consul:tant file so that novices,
in this game-can reach veterans for sage advice.

It is also recommended that case st,udy methodology for
future projects of this type be sitplified,with some attention
to the development of credible but quantifiable,outcome measures,
to enhance comparability. This study leave's open the question .

of how and whether arrangements,such as these can be developed
where there is no prior tiStory of school-6niversity linkages
ahd where appropriate leadership does not naturally appear.
Finally, it is suggested that the findings.of this study could

beput to work in experimental efforts to enhance the performance
of existing arrarigements including those Studied.

)6ri
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PART ONE:
SCHOOL-UNIVERSITYJCOLLABORATI/tS: WHAT. ARE THEY AND,

.WHY ARE THEY IMPORTANT?

Althoch it is not a particularly well studied or dOcumented

fact, the socia4, fabric Which-bindsk.our society belomes
.

4

increasingly complicated by the year. In eduCation,in fiarticular,

this has been the case, especially since the 1960s and the
.

beginnings of large federal involvements in:public education.«

at all level's. 'Sometimes the increase irLcomplexity is

applapaed.as progress, more often in recent,times it has

been deplored 4s a burden, as a drag dn initiative, and an

'Unwanted constraint on freedom. It is notour d'esire here

to take a stand on such issues but rather to shed son4-ligiAlt

on the nature of one process by whiCh Social arrangements :-

become more complex, namely throUgh"inter-organizational networking:

If it'is d" icult tO understand a3.1 the struotUres and

inter-connectio that.make up our Social world,,it is at least

equally difficult to detCribe them in a coherent way ahd mOre

difficdlt yet toquantify_that understanding in anything like

iscientifid waY. Nevertheless, w started out in thislpoject

with tliat kind Of .artitiition.:' It might haVe beenla bit siihpler
,

,

and mor,e,realIStic to hare dohe a_Study.only of what 4appens

within kcomplex-organizatidn like a SChOol or.an even_More'
-

complex organiZation a sChool disttict or:a univeraity. 7

Certainlythe last word on such orggnizatiOnal analyses has yet .

to be wKitten. But we chOse instead togO-in between existing

lerganizations to examine phenomena which leave Much fainter

teades;which exist on the periphery Of consciousness for post,

of the mainStream aCtors of organizational life. What espeCially

intrigues us-is the possibility that in this inter-organizational

space we-will find,the see-as of altogether new organizational

forms andforrqs hich'have very special properties and functions

in' bringing algA he more. solid organizational torms toge/hei.

in a more systemicly interdependent and unctional whole.

_There are_probably as many varieties of interorganizOtional

arrangement asthere are Organizations so that in beginning'a

study of this type, we havie the further problem of selection. Here

we are gbided by two masters. The first is the prejudice of.our

own pase research, almost all of which has been directed toward
.

finding the connections between'the world of research and the
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world of.practice.. This past research has led us to consider

the university as one of-the key.organilational-nodes of society,

particularly when society is: vievied as a knowledge building

and monsuming system: The second guide has, of course, bwen'our .

sponsor the National Institute of Education, which has had a

lor4 standintg interesein processes by Which education in general

and public elementary and 'secondary education in particular can.

Jpe,improved through the,better utilization of knowledge%

especially,knowledge deriVed-froM or compatib/e with'scientific,

research. At one tiine universities were Considered to be the

almost exclusive custodians of the scientific enterprise, and

-while this isdedreasingly the case,:it'is still largely true%

Tor that reason it seemed reasonable to look at the.relatioris

between universities And schools as a prime locale for commerce

\%%.-
in knowledge which might affect schooling'in some posftive ways.

. .

Haying settled on University-school netWorks as the focua

of study and having determined that three such networks werethe

most that-could be practically 'studied with our Staff,'resources'

.and the financial resources of Our sponsor, we thtn proceeded t.o

seleci.sitas in_the,most unsystematic but logiCal manner. Me

used our own, informal contact networks and our own-powers of

reCall which led first to a memory of a great chool,network

fOrmed many,years ago under the leadership of a famdts eastern

private college of education. A-contact with afpriosent faculty

member of that college established the fact that, the very

'same network still existed and, in fact,hAd'been recently

reinvigoratea. Another'personal contact recalled that there wab

a lot go.ing on under the direction of a very proactive and

innovative4tean at a' state university waY oaE-in the prairies.

A few more phone ctial established the fact that there had been

a'lot going on. Finally, in an attempt to find some kind of

balance'between a very old and sophisticated Eastern Private

college of education and a public institutiOn servicing a mostly.
.

rural western state we made'a visit to a neArby state university

wqictl had a-laigewcollege ok education serving the needs of,a

rather densely And.diversely populated Atlantic state. Again

2 2t)
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we hit pay dirt, finding a very .e..clolitreach'and networking

. w

effor. .which dated back some.14 years.: ' We ,had our three networks.'

.a.dly.a random'ox representative sample, they nevertheless'

reRresenied 'a number of interesting contrasts ancl:simifarities,
..

enough to make for a rather rich ,brew alf,speculative ino4ght,
- ,

First:of all, they werb ill truly networks with some sort of

formally legitimated status. Second they were-all reasonably

long7lasting: 40 years, 14 years, 4 years. Thirdly, they all
,

appeared to exisi w#hott the help of the federal government,
. .

federal grants or supports. Further, they all held the teacher

as thepriMe focus of concern whether thia meant teachdr owner-
-

ship, teacher training dr retraining, teacher self-help, or

teacher uiilization of knoweldge. These were all important

commonalities, especially we thought from a po/icyyerspective.

First, there was no,point in studing short-lived phenemona;

longevity seemed to be a minimum criterion for viability.

Second, 'the folal aspect was suggesti.ve of the posSibility 'that

such netwoks could be-deliberately ,designed and planne and

establighed, that they were more than ,the.happenstance o a. .

certain set of individuals who,knew each other. Third, and

perhapb most important in a.period of drasticly curtailed
%

'federal:support for education, was the fact thathese arrangements

appeared to be financially free standing at leaSt.as far as

federal dollars were concenred.

These three common aspects highlight the study from a policy
1,

aspect. They evoke such questions as:

1. What formalstructures and artangements are optimal.for .

optimal knowledge utilization "and optimal improvemant'of educational

practice?- A
- ,

2. To what extent can such arrangements be deliberately

planned and executed where they do not now exist?

3. What does it take to make Such arrangements last from

year to year and to remain vital over a period of,time?,

4. What useful role, ,if any', can be played by third perty,

funding agencies and technical advice givers either to strengthen

existing networks or to create new ones?

to,

I.
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The differences.among the three were also provocative.

Are there special, advantages in rietworking that derive from

being a pUblic vS. a private college? 'We.gerierally,contludea

that it cut both ways but that the public institutiohs had a

big edge when it came to teacher involvement..- Are there

diiferences between.small and large inStitutions.on..-either the

giving and.receiving ends? We'found.the most powerful effects

involved apiary Small community college and a small town-rural

school tonstituency (see ir.cadia, belOw). 1,111at are thereffects

-of the availability af ali.erna.tive resource systems? We

generallY found that these arrangements prospered more Where

there
'

were fewer alternatives and where services provided coAkd.
-

be perceived as both valued and unique.

This chaper begins'with,a consideration of the rolebt the

university,in social problem-solving and then goes on to an

,extended narrative summary,of each case Atudy. 'T6Wwill then

refleCt upon such networks as-social phenesiona as a preltde to-
.

a more detailed consideration and evaluation. Finally,"in the

fourth segment of the chapter we,provide an outline of the study

as a whole.

1.1 THE PtACE OF THE UNIVERSITI'Y IN SOCIETY*

The university is an institution which has existed for roughly

1,000 years. It is first-and foremost an institution*for educating

people, in fact providing the highest levels of formal'education* `

1

.which a society can offer. By long traaition univerSities as
110social structures are looser and less hierarchical than most

other types of organiztions. Even though they have formal

hierarchies,Euch like businesses, schools, and governments,.

Considerable power resides in the diret't workers; i.e., the

professors who do the teaching. There has also been a long'

tradition in iree societies of an isolation of universitieS from

.other social organiations and of a degree of independence frOm

,social regulation and intrusion from'other institutions includingi,

governments, even when governments, through their taxing powers,.

-provide the,bulk of financial support for universities.

**Some of the material in this section is adapted from the preVious'-

repOrst by Havelock et al. planning for Innovation (1969) See

'Chapter 3 "The Macro System of Knowledge Flow."
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In spite of long traditions of independence and isolation,

however,_universities have alwas had a tremendous impact on the

society a a whole, partly 'through Providing advanced educatiOn

-for the-leaders'and professibnal specialists upbn who& the
t

.society depends for survival. Starting in the mid
A
19th century

...
,

in the United States that influencd'became eveh greater thtough

the designation of public universities as the seed-bede of new

knowledge anktechnica1 assistance to the farm population yithin
k"

each state:* Today, the Cooperative Extension Service repreents4

one 0of ,Ohe most elaboxate and succedsful interinstitutiohal
4 ,r

networks ever'created, providing a continuokis sand'plentiOus

suPply of:knowledge'and technical expertise to farms and rUral

homee.throughou the land. "pi-spite of dts success,.howeVer,

the CES model has neVer been eMulated in, any f1eld. other than

agriculture andrhoe economics. There are probably-many reasons

for this, but Among them is the fact that there has never been a
t .

national sill expressed clearly through tilie congress or Sche .'

executive branch*to proceed in-this direCt,ion in any other
,

field. Nevertheless, there have been other connedtions between
. -.

universities and various service 7reas of the society in medicihe,

tlaw, business, government,.and ed cation." Generally, these

arrangements have grown im,an ad hoc manne4; Aepending heavily

on/the initiatives of,particular individuals at particular

times. For this reason tHey are &emeridously varied with

respect to structure,- scbpe, purpose,,longevity, and Outcomes. -
,

Such variability, itself, provides an opportunity to the
.

researcher and the policy planner to sort odt what models of

collaboration between universitiee and other social entrti,es are

most viable, mdrst beneficial, leas'W costly, and most positive

in range of consequences. In large partthat is what this'

,study is all about. It is a s-eidtdy of how three universities
- 4

-reached out t6school a.;:stricts and schools in their respective

regions, ahd of how an institutional strugye was.created

through,which meaningful collaboration could take place on a

regular basis.

1,
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Tie potential of the university, as a partner,in social

,problet solving at evetylevel has often.been noted. -For

.examplo Commager (1966)praposes that the university
4

Is, next to government itself, the chief servant.of
society;Ithe Chief r.iiktrument of social chapge. It
Occupies something ofla symbolic role of both 't.I1Re

church and the sate in the Old World, but it fills
a role which neither churCh n'br state can effectively
fill; it is the source, the inspiration, the powerhouse,
and the clearinghouse of new ideas.

If we can accept these grand statements-of the university's.

potential roleas more or less valid, me need also'to recognize

-th.at the prob1eist7solving mission of-the university center is only

partially realized end aqtualized by the universit&, itself/.

A bastion for,newideas, it is also-a prison for new ideaS',-

surrounded by high walia.s which the academics have built for 4-

thems4lves, the norms and values which maintain the purity

of "bas,ic" science and the complete independence of the basic

scientist.-*. Stated another way, theApniversity is very ambivalent

about its 2Iole 'as univesal: exp?rt and piablem solver for the

practIcal world. TraditionZiix and particularly inoEngland and

Germany where the university ate into being, applied.work-and,

"sell/ice" have been shunned altogether. In the more practically
4

minded United States-, however, the concept of a university as a

center for teachimp researchvan4rapplication came into, being

with' the land grant college legislation beginning in the 1860's.0

-A century later, however, the image of the U.S. university is

not clear'even to itself (e.g., see Parsons, 1968). A struigle

.goats on between teaching and research lnterests.which virtually'

crowds out serious consideration of the universillity's role as

the problep--Solver and expert for the greater soc.iety: Meanwhile,
-

tSe average citizen looking on from the sidelines insiltently asks

T1Then the professors are voing_to stop "studytng" problems'and

start."helping" the society by using what they, know.
4, .

*Znaniecki notes the positive value to society as a whole in the
maintenance of the Ivory tower and the scholar as the guardian

of truth. (1940)
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Th'e internaldissensian, tile blurred image, the.the _confusion

about-priorities in the modern univerSity are all related,.in.part,

to the one outstanding fact about-the university as an institution:

the independence and dominance of the tenured faculty. The

university has an "administration" which is-a form of.government,

to be sure,.but it is generally recognized that..mast substa9tive

policy matters 4w4hin the university, e.4., the curriculum,the ,

methods-of instruction,-recruitment Of students and faculty,

' and the Content and nature_of research and service, are determined

by individual faculty members, governed loosely by the supposedly

shared norms f scholarship, science, and academic,professionalism.

If these-norms were throro4ghly explicit and universally

enforced, there would probably be very little attention devoted

to knowledge application.and utilization by universities. In

-fact, however, there isOnly Vague consensus and some reluctance

rto enforCe such norms with the result that the university has

expanded and diversified its activities'enormously. U.S. uni.

versities today, even the most piestigious, are hardly recognizable

'frot the 19th century English and German ancestors, including as

they do such diverse componenti as business, nursing, and social-

work schools, bureaus and institutes of reSearch and service,

college& of continuing education, and departments of,communication,

packaging',-hotel'management, home economics, and on and on.

Even with this great diversity and evident concern for

training and research in the practical arts, there remains a kind

of*implicit hierarchy within the university. New components,

particularly those vith an applied emphasis, are accepted only-

reluctantly and viewed suspiciously by theolder, more academic,

more "central" departments. Nevertheless, the universit.y changes
.4-

in spite of itself, first.because it has no strong.central

government to enforce the traditional conception of its mission,

and second because outside pressures force these changes upon it.

As Commager points out (1965 p. 78), most of the outside preSsure

has come from the federal government and mostly from government

efforts to mobilize society .,c) fight wars.



In this fulminatin growth, mostly' unplanned and uncoordinated,

some authors are able to detec't a meaningful pattern which bodes

well both for the university and the society. Clark Kerr

describes the new university as a "multiversity," the core of

expertise and problem solving power for the whole Society.t

Benne tells us how trie newer peripheral elements forma bridge

-* between academic!:scholarship and the rest of society:

The periphery Of the university has its distinctive
virtues'too. Typically it is closer to the interests,
concerns and maintenance and growth,reqUirements of
other parts of the socidty than the center is. Members.
9; the periphery cannot'disp4nse with the category of
huban and social importantein their work; indeed
they must'define and redefine this, category in their
responses to the urgencies and emergencies,of the part
of society they serve, in making their judgments about
teaching and about appfied rearch. In a real slense
they must bring the wider society to the univAsity--
they must mediate betWeen the wider society and the
center of tne university,. (Benne in Benne et al. 1966) .

In-summary, the potential role of the university as the

principle societarresource for.expert knowledge is clear. Both

central'and perip4eral (basic And applied) sectors,of the

--university community play cr tical role in the maintenance of

culture and the gdnerati new ideas. However, with the

exception of Agricu tural sciplines, "the coherent and
.

effective utilizati f the university as a resource system

. has yet to be realized.

.The key bridging institution between academia and the'

worlds of practice is the University-based professional school. ,The

professional school,serves as a bridge in s,everal ways: (1) it

provides for profession renewal through continuous recruitment,
f.. ..

training and certification of new membersC(2) it provides a

home base for specialists and.for applied-researchers; (3) it

furnishes much of the_ new know edge content for professional

iournals; and (4) it is likelykto'grovide a large proportion of

the formal and informal leadership .o' the-lprofession.

. The ideal role of the university professional school is

well-described by'Barber:



The university professional school has as one of its basic
functions the transmission to its students of the'
seneralized and systematic knowledge that is the basis
of professional-performance; Not only the substantive
.knOwledge itself, but knowledge of how to keep up with
continuing advances in profeSsional knowledge is What
the university School seeks to.give its Students. Where
the body of professional knoviledge is changing very

"rapidly, the'university professional school may take
a direct role'inpromoting the ,'adult.' education of the
members of its profession through postprofessiopal
trainingcourses, seminars and institutes. 4

Equally iMportant is the university professional school's
resppnsibility for the creation ot new Jand better-knowledge
on which professional. practice Can be basea. Its
univerSity position makeS it possible for ,2.1 members
of its staff to be part-time scholars and researchers rand
for some to carry on these activities full time. The
university professional school can borrow resources of
knowledge froth other university.departments, either by
co-opting tull-time teaching and research personnel or
through more informal, part-time cooperation in the uni-
versity community. The better the,university professional
school, the more likely it is to Use resources from the
Other professional schools in the university and from
all the other departMents:of basic knoyledge inSofar as
they are relevant. In sum, the university professional-
schools-ate the leading, though not ,the sole, innovators
ancl systematizers of ideas for their piofessions.
(1963,-pp. 674675)

In practice, Y)owever, the'professional school is not-a Totholly

creative 'force. Many of its members have an exclusively'

academic..career orientation and are so insulated from the

service fuhction of the profession that they have no current

conception of consumer peeds and-problems and no interest or

concern for meeting them. At the,same time the professional

school is marginal to'the university, partially shut offfrom

the main stream of new scientific thought emanating from the
-

academic departments. The weakness ofgthe-professional school

as a linking mechanism is most glaringly apparent-in the shabby

arid poorly financed efforts to provide university-based

continuing education for the members of the profession.

Most professions are also ambivalent about the effO"rts of

_professional schools to "upgrade" service standards because-such



efforts run counter to the personal self-interest of the'

existing membership. Members of professional schools who wish

to bring,about change in the profession m}ist work slowly and

de gingerly, printrily using persuasion and informal pressure as their

only tactics.

These thoughts on the role-of the university and more

garticularly thelprofessional school form an important backdrop

to.the narratives which follow. Each represents an outreach

effort Initiated by certain members of the professional school

faculty and/or by deans: They are seen n the process of trying

to realie the potentiadescribed by-Benne, Commager4 Kerr, and

.14others. The conteXt is,Aot ivOry tower but both the normg and

the public images of acadeM4a hang over each of these scenes
--

in varying'degrees.
.00



1.2 FOUR SUMMARY CASE6 OF SCHOOL-UNIVERSITY COLLABORATIVES

Perhgps the best way to.begin this analYsis is to present

a summary narrative of each case, condensed from the mucn longer

presentations which fill the pages of the first three volumes of

his serieS.- For each Case we will give an overview of history,

present structure, functidns, and outcomes including an assess-

, - ment Of the degree that the arrangement seems to have achleved

permanent status as an institution. We will also divide the I

Eastern Private case into two separate cases beCaust two

separate eras, are covered and two rather different patterns

of arrangemenX,and outowe are applicable.

1.2.1. Case Summary NuMber One; The Council--The Fd.rst Great

.ollaborative

Of all the scheme$ that have been developed over the years
4

to bring-schools together around the.core of a college of

education, none has been more successful or long lasting than

"The Council." The CoUncil stands as a kind of exemplar for

networking in education. In ita early years it had great

;importance as a model for donductint large scale, sustained, and

rigorous research on schools and schooling, but it was equally ,

successful in/involving many thdusandy of school and university

people in the'dissemination.and practical utilization of such

.research knowledge for school imi5rovement. That is why this'

volume begins with this-Story. 'It sets a standard and a vision

of what is possible and from many points of view desirable.

Of course, it is not the only mbdel and it may not be a pattern

which is either attainable or ultimately relevant to the 1980's.

Certainly there are others which ,we will discuss later which do

some things which the Council did not do in its heyday.

Nevertheless, in a period Which predates federal initiatves in

educational R&D and practice improvement by a generation, one,. ,

can only be awestruck.by the power of the original Council model.
A

The Key Peeson. One will be struck throughout this volume

by the' role played by a few key persons, usually only one or

two per network, whO. overshadow all other actors in their energy,

intelllgence, their sensitivity, and the power of their vision.

st.



Leading this parade of supergtars is the founder of tile Council.

It is clear that by'1940 the founder haa'already achieved

Considerable stature not only as a researcher who emphasized

quanttitative'approaches in large-scale studies but as a major

advisor to educational leaders at federal, state,.and loal,

levels. We harped from interviews that he wa,avin addition a

person with considerable social skills who developed strong

friendshipS' which operated on informal (e.g. fishing trips),

as well as formal and work-related bases. He was also eagerly

sought by graduate students as a mentor with whom one could

learn a great deal about research and school systems, with

whom one would be likely to find.a clear road'tc dissertations

and to,future job placements.

From the reflections of a number of informants we got

a picture of the founder as a charismatic figure, referred to

in one publication as-"the renaisgance man of educational

administration." He also appeared to some to be "an irascible

old bastard" with an image to outsiders of aloofness and.

formality. However, he excelled in relating to superintendents,

frequently going out to rural ereas_to sincerely congratulate

school administrators ,for all the good thiags they,werp doing.

He also had a reputation of being very good to his own students

and very kind to the people who worked lor him. Being invited

,to work with himvas described by one informant as "kind,of like

getting a National Merit Scholarship; once you had it you

were considered to be made."-' The informant could not-recall any

student or staff person bein4 dropped once theY Were hired.

He also made sure that his students got to the annual meetings'

of the American Association of School Administrators at Atlantic

City- and he saw to it that they got visibility and social

introductions to important school administrators at these

meetings.

It is important to note that the founder was a dedicated

researcher who thought that the road to reform was throu1

research. Thus'he jealously,guarded the researdh funds that

were garnered through various networking activities and he

'-1 2



saw the research funCtionigs being central, supported in various

ways by program elemehts such as conferences. He was also

a person driven by:wht'could be called an elitist theory

of reform, a theorrlakgely of his owd making (althOUgh parallel

notigns had been, developed in cultural anthropology earlier and

in rural sociology about ihe same time). Thus he was delighted

when comparative studies showed his local network as a group ,

to be far ahead of most school districts across the country on

all his dimensions.

;The historic_ institu'Lonal context. A key to the under

standing of this case is the fact.that it involves a set of

school districts and a.college of education located-in one 'of

the most affluent "old-money" areas of the United States. The

school districtb-which later became the pOO1 froth which members

of the arrangemekts were drawn had a reputation fqr being among

the strongest in pub.lic education, in-many-cases vying with and

ipassing manypr4,vAte- schools in college placements. It was also

`from thgse school's,that the university drew its original,teachers
,

to_become professors at the college'of education (which' was .

primarily a graduate schoolf education). .Thus it Was

originally conceived 'as a special institution at which teachers

'could learn to improve.their craft through the tutelage of

other,teachers who had demonstrated mastery. bylthe 1930s,
'

.
however, the reputation of the college as a center Of research

and scholarship was also firmly 'established and undoubtedly

overshadowedthe "teacher's college" image. Therefore one might

surmise that even in 1940 the idea of providing direct service

to a local area was no longer a distindt priority Of the college.

Founding_ and Start-Up.-

founding'of the arrangemnt

superintendents convened in

One immyliate stimulus for the

was a natiOnal conference for schoOl

the summer of 1941. , As a result

of the success of the conference a number of -superintendents,

mostly from the immediate area of the c011ege ofieducatiOn, got

together with the-founder and decided that it must.be kept up on

a regular'basis. There was no formal structure it-that time,

no constitution or by-laws, bilt, a general agreement among the



. ..4

districts to_share.and learn frOm each other, particularly

cOncerning new practicea. The college's capacity to conduct

practice-relevant research and to thare the results of that

research and the work of other distinguished faculty members

were additional important attractions. A third aspect wgs the

"lighthouse" concept, the idea that these affluent schools could

develop innovations With their greater capacity and that they

could then be disseminated to less affluent districts; thereby

accelerating educational progress.

The founder hired a former graduate assistant who had,
-

worked on the "adaptability" measures to supervise a procedure

for collecting material from each member district regarding

advanced practices. A number of graduate students teamed up with

school district vOlUnteers to'collect, observe, and record this

materiel., ,It is noteworthy that from the earliest stages of this

process there was an informal rule hat no volunteers would

conduct observations in their own districts, a feature which not

only increased objectivity but,also led to heightened interchange

of experience and information among member distircts at all

levels.

Contributions of the districts to the consortium arrangement

which became known as ."The Coundil" were Originally based on a

very 'small per-pupil:fee which was greatly supplemented by the

contributed staff time of Observers. The fee sfructute al-so
,

allowed the founder to begin hiring a core staff which could

prepare special publications for the membership and for-a larger
A

national audience,of educatorS. The first major collection

effort resulted in a book-called What Schoeds Can Do, and since

ii was A compilation and description-of 101 innovative practices

it soOn became-known as the "101'book.'" The bools was very popular

and widely distributed throughout the country.

The,activities related to the development of the "101

Idook" were'also of some importance to member districts as the

material gave them each some .good "show7and-tell" for the

sinnual dinner of the metropolitan area boards of education, a

major'annual event in the area. The activities of the consortium

had an additional Appeal to member districts in that they offered
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"survey" services,i:e., documentation of school district

operations and finances,at a fraction of the cost that would

be involved if each district had to contract separately.

Apparently such "surveys!' were routinely expected by school

boards on'a periodic basis as a'kind of feedback or evidence

to the community that its funds were being.well spent.

Heyday. By the third yeax2 of collabOration and after

considerable experience with the aocumentation of innovations,

the founder and his team organized and formalized the innovation

documentationbprocess into an instument which they called the%
"Growin% Edge," meaning an index of,the extent -to which,'

district was pn the cutting edge of innovation. This instrument'

Tgai a clear descendant of the "adaptability" measure of the

late 1930s and represented the continuing efforts of the founder

to deyelop,a reli:able and comprehensive measure of school

dis.trict quality. By the'thitd or fourth year the Growing Edge

became the basis for a survey of services of all member districts.

A special feature of its administration'was that each district

was assigned a numerical score on each dimensioh and was given."

its own code number; each superintendent wvould know only his

own number and would thus be able to compare his district's -

results with those of others as a group. Thus a shariAg and

feedback mechanism was developed which preserved anonymity whl.le

at the same time proViding each with the critical cbmparative

data they needed. These sharing sessions on the Growing Edge

were restricted.exclusively to superintendents and no substitutes

were ever allowed.

However, The Council operated,on a muCh broader front through.

an elaborate arrangement'of committees and subcommisttees which

considered specific,content areas. These committeds as well as

the annual Council confereces allowed for representation of

teachers, specialists, and administratOrs at all levels.. In

aclition The Council published a monthly newsletter continuoUsly,

from the'fall of 1942 through the-spring of 1977. Both fOr

the newsletter and for- conferenáes,and committee work the Council

wa able to call upon the Very distinguiShed senior faculty

of the college.
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Membership rose rather quickly to-a little over 60

districts and remained more or less stable at that level for

about 20 yearos. In addition, there were very significant

spinoff institutional forms of which at least four deserve

mention. The_first spin-off involved the establithment of many

college-school collaborative networks to collect*and share

xdsearch findings and innovations as the founder's concept

spread rapidly across the country in the late 1940s. In sOme of

the most successful adoptions of his idea, persons who had worked on

the founder's staff were hired specifically to det up and manage

the arrangements.

The second new organiiational'form'al$o followed from the

success of the original network. Because of,its rapidlan

growing reputatioi, The Council received many requests for

membership Erom fdr outSide its service area. .In these cases

"associate" membershipd were initially granted at a 'reduced fee

but later the asáociates were drawn together into their own net-

work which grew ih size to nearly 250.members in,the 1950s. In, the_

founder's conceptualization of.the change process as first %

involving invention and then diffusion, these associates played

a very ifportant role as a national diffusion network for the

"1D1 book" and many subsequent analyses and write-ups of reforn,,

practices. They'also represented a. much broader sample through

,
which the Growing Edgd methodolbgy could be validated-and

extended.
. 4

A third activity whicb redulted partly from the success

of the original Council and partly from the founder's continuing

efforts\.to,assist states in formulas for financial assistance

to sdhools was the school centralizationprogram whiCh involved

a large number (about 275 and later 350) newly consolidated

districts from the.more rural parts,of the large state in which .

the.univdrsity resides. A special arrangement was developed

for thOtniversity to provide statistical surVey services to

these didtricts along with the dissemination of information

on innovations. In addition to,providing a state.dissemination.

Vehicle,(Alongside the local and national networks), this:network
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nad special significance because it supplied a rather large

A and reliable:income td the university which could be used by

the founder to greatly expand tlis staff and increase his

research capacity.
0

Finally, another development of the expansionary period of

the'late 1940s and early 1950s was the creation of a Research

Institute as a neva/ institutional framework under the leadership

of the founder within the administration department of'the

cdllege. The Research Institute became the primary seat.of a

consolidated program of research with the local, state, and

national network activities as the service-outreach components

organizationally subotdinate to it. The growing clout of

the founder within the university:allowed him first to borrow '

funds from the college to provide for the start-up of the

institute and later to provide his-key lieutenants with

professorships, at leatt one of which.wag-tenured. ,

'It it rather.difficult td assess the impact of thiskhey-

day petiod in 4Uanitative and fully,credible terms so" 1on4 after

the fact, but there were certain obvious outcoMes which are

itpressive, First of all, the number of school districts that'

were directly influenced seemt to have been large and the areas

Of practice Where some impact could have been felt were very

broad. With.each administration of the Growing Edge, Council,

"members stored higher and higher until the instrument no longer

discriminated among them--even though districtt in other parts of

the county were still.far behind. Thus it seems.probable that

,the continued feedback of the triennial survey caused,super-

intendents of lagging districts to take specikic steps to catch

up in whatever areas teemed to be deficient. Perhaps"more

importantly, the networking activity provided 4n institutionalized

mechanism for continuous reform of.sChool practice across a

Very wide fibri, increasing the capacity of ditiricts to.survey

their own;functions, find out what other-districts were doing,

and obtain access.to resources of every:kind (including the

talented and well-trained graduates of the founder'sprogram)._
A
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On the university side there were also'some clear gains.

The programs which were collectively an outgrowth of the original

Council were able to support a dozeh or More graduate students

continuously over'a 20-year period_in'addition to three full--

time staff members at faculty rank. By 1961 the founder

reported that approgimate1T200 research studies had been

carried out within the Research Institute. i'elany of these were

also'Ph.D. dissertations and all wem relatedlas pieces of what

mas probably the'largest sustained and cumulative_programmatic

research effort ever undertaken,in the field of education. Ln

'spite of these achievemeilts; however, the influence of the LOA-

upon the college of education as a whole was only ,moderate.

-As new'programs (stch ai a rather large "citizen education

-project" sponsored bY the Carnegie Foundation) were.taken up

by the college, The Council turned out-,to be a fertile ground

for access to schools.butthese connections were ad tAc

nature and did not involve the extension of irifluence of The

-Council and its processei'into oi:her college departments nor

even to all other members of the administration department

itself. In fact another endowed research institute existed in

.11)rallel to the founder's institute under its own charismatic,

leader who advocated "action research," a form of collaborative

problem-solving itn schools involving joint effOrts of university-

based,researchers and practitioners. From this we haVe,been

able to discovr there,Was'virtually no interchange between these

two institutes:

On'the other h.L1d, i'41 the develOpment and 'administration

of the Growing Edge, the founder was able td enlist the support

of facultY. from several departments. In the "Observer's guide!'

used for sOoring the'inStrument there were twelVe,Subject area

sections called "windows" and for each window a senior professor

was enlisted as expert consultant. The-involvement of

professors- was not always very successful because traditionally

"consulting" "meant' lecturing to an audience rather than working.

..,through an instrument to define categories. In a few cases,
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however, professors were, inspired.by the procsS asfta Ifew

approaN to both research and graduate teaching.

Yor ,The Council itself, an obvious and impressive outcome

was survival and prosperity ovtr a long period of time.
.

Memberships remained steady and activity levels remained high for

at leatt 20 years. elaborated institutional structufe

developed at the college end with an impressive'measurement

capability and.senior staff were given facul,ty appoin'tments.

The Council continued to flourish after the founder'S

retirement (196,0) .and death q1962). In factr under his anOinted

successor a new and ambitious program Was undertaken to develop

comprehensive "Lndicators of Chiality'l for schools. That

program had a life cycle Of. 10 years which is chronicled in

Volume III of this series (pp.'21-35), but with the successor's

retirement in 1972 The Council languished and very nearly

'ceased to exist in anythin:4 but name And memory. Thds, it is

our view that the total Council story can really .%e best

understood aitwo separatestories, one ending in 1962 or

arguably in 1972 and the other beginning about 1975.

1.2.2. Case SumMary Number Two: The Council'Revival: Eastern
Private Universityand Its School Network

In 1975 the Board of Directors of.fibe Council, &group

composed entirely of school district superintendents and now

shrunk 'to- the five representing the only-remaining dues-paYing Member-

ships, suvges'ted to_the UniverSity triat.tille time might'be at

hand to bring-The CoUnciI.to'an end. The University responded by

bringing the IOA under the wing of the endowed research

institute and by appointing a new parf-tiMe director who had

a strong commitdent to supporting practice improyement at the

School and teacher level as well as a background in planned

change experimentation-and networling.

The new leader breathed life'into the IOA; first by bringing

on staff energetic and creative graduate students who had had

extensive experience as school practitioners:, primarily in

teaching and staff develoPment roles. Together with two such
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assistants, shdlainched a major recruitment drive to woo back

memberships, visiting 'many of the superintendents and providing

.410:1411.1 with a display of-hew offerings, including multi-session

seminars for stAff at various levels.on a range,of topics,

',conferences for superintendents with nationally-recognized

speakers, and, a4 an option', the services of a"feilOw,"an

-experienced graduate student who would comeout to the district

(Diva weekly basis as a consultant-change agent or linker.

In all these offerings,,emphasis was placed on the,sprvice

function to sChoo17-districts.with no implicaion that districts

would,be used.,as research Sites or field settings foe Student
0 .

'dissertations. -In return each dittrict was tO contribute a

modest fee of $750, actually halved from the previoasfy,

established dues schedule.., The fee was doubled if the "fellow"r'

option os taken. The rejuvenation effort appears to have
1
beensucCessful in many respects. Memberships jncreased

substantially (frop 5,dues payers to 29). The secretariat

delivered'On.a dizzying schedule of workshops and conferences,

all of which were well-attended. There were 50 workshops and

1110 conferences over a 3 year period. In many df tee workShops

they succeeded in involving many teachera.for the first time,

,in contrast to the historic, administrative focus of the IOA.

Much of the phyical and:logistical effortof putting on

conferences and workshops Wa8 carried by the-,fellows who met as a

group, about-every two weeks, both to plan activities and tip.

report bn their separate ekperiendes as change agents within

their assigned districts. Each fellow expterience was,different

depending (a) on the backgrouna and inclinations of the fellow,

and (b) the expectations and placement opportunities provided -

.by the district. In.our study We traced the experiences of

three such fellpws in scme detail, because in many ways it

was throughthe,experiences of these fellows that the life'of

the IOA was played out: One of the most visible Outgrowths

of the revived IOA during its second year was the development

of:a sub-network of tea0ers and curriculum and staff developers

-with special interest in writing. This "writing consortiUm" was
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organized and Cooidinated by one of the fellows and involved

four districts aCtively and four others more peri'pherally. They

held approximately 10 half-day workshop sessions over three

school years,,some involving outside experts, some involving

sharing of craft knowledge among teachers, and some consisting

of working sessions, at. which materials were developed and

analyzed. The writing consortium-was the only focussed

activity clearly attributable to the IOA which, was able to

sustain itself with clear products and impacts over a multi-

school year period.

During its four.4year revival phasethis IOA has experienced
. .

some turbulenceresulting from the .following factors: lack of

a clear definition of roles; lack of a distinct operational

base; frequent.and extended leaves-of-absence by itS-Inipirational

leader, a weak, Uncertain, and changing funding base, heavy

reliance on part-time and volunteer effort,by both university

and school-based people, and ambivalenceby the university

regarding the proper Lige of its endowment,. thelimgortance of

service vs. research functions', and the focus of a teacher-
.

centered vs. ap administrator centered Strategy.

Some Outcomes of the Revival: While the old Council had
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long been knoWn as a kind of "old boys network" for'superintenderits,

the revived ,network deliberately sought and succeeded in

establishing linkages'at the teacher level and the principal level

as well as among-district staff level persons in various roles.

On the Other hand, the new Council has struggled without great

success td expand the.network ))eyond the oridinal core of four

affluent subiaTban
countiesfeither to more remote suburban and

rural areas or to the mucti poorer urban environments which abound in

the immediate vicinity of the univeriity.

For the school districts who are most involved, however,

the Council .provides a varied and continuing input of high

, quality expertise,available to all staff levels throggh the

many oonferences and Workshops that are put on. The high

attendance levels and enthudastic testimonials provided for

most of these events suggests that they represent a ignificantly



increased knowledge, acquisition capacity. Inter-collegial

contacts across districts and personal .contacts with university

professors can greatlS, expand the potential resource network

that districts and individuals can draw upon.

:
The fellows program may represent the clearest effort

to-improve district problem-solving capacity through providing

process expertise onsite. There is evidence that this was

the result at some sites. For the Most part, however, fellows

were not able to gain acceptance as general capacity-builder-s

but rather fitted in as the locals saw fit to roles or tasks,

which locals could understand and felt Were needed.'

In spite of the outpouring of activity generated in the

revival, The Council in its present form probably does not have

-great impact onbany of its member districts. Most of the

resources it,provides are ars0 provided bx other netwOrk-like

arrangements and service agencies which' abound in the region.

Thus it is generally regarded by superintendents as pleaianti

worthwhile, but somewhat inconsequcntial among the rather rich

and"aried assortment of in-service and linking opportunities

available to them.

Likewise,-few university informants other than the.I0A

staM itself, are likely to rate the IOA in-its present config-
,

uration as an essential'aspect of the university, something they

couldnot live withoput.Most faculty have access to schools

through alternative channels and no department relies on these

districts fok i-ecuitment, or pre-service training sites, or

research sites, or graduate placement sites, partly because

the University sees itself as connected to a national rather.than

a local const7ituency.

For the individual graduatetudents who were involved-
-t

as fellows, however, it is quite a different story. Council-

involvement gave them diverse- opportunities to grow in.a

number of different directions: to understand other educational

settings, to learn the role of linker or change agent through

experiencing it, to compare experiences of challenge, frustration,'

and growth with each other. In many cases the initial- fellow

experience lead to other opportanities including development of

spin-off netwOrks such As the vIriting consortium, taking on
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linking reaes in other settimjs, developing very solid ties

to each.other as a peer network and developing extended ties to

educatorS in the region at all.levels as well as to nationally-

known xprts recruited for various workshops and conferences.

When-comParing,the reviVed IOA with its historic version,'

we see'm clear shif.t in goals toward an active service

orientation and an attempt to move down into the ranks of the

district to get more involvement from principals and teachers.

It aldo repres6nts a. muting of the research role.

Institutionalization of the Eastern Private Network in

Its Revival Configuration

In its-present form, indtitutionalization appears to be some-
.

,what tenuous. Funding remains but is continuously threatened by

intermittent.disinterest arid competing priorities iioth within ,

the district8 and within the university. In its ne,-form there-
.

appears_to be less-codification of procedures and less cfarity

regarding the scope and limits of/Activity. Within the university

, there is a,commitment to continuation of field services in

something like the present form but the level and consistency

-'of that commitment is. rxo't clear. On the school district side,

,the cbAinitmentgoes on fn.= year to year with no assurance that.

any particular district is Seriously committed in,the long term.

Having said this muctcabout the revived Council, we might

have left the imioression.that it makes a rather.weak case for

-

networking between public schooldand,private colleges and

-univerdities. We d6 not believe that this is the case at all.

In the first place, it must be Seen as a rather heroic effort by

a few people to make a bridge between these two worlds in a'

turbulent enVironment in TWhich there are many-institutional

kalternatives with far greater resources and.legitimaCy.

Furthermore, total impact Should not be measured only by numbers

Served or by the extent to whfch institutiOnal memberships

4re view ed as essential. Rather-in this case we should

look to the great potential for impact on catalytic individuals

at many different 'levels, people who can be inspired'to do

great things when the time and the setting are right. -For
,
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-these impacts we should not expect to be able"t0 trace effects

in linear fashion from the specific actavities-of The Council-'

in a particular year.

The other two cages studied and discussecrinore fully in

Ncaumes I and II of this aeries both represent ,sharp contrasts

to The Council in either its original or its revived form.

is situated in a single'state and includes as a prime

member,the largest public:institution of higher education

within that state. Partly for that reason both have moreelabor-

-
ated infrastructp.res which have become officia4 and publicl

legitimized entities. This does not mean, however, that they

are not at all comparable with Eastern Private." On the

contrary, there are'many parallels, particularly in such areas'

as ideology, leadership characteristics, and the probrems of

'coping with limited resources and marginal ambiguous roles

and tasks. Uerewith are brief summaries of each case.

1.2:3. Case Summary Number Three: Eastern State University
and Its County Teacher Center Network

The'Eastern State University (ESU) arrangement involves

the College of Education's Office of Field Experiences (OFE)

and various schoOl districts across a relatively smali,

highly populated eastern seaboard state. There are two levels

of interorganiZational arrangement. the first leyel involves .

OFE and eight collaborative programg in five county school

districts. Representatives of these eight subsystems meet

monthly with OFE staff and thus collatitute a kind of network

unto themselves. At a second level there are five seioarate

somewhat distinct formal,_interor4anizational arrangements

betwen OFE and five county school districts:

and

Hanburg School District
Cardon School District
Arthur School District
BettnerSchool District
,Cantt Schobl District*

_*Gantt County hasitwo models of professional development which are

different from the teacher centers' model in that there is no

full-time coordinatorchamdling pre-or in-service components.

'Rather, in the sbdondaryeducation model, there ig a six person ,

grbup of school teachers Who constitute the school-based supervision

team and part-time College of.Education faculty meMbers who'serve

as coordinator/supervisors for the Gantt County pre-service/in-

sermiCe corAponents.
'24
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The Office of Field Experierices is approximately,tourteen

years old,: It began in response to counties' concerns with the

lack of coOrdination n the College of Education's placement of

student teachers. .Having survived initial Challenges to its

existence and authority as`well as numerous acting directors*,

the OFE of :today has gained -widespread College of-Education

_faculty support as well as field support. OFE is careful not to

encroach on the territory of any department and endeavors to be

responsive to the needs of the field. Furthermore, by centralizing

control of field experiences and by recently adding a focuson

outreach programs, OFE allows,for the ,amplification of strong

fi d support--a component crucial for the existence of a ,state

deriollege of education in these times of fiscal constraint.

Turning to the counties on Which this analysis focuses, the

Hanburg County IOA is twelVe years old while the Cardon County
,

,I0A is a relative newcomer at four years old. The Cardon

County IOA is particularly interesting bedause it is the

. only arrangement with-a formal governance document. This has

particular 'significance for. the stability and ultimate

institutionalization of the formal 10A. One of the provisions

of the governance document'requires a one year,dotice of intent

to-withdraw from the agreement--a provision which allows either

side to salvage the interorganizational relationship and/or to

adapt to changing conditions. Both the Hanburg and 'Cardon '

.arrangements,were formed in response to the needs of growing

countiet for a "window on the market of new -Eeaphers."-21bday

this "window on the market" is not quite as crucial as it was

in the earlier days,of these two counties. Thus, centers

are strengthening in-service foci tO complement the original,
4
heavy focus of the arrangements upon pre-service education.

The OffiCe of Field EXperienceS-1S headed by,a Director,

Rob Goldman. The. Associate Director, Esther Kanter, who is a

tenured associate professor, also serves as Liaison for

Secondary Education. The Director's Office includes a regular

*Challenges to OFE and its first Director, Bob Carter,.from

College of_Educatiorv-departments
(especiaLly the largestand

most powerful department, secondary education) resulted in

modificationS of an initially more'powerful office.
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staff of three (a secretary and two placement'assistants who

handle the nuts and bolts of placing stoudent teachers in the

fiela) and three graduate assistants. There is alSo a liaison

faculty person from each College of Educatitn department.

Finally, the Teacher Center Coordinators (three from Hanburg,

one from Cardon, one from Arthur, and one from Bettner, Cbunties)

as well as the Gantt County Professional Development Center..

Supervisors constitute the direct OFE:linkages. All of the

above-noted individuals attend the monthly OFE meetingt.

Furthermore, the Coordinators hold adjunct faculty.rank

either the elementary or secondary College of Education

Departments.

Cardon County has clne kindergarten through twefth

grade Teacher Center which directly links the College of

Education-(through OFE) to the County -Schools and the county

school district. With one secondary Teacher Education Center

and two elementary Teacher,Education Centers, Hanburg COunty

has three centers which link the College of Education (through

OFE), to the County schools.

Focusing in on the arrangements reveals,some differences

in linkage patterns in the two counties. In Hanburg County,

all threecoordinators now report to a school district.official,

the Supervisor of,Staff Development. Each coordinator'also

submits an annual report.to OFE. When necessary, the
1

.coordinators interact with other supervisor personnel at the

school district level. Additionally, each Coordinator in,

Hanburg Ccunty has a formal Advisory Council consisting of

teacher and principal representatives from the Center Schools.

, In Cardon County, the coordinator, ,Debra Annonberg.,

reports-to,the Deputy Superintendent and frequently interacts

direCtly wi h other districtspersonnel including the Director

of Staff Deve opment and the Director of Elementary 'Education.

A Policy Board,consisting of the Coordinator, representatives

frdm the District.(teachers, principals, and Distridt staff)

and from .the University (faculty and OFE4personnel) meets twice

yearly. The University and:District take turns in chairing

the meetNags. As do all other Center Coordinators and Profesiional

Development Center Personnel, Debra submits her Annual Report

to OFE with a copy"to he Superintvndent.
1.6



Rather than an Advisory Council, the Cardon CountY Center

has an Operations Committee (with principal and teacher represen'-

tatiVes)-..which meets monthly'and focuses on'operational decisions.

The Coordinator chairs and organAieS'theOperations Committee

meetings,:

In both Cardon and Hanburg-Counties, there are linkAges betvieen

the doordinatots and College of Education departmental liaisons

to Oft. There are addirional,linkages in the Crdon Cdunty,r0A

between the coordinator and faculty M'Obers (other than
.

.

depattmental liaisons) Who serve on the 'Policy Board. These
1

,additional linkages are mUch mord loosely coupled than the

liaison linkages.

Coordinators in both countiea are,Allowed considerable

programming latitude Which enables them to :!ead" the particular

needs of the district in which the Center isset and to "shape"

the role of the Center to meet those needs.

Such latitude also contributes to a sense of role ambiguity.
,

Coordinators report that they have "two bosses," he.univeiSity
. .

.a.mdthe district. When-it comes to decision-making, there is

an advantage in this ambiguity. One Hanburg coordinator -,

,

.

,

reports' that "it seems to me that no one is sure--neither Eastern

-State University, nor Hanburg County-who is supposed to be
, ,

askin\g what of us," And a second cOordinator notes that before
,

he instituted an Advisoxy Council, the typical patterivwaq for
. .

him to-receive 4 fixed bedyet, to spend it, and to call the

university Or county people only when there was a particular
,

problem, a 'need for special authorization or additional funds.
.- .

He had a "boss" in the courIty office and another "boss" at the

university. Typically, he- met independenely with each'Ind

did a great deal of business over* the phone. ,Duri,ng thP last+

foUr years, OFE has becoM'e more structured'about budget

submissions and justifications. There is much mote accountability

now as well as an emphasis on the utaization of advisory board

input on budget submission.
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-Realizing this
t

'
coordinatort in.Hanburg and

Cardon.Countiet often chedk with one another on decision-related

matters, phone Rob Goldman, OFE_Directot (or, less frequently,

Esther Xanter Associate Director) 4nd then phone.key,district

or univeiSity persons. This, informal activity utilizes the

Linkages of the IOA bat doss not completely correspond to the

-'formal decisicti7making 'structures in each county.

The following diagram'illustrates.and'summarizes th&

structufal linkages discussed above:
%

figure 1.1
LINKAGES: EASTERN STATE INTERORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENT

Dept.

E.S.
UniVersity
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J school
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Outcomes From the Eastern.State Network and Teacher Centers.

The initial''inpact of these IOAs was to enhance recruitment'

selecti'on of new teachers ("provide a window on.the talent") on

the part of county and school organizations and to provide stable

sites for student teacher placement on,the part of the university

organization. Related tio these outcomes was the exchange of

fiscal/administrative r6sources to support dp-site Student

teacher training: the county organization provided office spate

and equipment on-site As well as a part-time secretary while the

university provided a graduate aSsistant, funds, and Courses.

Both organizations shared the Salary and selection of an on-site

coordinato r.

Overtime, however, other impacts became more and more,

important. In-service opportunities were Provided for.staff
a

leading in Hanburg County to development of a support system

and esprit de corps for teachers. ,There was a changed

organizational climate at the Hanburg School building level:

the production norm:shifted,"to another level, a more intellectu41

level" with "more sharing" and "more freedom-.to talk about ideas'

and 'dissent." Similarly, there was Change in Cardon County at

thb district organization level with the IOA's provision Of

"help not to lose perspective" and With "int ernalization Of-a

scholarly perspective."

Against the backdrop of lessening needs, fOr new teacheri,

both IOAs (as-well as the ;OA as a whole) have begun tO focus

more and more on in-service offerings tailored to the needs

of the specificcounty and school orgarlizations. In-turn, the

university-and-its faculty have bpnefitted through-the

acquisition of loci,for on-site graduate programs (and the

concomitant increase in enrollments) as well as for field research.

A faculty member reported that when she, was writing a grant
4

proposal, the Cardon Teacher Center Coordinator collected

approximately four letters of support frorti school district

4

peOple in less th'in an hour! Additionally, several
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publicationq and dissertations have come from. joint.Center

'faculty and school system efforts.

The IOAs in both-couhties have contributed-to other changes

"in the capacities of participating individuals and organizations.

Teachers have enrolled in.courses, workshops, and seminars and/or

have acquired books,materials,and lamination. ,They have also had

'access to conference fees, professionarl associations, and
.

intervisitations; they have received support for research in a

gk.oup setting (Cardon CounW) and a one-on-one setting (Hanburg

County). Student teachers have developed classroom skills in

an'environment characterized by support at the school building

level an4 development of an esprit de corps. They have had'

access to- more than sme model. Related to center placement of

vrudent teachers was the flexibility of coordinators to make

placements and,to trouble-shoot on-site - a ial ,benefit to

both county and OFE organizations.

Certain.outcomes depended on, the particular talents and

indlinAtions of the coordinators, In Hanburg County, there" was '

a cdordinator who was perceived by principals as being able

to'help teachers,whomadministrators could not reach. In Cardon

county, there wab a coordinator who was perceived by district

personnel as bele able to problem solve through identification

of appropriate resources and through participation herself on

district problem-solVing committees. The focus in,Cardon County

was District-centered; the focus in Hanburg County:was-teacher-
\

centered'. Thus, there were greater teacher impacts in Hanburg

County than in Cardon County, where the major teacher outcomes

were use of equipment/laminating materials at the center and

enrollthent in courses and workshops5

Limitations of the study precluded a ;ystematic evaluation

of improveMents in educational practia?at the classroom, level.

However, attitude changes which cou.j6d be related to practice

improvement were reported in both counties stUdied. In Cardon

County there was "a cOaxing up" of teachers who, in the preSence

of student teachers "had to)De on top of everything."
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Similarly, in Hariburg County, teachers.were "on their best

behavior" aue-to the presence of student teachers. Studen.t

teachers also used skills andtechnigues in the classroom.whichcoula

then-have'been adapted by_. operating teachersi.'and other r

teachers who either observed the cooperating teachers' Classrooms

or participated in the Center coordinator's seminar's.

Evidence for Institutionalization of Eastern State

Arrangements

In conclOing this brief summary of the Eastern,Public

case it is important to note that institutionalization has been

'achieved in a number of respects both at the level of the arrangement

as a_ whole (the OFE network) and with respect, to each of the

,county arrangements studied. At the.College of Education OFE

seeing to have a secure status as a structural element with a

recognizable importance and clear lines of 'responsibility, function,

staffing, and budget. Although there have been transfOrmations

over'the yeats that have teduced scope and visibility, these

changes have also brought stability and reduced tensions, A

survivor of budget anl interdepartmental battles over 14 years,

the OFE seems destined to continue in something like it present

form into the mid,-1980s and perhaps beyond. Within the overall

arrangement, relatiOns with particular county districts will

likely ebb and flow as they have done in the past, but in the

two counties studied arrangements fOr the present seem secure.

The three centers in one county now have survived over ten-years,

including more than one leadership turnover, and have managed

to retain level funding when many other-programs were"going

under. The Cardon County site, in four years existence has

also survived a leadership turnover, and with its solid

contractual base and governance arrangement seems reasonably,

secure for the near fgture..

1.2.4. Case,Summary Number Four: The Midwegtern Statewide

Network end, Its .Techer, Center Satellites

The Miclestern Teacher Center project operates in a large,

relatively sparsely populated State, such that school districts

Oh state colleges are isolated from one another, especialli
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during the wihte r months. 'The State is wealthy, with one of the

highest per capita income levels in the country, but its

inveStment in education, especially at the school level, is

comparatively low, given its resource base.

In 1976, a college dean at North,Central University.and his

associates generated ihe Concept of a federatilon of teacher

centers spanning the State and loosely linked through a

coordinating body comprising delegate'd teachers, administrators

and college.staff who would jointly manage each of the local

teacher centers. ,The idea wai to build a "statewide'network"

of professional developteht centers for teachers, with a home

base at North Central University, one of the two major State

ihstitUtions of higher education. The project '1.11osequently

received funding from a private foundation and opened With

four'teacher centers in 1977-78- By.1980,snine such centers

were operational.inObe-state, with plans for the creation of

two mOre-the following year.' Each'center was viewed'Aas unique

locally'grounded; wheri they cameAdgether, it wa's chiefly

to exchange exPeriences, plan collaborative projects, disCdss

educational policy et the state ana local levels and decide how

to allocate their foUndation'funas.

This state-wide'network had an ideological core. The

project's ,40unders belieVed.that increases in pupil achieVement

and social-emotional competence would only result from a

cprresponding provision for continued professional development

among teachers. Pupil growth was predicated on teacher growth.

AlsO, it was felt' that'teachers were their own best judges of

pgradinthe type of

need. Essentia

experiences, and rebources they.would

local learning institutions such as

universities and district-administrated in-service tiaining

should pattern thelir programs on the estaff development needs

articulated by teachers as a vehicle for improving their

instructional practices. There mas also a corollary:

teaoher-generaged craft knowfedge was seen as a.powerful

and valid base for designing curricula, instructional formats
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and modes of evaluation. A mechanism was needed to provide the

exchange of craft knowledge, including the dissemination of

promising new practices and products, and to distill these

data in a form which university-level staff could translate into .

their teaching and research.

Ma* of these ideas had already been incorporated in an

experimental degree program at North Central University, which

had attracted national attention before and, to a lesser exeent,

after it was re-integrated with the existing college of'education.

The program drew a large numberf recruits across the State-,

in particular, a group of enterprising school administrators

who, after completing the MA., and, for about 15, Ph.D.

degrees, took on key responsibilities as local diArict-level

administrators, state college professors and deans and senior

administrat'ors in the State office.of education.

The dean also ficlured prominently in the proposal writing

and negotiations resulting in a five-year grant bt $400,000

from a priyate' foundation: The.grant helped to pay salaries and

the purchase of materials at the four founding centers, but

provisions were made in all cases for locai school districts

or State colleges to pick up progressively the full dosts of

teacher center oPerations by the end of the five-year period.

Each of the four centers had a unique program, but all included

a basic repertoire of one-shot workshops, an ongoing resource

bank Of materials; special projects (e.g., poets Working-in

local schools; introduction of micro-computers),'meetingswamong

teacher and -bommunIty groupszA.more consequenti 1 or continuous

training events leading to B.A.-level or M.A.-lev 1 credits.

Each center also had'a "policy.board" comprisingldelegates from

the lbcal teachers' union,district officee state college qr

university and, in-some instances, from the locai community.

State-Level Outcomes. The State-wide teac er center network

-has been chiefly an assembly of individual cent rs, to which

its delegages minister. Its-effects are more p lpable at the

local level, which'is also in keeping with the prevalent policy

of de-centralization, uniqueness and networkin . There have

been, however, seconitry effects at the State ide eilong
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with outcomes in local centers which result.from their

participation in a colleative enterprise.

In itself the State-level network has barely achieved a

ftrm' institutional identity in its relatively short life. In has,

however, created a distinct role for itself as a vehicle for

the dissemination of new curricula, media_(e.g., educational

T.V.), special.projects (the State's Centennial Celebration)

and of sOme teacher upgrading'efforts., The.,nine existing

centers practcally blanket the Sta'te, each covering .a.l.arge

number of school districts and, as such, streamlining

dissemination from the 'State office., Relatedly, participation

in the State-level network, and more particularly, in its
,

policy'and advisory boards,.have increased the -local staius of

its delegates, who are perceived as.more cosmopolitan, bette

Connected and more,ihfiuential at the regional and State levels.

When network delegates assemble, the resuAt is a state-Wide

forum for discussion of'educational issues between teachers,'

school administrators, college and university staff and state-

level administrators. TheseHdiscussiOns have direct impacts on

state educational policy and on local policy. Similarly,

meetings of the advisory board and pf,,the several teaCher

center coordinators accelerate'the diffusion-of new ideas ahd of

new techniques or products appearing to, have."worked" in one

j'urisdiction. In a,more general sense, state-level meetings'

'and.coordinator. projects increase exchanges of_practice-

relevant knowledge among educators who 'typically have very ,

few cross-role cummunications, (i.e., between college professprs,

school administrators and teachers) and a sparse diet of within-

role exchanges due to their geographical dispersion. .'

The four original centers have had varied.fates. The two

,
studied in detail, Arcadia and Three Rivers, have measurably

increasecitheir- offerings, audience,,and base.of support,

although Three Rivers has been wekened by staff ttrnover and by

uneven support from district administrators. Iess-data were



collected, fromthe otber.two founding centers, but there is

evidence of personnel turnover and indications that local

superintendents and State college deans are unWilling or unable;

in a fiscally lean period, to-make up the full amounts Of the

foundation grant is that source is depleted-In 1,981.

The fiye centers wnich became operational in 1979-80

have had rough sledding, although data are thin here as well.

Making one's way economically and politicallY in the lAal

landscape was not easy: It appeared that firm patronage and

commitment at either the State college level or district office
-

-

level was harder to obtain than for the first four centers.

Neverthelesk, thee State-level policy board of the Teacher

Center Network went'ahead'with.plans to consolidate existing

Centers and to open two new ones. ,

Funds halid been difficult to come by. Three funding

proppsals4- to the foundation spOnsoring the original grant,
, a, ,

.-to the Statelevel education'office and to the federal government -

have,been turned down. Some smallr-scale projects have been

launched (wniters insthe schools, in-service upgrading of'the

qualifications of MUlti-age classroom teachers.)

It is pot clear what will happen at the State'level when

local,schooi districts and/or colleges assume total funding.

There may well be only a Skeletal coordination function, such that

the whole network is little More than the sum of its individual

'centers With State-or federal funding, on the other hand,

the netWork can expand to a more prominent'rOle in disseminating

new praCtices, systematicallfupgrading teacher qualification's, and. .'

multip1ying exchanges between Icnowledge-producing,and consuming,

institutioAs. What is'already clear is that.the network has

.s

A A

led to the local creation'of intermediary centers spanning colleges

or universities with-oschools and thereby increasing both the rate

and ehe amount of practice-relevant knowledge flowing into both

institutions. Finally, there has been a uniform procesg of goal

enlargement within the participat.ing'colleges and universities

as a result of their affiliation with these centers. The in-
.
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servicetraining function ha's increased significantly by relation

to the pre-service funbtion, and the involvement-of college staff

in instructional problem-solving: has risen concurrently:
,

1.2.4.1. The Arcadia Teacher Center .

Arcadia waa,the primary locus of site analysis.' It represents
.

tile most successful of the-teacher centdrs in'the Midwestern,

-network.innterms of rate of expansion, scolf and'magnitude of,

'outcomes achieved and solidity of iristitutional foundations.

In fSct, to the'extent that"site and program charadteristics can

be replicated,nArcadIa is a good candidate-"mbdel" for,the,

. creation. of intermedlary Agencies successfully-spanning cont.:amity.-
/.

colleges and loCa1 schools.

The,teacher center is located in the basement ot the

-Ibcal coMmtviity (State) four-year'coliege which services the

surrounding area. , Bdth the cpllege (650 students-including ?35

teachers in trainin4g) and the town. (pop. 3,000) are =all; a8

are the surrounding counties, but two of the largest cities

in the State are'nearby (40 miles arid 60 miles). The area

dt.prodigiouslyfertile and, to listen to local inhabitants,

J.mmerlsely wealthy, although-little of this is'conspicuous in

Arcadia itself and in Arcadia State *College.

- The center is staffed by a fuli-time coordinatork, Dr.

Lessing, and.ful1-time staff member, bbth of 'whom carry.full

teaching loads as assqciate and assistant professor, respdttively,
-

in the elementary eduCation department of the.college. ,,.There is

a part-time secretary/documentalist and some work-study Colldge

students to help with cataloguing and use' of the center's video

equipment, canoes, skis, etc.

The center is an outgrowth of the coordinator's teaching.

Working'exclusively with elementary-level teacher candidates, he,

found the-`traditional lecturing and seminar.format to be both

4

restrictive and too far removed from, natural classroom conditions. ,

As he accumulatecran ever-increasing stock of mat&rials *,

.
,.. - . .

(instructional kits, acfivity books, reading.series), iritegrated 4
.1

'curriculum displays ("learning centers"), to better-approximate-the
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!type of "methods" or "strategies" used by classroom, teachers,.the

,Jecture rooms,at.Arcadia State became cluttered,thereby annoying

colleagues Dr. Lessing then ,cast,about for more space,

identifying and obtaining an unused ,cafeteria 75' by 75' along

with two adjoining rdoms: The room was gradually refurbished and

cumulatively stocked with sarounged material; and became an enormous

repository-of curriculum materials, texts, ;earning packages;

teacher-made ideas and games; science inquiry.and observation

°units; Mathematical reasons idea booki end games; audio-visual '

materials (filmstrips, records, and latert video tapes);

cooking and sewing equipment; carpentry materials ancrdarkroom

eqUipment, often arraye'd by theme or, as in the case of the

pre-school area, set up as in a materials-rich classroom. These

Several areas were reconfigured periodically and consistently

added to in such a way as to make all",materials accessible for

easy.browsing. Interspersed among these resource arrays were

smaller'areas with indirect lighting and armchairs or sofas for

conversations,, informal seminars or for.reading the professional

and general public magazines on surrounding shelves. The
4

adjoining romils were used for instructional and office space

but also held disPlays of reading series, and later on,,Nere

expanded.inta specialized resource banks for activities in nature

study and energy education.

In the academic year 1976-77, Lessing had just taken over

the abandoned cafeteria and wad using it as an instructional'

space and resource center for pre-service'teachers taking his

"teaching strategy" courses. He was then offered part bf an

-in-servce training,project to upgrade the formal credentials

f pre-school teachers, which initiated him into in=service

training, provided funds for the purchase of more materials and

:involved team-teaching with staff members in his own and ,cognate

departments. At approximately:the same, time, he was contacted by

the aean at North Central University, who sounded,him out on

Arcadia's interest in the proposed Midwedtern Teacher Center

Network. Lessing had done his doctorate at North Central
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r
pniversity under the experimental graduate program. Of the

four charter teacher centers receiving foundation funds in

1977-78, Arcadia was the only center that'waS.already functioning.

-But bulk'of the foundation_funding appeari to .110.17e gone

into the enrichment of the resource bank,..wilich rapidly became

voluminous. Tncreasingly, local and county teachers were

asked to xecomtend purchases, all,of- which were made, including

in areas such as driver education, music, and dance, and' more

significantly,'in all the secondary-level subject areas. By

1979-80, approximately 200 items werte eitherchecked out or

returned each month by area tachers during the school year.

By 1980-81, the' centerhad logged about 3,000'"users" (workshops

participants or drop-ins) annually, mahy of them repeaters..-

Field.researcher estastates of use were.that 65% of elementary-

level, teachers and 35%, of secondary-level teachers were habitual

dsers of,the center, i.e., uAed it for-several fUnctions. #41404

Apart from the resoUrce-borrowing function, the center

developed and refined a core set oein-service formats:

o A one-shot workshop series on general topics
(Nazi Germany, children' literature, drama-
tization of pOetry and theater);

o A two=week internship, during which local teacters
brought their clases.in daily for instruCtion'in
new "teaching strategies" by pre-service students.;

o Pafticipation in one.or two projects common tg
at least one other center in the stateTwide network
(poets in the schools, energy education)

o A one-week summer workshop, during which participants
fprmulated a 'classroom-level project, consulted both
the resource bank ,and staff in the approvriate
departments atjkrcadia State,'took the resource
materials back to their classrooms and submitted
samples of lesson plans and pupils'-work to teacher

-center staff;

o Suymer WorkshOps by theme (reading in the conteht
areas, nature studies), usually involving the.
production of materials and'simulated use under
classroom conditions;

o A project involving the local Community, e.g.,
the design, o-f a nature stud-i.eS area adjoining
the town, to which county teachers could bring
15upils and which residents could use as a park and
cross-country ski area.

5 0
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Many of these ventures had common organizational and political

features, which constitute a starter set of medlator variables

helping to account for the pervasive,often dramatic outcomes of

the center listed briefly belerw. First, all activities were

centered around materials. Pre-service students and in-service

workshops participants spent most of their time examining,-

discussing, making and, when possible, trying out the varrous kits,

games, idea.formats series,,and back-up equipment.- 'Basically,

craft knowledge was_generated, communicated, evaluated, and

refined through interactions between artisans. 'Secondly, many
4

of the workshops were linked to some sort of-follow-through

activity. In the summer workshops,'for example, participants

had .to try ,out the practices,they.had planned to implement while

at the center arid to'report on them. Teachers visiting the

nature *studies area were expected to do f011ow-up exercises.

Teachers who had requested pre-service students to model an

inquiry approach to teaching science typically feltmotivated

and obliged to follow through, especially since they had observed

their own pupils being taught. A third and less tangible

feature was the low-key congeniality of the setting: browsing,

workshops, even pre-service instruction were carried On in an

informal, physically comfortable space (described in the center

newsletter as "informal and industrious") to which particiPants

appeared-to come eagerly and to remain as long as possible.

Some informants.spoke of a "community" or "sort of a family"

built up in and through the center. This was especially the

case with former pre=service students who then returned to the

center as in-service workshop participants or browsers-borrowers;

but it was equally true of veteran teachers_ who explained their

sentiment by evoking the "professional respect in there; it:s

like*pro"fessionals talking to other professionals who care about

them." These are elusive qualities to evaluate, but they

were continuously mentioned by informahts and se-*Ied to cluster

around such attributes as the informality of the settingl the

non-threatening nature of discussions and'experimentation with
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materials, the responsiveness of center staff to requests and the

creation of new interpersonal networks, between teachers in schools

within a 50-mile-radius of the'center. Finally, the.center.

coordinator made repeated attempts to involve other Arcadia-

-State staff in the center, either as resources for summdr

interns designing a.projett, as part of a.team'to carry out a

short-term training session.pr simply as users c4 the center

(borrowing materials, teaching their courses in the center).

Arcadia Teacher Center Outcomes. The two center staff

members, their department and the Psychology 4nd Education

section enjoyed an enhanced institutional reputation.with the_

widening awareness of the Center's sucicess and colreCted a series

of bargaining chips which were later traded in the fôrrri of

increased physical space for the center and a prgjected increase

in sta,ffing in the five-year plan. The center became something

of a showpiece .for
.

the department and the State college who

were competing with neighboring institutions for high-school

graduates from a fast-decrining pool of teachers in training.'

That Arcadia held its own not only in recruitment but also in

subsequent placement of its graduateswas attributed to a great'

extent to the center, which then enjoyed enhanced status.

There were other forms of usually'dmplicit hergining and exchange.

For instance, school administrators reciprocated teacher center

services by giving teachers more released time during school

hours, by bussingpupils into the center for work with.pre-service

candidates, by donating materials.

At the individuallevel, teachers reported a more intense

and consequential exchange of materials, ideas and instructional

techniques as a result of teacher center use. Much of the

exchange occurred primarily at the center, but sote resulted

from social networks created after workshops were over. There

were also syaematic reports of increased professional'exchanges

within the schools; telachers would, for example, return from the

center w;ith "a surprise" for a colleague or, alternatiVely,
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would pass on materials or idea format5to others. -Time was also

set aside during staff meetings to propose PUrchases, workshops

or special projects to the center, an activity whidh involved

local teachers in more substantive exchanget.

g 'There was a similar phenemonop within the State'College.

Staff members in the center worked together on a daily basis;

other departmental members came in for spetial.projects or as

resource's, Team-teaching experiments were.undertaken across

departmentS whose members worked as well viith pre-service

teachers. Mote distant departments (music, mathematics, physical

education) borrowed center-materials or taught courses there:

More significant, continuous.links were established between

local schoolS and the center, whose staff considered itself

"on call" to the' eight school districts it serviced.

Testimony from teachers was embarrassingly evangelical,
-

with referenceS to "rejuvenation" and "revitalization."

Basically, as one informartsaid, use the Center to feel Ilm

an O.K. teacher," to ward olf:stagnat'ion and "get 're-enthused.?

The center'provided a sense of "feeling abreast with my

field" and "getting updated," which took on thore significance'in

a rural region which had had, up to that point, elmoe,t nore-'

sources for professional development aside frOmeummer cOurses. ,

Several informants also thentioned pressing their superintendents

"for more local in-service as a consequence of their center

experience.

Within the college, the two center staff members dwelled more

on the costs of a drastIcally increased outreach activity. Both

felt they had less time available far tawching or course

preparation; onefelt that the strong emphasis on hands-on teaching

reduced course coverage and more conceptual inputs. At the
-

organizational level, however,.the center'thrived. During

the 18 months of this study, its physical space was doubled,

its support 'staff put on stable college funds and its program

made the ceaferpiece bf a praposal tO grant graduate-level

certification for a new program in elementary education.
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Such a program would-, of nece'ssity, generate revenue to.the

college throuqh in-service enZollments.

,Practice Improvement Outcomes at Arcadia. Teachers

reported.uniforMly an enriched-materials base and a more diverse

repertoire of activities result of.Fenter use. Soine

tied this to'pupil gaihs; most claimed more generally that they:

,f14ere more effective in the classroom. This wiatespecially the

case for areas in which teachers felt weak, a lInding replicated

at the Three RiVers site (see below). There were twp additional

findings of interest. Infotmants invariably mentioned at least

one incident in which the center serVed as a crutch, stimulant,

or repositOry for undertaking changes in the classroom. Many -

felt that they,would not have followed through on- these projects_

without the structure proyided in the workshop format.; All

claimed that classroom practicejlad been meaSurably improved;

most said that.thex were encouraged thereby-to try another,

sometimes more ambitious, project. Asecond finding of note:

althOugh all i.espondents felt that the center was pluralistic,

i.e., did not advOcate a particular approach or theory, several

remarked that their style of instruction had changed. `JIhere

was more pupil self-direction, individualization of instructional

treatMents and integration Of curricula as, for example, in a

learning center approach Observed in one School. Much of this

appeared to stem from the materia,l-based nature of the center's

resources and from _observations of pre-service students using

inquiry and simulation.apprclaches with the visiting teacher's

pupils.

.
Institutionalization at Arcadia. Teachers have come'to view

the center ".a-s an extension of my school; it's the first place.

I think to'go when.I'have problem or when, I start getting

organized in the fall." Workshop participation also appears

to be built into their professional routines, as does the

ordering of materials and the scanning of'the-newsletter for

new materials reoeved: Local and district school administrators

appear tp view the center as a bottomless resource rePOsitory

for their staff for which they pay virtually nothing. The '

State college administration also supports the center unequivocally
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and derives very tangible rewards from it. The portion of

budget accounted for by the foundation grant has been picked

- up by the collage.

1.2'.4.2. The Three Rivers Teaching Center

The Three Rivers teacher center is situated in one of the

larger (pop. 45,000) cities in the tate, One whose economy,

depends to a great extent on North Central Uniyersity and a

nearby militarii base. -

;This center resulted from'tWo years (1975-1977) of informsl

tafks between staff at the college of education at North Central,

and delegates of the'local teacher's union, Some of the

participating teachers were skeptical initially, feeling that

the university was too far removed from local practices to be

effective and fearing university control of tebher center

.activities. There,are indications that teachers felt intimidated

by the university, so much so that one of the.prime achievements

of the center was that of reducing social distance between the ,

college of education and local teachers.

Similarly, local administrators.were doubtful about the

t
venture, questioning the ultimate utility of teacher-directed

in-service.training and looking ahead to the time when the entire

teacher center budget would have to be picked up by the district.

An early proposal by the deiNvwas flatly rejected, but a later

effort involving a faculty member with gopd Three Rivers ties

was accepted by both administrators and,teachers, in part because

the concept was attractive and external funding was available.

The initial two years (1977-79) were rocky. The,district

provided poor facilities (a reflection, perhaps, of the priority

given the project), and eventually refurbished A garage appended

to the city's library at one edge of the city. These quaiters

were gradually rearranged, attractively decorated and well-stocked

with materials, but their limited size (about 1/3 the original

space of the'Arcadia Center) 'and their relative isolation

continued to plague teacher center staff and users alike. At

the same time, ineffective leadership and staff turnover made for

an unstable enterprise, kept alive essentially by external
1
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fundg, the.strong.commitment on the part of North Central

Universi.ey and the perceived viability of the teacher center

cpncept.

By the 1979-80 school year, the center was on its feet,,

having found an energetic and interpersonally skillful

co-coordinator, Brenda.Rane, a graauate"teaching, assistant .

_in elementary education'at North Central. 'Ilere were, however,

departures of two co-coordinators and persistent role confusion

among center staff. During those two years, a diverse 'and

relatively successful activity format was elaborated, consisting

of: \

o one-shot workshops, for the most part on practice-
relevant topics such as *geometric art, songs for

the classróom, using the 'newspaper in the classroom,'

etc.;

o'continuous workshops, some of which were used for
graduate-level credit at North Central University
(law for educators, adolescent development);

o drop-in and materials'-lending;

o meetings or local community,groups;

o "sharing" evenings for specialized teaching units,

e.g., special education teachers, mathematics teachert;

o display and circulation in district Schools of
"activity centers" (integrated4curriculum units with
suggestions for in-classroom activities)

o special projectS, vome of which were,carried.on,also
at other teacher centers in the network (poets in
the classrooms,. micro-computers)

o on-call services to building administrators and users.

In 1979-80 and 1980-81, the center became increasingly

visible to district and, progressively, to outlying county

teaChers. Attendance and drop-ins increased.; the center registered

2,2:00 users in 1979-80 and 3,000 in 1980781. Of these, there*

emerged a small core of teachers, mosly at the elementary level,

who-drew on center staff not only as rescitrce finders but

aiSo as solution-givers and process belPers_in,implementing
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instructional changes. Support by principals also grew. Soth

the poets inthe 14assroom and micro-computer projects were

successfule the latter significantly so: teachers reconfigured,

classrooms, called on one another a-s consultants and reported

dramatic gains in pupil motivation, engaged time on task and

achievement.

The center also experimented with the formula of teachers

giving workshops to their peers, with'mixed results. There is

evidence- (see below) that practices circl;lated more rapidly

within local schools as a result end that both workshop leaders

and, their principals bathedin the glow of social recognition

for their new'roleq. But there is also some evidence of partial

boycotting of teachers perceived as "prima donnas" or "arrogant"

by,others who found it hard' to acknowledge the lerit of practices

invented by their peers..

In the fall of 1980, as the Three Rivers district met to

elaborate a reduced budget for the next calendar year, funds for

the teacher center, including a sizeable increase in the

proportion to be carried by the school district, were stiken

from the budget, on the ground that they were less critical

than activities impacting'the classroom directly. Involved ine

this decision were the assistant'superintendents who served

on the teacher center policy board. There ensued a rapid

mobilization of local teachers and university staff, who

'intervened with school board members prior to the sessiocl

,it.self.'T- Eighty percent of the teacher center'budget was einstated.

The incident appeared to have boosted 'support rom the teaching

community, even among non-users who spoke of "them" (distriát

*administrators) taking away "our" teacher .center. Local

ownership appeared far stronger after the incident. Nevertheless,'

the twenty percent budget shortfall led to a reduction in the

activities and drop-in-hours of the center,..and several teachers

pxedicted that when the istrict took over the full costs of the

center, it would act gradually to dismantle it.

Outcomes. The center provided status enhancement to teachers

-in three ways: giving social recognition through the investment

made on their behalf by North Central professors, acquiring
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credits toward post-graduate degrees which could eventually

aid in pp:motion, and enhancing the status of those teachers who

gave workshops on their own practices; The university gained

in status for having originated the state-wide network more than

for having helped to found the local Center. The teacher center

coordinator, who was a graduate assistant at North Central

University, came to .be perceived as an expert on the needs

and characteristics of practitioAers, and to take on the role

of the formal conduit between the university and local schools.

There-were also some power shifts worth noting. As the

teacher center Centralized the bulk of inLservice training,

district administrators and school principals lost some control

over the choice of training events and trainers. Here was a'

classic instance of tacit inter-inStitutibnal bargaining; 'the

6 s:Alool district gained in capacity but lost in control and,

implicitly agreed to the transaction.

One project involving microcomputers induced a considerable

number.of within-building exchanges. SOme exchanges of materials,

experiences and ideas between buildings were a1so,rei3orted.

Institutionally, -the teacher center provided a more formalized

structure for access to university expertiSe, replacing tql,some

degree the "old boyS' netw-ork" which schoOl administrators had

used to contact university_staff on a problem-by-problem basis.

At the university, individual professors in the 'elementary

eduoation department felt that they now had more contact with

and interes.t in .practitioners, whereas their prior concerns

'had been primarily With pre-service students. For the college

of education asa whole, the teacher center had become the chief,

if. not the sole, yehicle for contacts with local schools. .

Increasingly, in fact, the teachercenter_played a linking

role, putting uniVersity staff*Ih'contact with schOol personnel,

organizing-certificate-granting:programs to be attended by
, .

-
teachers and -taught bit North Central staff;. -matching research ,

foci in the elementary edUcation department with expressed needs

of teachers as these surfaced during teacher center events.
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Individual teachers associated ac.t4lvityat the.center with,

professional.growth. Testimony was no as strong as at Arcadia--

possibly because of the absence of alterntive knowledge resources

in Arcadia--but the direction was sirglar. Teachers felt they

could remain "up to &ate," that they hlad more resources

available for practice improvement and thatthe center was a
)

stagnation-Wghter,.a source of skill extensioriand a stimulant (

to the adoption/of new practices. Finally, the center provided 1

teachers with access to "the best practices other teachers
4

around here aA using?"
Organizationally, teachers and administrators credited the )

center with increasing the circulation of new ideas and practices,

with providing a support system for teachers /which had been moreL

random and fluid in the past and with the more rapid disseminatiron

of university knowledge and instrumentation. The final item
"

'warrants an illustration, since it toudhes the core of knoviledge

transfer between knowledge-producing and using units% A math

professor, ui experimenting with the measurement of children'

computation and logical reasoning processes, began to use

micro-computers both as a diagnostic and an instructional devi e:

He showed the device to staff.members at the center, 1.Tho orga iz'ed

a workshop, for which the profesgor provided sample programs nd

the micro-processor itself. Very rapidly, the hardware.and p ograms

were checked'out and extended (a wider range of pro4rams, A second

micro-processor), with wide-ranging impacts a*the classroom/level.

The story ends ultimately with the purchase by the district pf

-17 micro-processors, la'rgely as a result of teacher center I

activity.

The professor's interaction with in-service teachers also

led to revisions in his teaching at the university and his

research orientations, both of which became "more.coMplex, /more

open to dissonant information, more of an asker of questions

than a delivery of solutions."

There were other modest institutional changes at the(

university whichfterit mentioning: a shift in priorities More

fully to in-service training and consultation, increased revenues

through enrollment in center-orclanized workshops w5ich co ld

be used for' continuing credit, extension of resources fo
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coursework to the teacher center resource bank antd, on,a less

sanguine note, role overload on the, professors in the elementary

educational department who- worked closely with the center.

The Three Rivers Center was defined,rperhaps mpre sharply

than the other centers, as a resource'foi.,:between and.b1; teachers.

That-the Univers4y chose, to'sponsor such a center arid to%elevate

the social status of craft knowledge was an additiOndl rdinforce7

ment. Along with .itcrementi in-craft Pride camp some raising. of
1 -

collective consciousness and, wikh th-at,.:ga somewha.6 more Militant .2

note in discussions with school.administcators.

Practice.Improvement. Teachérs reported that the center Thad

helped demonstrably to renrich,their curriculum and storof

instructional mate;idTs, And had led to Indere diversity.in th6'-

organization of'Claseroom,instruction. The Same finding emerged

from a surVey conduCted by a North Central graduate student. The

center also'serVed to make teachers stronger in areas in which

they felt underqualified, particularly ip science. Where

activity centers had been distributed andateachers had taken
A

workshops in this domain,.there was evidence of greater integration

of curriculum in the'dtassroom, jrhe micro=computer and poets-
.

in-the-claSsroom projects both led to Assertive claims of

instructional effectiveAss and pupil'gains.

In the university, staff.membrs who had workedwith center

1.

participants claimed that they, now had "a more complex vision of

schooj. practice" and.that-'their teaching was, more practitioner'7

sensitive, more "grounded." For the few who had research

actiiity underuly,-the outcome was analogous.. In a more macro-
.

organizational.sense, the dean felt that the Center provided a

more,rapid and efficient,conduit for the dissemination of

copceptval and instrumental knoyledge from the university to

practitioners.

Institutionalization. The Three Rivers Center is not

strongly institutionaliZed. Although its outreach is increasingly

.wider (acCording to Center statistics, nearly half the elementary

level teachers and onequarter of the secondary level teachers in

6'
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the diStrict used the center in 1979-80), its activities are

notseen as indispensible to district teachers or administrators,

nor to the university staff as a.whole. Its strongest support

_comes from Saganne,he college dean, a prime mover in the _

founding of the center to which he has a' personal commitment.

But the center is, here as well, "Only one of out,Commitmentsemd

nOt a major one, compared with our teaching." The center appears

to be orphaned, without stong claims-of ownership made by the .

'the university or the school district. ,Only recently has teacher--

commitMent solidified, and it may be more related tO,feacher-
.,

administrator cohflict than to center support per se.' Rewards

accruing to teachers are concrete and numerous! but therMesh,

with other practice-improving inputs available in-the district

-which thus 'dilute the impact made specifiCally by the teacher

center. Rewatds at administrative level are also present, bu,t.

are intermixed with reservations about the whole enterprise.

Pew university staff profit clirectly.

.Stable fuhaiing is uncertain. 'Unlike the Arcadia center,'

Three Rivers '4S noloack-up resource base. rt pays for its

autonolmy in reduced budgetary and institutional support, having

alread'y been cut back fot 1981. Nor does it provide steady

rewards for its personnel,' among whom more turnover Is likely.

Ironically, although the Three Rivers center has become highly
. .

visible and, familiar to local practitioners, and has created .

durable linkt with a small set of univerSity staff, its
4

institutional base remain's fragile.

.Institutionalization of the State-Wide Network. As a set,

the 9 Centers have not as yet achieved stable institutionalization ,

(see table VI-1), in part owing to their youth. They are seen

lOcany es alegitimate, even inspiring organ for staff de'yelopmen

but not as a core function. They provide clear rewards' to

teachers and, thereby, to school-district administrators, but

are sometimes viewed as "frills." by the latter. Their

relationship with the State Colleges or universities to which many .

centers are connected has been, on the whole, tentative, but it

has drawn these institutions into an.expanded in-serVice role,

whereas their,conventionel maridete was almost exclusively

pre-service. Support.is still sot.,. especially in the case of
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new centers with an embryonic set,of activities and no firm

budgetary bas46. As'these centers turn;to school districts and

colleges to wfiich they are only partially yoked and which

thethselves are financially strapped, they come away with little.

Support has been stronger in cases where t'eacher centers have
-

sponsored wcirkshops br cpUrses which are then applied as

college-level czedits. The college earns reffenue from programs

which the centers have designed,.'publicized, housed, and
,

administered. The data' suggest thq,t, as theweb of,oftent*
implicit and nonvogrammatic interdependerncies between centefs

A
0-

and state colleges srowt and differentiates, local support 4

;increases and other kindb of*,knowledge-based exchanges occur

'between teachers and college staff c '

4
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L.3 PATTERNS

' The tak of this volume is to put tovther the lessons

from each of these cases. To do so we must first establ'i-th some

crucial underlying similarities, that is, to demonstrate that in

each case-we are really talking about the same kind of pheno-

menon. Having done this, we then need to establish some

importants'amd. interesting differences, differences which

will be instructive to future efforts or those who'would engage

in them. To identify such similarities and differences, we

need to abstract from the*narratives certainpatterns, scheMa

or frameworks of underttanding. Perhaps the most obvious-

of.these is the structure of interconnections between people

and between organizations which they each represent.. Havihg

defined the struCtural properties'and having noted their

similarities and differences We will then waht to delve into

s4stance, beginning with the motives of the parties which

- they bring together. Generally speaking each arrangement

can be seen as a complpx transaction inv'olving the exchange of

many items, gbods, services, money, ideas, inspiration,

approval, knowledge, etc. How are these tranSactions similar

and_different among the three cases? A third wiy to look

at..the narratives is as representations of systeMs, entities

with boundaries and purposes and products, with self-maintaining

and.self-enhancing capacities. How clearly delineatectand

viable are'these arrangements as organic systems? Are some

more v.iablethan others? Can productive transactions occur

'between complex organizations without the mediation of

arrangements/which are, themselves, reified as organizational

entities? A fourth type of ipttern which we think comes through

these narratives occurs on the time dimension, chazges over

time, growth, maturity, decline,.revival and:so on. We call

these patterns the "rhythms of time." There are, of course,

other patterns beside these four, but this is a good starting.

set which allows us to address the most important questions

in this study.



1.3.1 IOAs as Connective Structures

As the term implies, "interorganizational arrangements"

(I0As) are first of all'connectors between organizations. But

what are organizations? They, too, can be viowed as sets of

connections. The simplest orgahizations consist largely of

people and their connections; the more complex involve sub-units

or sub-orgahizations and their connections as well. Thus a

complex organizations is already an "interorganizational

arrangement" in a very real sense. What we-mean, of course,

is that we are looking at new connections that are made between

pre-existing organizations within which there are pre-existing

connections of a stronger and more durable type. Already with

these words, however, one can see the dilemma: are these intra-

organizational ties always stronger and more durable? And if

they are sometimes not so, what are the consequences for

the "organizations" so connected? The possibility then arises

that new intérorganizational.arrangements can threaten and even

destroy existing organizations, and as these connections become

strongerithe IOA takes on more and more the aspect of an

organization itself.

In the cases we studied, interorganizational connections were

generally much weaker than intraorganizational connections.

In a few instances, however, this seemed not to be the case.

In the fist case of 'the historic Council,interdependencies

within the IOA became extremely strong and led to the formation

of a sub-system of high potency and productivity in its own

right. In the last case of the Arcadia teacher center the same

level of potency and intensity of interaction-and attachment

was achieved within a microcosmic educational environment but

withott the isolation of-the IOA from the college in which it

germinated. In the other cases one sensasthat IOA connections

were less salient than prior organizationkl connections with

the exception, perhaps, of one or two individuals.

In the series of figures which accompany this text we

wish to illustrate generally,what each IOA looked like
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structurallY. For the two Eastern cases there were a number

.,of school districts connected to a single college of education.

For the Midwestern site there was, in fact, a network involving

the co119ge of education at the major state university and

several smaller four.year, public colleges, each engaged in

- teacher training and certification. As Figure 1.2 indicates,

the Council at Eastern Private in its revived form was

structurally rather simple. Each school district purchased,

an annual.membership in the Council which was thus constituted,

of school districts with a governing board of'school district

offiCials (originally, all superintendents, later extended to,

include two principals). Nearly all the substantive 'work of

the Council was carried out by a secretariat housed in the

College and acting,essehtially as College employees, a tenured

ptofessor-director with,the title of "Executive Secretary" and

between six and twelve-graduate students. Roughly half of

Figure 1-2 Basic Connective Structure of The CoUncil [Eastern Privatej-

University-

College
of

Education
school

district

ARI = Action Research Institute

Sec T Council secretari.at including
,executive secretary and fellows

school
district

the support and nominal supervision came from the Action Research

Institute an& itd directok. Virtually all decisions and actions

of the Council were initiated by the.Executive Secretary
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stimulated by discussions wIth her graduate students. The

.Board was also sometimes used as a sounding board and occasionally

a source of suggestions. The Board routinely approved

initia-tives.of the'secretariat and seeMed happy to leave it that

-way. For the most part the-ARI ignored the Council. When

invOlvemeht came It usually revolved around fiscal matters,

epecially the need to squeeze the budget and/or find other

funding souxces. Tigure l.S clisplays the essential structure

.of the Eastern State IOA.. Immediately we can observe a more

complicated structure with "teacher centers" as key elements.

Figure 1-3 Basic Connective' Structure of the Eastern State IOA

University

College
,of

-Education

_other
counties

chr
Cente

sup's lb 11111 e ementa
4111611k ID 111161116=11111110off.

elementar
schoolsTC

Cardon
County
'District

Hinbur
County
District

It should be noted that.In Eastern State'tne major local

educational authority esided at the county level; counties

were generally highly populated and thus included a number

of high,Schools and dozens of elementary Schools. The largest
o

counties such as Gannt and Martinville were actually sprawlin7

suburban tracts with populations approaching 500,000. The
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teacher centers could obviously not provide comprehensive

coverage:across these districts and hende tended to be attached

to a'small cluster of cooperating schools. The network structure

as a whole was essentially radial, coordinated, supported..

aaministratively'and logisticaly by an,,afice located in the

university. Tiae same waS the'dase in Eastern Private. Arly

inter-district contacts occurred at functions initiated and

organized by :the university secretariat group.

Figure 1-4

State

University

.

Basic Connective Structure: Midwestern State IOA

icn ivi.dual\
Ji. e .

.so
teachers

Three Rivers

'Area

* ..\
individual

/ 1
teachers Argadia

\? Area

/7';tate
College

Other Aieas

TC = teacher center
sec.= IOA state-wide

secretariat

In Figure 1.4 representing theessential structure of the

Midwestern network we find an additional complexity in that

almost all the spokes'of the wheel lead to other four-year public'

colleges scattered around the state. Each college developed

its own pattern of relations with associated schools and school

districts. This was not the case for.the Three Rivers site, of

course, where the University provided the seeding effort and
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consultative stpport but the teacher center became "orphahed,h

not located in the University and finding, initially, tepid

support and inferior isolated guarterS.

We have not attempted.in these diagrams to include the

various.governance structures that apply in each case. All

the teacher centers and the Council functioned with advisory or

executive boards variously cOnstituted and empowered. In

all'cases board membership was heavily school district oriented.

For the Council the board was almost entirely superintendents;
.

for Midwestern by deliberate design the majority-of all boards

was teachers.

Through various means we attempted to develop an under-

standing of the fine structgre of connections which underly

these crosS inter-institutional patterns. We were especially

interested to learn if informal patterns at the interpersonal

level were reflective of forthal organizational ties. We were

not suCcessful in collecting systematic sociometric data whiCh

could provide meaningful gtaditative comparisons butznalysis

of logs combined with other obvious trends emerging from our

interviews revealed configtrations someth4pg like those we

present in Figure 1.5., 1.6, and 1.7. These figures are

intended- bq summarize what appeared to be the bulk of inter-

actions of:a substantive nature among active network members

and participants, including the fieIdsites moststudied in each

case.

Figure 1.5 illuatrates thelgorking relationships that

existed at the'Eastern Private site during the 1979-80 school

yeall when the writing consortium reached its fullest flowering

as the most visible and sustained outreach activity. The

core group within which both loyalities and adtive involvethents

were most intense revolved around Alice Loveland at the University.

Within,the group there was a lot of mutual interaction.

Direct field contacts most heavily involved the fellows and not

Loveland but University connections, all important in providing

resource persons for the many workshops and conferences were
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Figure 1.5 Working_ Relationships Involving The Couticil5ta f, The College, School

-bistricts, and District Personnel

S.D.

A.L.=, Alice Loveland, Exec Scy

D.A. Don. Archer, her deputy

F = Fellows-
S.D.= School districts

dots = individuals
solid lines = strong ties
dotted lines = weaker ties
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# heavily dependent on Loveland's strong relationships with other
t

faculty and other experts around the county. Her aesigned-

deputy, Archer, was heavily involved in providing logistic

'support and making arrangements.but had relatively weaker ties

with both the faculty and the graduate student fellows.

Archer's field contacts were also more tenuous.

.The radial structure of the Council as a-network was,

if anything, more pronounced when we looked at interpersonal

conn ctiOns. Despite frequent pronouncements and a clear desire

make the_netWork a collective sharing enterprise in which the

iversity would only play a facilitative role (nearly indentical

to the espoueed ideology at Midwest), there were few inter-

district connections and' not many more.intr'a-district connections

which were inspired by or rooted in activities of the Council.

The major exception might have been the Writing Consortium

(discussed in detail as a "serial" in Volume M). This spin-

Off network was the result of the ihepiration and considerable

efforts of one of the fellows, supported only modestly by

other Council staff.. A succession of Consortium meetings occurred

over a three year period involving approximately six districts,

twb most intensively. Through these meetings, eepecially

where attendance was sustained, inter-district mutual assistance

ties of some strength developed which were no longer dependent

on University involvement.

In the Eastern State case sketched in Figure 1.6 we see

again the essentially radial pattern with further radial patterns

developing out of each center. At the University end there is

a strong director who has substantial direct contacts with

teacher center coordinators and, in fact, has forged them into

a network -fhroucj-h-frequent_meetings and annual workshops. The

director of OFE also has strong ties with two faCiaty-members

and the dean, And through his low key informarstyle,manages

.to have good working relations with many, other faculty in different

departments: At the Hanburg county site where there are three



Figure l.&Working Relationshios:%Eastern State

dean

other .S.D.s
across the state

Cardon
County
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Hanburg
County
S.D.

OFE = Office of Field Experiences
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centers 4dministratively repórting to one central staff

person there alio sppears to be a kind of sub-network. EaCh

centeeoperates primarily as an assignment and control

point for pre-service practice teaching students from- the

University although thoy have increasingly, been used as
,

and

accepted as legitimate but not exclusive loci for -teacher

in-servi,ce and ad hoc assistance. Thus the radial vs. the

circle structure of this diagram may be overstated.

Turning-now -to the structure of working relationships

within the Midwestern Stafe network we find more substantial

evidence of radial patterns combining with circles to form

strongly interconnected structures: At the level,ofstate-

wide contacts, given the geographic and resolarce constraints,

there was considerable interchange involving not only the

director-founder at State U. I:jut-also his deputy arid the

directors of a number of the centers. Log evidence'rwiealee

considerable interaction; for example,.between the directors

of the Arcadia and Three Rivers centers. Within the Arcadia'

center network, of course, interactions were most intense,

Very strong relations existed between the director and a

senior colleague, both of whOm had had Advanced training at

State U. under the special program started by Saganne, the

founder and dean. But the Arcadia center was most noteworthy

for the very intense involvement achieved among teachers:

Network, ties at Three Rivers were generally more insecure and

turbulent, especially with the district administration. Teacher '

contacts were again primarily radial but began to solidify

-whdn the continued existence of the center was threatened.

Actually, at Three Rivers the proferred ideology was strongly

teacher centered from the start but efforts to gain a sense

of teacher ownership were only paying off.as our study.closed.'.

1.3.2 IOAs,as Transactions

Tracing the conriections among institutions and people

reveais-some important-aspects of_these interorganizational

arrangements but,tells us nothing of'the substance-or-the--

'reasons for the connectionS to form in the first place. It
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Figure 1..7 Working Relationships,: Midwestern State University IOA with litvbrid

Structure Sometimes Involving Sattelite State Colleges -1
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is important to note that all thesereltaiohships, especially

at the institutiopal level were yoluntary, i.e., no party was

compelled to enter them for any reason other than self-perceived .

self interest. Partly for this reason we felt'that it was

most appropriate to view each relationship as a bilateral

transaction in which each party gave something and received

something' else in return which they viewed as having sufficient

value to make continued association and giving on their part

worthwhile.' Thus we argue that each sustained relationship .

was founded in.an 'implicit or explicit bargain. A great deal

of what we found in these three cases can be understood rather. .

well in such terms.

Bargains are diPtinguishable from other kinds of relations

in terms of the symmetry of value transferred and in terms of

asYmmetry of meanings transferred. A bargain relationship
-,t

is one in which each party gains something that they value at

least enough to sustain thel,relationship but each receives

from the other'-Pomething quite dferent from what is sent .

In these cases the universifty'in.each instance was providing

educational services of one sort or another, in most cases

with formal credits attached which could be translated by teachers

into financial incremens and sometimes into job mobilitY.

The schoolS and school districts, on the other hand, provided

:field training sites and!supe.:Vision for pre,-service teachers,

.placement opportunities for graduates, and'enro±iments with their4

accOmpanying fees. Tfiese were the more obvi.:ous "chips" that

were cashed in each bargain, but there were many other kinds

of chips whiCh\occasionally became.important at one stage

or another in the development of a relationship. Among

these on the university side were research findings, ideas,

products, andother types of innovations that had potential

classroom-utility, space, faCitittes, spdcial eopipmerit,

facilitation,of peer and sUperior-subordinate interchange,

facilitation of problem solving,.career mobility (e.g., into

graduate school and thence to administration, higher education,

5 9
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researcfi, or better teaching opPortunitiesr, or personal

,intellectual insight and growth, and'statas enhancement. .0n

the school side there were,opportunities to/advance one's

-understan4Ing of,public,educationand:problems t8 improve
,

one's beaching and eseaechAat the university, access to

research ana development sites, Ancreased credibillty aS an

expert on-educa'tiOnal matters, access to vark,OUs types 'of

, consulting' opportunities, and i.emuneratiOn therefrom. All

these "chipsi' appeaked odcasionally in each à the cases.

Bargains were sometiTes covet, with mot ves for inter_

action eXpressed on the.surface in more ideal stic terms such,

as he need to improve educationtor to- improV .the lot-of the-
, .

teachericr, to increase sharingt 1;Ut.,the essential underlying

nature of theipargain could be sedn when things began'to come
.

apart Or whenpersisten0. effots at linking failed. 'Some t

persistent"reason's for bargain failure which appeared in all'

thied cases were as'follows:

'Resource'depletion or exhadstioh. ither pa ty could

run put of chips or_nOt have enough left to make continuande of
.Nt

the relationship viable. As enrollmap0.-4eclined in the areas

of. all th.ree case sitesithe demand for teachers also fell,_

and hence the eftrollment'in prerservice teacher training: It
4

also happened.that when certain specific problem domains such

althe. Writiag Consottitp d?The Council were explored

extensively., both interest and capacity to provide fresh inputs

declined.-

2: Financial ConstraintS: It is generally true that-:when.

either_party to a transaction wadts adDartioular commodity enough

they can:gnte up enough resources-to make.it worthwhile for

the other party. Thus it7.1s that money comes to have

such important status as a bargain equalizer. What we .

can't trade for'we cah buy. Even though among these IOAs

we see many examples of pure.bartering, i.e., where goods,

services, -and knowledge are exchanged for other goods, services,

and knowledge, some' allbunt of equalization in the form of

financial contributions seems to be necesbary to sustain IOAs. ,

Increasing financial pressures on all schools and colleges
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-
throu9out the periOd of study made stable bargains.increasingly

. .
difficult toachieve. Here'the role.of thied Party financing

,

is'.4lluminated as eSpecially problematic. Particularly.in-the
u ,**

case of. the Midwest network there was tempoiary dependence.on

gUnding from a private foundation: 400,00() over,.a five year
A

.

period, l'undp were intedded- as in 'many federal "demonstration"

programs as pump priMipg,,peaking in the second and third year's

and falling off to,nothing by.the sixth year as local authorities
,-

..'pick up increasing proportions of the dOst. This, type of
0

formUla
1

is almost impossible to achieve-in the kin of fisc.0
,

; environment Obtaining in these years and the only center which'

seemed to be surmounting the'probl..em (Arcadia) was one which .

investe9' heavily in stockiiling relAgable materials While

avoiding the assig nment of-funds to staff salaries. The Midwest

network as a.whoA,- as our,study concluded, was relying _heavily
ft .

4

on expecfations that:either the federal governitent'or the ptate
-

government woul`d come in.to fill the,gap whep.the folindation

depayted. In the same vein The Council in the

'was.in the process of ,41.4ning a grant from the

Institute of Education which, would, 'in effect,
s,

staff throughanother,year Or.two when support

last ieak studied

National

help pull.the

frdin the endowme'ilt

: of the Action.Research Ilistitpte'was beginAing to'look,shaky.

A

.

Quite evidently, however, suppolit froethird parties also

entails itsown type of' ba'rgain:,,- a bargain in which the sPongor-

'expects certain outcomes which may not really be within the

power Of the reciPient to, achieve *(such apindependent financial

support from rbcal sdurces).

3._'The need fades. It may also be tha t one orthe,:othez party

finds a decreasing need for the resources fOrmerly supplied
-

by the other party. 'Especially inturbulent times.
.

, us'

priorities can change quickly especially %when they

to changes in popular opinio1.n and the constitution

boards. It'may happen that a district will develop itsoown

in-service and
problem-solving-capacities to a point where'they

view outside assistance, even frOM large universities as either

perceived

are,subject %.

of schodl-
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superfluous or inferior. This happened in the case of

Martinville County in Eastern State where"the network actually

had its roots. It also happened in at least one of the original

school districts which had associated itself with The Council of

Eastern Private. Likewise at the university end this may happen.

At Eastern Private there waS a perception in the_late 1960's
. _

and early 1970's that The Council was no longer re evant

because it represented elite and prcsperous school di cts

which needed no help in contrast to the impoverished and problem-

laden urban districts which surrounded the university.

4. Turbulence interrupts and disrupts. Generally bargains

don't work without a degree of environmental/situational sta-

bility. Key personnel must stay, Put for a minimum time;

resource availability must be reliable for a minimum time;

needs, demands, and constraints must remain reasonably constant

for a minimum period of time. In these terms all three of our

networks generally fared well, but where leadership turned

over rapidly as it did in the early days ofardOn County and

Three, Rivers and where leadership was intermittent as it was

at The 'Council throughout the period Of study the bargaining

agents on one side or the other gpt fidgety.
II

J

5. The presence of competing resources. One distinct advantage
i

of the Midwestern network, particularly illustrated at Arcadia,

was the exclusive nature of the resource proviped by the
i .

ocollege. In Eastern State there were a numbeml f competing

sources which tended to dilute ielationships,lespecially in the

care of Arthur County where another universitif was looked to

by many as a stronger and more proximate res4rce for the same
;

services. For th'e more isolated rural count' of Cardon, Eastern

state was a more exclusive andthence more va ued resource.

In the case of Eastern Private,competing resources were

ubiquitous, typically more proximate, and often obtainable more

cheaply with fringe benefits of official sanction and course

credit not offered by Eastern Private. We believe that this

factor represneted a severe constraint on the expansion and

enrichment of The Council revival in the late 1970's. In earlier



times The Council,had"been perceived as the sole source for

mady types of knotAedge and services -valued by school district

administrators.- By the l910's Eastern Private was 'trading

heavily on its reputation and its capacity to deliver the highest

liality of knowledge resources available in the area. This

type,of appeal worked for some districts, not for others. It

tooka fairly strong,district to recognize the validity of the,

claim and hence the special value of the resource. Presence

or absence of competing resodrces is one of the strongest

causal faCtors in determining the institutioLaI,success of IOAs.

6. Domain dissensus. Bargaining relationships depend to an

extent on an assuMption that each party controls separate

territory and resource capacities which can only be'accessed

through bilateral negotiations. When one or the other party

lays claims to certain bapacities and responsibilities which

the other is offering to provide the result can be confusion

and conflict. In Eastern State and in Midwest,local districts

often were charged with the responsibility of providing their,own

in -service, often under ,the pnasumed leadership of principals

and oentral district staff personnel. When the universities

entered the scene with their teacher centers there was

sometimes conflict; especially in the early stages, when

certain district persodnel felt their turf was being invaded.

At Eastern State a similar turf problem arose on the university

side when certain faculty felt their prerogative and responsibility

to'supervise student teachers in the field was being undermined

by the teacher centers who were proposing to use district

personnel for the same functi-on. Eastern Private may have had

some advantage in regard to this issue since it was rarely

seen as invading terrain of others but rather providing

opportunities of a low,risk and low" commitment nature which were

essentially an add-on to what was provided intexnally"or

from other sources.
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7. Bargain ratios change consistently or precipitouslY. The

chips that are actually used in bargains change continuously

by small amounts as one or anOther party antes up more or gets

more out of a particular encounter. These fluctuations are

generally unimportant provided the over7allipalance is maintained.
,

One or another workshop may flop, for example,-without threatening

% ..the existence of the IOA and one or another school may send

' poorly selected and pdorly motivated,candidates for training

Or:participation in'various &lents.. However, if tbese'changes

-,become consistent trends br if they are very large and sudden
0 ,

they will seriously affect-the'stability of the bargain. Stch

a-case is represented in the decline of The Council in the-

early 1970's when participating districts received fewer and

fewer benefits for the same,finan'bial investment and in

dissatisfaction in The Council in the middle 1960's when many

members felt they were coming to be used as subjectv in a

large 'research endeavor from which they would derive nb clear

benefits.

Ah example of precipitous change was the abortive decision

of the-Three Rivers administration to terminate funding fbr their

, teacher center. In that,case the'decision prompted'the activation

.-of cowiter-forces among teachers-and others which led to

restoration of 89 percent of the"Center budget.

8. Theitchips can change. Each of these Cases and each:of the

ininicases represented in the serials and the centers is a story

which developed over time. With time andwith growth or decline

some of the chips may change on one side or the other. A

typical change frr example, is from pre-service support to in-
,

service support, and in the most developed and sophisticated

sites from in-service to resource linking, peer networking,

and problem-soaNing. Sometimes these changes' come about as,a

natural progression or evolution in which both parties concur,

but sometimes shifts are made too quickly or without the consent

oz understanding of the other party. This appears to be what

happened in Cardon County in Eastern State ,when a new coordinator

4.
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stepped out of her traditionally circumscribed role of pre-

service supervision arrangepent to begin a campaign to promote

"bridging" betWeen elementary and middleschOol adjustment .13S*1

pupils.

.1.3.3 IOAs as Organiá Systems

While it is important to understand IOAs as bargains between

established instittitions, it is also important to see them as

emergent social systems in their own right, even they are much

weaker and probably much more temporary and limited in scope and

capability than those they bind together. In each of ;these

cases network building efforts led not only to the creation of mghy

hew connections and many types of bargains but also to the

creation of new organizational..entities, "offices," "centers,"

"boards," "consortia" and so forth. For the most part these.

entities were not free standing but rather dependencies or

subunits bf Larger institutions. Secretariat offices representing
,

the network came into existence within the prime university member

at each site. The strongest such unit was the one which had

developed from The, Council in its heydak in the 1950's, a

professor-director supported by three executive secretaries with

professorial appointments and a large number of graduate

student "fellowe working under'them. There was also at that .

,

y

time a data processing support group and a publications operation

of, fairly impressive dimensions, all supported largely from
_

membership fees from many hundreds of districts in the local

'state, and
\
national netWorks which were Integral parts of the

system.

What does it take to make a viable.system? First of all it

takes connected elements which obviously obtains in all these

cases. Then it takes a degree of cohesion and stability among '

these elements and their relations. This was achieved in varying

degrees in each case, generally as initial bargaining relation-

shi

r

s Were struck between the parent institutions. Particularly

whe e "centers" were estab1ished6as part of the bargain,new

org/anizational forms came into being with designated leadership
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and stiff, specified objectives, tasks and,functions. Each

such unit then could be despribed in terms of its own "input,"

-"throughput," and "output." Yetibas linking systems they may

haVe special difficulties or challenges since they receive input

and provide output both for the university and the pariicipating

school districts. One image of 10As is that they are merely
6

pass*-through systems with very little throughput capacity or

purpose other than "facilitating" or "initiating" linkage

among the other parties. This conception of 10As does not appear.

to be particularly viable. Most coordinators, directors, and"

other staff persons specifically asSigned to 10As found themselves

doing much more than merely "arranging," sometimes developing

materialS, sometimes developing new coUrses and conferences,

making presentatioris themselves, doingresearch, -and involving

themselves in sundry complex duties. Most noteworthy is the

fact that the staff of the most successful center at Arcadia

within the Midwestern network engaged heavily in making

presentations, designing and runningin-service programs along

witli all their other duties of collecting matdrials, managing

the center, arranging for,credits,.and finding new clients.

At several sites a major problem was defining the limits

of responsibility so that the task could be managed without

overload and without eitherconlusing, aisappointing, or unduly

disrupting the major linked institutions. The Three Rivers

case probabfY best exemplifies the difficulty of grappling
;

with such issues. This center suffered from very weak

sponsorship from-the school cl,istrict even though the model.fQr.

the center pushed by the ,Midwestern State Univerity people

a.district-based center. A succession of early directors of

this center struggfed to operationalize a trongly held'

ideology of teacAer ownership and sharing of craft knowledge

but were overwhelmed by their-ma responsibilities and'pressures

to,proVide various .servi:ces and be perceived as obviously

useful to both the teachers and the administfators,of the

district. In the end the Center was.coopted into being a

sign-up station fbr university coUrses and credits, a function

well understood and valued by teachers, administfators, and
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the university, but far away from the staff's original ambition

of personal growth and*collective problem-solving assistance.

One lesson from this experience is that it takes more than

good ideaSand zeal to make a system go. It takes operational

procedures that' are well understood, repeatable, and reasonably

efficient. Many of the loftier idealsof network founders and

leaders in all three cases were not operationalized in a way

that made them viable. Tfiis was true of the fellows program of

the revived Council which languished and essentially disappeared

after early struggles to provide problem-solving process

assistance within various school districts. It was also true

of.the first efforts in Three Rivers and of the early "bridging"

effort in Cardon County in Eastern Stay. It is,clear that

successful Systems depend on various repeatable processes or

routines or modus operandi. Most of the known ones are used

to support and continue established systems such as universities

and schools, but what does it take to establish new and

innovative systems such as these linking networks? This is the

real challenge of our age. It seems clear that such routines

can emerge in some sort of.evolutIonary process as they did

at Arcadia and in some,instances but less reliably at.all

othe sites. However, we are not yet at the point where we

can specify the formula for such routine's.

1.3.4 The Rhythms of Time

As noted _above, some' of the most intriguing patterns
c.t

observed in thi's study seemed to emerge out of some evolutionary

process. It seems obvious that there are many aspects of IOAS

'which can only be understood from a developmental perspective.

We have gone to some lengths to trace each of these cases

back to its origins and even to the events and elements out

of which it sprang. ,At,Eastern Private the story really began,

in the -1920's when ehe founder got his degree and an idea for

quantitative assessment and comparison of school districts.

Through the 1920!s and 1930's he developed a very significant

program of studies at Eastern Private, many of them very large



scale surveys of school districts of various types and

Sizes. .This'developing story or series of stories was far

beyond the reach of this study although we were able to

-capture a few relevan,t facts which suggested the depth and

complexity of the pre-history of4 The Council. -Twenty years

is a long time. We suspect that there were network-like

arrangements set up within those,years. Most certainly there

were informal networksS:such as the "school_survey movement"

in which The Council's founder was a key ligure. 'Such movements,

had their own life cycles. They had their inspiration and their

Origin, their heyday and their decline, eventuallTtheir demise,

and'from the ashes, apparently The Council grew.

If we can accept the notion.that such networks as these

are truly organic systems as suggested in the previoug section,

then it is but one small step further to suggest that each

has its own life cycle like any other living thing. At the very

least the metaphor is instructive: Miles (1964) coined the

term "temporary system" to describe a range of social arrangements

'which seemed td have an organic social existence,however short.

In this category he included seminars, conferences, projects,

and the like, assemblages of people who.had crucial and in-

tensive interactions around a common goal for a brief time and

then went their separate ways. IOAs are not necessarily

"temporary systems," certainly not when they can last 40

years with more-in prospect,'but the tracing of their histories

suggests a type of development in which there is.a definable

birth, a growth, typically a leveling off, and/or a decline

which may then be fqllowed by more 4iowth of stabilization or

4. perhaps transformation into something.else.

For analytical purposes we devide the iife cycle of 10As

into five stages: germination, growth, consolidation,.recession,

and termination. Softie preliminary thoughts on each of these

stages and how they relate to one another follow. .

1. Germination. The beginnings of IOAs are as interesting

and a6 complex as any other stage._ There is usually a.pre-
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history of meetings, writings, propcials that were never funded

or operationalized, agreements which were tentative, definitions,

explbrations of interest, need, resource availability, and

capacity. In the case of the original Council the beginning

was a very successful conference at which participants agreed

they must continue to,meet. On the other hand, there had been

an elaborated pre-history, a prepared and willing leader, and a

capacity to act. Typically, germination requires a dynamic

leader, a viable-conceptiOn of a collaborative activity and

membership, resource readiness, a set of potential participants

with Commonly ii)erceived needs, and a Catalytic event such as a

conference or the funding of a proposal.

2. Grbwth. Next comesthe initial building stage wherein staff

Are hired or reassigned, space acquired or occupied, material

resources assembled/and membership recruited. This is perhaps

the most exciting and chaotic period., Everybody seems to be

doing everything. There are usually large quantities of good

will and energy on the part of those most directly involved

"and there is a sense of mission and a sense that all things are

possible'. Growth.involyes both.expinsion and differentiation;

the labor is divided and rediVided; leadership is established;

Contacts are made with clients; plans are implemented.

3. Consolidation. After the early surge of activity there

comes a time when new roles and activities need to be solidified--
,

put on a more permanent footing. Differentiated elements need to

be integrated. Activities which are shaky or awkward or incomplete

or ineffective need to be modified, strengthened, adapted, or

eliminated. .Patterns of activity whichneed to be repeated

such as monthly meetings and reports and, periodic newsletters

need to be routinized.

4. Recession. For temporary systems there comes the time when

growth and consolidation give wali to shrihkage, strategic

withdrawal, retrenchment,.or perhaps division. It is.generally

the case that ambitions and hwes outreach capacities, particularly

in the long run. It is also often the case that early leaderA

,
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wiAl have loftier ambitions ahd greater inspirational powers

Olan those who replace them. These are some of the factors that

/make a period of recession likely,.

i 5. Termination. Like old soldiers, many types of institutions

"never die; they just fade away.", But even "fading sway" is

a distihct process with its own.special SYmptoms. Organizations

which have fewer and fewer meetings with smaller and smaller

attendance with briefer and briefer agendas are' probably dying,

but some are capable of a very long twilight existence or

hibernation which is operationally akin to death but not quite

the same. Even institutional'entities which have-been pronounced,

dead can have a memoried existence, and if the memories are

potent enough they' can act, as the seed for the germination of

new institutions.

When an institution has a prolonged life the staging process

is likely to be much more complex in that periods of growth and

consolidation.are likely to be succeeded by additional periods

of growth and consolidation, with periods of recession also

interspersed. Such.undulating patterns were certainly noticable

in these IOAs, particularly where 'their histories had been

traced over ad extended period of time. _In the case of Eastern
4

Private,The Counci-1 in the mid-1970s-showed almost every,

symptom of the termination stage except the'death rattle but

managed to come back to life, albeit with some metamorphosis.

For educational institutions the rhythm of time is dominated

bY the rhythm of the school yeai. Eachschool year, in many,

respects, has its own predictable germination,, growth, con-

so1idation, recesSion, and termination, starting in early

September'and ending in mid or late June. Whatever'else*

happens in educational settings tends to get sucked into this

inevitable cycle and affected,by it for better or for worse.

Each of ithese,I0As is noteworthy for having survived many such

cycles, but the fact that each school year is seen as a fresh

start has a tendency to bring last year's "innovations" under

skeptical scrutiny, while 'this year's innovations receive

favored treatment.
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Other time dynamics of the larger society can also greatly

affect the life cycles, of weak institutions like IOAs. Typically

elections and administrations come in four year cycles. Also

cyclical in a less predictable way are economic recessions and

booms which inevitably affect what goes on in education,

especially whatever is dependent on fiscal resolirces.

In our section on historical analysis we expect to take a

close look at these time rhythms and try to make sense of the

IOA phenemona,in these terms. Obviously such an understanding,

would allow us to get a firmer grip on prediction, but the

implications'shoUld be broader than that. We suspect that

many IOA efforts fail to.aChieve an optimal impact because-

they are the victim of adversity at one or another of these

stages. Observing and understanding the life cycles of many'

comparable efforts should suggest ways in which these efforts

can be redirected or supported or supplemented at crucial

moments for optimal effect on educational improvement.
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1.4 THE STUDY

The.preceding section bn "patterns" repre ents our current

thinking on IOAS and how they can best be understood. It

combines theoretical notiond with observation from our case

'study material to provide a view which'we didinot have when the

project was conce,ived, proposed, and initiall r undertaken.

Therefore, at this point we will take a step :),ack to xeview

very briefly what the study was all about.

1.4.1 Conceptualization

The precipitating stimulus for this pfoject was a "Request

for Proposal" from the National Institute oflEdUcation 1:n 1979
. .

which solicited studies of networks involving more than two:

institutions and'institutions of differen't types, all engaged

in some form, of practice improvement involving dle dissemination

and utilization of practicerelevant knowledge. We were

attracted to the idea of proposing school-university

collaborative netwoiks because of prior theprizing regarding

the role of the University in societal problem-solving in

general (see again 6Section 1.1). We' furtheiLr sought to study

school-university connections as "linkage",phenomena, stemming

from prior work by Havelock dnd others to develop this concept

asNa framework for under6tanding the diss ination and

utilization of knowledge. We further expanded our conceptual

domain to include notions of bargaining t e domain consensus

among others as will be discussed in som what greater detail

in Chapter Two which follows.

We felt that it was important to pr vide as complete a

descriptive overview of each,I0Aas poss ble following a

- common framework and addiessing a common set of research

questions. Four major classes of.research questipns which we

attempted to address were'as follows;

1.- What was the nature of the arrangement, including

objectives, structures, typical operations and activities, and

roles.



2. What was the environmental'context, including

quality of relations to each supporting institution, degree of

autonomy of the IOA, perceptions by supporting institutions,

effects of demography, economics, politics, and geography,

and the historical context.

3. What were the prominent outcomes attributable to

each IOA, includin6 outcomes on staff and delegates of the

IOA, as well as its clients, members, .ind supporters and their

respective instj.tutions, including changes in power, Status,

knowledge, linkage, practice improvements, fiscal changes,

; and structural/administrative changes,

4. What are the relative merits'of different theoretical

models in explAdning empirically discovered configurations

and apparent cause-effect connection'S?

1.4.2 Method

The primary'data collection mode was extended and repeated

interviewingin the field of key persons who nominated one

another as either good informants or occupying key positions

currently 'or historically. Interview schedules were wide

ranging and tailored both to the area of knowledge-of the

respondent and to the degree to which' redundant information

was already in our possession. .Typed field notes from

these interviews totalled nearly 1,000 pages.

Interview materials was substantially supplemented by

observations of typical activities and governance-meetings at

each .site, log books maintained by a key informant at each

site for a minimum of two weeks, and a bulk of written

documentation including proposals, meeLng minutes,newsletters,

annual reports, and Sundry other materials supplied freely by

our respondents. The result was a founded and extensive picture

of what happened at each site overa period o'f two years

tvith further elaborations'of that understanding stretching back

to what appeared to be logical and accessible starting points.

The methodology is'more fully described in Chapter Three of

thii volume;



1.4.3 The Descriptive Findings

The findings of the study are spelled out.in a case7by-

,case.para1lelLpesentation in the preceding three volumes. An

extendecLsumma y of each case in narrative form was supplied

in Section 1.2 ,of this Chapter. Even-more briefly we,can

'summarize the descriptive findings as follows.
"

We have diScovered three operational school-university

collaborativeS which are durable, more or less sustainable

without third party support, involve many hundredsof school

Personnel, mostly teachers, and have a varietY of outcomes,

mostly positive. Of these by far the oldes't was Connected'

to an Eastern Private University of great prestige. In its

original fOrm this network serviCed as a national model for net-

working 'cOnnections between colleges and solfool districts for

two decades. It provided a system for exiensive quantitative .

comparisOn of school-distkicts as %well as- a/mechanism'for'

-sharing/and utilizing that knowledge for practice and

administrative improvement. However with th retireMent of

its eax1iy leaders and other environmental changeslthis 'network

-ceasedtto function in this manner after the 1960s. After a

period of minimal activity it was revived under entirely

new leadership with a different teacher-centered ideology in-the

late/1970s. The revived network included many of the drigInal

,schobl district members but fOcussed primarily On providing

numerous-workshops led by expert* usually from the university.
1

1' The revived network seems to have had a scattering of important

outcomes in the form of local innovative efforts inspired bY

wOrkshop presentations. In one Case,a subnetwork deve*oped among
. -

a handful bf districts around efforts to improve the teaching

p f writing.

The second network case revolVes-' around tthe efforts of a

large college of educatfon in an Eastern State public university

to improve and extend its services and supervision of stddent,

teachers placed throughout the state. These efforts began

in the middle 1960s and were-substantially abetted in the late
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1760's by a large federal grant which called for the creation

of teacher centers" in yarious parts of the-state. Massive

growth waS accompanied,by increasing conflict within the co.11ege

of education; leading to the'resignation of the Person who had
.., .

,beenAthe driving'force behind -ihe qffort. 'After- a period of -.

unee4:tain leAerSiiip; deLining res6prces.and declining distritt
/..

' .patO,ciOation,the effort came underIthe highly prd-active'but '
,

loW-tkeY0-0opmpetent leadershA.p of a-new director: .The
m

.currentY9F4Akvation includes nine teacher-centers or
c

. -

professional_deiielopment).centers serving something less than -

a third of the';choori in five counties of the state, 'four. of

, them-densely pqpilated anid including a large portion of the
.,

. state's population. , Over these years there has been a shif,-

,
'

toward-greater in-service activity-with associated Course xredit
r..

ang:there have been a.number 6f.exampleS.of c6Ilective prOb1eM-
,

solvinig Within distrbcts instigated generally by the fuil-time
c\. ,

center.coordinators. Impact appears to be Moderate but

positive at most'sites, leps significant within.the c9llege of

education. Inter-districi sharing is not.formalized butis.
.

encouraged through monthly coordinator-meetings'and semi-

annuai-retreat=iyPe workshops.

The third-network vas organized 'in a sparsely populated

midyies't prairie state With high per capita weaLth but a -history

of rather low financial support ,for public education, this despite:

an avowed highvaluing Of public-education. The prime mOver'
,

was a dynamic dean whO-,-came from another state originally to head

UP an experimental program:for staff developmeni and reneWal.

As a result of thiS program the entire state was seeded with

enthusiastic advocates,of new teacher-centered and personal

groWth-centered approaches to staff de,ielopment. ,Thesdean_uped
3

these seeds to develop a proposal which wis funded to the.tune

'of $400,000 over a five year period to establish a-state-wide

network of tedVhet centers involving thecollaboration of

several smaller four-year teacher training colleges,diqersed

about the state.. Four such centerS were-created in 1977 and

five more added by the 1979-80 school year.- Each, Center was._

supported on-a matching funds-and resources basisbetween the'
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colleges'and the schml districts. Additi'onal thj.rd party support.

state-wide cazve from a foundation grant with funds dietributed

in Progregsively declining amounts over,A five year period. Each

center could gpend these funds as it saw fit within rather broad

/imitations. The plan appeared to have the strongest impact.-

atone.site Where a germinal center already existed,and where

a etrong two man team pushed for stronger and stronger college
4

commitment and creatively organized a range of services which

teachers found extremely attractive and.relevant to their

needs. By investing third party funas heavily in materials,

this center built ups.a strong resource base which would long

outlive the grant and would not make the continued operation

of'the center dependent in any way on third party funding.

In other parts of the state the generally stringent-

atmosphere of school budget decision making made Continued

existence of the network without third party funding problematic.

, A second center which was Atudied intensively revealed a

troubled early history clue to high leadership turnover and

orphaned institutional status,'being firmly and centrally

lodged neither -ih the university nor in its reluctant "host"

school distriat. Persistent efforts by a new generation of

leadership supplied by the University began to pay off in

incrbasing teacher participation and a sense of teacher

ownership by the second and third years of operation. The

.attractive power of this center consistend largely in being

a conduit for course registration and credit from the

.university.

Each of these cases i unique in many respectsthe

unique consequence of a unique set of coilditions in a particular

place and timd. Yet the lessons for others in other places

and times Axe many. 'They are above all lessons in what,is possible

with limited resources and limited initial support. The lessons

are probably best learned from reading the cases one by one, so

that the ways in which elements converge can be obserixed and

the ways in which the ne'i.works as systems emerge frqm and



interact"with-theirenvironment6. '-This is inThy the descriptive

narratives are so important.

When.wealook across the'case, on the other hand, we arR

confronted with a bewi/de4ing array of quasi-comparable

descriptive facts. We are.aided by theYfact that.each case
. t

conformed fairly well to a common,framework, but.with only
0 .

three major case compariso#s (augmentea by several sub7cases

and serials) :,N%T! are. Oardly entering a 4tatistida1

several of the'chapters which follow we attempt to

Of the more imporfant descriptive comparisons, but

generallyconclusioni must be highly .tentative and speculutiVe.
4
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PART Thu: t:34kUKGROUND AND.SCOPE OF THE STUDY

2.1. ST.TEM OF THE PROBLEM

Studies,cf.the.role of the university-as'a "knowledge

buildee and "knowledge center" abound. These are, to be sure,

the traditional roles'invdsted in iristitut,iong of higher

education. Somewhat more recently, there haS1Deen interest in

tracing the flow of knowledge and expertise producdd by the

univertity tb its ultimate-targdts in the world of praCtice:

This concern for the linkage between universitiet and

local sChools has not abated. In7 fact, pressure has grown on

universities to enla,r4e their service or'"outreach" function,A

arid to'direct,it more operationally toward educational practice

improyemeht. In many cases,'..the institutional response of

colleges of educS.tion has been that,of intensiing thelin-
!

service teadhing funCtion arid of .providing a more formalized

process of delivering cOnsultant services to school systems

requesting them. , The connections made, howeVer; have been

compar.atively,week, poorly elaborated and ncA'wells supportd
4

from within. There has emerged a subtle and often'implicit ,
. -

differentiation'of-.roles, in whiCh'the prestigious private Al, ,

'and state institutions atteld to post-graduate.traiiling and

non-mission oriented,researat, 4pd the local state and community

Colleges busy-themselves with pre-service training of prac

-titioners'and,:with their. retaining resources, remain on call ,

to local school districts requesting specific forms of expertise

Correspondingly, when the federal go'vernment in recent

years has attempted to support the improvement of educational .I.
practice.in schools, it has largely ignored th6-potential

role of universities, relying instead on state or local

educational agendies, on semi-public agencieS. such as regional w

Isies- or on,parallel mechanisms such as the National

n Netwotk.
e

.* A less explored avenue of 'inquiry has been thd instances

in which-Universities and Local school. systems estabiish formal
.. -

interorganizational arrangements to improde educational practices.

labora

Diffus
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When the se re la,t tons hips_ar6_non_-_casual onti4nuou

--f- 'direLted at instrumental outcomes', there sEould be a measurakhd,

impact within coopetatipg schools. We would also hope that

such interorganizational arrangements Would affect participating

universities,either in,their instructiona .programs or in their

capacity 1 9 proVide sound.and useful knowledge about eduytional

settings.
o '

In addition, much more attention needs to be paid ,to des-
4

cribing the types of knowledge transferred Letween utitrersities
4

and schools as wel,1 as to analyzi9 the direction of the transfer.

How is such k noWledge prciduced, coMthunicated, and utilized?
,

Are there mechanics for bridging the gap between those viho

op'erate from a theoretical ,or explana'tory modelAnd those:who,

'use a utilitarian'or functional model of educational practice?.

Initial Work'on knowledge utilizati9.n theory suggests that-
. 4 '

knowledge transfer ib eaucation is far more complex and far

*.

less manageable in.the. ways in which it is golitiqadly_amd,.

socially mediated between and within collaborating institu,tioris

than is the case in such areas as agriculture or engineering.

2.2. Conceptual Schema

2.2.1. ,Knowlecise Transfer Theory

Conceptually, the,transfer of knowtedgerbetween ressprce

'systems and user systems has ban/shown as a problem-solving

paradigth (Havelock, 1969), @rrhich knowledge is generated in a

university or specialize& 1 boratorY and transferred yia technical

advisors o'r,"change agents' to individuL users or user "systems."'

Some of the-early empirica studies of knowledge utilization-
-

(Rittenhouse, 1970; SieberT etzger axd Louis, 1q72) haye mapped'
A a.. -

the movements of such agents--vakiously dalled "linkers" or

"boundarp-spanneks"--between university-based resource systems and

local practitioners. Presumably, the user system and resource

system are continuously linked so that the needs, concerns and

reactions of the former can be communicated (fed forWard or
a.

fed back) to the,latter. In a highly simplified form, the

paradigm 71cks Like Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1 Havelock's Linkage Paradigm

:-

It should be emphasized, however, that very few roal-wOrld

knowledge transfer situations involve only one resource,system

and'oneolser. It is also likely that the redOurce-liter dicho-

tomy breaks down if one looks closely4at the arrangements-
.

1

bTeen any tit.%) collaborating institutions: For example, a

local dbhool organization might be a user of resources generated

by a university, bvt at the same time might itself generate

teacher-based or administrator-based knowledge which the Uni--

versity would use to improve instkuction or to stimulate

empirical re-search. Thii calla fOr an enlargement of the linkage

paradigm. Figure 2-2 on the,following page presents such an

elaboration.
".

As the figure indicates, there are at.leatt six distinct

linkage situationd which potentially exist,within this oonfigura--
41

ti4h. 'The relative strength of each orobabay determines the

ultimate character of the arrangement. The first is that

between the universrty-based participating unit (A) and the

other members of the arrangement collectively,(surrounded by

crosses). The second is between the university unit a'nd what-
,

ever agency (e.g., teachers' center, superintendeni's office)
-

is actAlq, at, coordinator or gatekeeper for schbol participants

(A-Bi. A third is between the univerSity and schobls directly

(A-C). A fourth is between the interMediary unit, serving 'as

broker or knowledge linker, and the schools (B-C). A fifth is-
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between-the-various schools themselvef and a- sikth type,ai.

Iink-age involves-flows aria exchanges of knowaedie betWeen.-the

carticipating-unit at the-university and the varioub facuaties

and deptdrtments.

Interorganizational Theory

4 A "kngwlddcie ilovr approach'to analysis tells only part .
--.

, %
.

of the story. We also need to look to organizational theories
. -

. Ax
4. to account forvsome of the-:meChamisms underllying those ex- .

i

_ .

, - .

changes. Additionally,lonCepts frckin.interoprganizatlonal it
. .

. s.
.

.

roearch(are useful; e.g.,,organizational....aet
(Ellen, 1966), .

network (benson, 1975) oF-pat"tern aggregate (Warren, 1967).
. .

Suchta perspective is consonant With a general Systems or

cybernetic approach to organizations,:Whicli assumes that
.

.

organizations are nA bounded, sel--f-siiffidient entities but
pp-

rattier depepd for their structurb,
-resourCeS,land Cperation; on.

transactional relationships wi,V ciher organizations iri-the4
4

surrounding 6iiyironment (SimpSon and GUlley, 1962; Aikelland

Hage, 1968).7
Unfortunately, the aVailable body dof-litepdture is thin

-..o. .
.

wIren we search-for- empiriCal.and conceptuaipstudies of fornial
,

arrangements for the exchange of resources between educaVdanal
.

.

organizations. il The bulk of available wOrk on formal organiza-

tional properties has been restricted'''to single unkts ." 4

(Stinchcombe, 1965Buzns,- 1967;. Perrow, 19,72), Interorganiza-_.
4

,*
tional studies, on the other han4,rhave shied away from formal .

. ,

relations amOn4'organizations. ,The tajority of interorganiza-

-tionai studips track social intpractioni among individuals

nested in proximtte. or resource-Providing.organizations rather

tkan apallyze the formal institutional atrangemgntswhich drive-

and "conatrain these interactions.

,
Fortunately, other's have developed doncepts to'describe

relations among organizatioriS that are not cen tered ori any one,

unit hut rather focus-on the interorganizational pattern

itself as tlid'Unit of analysis. Warren (1967), for exam ple,

uses the notion of "interorganizational network" to convey the

82
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image of a "pattern aggregate" of interactions among

TodaY there is a smh11 but growing body of

:literature dealing:withAnterorganizational ne.tWorks in azon-

educational,settings ranging ftom industrY.and health organi-
.

zatiog's to theeNational Collegiate Athletic Association

(Litwak and-Hylton, 1961; klken and Sage% 1970; Van de Van,

.1979; Stern, 19791 Schmidt and Kochan, 1977; Hbagland and
....

Sutton, 1978; Klongane 1976). .
.

The characterization of thp linkages among the partici-.
.
patkng organizational units in an'interorganizationallarrange-

%
ment provides another connection wi,:th a knowlec:ge transfer

paradigm. Transactions implemented by, boUndary personnel afe

influenced

by the nature, multiplexity, intensity, and ,fre-.

quency of trgg and linkages aMong the organizational units.

Two additional Ways to:Ariew the linkages among organis;a-
,

tiOnal arrangements are the degree of syktem coupling and the.

multiplexity.of ties-(Kadushin, 197.9). Multiplexity of tieg.

refers to the number of structural linkages among organiiations

while degree,Of system coupling centeri on the intensity of '

.

structural connectiona--(Weick*, 1976). On the interorganiza-
. .

tional level, there is evidence (Stern, 1979) that looseness 1"

of coUpling a/lows-subsystems a chave to respond to local

conditions without threatehing the stability of the arrangement

as .a.whole. Other (Aldrich, 1977; Kadushin, 1979) ar4tie that

. ,single-purposerties in interorganizational settings are weaker

than those which serve multiple purposes, and that the greater

the number of diffetent flows between members of a network, .

the more stable the network,

2.2:3. Exchange Theory and Power-dependency Theory

From an organizational
perspective,-wp oan use-two con-

t.

ceptual frameworks to study'and account for the processes by which
.

,

a college df edudation, intermediate unit (e.g., a teachers'

center or coordiiiating council) and local sCpoolAsystern? produce,

commUnicate and Utilize prattice-televant knowledge. Using
.

,
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At'

the,first framework, we would aook atthis interOrgahi7Itiona1

arrangement as a series of transaCtions or exchange:-

.In keeping with much of ,the interorganizationai

organizations are treated:,as collectiye actOrd who seek 'out

exchange relations which involve the least codt.to the organi-

zatiom in terms of loss of autonomy and power. In ,other

word's, the ways in *which resources are exchanged correspond to

a bargaining or negotiation process (Elmore, 1978; Adams, 1979).

Secondly, whey organizations bargain-, they seek to imprbve

%their negotiating position so as to 'Obtain as many and, if
4

possible, mate resources thanthey give awaii.. The bargaining
4 *

,position is enhanced bY two interlockihg factors: the power

o5 influence which one organization or.its.members may dxért

on the other and the value of the resource's to the other party.

2.3. PRINCIPAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS'

Three types:of research questions were explored ,in the

case studies. On a descriptive level, it was impoitant to

study the nature of the interorganizational arrangemInt; in-
.e4

cluding the historical context, the environmental context,

6
the characteristiCs of staff involved in the enterprise, the

relationships between participating organizations and the

activities sponsored or gdiministered-within the arrangement.

At a more-analytical:level, we were interested in the outcomes

of the arranfement and, loOking across diflerent arrangements,

in-the ways in which different types of arrangements were

associatpd with different outcomes. eit was *also important.tp
6

identif2Lthe various barridrs and facilitators toSuccessful
.

outcomes. Finally, there was a concern td determine how the

flow.of knowledge and other resources affect the outcomes of
. ..

the.arrangemeht.
-1411

----------4

At a moretheoretical level, it was.essential to deterMirle

whether and how Vansactions betweeerremberS would approximate
saft 4 . t .\ 0 .

'1.1e problem-solving process.central to tl?e linkage model. Ib



was important to test the organization-theoretic assu3nption4

that numbers, strength and multiplexity of links Npuld result

in more durible and significant outcomes. Simila'rly, there

were, in fact, measurable instances of bar5ain ing and exchange?

,
Were these processes a function of .the relative power oreach

'per'ty to the arrangement? Do such interorganizational proceqses

as exchange-bargaining and power-dependency affect the type',

use and val±dation of knowledge"transferred between partici-
..

pating units?

Fipally, there was an overa rching question: to what extent
9.

were outcomes at the level of the schools or particlpating

university different from the benefits likely to accrde to each

party if there had been no formal interorganizational arrange-

ment?
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PART TFYEE: METHODOLOGY

.3.1. OVERVIEW
A comparative case history approach was used in this study. "

Each of the three cases (Eastern Private; Eastern State and

Midwestern,State) followed a common analytic framework to seek

out answers to the principal research questions. Each Site

was treatea as a "case" and the brunt of the data collection

effort went into getting indepth, contextually grounded

accounts.of how colleges of education and local schools came

to create interorganizational arrangements and how those arrange-
.

mentspight otiherwise not have occurred as Fapidly or efficiently.
Ir

The 'general research strategy called for non-parti6ipant ob-

servation, multiple interviewing and the collection of archival

data in order to get a'set of reliable, plausible and conver-
.

gent accounts and'explanations. t

3.2.. SAMPLING

3.2.1. Selection of Sites

After a rempi.ew of the several.forms which,ssuch

collaborative arrangements took througout the country,

three sites were selected for intensive case study

analysis. The sites varied on several'dimensions. The,

Eastern Private University site involved a large number of

school districts and had a 40-year history of 'University-

school collaboration.

.The Midwestern State University'site was in itp third

year and represented,a rapidly:expanded, activist arrangement.

The Eastern State University site, of intermediate age, repre-

sented the efforts of a large public university to reach out

to urban and suburban schools in its state. The three sites

also spanned a continuum between a "cdrporate structure" or

interorganizational arrangements (predominance of vertical

ties from the university to local schools) and a "federate

*structure" (Prevalence of horizontal ties among participating

units).



.3.2.2. .Subsampling
Within each case, the analysis of the arrangement as

.a whole was reinforced' by the study of two sub-units. At

, the Eastern State.and Midwestern State Vies, analysis focussed

bn twd teacher centers linked to the university and to a set

of local"schools. In the Eastern Private case, major colla-
,

borative projects were selected as the sub-units of analysis.

At a still more micro7analytic level, each caie analysis,

comprised a series ot mini-case Studies of 'typical or signi-

ficant institutional events./ Called "serials," each described

the life history of either 4 substantive event (the organkza-

tion of a collaborative research proj.ect, the introduction of

a new.practicer Or an organizational eirent .(the additlion.of

a new schbol district to'the 4frangement, a self-study r,e'treat

session). _Events were tracked from thei:r origins to their
-

comes, and.several "trail's" were.purgueth Money trail,
,

an S,Uthorization_trail,'a so4a1 hetwork trail, a knpwledge
..

1

transfer trail, etc. Thi§.techvititie proddced a set of
..

"miniatures" thatqay bare the" anatamy of the ariangements &nd

the mechanisms driying arid consi:rairiing,its.operons.

4



3.3. ,DATTCdOLLECT41;

The data collection effort is shown on Tabe 3-1. Data

were collected over a 12-month period through a series of site

visits, totaling 1.6-22 days. The mOdal data collectibn device

4 was retrospective interviewing with key informants in each of

the participating organizations. Theoretical sampling proce-,

(lutes Were also used so as to include interviews with non-users,

marginal actors, avowed critics of the arrangements, etc.

Interview notes were then dictated and transcribed.

On-site observations were also'carried out. Field

researchers observed 'txaining events, key meetings and rouitine

operations. Visits were often timed to coincide with important

activity at:the site.

Awide range of clocuMents was collected and analyzed.

Many of these were generated at'the site itself: reports to

fundihg alencies, proposals', evaluations, newslettersoipmemos,

minutes of meetings. slather documents were initiated by

.researchers. These included the following: weekly activity

.egs filled out.by key roae incumbents (the university dean

o'r department 'head, the teacher center coordinator, permanent

staff and-other persons spanning units in the arrangement);

reports of communications'relationships using standaed forms

on which key actors registered at two periods in time the

,frequency, mode and substance of their communications ';.lith

other members of the arrangement; repdrts written periodically'

by a person at the site identified as an on-site consultant,

who'was paid an honorarium for periodic updates og site 4

activity, notably in relation'to the substantive and organiza-,

tional serials; predictions of the future configuration,

level of activity and degree of institutionalization of the

arrangement oVer the following 12 months: These predictions

'were made by two persons at the site and served as a validity

check on the interpretation of the data%
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Table 3-1 Summary of Data Colleqion Efforto

qv ,

Effort

Site

Total
No. Days
on Site

Number.of Interviews
Number of
Obgerivations

'Number of
Documents

*Collected
and Analyzed

Total.
, Pages of
Transcribed
Field Notes,

.
*

220

College
Intermediate

4lnit
Local
Schools

Eastern'
Private

,i9.

18
. /

" 6 151 10
a

7 72

Midiii 6st

,

16 13 34
2 25

4
11 65

fp

416

Eastern
State

.

$

221/2

a
15 11 8

.

. '

21 70 341

'
1Nine with graguate students
Six with informants who were also college staff members a

4

2.Thielve with informants who were ,also college staff meMbers
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3.4. ADEQUACY OF THE DNTA BASE

The totaltime spent on site was short, particularly when

separate sub-units within a case were being studied in detail.

For the Aidwestern State case, findings were consistent and

reasonably eihaustive at Arcadia, due in part to.the manageable

proportions of the site itself. Two site informants critiqued

a 20-page-summary and detailed causal model Asee section*7)

before final write-ups Were done. The last wave of in'terviews

turned up infotmaXion that was redundant and cdntained no

discrepancies from previous accounts. Data were thin on the

district administrators, although accounts about administrators

prom other role incumbents iiere so remarkably consistent that

less energy wis put into reaching more.

The Three Rivers sitp was'harder tojencompass. School

administrators tended tof be evasive and some teachprs More

doctrinal than our emerging interpretation df events could
.

support. There was conflict at this iite and it clouded the
. . j

internal consistency of the findings; people simply did not'

agree on sOme events and interpretations. However; 'most of

-the key reeearch'questions could be answered with confidgpce,

more so with respect to the role of the university and the

teacher center thanwith respect to the school district and

0 outlying counties. Very lilcely, too few teachers were inter-

A viewed. Finally, the account of the st4te-level network was .

probably accurate, with strong validity in the historical and

early periods but less So in the present configuration, where,

nine,centers throughout the state are lnvollied. Findin4s
,

-

would have been strengthened by interviews with state education

officials and members of the statewide policy and advisgry

boards. ,

data ccdlected, fvom the Card site (the primary site) than

With refergnce to the E

i

stern State case, there were Mbre

rfrom the Hanburg site. The ange of informants.vas Also greater

at the Cardon site than at the Hanburg site. Owing to the

tetrospectiVe nature of much of the data;' there may have been,

selective bias in recall. Wherever pbssible, information was



1

checked against docUmentary evidence or other'infbrmation

sources. Oveyall, informants were direct, open; and respon-
.

sive. Feedbac.k-from the on-site consultints revealed no

major- diedrepancies in thejoese account and is. reflected.in

'the final case study. Data were qui:te strong at tale Office

of Field Experiences level. Interviews with state,officials

and school board Members could have.further strengthened the

'report. .

The nature of the Eastern-Private site network and its'''
- ,

long history dictated a rather different interviewing strategy

than obtaped at the other two sites. .First of all, there

was no 'center" other,than-the offices in the college.itself.
,

.
4

There was rather thorough coverAge Of the'persons on the

staff of the arrangement including key-graduate students over

a four-year period. ,However, because of the large number of

districts involved and thenature of their involvement, we'

aid not trace effbcts indepth in.particular districts. Instead

-we-traced effects and-principal participants in the most,

prominent and concentated subjectLcentered actiyity, the

writing consortium, and recorded in some detail the experience

of about five fellows who Were activel? engaged in field work

in the school years 1977-78.and 1978-79..

Because of its great signiii&ance in the-history of

.educational networking in general, we also traced the histoJic

arrangement through the experience pf about eight informants

who had key rolet from 1941 through 1975; we collected and

reviewed_a Large Ilumigpr of documents.and newsletters which

reflected the activity of. those years. We had to go far afield

to find 4pme of these people; three were still on the faculty,

one was visid ip his retirement home in a remote part of
-

Clonnecticut Wd two others responded to us in long telephone
1

interviews. The further back in time the'shakier was our

evidential base but this was partially corrected by the excellent-

quality of the early documents. Unfortunately these documents -

tend to focus more on the substance than the-process of network

91
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buiidinq and managerpent per se. For althdst all obserirations

reqakdinq events after 1965, we were able to obtain at least

two distinct perspectives.

All names'of persons, institutions and localities are

3.5. PROGRESSIVE FOCUSSING.

The basic technique-of data collection was that of multiple

, ihterviewinq'with key.informants. The interviews were dyiven

1.,

by a core set of research questions,in relation to whiA a sdt

of key issues'began to _emerge at each site. these issues
% ,

focussed much of"the energy of informants Wand illuminated the

pattern of retource chgnqes, the relative'influence of key

I Iactors, the nstit ional strength-of the relationship andle -
. .

other mediating variables which appeared to be systematically

- tied to outcomes. IhtervieWs then focussed on-these issues

until th'e most detailed, plausitile andLindependently confirmed:

account emerged. In some instances, this account waS reviewed

by on-siteuconsultants°fOr verification Along with the

"answdr" to the research question at the close of data collec-
. -

,

tion, analysts would append the prime causal variables accounting
sm

4.for the ,outcomes being reported:

3.6.- DATA ANALYSIS

*Analysis of the data involved the coding of transcripts
. .

and document's using an elaborate coding scheme derived froth

the principal.researdh questions. The coded segments were

then analyzed and reported in a case study for each site, com-

prisinq.both a narrative ofwthe IOA and its constituent serials
%

,

41

and an analysis op i s functioning and outcomes. The analyss

was driven by the 'r earch questions and built, .incrementall'y

frgm a catalogue of coded'se4thents to their classification a
..

(by type4 valence and/or magnitude), then to their insertion in
,

a matrix or fiqure'which was standard across the three cases.
D

,For instance; de4ree of institUtionalization of the various

subunits and'interorganizational'arrangements as a whole was

assessed usi. ng' a,criterial checklist derived largely from Yin's
, .

.

(1978) work on routini$ation.
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Cross-site analysis, began with a review of the three

narratives for common or contradting themes, .threads, outcomes

and Mediators, A llst of these variables was tlien generated

and compared across sites. Examples of variables emerging

from :narrative comparisons include environmental turbillence,

theoretical pluralism, presence of back-up resource bases, ,

boundary permeability, teacher mil4ancy, etcThese variables

*,

formed the core of causal analyses (see sectl.on 9) tying

these antecedent and.intervening variables to different coh-

figurations of outcomes.

Work on the analytic part of each case report began with

a comparison 9f charts and figures, from which "meta-matrices"

were constructed to include all data. Contrasts, commonalities,

frequencies and magnitudes were estimated from these datd.

The.proce'dure then followed.the saMe sequence as for the

analysis of each case, moving research question by research.

question, thfin reporting on causal factors aa they affect out-.

cOme Configuratioris.
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PART FOUR if HISTORY

Each of these cases.is a history, the,redording of ,major

events related to the development and sometime:: the decline of -

a particular social phenomenon. They invollie names, dates; Ad

places. The narrative summaries of'Chapter One provide those

histories, one by one. The task 4 this chapter is. to' try to

.
put them together and.to,draw general conclusions frbm a,

comparison of separate developmental patterns: We will do that

two ways. First we will try to cast all of them in a larger

historical perspective, as social crea0.ons which reflect the

times of their.origin and which are inevitably influenced by

social., political, and economic currents that are flowing in

the larger society. We will call this "real time" analysis.

Our second approach will be to compare these IOAs as

.
evolving social organisms,-using the five stage.model suggested

in Chapter One, natAir "germination," "growth," "consolidation,"

"recession," and "termination."

4..1 REAL TIME ANALYSIS

4.1.1 . Trends in American Society Affecting Education: i930-19a0

pemographics aie imporkant for education, and so.are

economics. n'the1930's the birthrate went down as a by-product

of the great.depression.. That probably meant that thete was

less stress on educational institutions In the late 1930s- and

the 1940s than there otherwisk. would have-been. Another

depression by-product, the New Deal, represented a-major

redistribution of power toward the federal level and'more

federal intervention in social affairs than had been known in

the4United Staies up to that time. It seems, howeyer, that the

New Deal had little direct effect on public education and its

institutions. 'That sector remained firmly in the hands of local

.authorities and fully Apendent on local tax sources.

The Second World War .was a watershed event: it heightened

national pride and solidarity; it led to a significant shift

in public awareness toward cosmopolitanism and internationalism;

. it led to major relocations and dislocations in the labor force,

shifting more and more people off the countryside and into

the cities and suburbs where the jobs were, and perhaps above



all it created full employment and'a return to a level of

economic prosperity that had not been experienced tor 20 years'.

The result of all that i;47.aSa baby,bpow_in the late 1940s" and

early 1950s and an increasing concern for education as the 1950s

rolled on..

Probably.the most significant educational event of the

1950's was the SUpreme Court decision in Brown vs. Board of

Education (1954) which oUtlawed segregated patterns of education'

withiri school distrIcts It was a major break wi'Ul'the principle
-

, of local autonromy in educational matters. ,It put tremendous

:,new pressures on school boards and-sthool administrators;

.especially first in the South but later all over the cbuntry.

It brought public education into-the' political limelight and

weightdA educational decisions with'controversy. fIt also

estaLlAhed a new kind of goal for education, namely to toster,

equality of opportunity and e7uality-of educational offerings

'for all students regardless c race 'Or origin. Because the

mandate for desegregatidh was federal it was logical that- .

support for meeting-the mandate Also come from federal Sources',

but.through'most of the 1950's federal aid to edudation was

bottled upin another complicated and thorny constitutional-

Political issue, aid to private and parochial schools.

The log jam was broken with Sputnik and the National
. _4

Defense Education Act of 1958, clearly, responsive to the Soviet

challenge or threat, and providing the first substantial federal

funds for elementary and secondary education, largely through the

support of special'projects, R&D centeri, informatiOn cetIters, .

and curriculum prpjects in science. NDEA established the principle

of federal support for improvement of education across a broad

front of activities which were supplementary in nature. Thus

the constitutional church-state issue was evaded because direc.t

school subsidies for routine operations were ruled out.

Through the early 1960s pressures,for social justice'dnd

equalization particularly from the black minority increased

on the dominant Democratic party, and with the landslide victoky
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of 1964 (which resqlted largely from.popular fear of a

militarist riqht wing leadership) those minority ,concerns ,

were served through a series Qf maj'or piecesOf sociS1 legislation

which thepcesident dubbed,"The Great Society." The

,Elementary and Secondary EduCation'Act cLf196514as a malor part,

of that legislative prograth and its content's heavily reflect

concern for the,poorer,less.prikrileged.segments of society. --
,

But likemost complex legislative,aCtions, the bill had in 'itl

something for everybody while at the same, time'it continued to

skirt the church-sfiate issue,by def/ning,eaCt'Tifpl%of:the

Act as a set of supplemental,.demonstration, or research and

development actiVities whichawotild,bot alter the basic Structure

of state,and local education authOrities nor the basic fiscal

'arrangements through which schools are sUpported, Most :

importantly at all .1/6vels in all tyPes:of educational settings

and,it encouraged a special typeof entrepreneurship'previOUS1y.

quite rare in.education in which peoile,wi.th icleas of new, types

of training, C...:-riculum reform, technical assistande, or

suppledentary services of soMe kind or anothe'r could write up

their ideas as formal proposals ahd receive (typically) three
I

year graits .(:) demonstrate and propogate their ifl.eas. Sums

spent c17such grants were subtantial, in many- cas4 and out
-

of all proRortion-to what had previously been available to

all but the most-elite_calleges with good access to private

toundation sources. A typical small-koject might run $-5O-,000

per year but many'larger-projeàts involved-$1,000,000 per year

or more, especially-if they were large districts-dea1ing with,

equalization issues.

By the late 1960's and'early 1970's a different political .

climate prevailed, si,gnificantly ref4eCting ,the divisiveness

of the Vietnam Warj,but also reflecting growing consrvatism

by a majority anA increasing skepticiSm regarding the/great

society as-a whole. Yet, while conservatism was on the rise,

so was militancy on the partlof,almoSt any group or stratum of

4
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/society which could feel itsekf victimized. That inbluded

both-stUdents'and teachers. Such militancy' led to someNshort,

4t.erm victories in'the'form,of increased student participation

-and teacher contracts in various more progressive areas 6f the

''countvyk, but it alboltended to erode popular support for education

generally.
,4

*

ftduc'ational developments of the 1970s can be partially

understood as reactions to the 1960sIbut demographics'also

fr would sppear to be a significant factor. For whatever reasons

birth rates in the United States' declined markedly.in the later

1960s and\the'effect was felt by schools starting in the early

and mid-1970s. For the first time in a generation, enrollments

were declining-7substantially in many areas--and as each coRort

made its-way thxOugh the grades the effect was felt more and

Imore severdly. There,was not a teacher glut instead of a

teacher shoktage end,on top of that-,families without school-'

aged ehildren were more and mle,reluctant to pay taxes at the

local leNtel nacessary to pupport paplic education adequately.

APrOposition 13-in Cal4f Ornia and.PropositionA"2 and a half" in

Massachusetts reflectedtthie shift which.culminated in the

election of;Ronald Reagan as President in 1960, with cOncommitant

ihifts to the right in Congressional representation.

The effect of these retent trends has been a drastic

curtailment Of innovative.activity,at all levels With a nea

shutr-down of many federal programs, while local districts and
.44

states continue to reduce their budgets. In such a climate it .

,

is very relevant to look to models of practice improVement which

depend little on major fisCal inputs fromAtany source and depend

fairly heaVily on volunteerism'and reorientation of existing

Tesources, structures, and person-power. Bythesame token, these

current trends suggest the relevanceof searching tfie past

- before.the great surge of federal kyitivement for model's of
4.
school improvement support which might once again be applicable

in some modified form,
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4.1.2. How IOAS Were Affected by Major Social Trends

The original Council emerged out of tWo decades of
4

development of measurement capabilities 'In education. What was

especially impressive about.the work of 't.he Sounder prior to

1940 was the face that he operated on sqch,a'grand scale,

probably withthe help oI a lot of voluneeer effort by school

people and unpaid research assistance by graduate studentS

eager to be Associated with this dynamic master of research on

educational finance and administration. The notion on which,

The Council Was fdlinded also,reflected the times. It was .

essentially an elite notionthat only certain districts had

the finvcial base,to provide quality eduCation and only among

those districts could One findthe most highly competent and

innortive teachers-. Indeed, it was on this same notion that

this college of Education had been established two generations

earlier. The_founder's plan was to develop instrumentation_and

a capability for repeated measurements of innovativeness for

entire districts. When such information was shared in

.comparative form it would act as a powerful competitive

incentive.for one district to catch up to another. Thus in a

subtle and non-coercive way both theideas and the incentives

for practice improvement could dpread from one dIstrict to

another, first within the relatiyely affluent' circle.of The

Council member districts but then-also through the network:of

national associates.

In the .late.1940s and, through most of the 1950s this

idea worked very well, not only as the-number of,members and

associatrs grew but as the idea of The Council pread across

the Count.ry to ,)ther universities., private and puLic. Indeed,

there is some evidence that early efforts at Eastern State were

director affected by the example of The Council. Ii was a model

that fitted the times in several respects .First of all, the

University of origin was one of the most respectedin the

country, the home address of many of the great educational
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,philosophernd----researchers of 61e pre-wat years. Secondly,

research in7 education was still a relatively new phenomenon,much

respected and.not embroiled in the controversies with which it

was beset at-a lateetime._ Volunteer effort by teachers'and
_

others was a natural and routine way of getting things done.

Finally, it was the'only game-in town. There were no inter-
_

mediate qpnters, few community colleges, no grants prOgrams.

Central. districts-staffs were generally small and lacked staff

development or in-service capabilities: All these elements in

Vle historical context converged on The Council andastured its

success..

The Council movement was also important in the early and

middle 1960s as federal fundsbegan to become available becatipk,

councils constituted a sitting capability for training and

problem-solving -which could be exPloited as a base fOr n11104,

ambitious, and-welI-financed programs. In general,liniversities

like Eastern Private and Eastern State were among the first

major beneffci,aries, of an altered federal posture toward

education after Sputnik. By the mid-1960s, every major

university was likely to have more than one fairly large project

for reserach, _development, and/or training. The Research

.Institute of which The Council was a core element at Eastern

Private was the recipient ot more than one such grant, and one

long term training grant allowed the Institute to double its

staff and its measurement capability during the lateF 1960s.

Eastern State and Midwestern State were aiso significantly

affected in theilr early history ty federal largesse. At .

Eastern State a large federal grant ied to a major expansion

and elaboration of the teacher center model. It a4so,led to

"conflict between the entrepreneurial director of 'the program

and faculty in secondary education concerned about their turf

and perhaps envious andesentful of the attention and power

which seemed to be accruing to,the director. Internal strife

within the University led to the departure of.the'director with

many of hiS key staff a1Ong with the bulk of the funds. ThUs the

influence'of federal funding availability was mixed. It led

to a 'period of expansion and to experimentation with new models

of te#cher center activity (sOme of which receivednational
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acclaim) but it was also disruptive and in some'respects
6

destructive,,being too much too fast for absorption into the college.

Sdhool districts were also jolted by the now-you-see-it-now-you-
,

. don't intrusion of university activity., .

-At MidWestern federal involvement,began in 1965 with USOE

participation in a state-wide assessment of teacher edUcation.,

The Experimental Teacher Education Program'which ensued from

1968 to 1972 was also an-ad4-on program of limited duration

much in the mold of other federal'support for educational
,

endeavors. The Experimental Program was crucial preliminary

to the,subsequent network activity at Midwestern in more than

one way.-. First ol all it brought, fresh new talent into the

state, Saganne inAoarticular. Second it served as the test

bed for a new ideology of teacher eduCation, praCtice-based

.,,and teacher centered, egalitarian, and oriented to building.

,self-development capacities and self-directed individualized

learning. Thus it was a veritable pot-pourri of the more,liberal

educational ideas that were sweeping the cbuntry in the late

1960s. The Experimental Program operationalized these ideas.

It also attracted the cream of young and talented teacher

educaors within the state; When these individuals returned

to their various colleges and administrative pbsts they formed

a powtrful informal network. of like-minded people who became the

seeds of the later formal network. The ExiDerimental Program

also had some disruptiVe and unwelcome effects. The second

cohort of trainees turned_out to be largely from outside the

, state and brientea more to the strife-ridden issues that were

how the preoccupatlon of ,mbre cosmopolitan centers on the east
_ -

and west coasts. These
,, indivioduals were viewed with suspicion

and alarm by traditional educators who still dominated local

school-districts. When Saganne'proposed the new network, there

was some local resistance because of the radical reputation of

the Experimental Program of which he had been the director.
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By the time our study began, none of the three networks

had.any significant federal support,although Midwestern

-had a fairly.substantial,,though paxtial, third-party support

in the Arm of a five year foundation grant. They had each lived

through the more hectic times,Of the late 1960s ,and early 1970s,

-had each been scarred by them,,had each learned from them, and

benefitted from them. Of the three arrangements, Eastern

State seemed most secure,and the strongest local arrangement

involved a small coliege in Midwestern State (Arcadia) .which

was .really developing its service Itonfiguration without regard

to luture state oi other third party, support. Eastern Private,

even though it opetated on a shoestring was continuously

threatened with funding cuts from the'university and 'from reduced

membership subscripAens. Most of the Midwestern network seemed

shaky beyond the peod of .foundation support and aggressive

efforts were_underway'Lto secure eithey'state support or additional.

federal support.

Demographic-trends,also affected the development of these

networks.' Eastetn Private's Council thrived in the-1950sWhen

suburban school districts were expanding rapidly and confronting

a host of issues that coMe withexpansion. Innovation was "in".

so-that opportunities for,top administrators to see what their
*

colleagues in other dist4cts were doing were highly valued.

Whenosupport declined alcing 'With enrollments, districts turned

inward. The appeal of the tevival period was more clearly

focused on teacher develoPment and respondingto teacher concerns

and needs for work enhancement and mobilityJin an environment

of scarcity and attrition, When more expgnsiVe alternatives

such as paid Sabbaticals wete j.n.sharp decline. .

At Eastern State the College. of EdUCationgrewby leaps'

and -bounds' during the period:of population boom, turning out

more and more teachers and having-greater and greater needs for

pre-service praCtice teaching Placements. -The original network

wasestablished largelytot this puepose and also to give school
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districts "a window on.the talent" that was coming along. As

the downward shift affected, districts, interest turned more

and more to in-service training, 'and the story of recent development

ambng the teacher centers is partly-a story of that shift in

orientation.

.The Midwestern network reflects the situation in a state

which had declining population and enrollments throughout the

1960s and 1910s. Starting with the needs assessment of 1965-6.7.y

teacher renewal and.upgrading was the chief concern and,a

prime rationale for the current networking activities as well

ai the-Experimental ProgramIgt Midwestern State University which

preceded it in the 1968-72 period.

These brief observations should make us aware that these

networks are ,largely-crea'tures of their time anc: culture. They

[emerge from and reflect trends in the larger society, especially

demographic trends, economic trends, and political'trends- All r .

threehave been influenced by the period of gteat expansion in

the federal role in education despitetheir present relative

independence from federal support.. They were also influenced

by the surge of ne,'4 ideas that came into education:alon4 with the

federalinitiatives.
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4.2 DEVELOPMENTAL .ANAI:YSIS

To a very large degree each .ef the IOAs studied has been a

successful venture up to the time of writing. Indeed,they

were selected for study because of their'success. We can

imagine,however, that not all such ventures are suOpessful,

that some never get past the idea stagelwhile others founder

Soon after their founding. Still others may have flourished

for a short time or a longer time,then to have faded away or .

-

perhaps to be transformed into something else: Indeed, when

we look at each of our cases historically, we find that. there

have been various forerunners. Many key,Actors came from

prior experiences with other dnetworking'efforts.- The Eastern

Private IOA had had at least two .distinct prior "lives." The

Midwestern IOA had followed from a history Of networking

activity in the state. The dean who originally fostered the

IOA activity at Eastern State had been involved in,a previous

effor in.a midwestern state, and so on. Each of these many

IOA enterprises had its own germination, founding, and period

off growth.* Most also must have experienced consolidation and

recession at one time or another, and many,,1f not'most, had'

experienced some aspects of the experience of termination.

Our task'in this section is to .look at erich of the "living"

IOAs in these-terms, as an organiF develdpMental sequence

as described previously in sectioll 1.3.4, "The Rhythms of Tithe."

Our Undarstanding Of developmental sequences _is expanded

by consideration not merely of the IOAs as a whole but of the

sub-analyses presentea in.each case of the life hisiories of

localized centers and the clusters of event sequences whIch-we

called "serials." Each of these subelements has its own

developmental sequence to which the same analyticalschema is

applicable. indeed, when We descend into more microscopic

analyses we immediately find a much greater variability, and

perhaps greater clarity. Fox example, we can.readily trace'the

"Fellows" program of The Council revival period from birth'



throughJlectic and,rapid early growth intO a period of

confusion, division, and dispersion in which a few Fellow

activities were consolidated While others were not. By the

third year there was clear recession and in the fourth year the

program could be viewed.as either,terminated or'so far transformed

as to tie something else, even though the'term "Fellow" lingerda.

In the Arcadia case we see in each serial tfie dynamics which

make that Center so successful. There is a firm grounding in

teacher needs and usually in ad hoc ieacher encounters-with .

materials or training experiences. Decision making about,

start-up is decisive and rapid; (Inowth is meaeured; consolidation

always takes place and usually in a synergistic way so that

the strength and reputation of the-Center ava whole is.enhanced

and maximum advantage is'taken of existing resource and network
A_

ties.

Unfortunately we:do not have the capability of coMparing40

each of these microhistories in detail. Such an analyiis-ould
,

require tore detailed evidence on each case and would easily

consume a separate volume. Howevk-, we hope that the gross

analysis of, each stage presented below will suggest_the'

fruitfulness of further pursuit Of this type of approllh..

4.2.1 Germination

In.every case study we Sought definitive beginnings but

they generallTeluded us. Interorganizational arrangements

generally begin with other interorganiiational.arrangements,

sometimes formal, sometimes informal, sometimes another sort

of arrangement Serving a somewhat different Set-of purpOses,

sometites,the same arrangement in a prior lxistence. The

Eastern'State tOA was most clearly a conEinuation. The

marking- point for the present phase was the assumption of

office of the present director of the Office of Field Experience

(OFE), Goldman, but- even Goldman ,had a history of working with

OFE as a facilitator and innovator-dating back some years.

Indeed; it was GoldMan's intimate knowledge of many of the
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actors and interests involved that made him so successful'

in his new role wDere he managed to expand operations in a ,

deliberate way and managed to greatly increase networking among

the centers without ever arousing suspicions or animosities as

his more visible and aggresively entrepreneurial pfedècessor,

Carter, Ilad done a decade earlier.

Germinlation atEastern. Private also involved the entrance

On the scene of a new key figure, Alice.Loveland, and her

'aSsamption of-a nominally on-going enterprise. ;n fact,

however,.the shift to Loveland was far more dramatic than the

shift.to Goldman, since it involved an entirely new staff at

the University, a new ideology, a new program, and a membership

'which was also very largely newly recruited.. It also appeared

that the IOA would have'terminated formally without her ,

-intervention.

The Midwestern IOA might appear to be most clearly a new

'start but it built orra strong pre-existing informal, Carefully

nurtured, network by the dynamic dean, Saganne, and remaining as

a residue.from the highly successful Biperimental Program

which he also headed.

The past has an inevitable power over the present. It

lays the foundation of established social relationships and

innumerable remeMbered activities which can be resurrected and

modified to fit the present. The patt also gives alist'of

lessons learned, do's and-don'ts, what.must be repeated, strived

for, and:avoided. ,
These are generally Positive aspects'of the

4

influence of the past. 'But there are negatives as well, pre-
.

judices about people Ind situations Which-might have changed.

In both the State cases there was a burden from the past as'

well as a blessing 'from remembered-reformers who were too

brash, too fast,' not enciugh trusted. Perhaps worst of all,

the past tends to set.limits on images of what is possible, a .

belief that if things are done in a certain way they won't work,

ignoring'changed.circumstances, resources, and people. Finally,



it should be noted that,much of the past is just plaIn forgotten,

what Lewin called Ithe foreign hull," incapable of influencing

actors in'the present because they are simply unaware of it.

We felt this Stiongly in the Eastern Private case ighere much

ofvothe 35 year history was retained only.in the recall of

persoffs.who had next to nothing to do with the ipesent

configuration. For better and/or for worse the-revival Council

was its own thing, not a successor or a builder on. past achieve-,;

ments of The Council.

From these three cases we conclude that the most.obvious

precondition cpr. IOAs is a pre-existing'network, either formal

or infprmal. This Conclusion is strengthened, when we delve

further into the past and consider the life cycles of,the net-'

works Which preceded. .In each case there was yet another network

activity of'some kind which led,to the emergence of the

historical network. For Eastern Private there was, of course,

35 years of history, 20 years of the original "Council" under

the founder's charismatic leadership, a 10 year second life ,

_under his long-tutored and able successor, and a 5 year period

of decline and uncertain leadership,in Which the name and

reputation were preserved but little More. Yet,reaching ba4,

beyond these years we find already in the 1930's a cluster of

school administrators, many graduateS of the founder's program,

participating in his.projects. We also find that the College

of Education has had ti.es to many of these same school districts

of The Council from its very beginnings.
,

At Eastern State there had been a long history of faculty

involveMent with various coUnty SChool districts as lacements
J-

for student teachers and their subseqa4nt supervision were

cleveloped.' This,I0A came into-being as a.reformulation of

these-arrangements', influenced by the dean's prior-experience

with yetymenother IOA _in a midwesteristate.

Midwestern'State the Experimental Program which was

effectively the Precursor of the I0A-was itself the outcome

of a major teacher training needs assessMent program in:the

State from 1965 to'1968.' We alSo know that there had been many

.
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efforts through the 1960s. and early 1970s to formalize

arrangements at Midwestern through federal i)r state grants.

Further, to some degree the Midwestern network was influenced

by a small nationwide network of edaaators who wished to

create a U.S. version of,the British model.of teacher centers.

- Thus in all three cases there were strong roots in existing

informal networks and formal networks developed at previous

times and other places whichserved at models.

From all this one might conclude that these IOAs represent

a minimum of creative effort, but this was definitely not the

case. Each was an important new departure, not merely an

expansion or extension Of what wat there already. The innovative

aspect has two manifestations, first the leader, and second,

the icleology or the idea, the concept which is supposed to be

embodied inthe new IOA.. The two are interconnected.

The Central importance of leadership is especially obvious'

at Eastern Private wiiere first the founder, then the sdccessor,

and,after a five year interregnUm, Loveland, were each tAe"

dominant guiding force; in each case it Was their concept.that

was fulfilled in the work of the IOA,, it was their clout,and

cbnnections which-legitimized it, their loyal disciples which

staffed it, and their energetic leadership which sparked it.

The same could generally be said pf Saganne's Midwestern IOA

with some modification. In the first place, Saganne:s ideology

was militantly decentralist; he did not want to be the sun

king--rather he believed that initiative Could and shodld

be shared broadly. Yet he found himself continuously inter-11-

.

.jecting hIs own efforts to build the system and to keep it

going, both'statewide through innumerable'proposal writes and

ce-writes, and especially with the local Three Rivers Teacher

center, making personal appeals and 'fighting fires as the

criter struggled for birth and then growth. What madethe

Three Rivers Center so shaky in its starting phases was the

absence of a leader onnsite with the adequate clout and ima-
.

ginative skill. In contrast Arcadia had a two man leadership

team of great dynamisp as well as high sensitivy to local needs and



A
-.conditions. Thus they were able to keep their strong ideological

- concerns nurtured in Saganne's experimental program enough in

the background s6 that they did not scare off the cautious

but needy .local teacher cohstituency.

Discretion was also Goldman's hallmark At Eastern.State,

weaving his way through the minefield of intrafaculty jealousies

and turfdoms; It almost seemed as if Goldman had spent a career

studying the mistakes of his predecessors and carefully avoiding

them while pursuing the same ends.. Goldman was less overtly

ideological thari either LOveland or Saganne or even Lessing

but he was clearly interested in building stronger linkages with

the counties and linkages among the teacher centers across

'counties through his monthly sharing sessions arid his annual

retreat.

It might be surprising to note that.igermination was only

slightly influenced, if at all, by previous research and

theory regarding networking as such. The Council, in spite of

its wide fame and long history of.sucdesS, had never been

studied or reported on in an analytic way. Loveland, herself,

was well versed in theory-and reserach on the change process

in education and,had worked with a well known west coast educator

-on developing school networks. In addition, spe called in a *

ndted researcher on social networks to keynote her first major

meeting with newly retruitqd superintendents (the meeting was

stormy and the expert was roundly condemned by superintendents

for'arkogance and aloofness). Loveland's Fel'lows group also

discussed "theory" in their hd-monthly meetings. But field work

and conferencing workshoping were all seat-of-the-pants ad ,

hoc oppOrtunism. The ekception might be the Writing Cpnsortium,

where the coordinator went to some lengthsato read up on network

research (some of it by the very same expert) and to deliberately

plan how the cOnsortium should develop utilizing such precepts. .

The theory base at Midwestern state wab intense but more

loCalized. It was especially noteworthy in the start up phases

Of the Three Rivers'Center where the strong teach-centered '

orientation and problem-solving orientation of the coordinators

13:
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seemed to confuse teachers and sow seeds of suspicion in

aaministrators. The Three Rivers seemed to succeed more

when it acquired a coordinatoi who'was willing and able to keep

ideology in rein while attending to operational details and

self-perceived teacher needs. Lessing, at Arcadia, starting

out this way,*allowing his strongly held'views.(developed

through Sagannes' prOgram).to be realized as an eVer-unfolding

product of synchroniZed operational arrangements. He did not

preach, he showed.

At Eastern State, ideology-is far less in evidence, especially

on a network-wide basis. Rather, GoldMan developed a-climate in

which individuL coOrdinators wouid Work out their own strategies.

At Cardon County--a revealed in the "bridging serial"--a Pattern

emerged which was similar to that at Three Rivers: one coordinator

vigorously promotesthe concept of bridging as a real "need" as

the district moVes toward a middle school coricelDt... These

initial efforts are set aside by district administrators halt

are later adopted when a subsequent'coordinator reintroduces

them in more Operatidnarform with a more iow key advocacy
,

strategy.

Finally, we might consider the extent to which IOA germination

represents a reSponse to felt needs at some level. Here the

evidence seems to be rather weak. In every case, germination

resulted from-initiatives taken at the college'level to provide

some new kinds of sdrvices--a new or reworked ,"bargain"--to-

which districts, Schools, administrators, and teachers eventually

responded,_usually-gradually with growing.enthusiasm and

decreasing skepticism, providing the'Offerings were indeed seen

as needed; after the fact and,provided the bargain was a good one.

In the Eastern Private Case and the Midwetern Case the stimulus

from the colleges seemed to come to the districts'almost out

of the.blue. At'Eastern State there'was an existing and-evolving

expectation of a relationship dealing primarily with pre-

service Student teacher placements and supervision which..
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gradually shifted to in-service.

A fifVingredient of germination logically would be

resourCes or fesource ava4lability. True,each new IOA effort

required hew 'resources, but in no case were the resource

requirements very great and resource prpviders in every case

played a passive ri5l'e, i.e., there were not fresh announcemehts

of resource availabilitylas there would be, for example in

a federal RFP or grants annOuncement). The private foundation

grant for the Midwestern IOA was negotiated qUietly over

aft extended period'of tiMe during which more than one request -

for funding from other sources wa's turned down. ,In the -astern

Private case, revenues.were initially requested for start-up'

from the long-standing research endbwment fund, and acquiesence

in the modest request was itmediate and willing.. Additional

revenues came from the reckuitment drive for new disttiot

memberships whichEnsued. 'In the Ea&tern State case there

was a traditiOn of hegotiated and shared Costs between-the University

and County districts, Again the amounts involved werdPrelativtly

modeseand resource availability was not the most salient .issue

and certainly not the.inspiration for inew starts. Thus we do

not'see in any of these cases the pattern of!opportunim and

exploitation of funding sburces that were reported aS a.common

local response to federal pfograms in the oft-cited Rand study.

Thus germin4tiOn appears torequife five, ingredients but -

not in eqtal propOrtion. NUmber one is a'networking. past--networkS

build On networks. In- a way this is a di'dcouraging finding from

a policy perspecive because it suggests a certain hopelesSoass

in building from scratch, Putting something together where

nothing already exists. On the other hand,,it should teach us

respect for the phenomenoh, for the difficulty of creating,

anything as Socially complicated-as.a detwork. The number two

ingredient is a leader Or a promOter-, someone who cares deeply

about bringing the arrangement to life, who has the energy,

% the clout, and the talent to put it all:together.. Sometimes

there is more'than one-such key person but if there are two,they
6
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are likely tb play complementary roles as in the Arcadia sub-

case, With one clearly more critical at the operational ,level

dope-- (Lessing in that case).- The third requirement is the concept,

the idea, Ideal, or ideology around which the new representation

old network, of course, is one

are studying, where there is a

ld network'condept, if it

or configuration

idea;- but in the

clear break from

is built. The

three cases we

the past, the o

is important, must be blended or transformed with some new

conceptual elements. Thege may come from theory or, rarely,

from research, but more typically the concepts of origin are

folklore, gilded myths'deripred obscurely from a far away past

or place. Number four is need, but not a need.driving up from

the many but aroused through the prolonged stImulus and suggestion

of the few. Finally, there must be some sort of resource

availability. This might be very modest,.and again in all

three of these networks it is'elztirely passive. ,

We canagain some further.insight into the generation procesp

by comparing successful versus, troubled generative stages.

All three IOAs had some troubles in 'their past. _Eastern Private

had a five"year period of shrinkage and iinaction; EaOiern

State period ofturmoil and, shrinkage following the conflictful'

departure of a.dynamid leader and his entourage; MidweStern.

State, a series of tailed prOposals plus a reputation for-

adical disruptiveness in a conservative gtate. But the important

test was in ll'ow these,past.blemishes were handled in 'the.present,

and here,the insight and deftness of leadership was crugial.

Oi all the cases and Sub-cases the most geriously defective at

the germination stage was Three Rivers where skilled,legitimized,

and potent leadership on the spot was absent for nearlY two'years

4.2-.2 Growth

Probably the most exciting and memorable stage in the life

of a4 IOA is the growth spurt which takes place in the first and

second years. Our cases repregenta range from very rapid to

moderate growth during this period. Midwestern State, boosted

by the large foundation grant, had four centers across the state

lir



operational within one year, with thousands,of teachers

nominally involved. As noted in the case study, hoviever, the

center at Arcadia was already operational.before the statewide

network was formally,launched. Eastern Private also experienced

a very rapid growth spurt beginning with the,recrUitment drive

and,two key conferences roughly eight months after Loveland

took-oer. The heyday of The Council revival was the_second

year of operations. when Loveland was in-the ,dale with a dzen

Fellows, each involved in a separate distritt, with special

activities organized separately for teachers, principals, and.
.

superintendents, with two se Mi-annual cOnferences with high

attendance, and with several continuing workshop series on

different "hot" topicsEastern'Private 'the second year there.
was a sense of grea,t excitelient and .iynamism as well a s optimism;

,r

thete.was also a/great deal of çonfi.ibn among the Fellows_

regardihg their:'separate and colIp ive toles'and not a little
.

ex haustion. Planning was he r siNlter at both sites with the

dominant tt/wme being to "get s ethirigcgoing."
, .

these qualities were somewhat less in Aidence
, ,.

.
extensive planning based on past Cent r modcls

-,

on-going history at, Hanburg.

At Eastem State

because of the
1

at Cardon and the

The critical question for thegrowth eriod i-low to
. .

sustain the fotward,momentum and the motivation while ab.,,the

sameetime-exerting a kind of control and oraerliness that *Qi41.

ensute long-term sukvival. It isgenerall,y the case that su0,,

concerns get scant attention from dynamic innovative leaders
.01

in the first flush*of.their succpes. The preVailing concern

in the early stage's is that there should be growth at all,

because without growth there is,nothing. Zrowth is genetally

.fostered by a core membership which surrounds the key leader.

This was.most obvious in The Council revival witere a very

enthusiastic, staunchly loyal, and hard working cadre of

gtaduate students formed ranks behind Loveland. At Midwestern

the crucial'growth period probably took place a few years

before the network was officiallyfounded andfunded, duti

the first two years of the EXperimental Program when.the ream

of rising young professional eaucators across the state ame in-.
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to the program with enthusiasm and, on returning, became the

Saganne network, keeping in regular contact and providing access

to every level Ofeducation from the state department on down..

The grant allowed the network to be remobilized.

Financing, how much and where from,-is an important matter

to consider as a growth ingredient. Money can be a lure (for

germination) but it can also be seen as the-rain-which allows the

network seed to grow. All three IOAs appeared to have enough ,

financial support for growth during the period of study but for
0

Eastern Private and Eastern State there had been periods in the

past when there was much more money and growth had been more

dramatic. In-both cases these higher levels oE support appeared

in the 1960s and came from federal sources as did Midwestern's

somewhat later Experimental Program. In all three cases.there

were significant residual outcomes which were.negative from ,f

tilese federally supported _growth spurts. For Eastern Private

the federal grants meant decreasing dependence on local school

districts for fundirg and probably a concomitant decrease in

meaningful interaction and interdependence. Because the thrust

of activity in the late 1960s was a-large research and instrument

'validatiOnEroject in which aistricts had a relatiVely passive

involvement, the termination of the federal support, coming as

it did with the retirement of the Director, had a disastrous

effect on The Council in the early 1970s.- At Eastern State

the large federal grant stimulated tremendous growth in the late

1960s along with great distrust and.prpbably considerable jealousy

among the faculty,-especially, in_secondary education. .When the

'Director departed with much of his staff and the grant disappeared

there was a similar attrition although the on-going contractual

nature of the muttual obligatiOns and the continuing value of the

bargain kept the Eastern State IOA functioning at a higher level

than the Eastern Private through the first half of the 1970s.

At Midwestern the- consequencp of the federally fostered growth of

the Experimental Program was the influx-of students from autSide

, the state after the first waveof in-state educators had passed

through. The.second wave was seen by many local educatori as a

more radical, meddlesome, and troublesome group; reactions t6

this image made for some initial resistance to Saganne's'and

113
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..othdrs' attempts to establish teacher centers a few years later.

Use of'third party financial resources was especially note-

worthy and perhaps most judicious at'Arcadia where the director

did not use funds'to increase staff or space but rather to stodk-

pile 4eusable materials, nowhere else available in his region.

ThesejnaterialS could long outlast outside funding and were 4

strong magnet to teachers in the area. We might also note the

advantages'here of flexible foundation funding which allowed

individual centers to make'separate judgements on how funds

would be allloeated.'

ConsolidatiOni

By the time our study' began, all three IOAs were clearly

into a,period of consolidation. For Midwestern, there was

activity at each'Center aimed atsecuring continuation of--

supporp.. In part this was a, matter of selling the Centers

to k)cal authorities as welr as building a sense of ownership and

commitment among teachers. At Three Rivers.this was quite a

struggle which' seemedt6 come to fruition only after a complete

'turnover of coOrdinators and after the threat of shut-down from

the administration. At Arcadia the One-week summer program out

of which numerous teacherjprojects emdrged was an important

consolidating feature. Th'e summer prograni,got teachers invOlved
. ,

in theirown production-of materials and also required commitment

to follow,up reporting. It thus encouraged continued contact

and alloWed initial drop-in4nd browsing-visits to turn into

strgng continuing connections from which multiple resource

utilizations emerged.. Teacher projects also provided continued

tests for gaps in the resource-base at the Center which were then

filledt At the state level Saganne and his staff Were busily

trying to solidify finahcial support through additional proposals

and particularly'by'using their leverage with state-officials

to secure Offigial statuS. This kind of activity led some

respondentS to worry about "getting bureaucratized." 'To a

degree, getting bureaucra,4.ized was a major thrust at Eastern

State where contracted ,arrangements-between each district and
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the University were intricate and specific4-,At Eastern Yrivate

during The Council revival consb.idatiohAas a problem which

probably received inadegtiate attention. Thg;extended absehses
. d

of the coordinator, 'Loveland, after her s4C'ond year-of involvement,

left the IOA in ct somewhat troubled state with uncertain.stand-

in leadership, divisiveness among the Fellows, and uneasiness among

the stiperintendents on the board. Because the Co4pcil lacked

the formalized procedures of Eastern Sta!te.and the clear bargain

with the membershp which developed at both the otheF sites,

there was no obvious formula for consolidation. What happened

was that'individu'al Fellows in some cases developed tl4eir own-

formulas, notably the Fellow who, almOst entirely on her oWn

initiatil.re, established the Writing consortium which linked,six .

districts on a continuing basis. Even, the writing consortium,

however, was a temporary system, and after,two years appeared

to be runhing out of motivation ana clear purposes.

Consolidation.is obviously A stage that doesn't necessaril

happen. At the Eastern Private Council during its early heyday

years it seemed that every activity inter-related with every other

and each new activity built on and added to past activities.

The same appeared to be true on a!"much smaller Scale at Arcadia.

At Hanburg County in Eastern State, consolidation was partly

a functidn of continuing Involvement of an innovativ,e, capable,'

and credible,local leader, as it came t9 be at Arcadia, as it was

in theoriginal Council, as it might have been and partly was
-

in the revived Council. Thid Suggests that true consolidation

i:eguires the consolidator, Oe leader who has,a. Continu ing

a

presense so that everybody-Oan,continue to feel good abdut what

is happening.

4.2.4 Recession

After a period of rapidgrowth there must eventually be a

pause of some kind, a gasp for breath, a'lapse, &return to

normalcy. When this paUde_is integrative, we can call it

"consolidation" but it need not always be so. Growth may be

followed by decline or shrinkage and even consolidation can be

followed by decline and shrinkage. In each of the-

1

.
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cases.studiedWe saw some of this, particularly when'we went back

to examipe the historical,record. At Eastern State there had

clearly been a shrinkage of. activity after the dynamic (and

federally.skIpported) days of director Carter. There had also

been the loss of Martinville County, the wealthiest county in

the...State and the most progressive in educational terms. At

Eastern private, historically we had seen a waning of

enthusiasm with the.retirement of the founder and then a sharp

decline after the.retirement of his successor: In the con-
.

temporary period at Eastern Privae we also saw decline in the

utilization of Fellows as change agents and the lapse,of the work

group process (workshop series). Even within the successful

writing consortium,interest and attendance fbll in the second

year. At Midwestern we get less of a sense of recession in

the activities reported although there are strong hints or

forebodings of this ifi discussions of fiscal constraints

fpr coming years and the long trail of unsuccessful proposals

from Saganne's office.

Can we make of these different scraps ofevidence a theory

of decline? Clearly not. We cannot even say on empirical

evidence,that that which goes up must come dowh, although we

sense that there is some sUch'imperative at work. We can propose-

a few alternative explanations of why recessions occur. First

they probably occur to a degree in every IOA because of a build-

up of tensions which eventually must be Vented. -Secondly,

they are likely to be made much wrose, even irreversible, when

there has keen inadequat attention paid to consolidatibh,

or when, for whatever reason, there has not been a preceding

consolidation.phase. Thirdly, decline may be forestalled by

formalization of piocedures and arrangements although they are

not clearly prerequisite to the'long life of an arrangement,

witness the longevity of The Council (the founder of the Council

was actually reported to have a distaste for formalization of

network arrangements, and for many,years The Council'had no,

by-laws, constitution, or pther legitimizing ansl routinizing
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documentationr. Fourth, decline can be precipitated by

eadership turnover or turbulence las through extended

absences). Finally, and perhaps most lpviously, recession can.

result from Shrinkage of financial (or other) resources, The

habit of third party funding agencies includihg the federal

government to support projects for a limited duration (three

years being the typical maximum-for the feds) exaggerates

the rise* and fall effects that naturally occur in,new ventures

such as I0As.

4.2.5 Termination
S.

Fortunately for themselves but unfortunately for social-

science, none of the IOAs studied terminated their existence

before our study project terminated its.existence. In'lieu of such

empirical nuggets, we sought and reported on perspectives toward

the future which might indicate terminal status.for one IOA or

another. ,As of our laSt data collections it appeared that all ,

were surviving although Midwestern-had the black cloud of

foundation grant termination over its head and was awaiting

state or,federal support which seemed by .no means assured.

While the picture, for the state-wide network, centered at

Midwestern University, seemed somewhat bleak, this was not*the
re

kcase for the Arcadia site within the state which Seemed destined

to continug in a very solid_and productive style for years to Come,

Eastern State appeared to be quite'secure but dependent for Its

A network dynamism on Goldman's continued presence. Eastern Private

seemed e'pecially tenuous as'we concluded the case write-up,

álthotgh We have since learned tliat a robust season followecLwith

many'workshops and two Mere successful confereatesi.

Within EasterwPrivate, however, we have at least,,one

instance of a termination involving the serial of the Fellows

pxogram.- The case is especially interesting because the Fellows

concept in Cthe revived IOA was clearly one of collaborative problem-

solving around teacher or school defined needs and problems."Each

-of the three IOAs had.thislgoal explicitly or implicitly, but

at Midwestern and at Eastern State the problem-solving- objectives,

were approached gingerly and came to fruition only as a result
itk

of and building on pre-service and in-service training and ad hoc

-*
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workshOp activities. The Fellows program began aS an exciting

and'inn-ovative venture. -The growth persiod was hectic and heady

with each Fellpw finding out what'it was like to'be an outside
-

change agent a#d having the challerigeAso work out their clwn role.

Regular discussions throughout- the first year and the second year

of this programallowed each graduate-student an opPortuhity to'

share'and Compare experiences, to thodel on others, arid to learn

from the mistakes of others, Vut the program was quidkly orphaned

when the dynamic Loveland took a leave of a115,sence. Substitute

leadership coUld not provide the.Confidence and.assurance needed

for working out difficult district relAtionships; vague and

uncertain assignments with no institutional rooting and m4nimal-

financ ial incentives added o the,downward spiral. In the 'end

the university faculty had .to face the fact that such ambitious

-objectives could not be served by such a flimsy socialsuppart

structure at either the uniersity or the district end.

The other semi-terminal event documented in our case

material wat the decision.by the administraiton at Three Rivers to

zero-funcLtheir teacher center. On reading of the incident,

one's first reaction (as T.4as the teachers') is "how,could they

da such.a thing!"'but the..fact was that the Three Rivers Center

had hAd a troubled existence with the turnover of three

co-coordinat rs after an initially rejected proposal, initially

tepid teacheL response, and residual doubts about the value.of Any

collaboration with:the university.

The blunt fict is that termination happens. It probablY

happens more often.for the kinds of interinstitutional

arrangements we 'have been stu.dying.than most Other ty pes of Social

organizations. Our view of termination is ambivdlent. To a

degree, we lean toward the.notion of the surival of the-fittest,

even amohg IOAs. 8ome are viable; some are note' But viability

should not be our primary.concern; rather it shoUld be

productivity or benefit for education,.or uniqueness of

contribution to the improvement of education. When we look at an

ArCadia, for example, we have little trouble deciding that this
,

is a fifie thing, benefitting many people, teachers, students,

faculty, community. We can rejoice that a model ;has been

developed which more or less assures continuation into the for-
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seeable future, tBUt what of ThreeAlivers where the original

prOblemsolvitng intent was dubvertetiand where service aS

Substation for course-registration At the'university became the
,

prime baSip for the bargain?.

, .Perhaps the most unfortunate aipect of termination is the los'S

of ekperienCe, the lass of institutional memorY, and thus the

loss of lessona learned. _When The Counci,1 at Eastern Private

virtaully*terminated in the early-1970Syhere was no,energy or

interest in documenting a retrospectiVe analysis of what The

Cou4ncil had been all those years and,whY it had finally faded

(nearly):away. :When we cameeto do our interviews we did find

half a &nem good informants on the histdrical Council but we were

awarethat we could,not adequi.telyretrieve this experience which

had little,to do with-the present,day Council, yet it representd

what was probably the most paWerfp1 interorganizational-ariangement,

.
involving a university in the improvement of school piaciice that

ever existed. . It was al:so produCtive as a generator ofresearch

knowledge as none.of the contemporary IOAs have been.
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PART FIVE3, 9PERATIONS_ TO PRESENT.CONFIGURATION

5.1. INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE: OVERVIEW

MidWestern State. At the Midwestern State site,' the

network doubled in size, increasing from four to nine centers.

This growth pattern did not reveal strong support or strong

funding'increases. 'The inititutional structurAof the net-

work remained the same with important influbnce and coordina-
.

ting roles gf the college of education dean and his associate.

Turning to the centers,-the institutional structtle of

the Arcadia center remained much the same, although there was

rapid growth in teacher center operations. In contrast, the

'Three Rivers center maintained its two part-time coordinators

with a chronic problem of coordinator role definition, and
,e

did AlOt grow in operations. -

Eastern State. At the Eastern State site, OFE decreased

in total number of centers and modified some center formats.

(Only one new center was founded in 1975.) The institutional

structure. of OFE changed as a result of the current director

Who had.a low-key, infOrmal d6dision7making stYle. 'OFE had

monthly meetings for staff and coordinators and, in recent

years, required a forMal, standard annual report and budget

for each center.'

FocusSing on the centers, the Hanburg center,added a formal

advisOry council and also show8d an ihcrease in variety of-

activities. :1'he Cardon center's institutional structure

showed no change from'its time offoulading and formal gover-

nance document: Similar to Hanburg, it showed an increase in

Variety of-activities,

Eastern Private. At"the Eastern, Private site, the struc-
g

ture remained essentially the same as at the time of folnding.

Everything was run by a core group of three or four people.

Membership also remained fairly steady in terMs of partTpating

districts with a slight decline in total number.
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In the'fellows program, the special option of membership

category placing a fellow in a -district for 25 days/month was

dropped. In plaqe of this option, divdrse and complicated

funding schemes.developed. Additionally, a new model for

.
working With school districts emerged as a result of the

writing consortium. The new modpl qontained the following

elements: -content-focussed, sustaiped, multi-level membership

groups from a handful of specially interested.districts.

Overview. 'All three cases revealed few major changes

in institutional structure. None evidenced tremendous, vibrant

growth in overall size. Despite the declining fiscal resqurces

in all three case settings, each 'case evidenced some growth

or change in activities in at least one of its sub-sites.

Finally each case had institutional'and governance structures

which were influenced'by the ideolo0 and personality 9; the

IOA leaders.
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5.2. MAIN OBJECTIVES

Midwestern State. At.the midwestern site, there were

relatively few shifts in objectives,gfor the teacher center

network as a whole. The ideology remained stable that-the

centers were to constitute a "human resource exchange," a

helping to value craft knowledge and to acCelerate practice

change. Teacher-defined needs wee to be paramount a local

centers. Similarly, the'network continued its latent or

implicit aim of co-opting keY educators adross the state and

increasing the'impact of its philosophy. One change'in .

emphasis was promoting a preferential status for the centers

as carriers of new state levelprograms and staff development

needs. Another change in emphasis was the organization-of.

Ilarge scale workshops'requested by teachers (to provide

recertification credit) which took away time from coordinators'

implementation. of change-accelerating assistance objectives.

Turning to the teacher center level, the Arcadia and

Threejavers centers' objctives remained the same with some

r :shifts,in emphasis at each site. At the Arcadia sitev more

importance was given:to,servicing the surrounding community

.(meeting space for community, community walking and skiing

area as a part Of nature studies project, art gallery,'and

micro-processor project to service farmers as well asteachers).

Also the center began to emphasize to a greater extent a

previously latent objective of altering some instructional

practices at ArCadia State and thereby becoming more core to

tco.11ege instructor's' activities. At the Three Rivers site,

a site,V.Thich continued to be devoted entirely to in-service

activities, coordinators reported that although peer exchange

continued to.be a primary objective, there-was greater emphasis.

on one-shot workshops on narrowly prac'tical topics and large

scale classes to help teachers'gather continuing contract

hours and post-graduate credits. Behind these shifts in

emphalis at Three Rivers were teacher demands upon the

coordinators.
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Eastern State. At all three IOAs (OFE, Cardon, and

Hanburg); therr was an important shift in the weighting of,

objectives between the present and theearly years of the

IOA. The shift was toward a broader definition of in-service

objectives and away from a narrow conception of center in-

service focussed on the supervision of student teachers.

Reflecting.this shift at the .OFE leyel was ,OFE's current

interest inoutreach programs. At the Cardon and Hanburg

leVel, the addition of more and more staff development aati-
.

vities and the increased effergy devoted tO in-service emphasized

the change in weighting of objectives.

Behind this shift in emphasis was.the declining nurtiber

of student teachers and the increasing fiscal stringency in

the counties. Adding and emphasizing in-service activities

contribute14610,.the.'stability of the IOAs.

In the distri,ct leVel IOAs virhich remained there,was a

situation, of domain consensus between the district and the

college of educatióh. Both Cardon and Hanburg districts had-

staff development adeds which were being filled by the in-

creased emphasis pm.in-Service/Pobjectives.

Last1Sr, OFE'was begipning to emphasize the research

okjectives of the centers in response to the concerns of the

rha Eastern State president who emphasized research concerns

of the university.

Eastern Private. At the Eastern Private site, there were

no real.changes in objectives as Well as no real research ob-

jectives. The major de facto objectiye continued to be-

knowledge transfer via college professors in'conferences and
--

workshops. . Three other objectives continuedto be: creating/

implementing inter-district networking and exchange "consortW;

providing field experiences tor small groups of graduate

students; and providing field contact with the 'college as a

whole. P

As in the other cases, there were changes in emphasis

among these objectives. The provision of field experiences
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objective declined in intensity from the time bf founding;

there Was less'actual field contact off-site by fewer graduate

students: Also, the proyision of field contact for the college

appeared not to be a major or crucial objective. As a matter

of act, the IOA staff appeared very suspicious of district

exploitation by researchers.

Overview. General objectives of the IOAs across cases.

seemed to be very stable,over time. However, in each case/

" there were definite changes in emPhasis among objectivds and

in at least the two state univeisity.cases, broadening of

initial obj-ectives. This flexibility in focussing on certain

objectives and in broadening the scope of others contributed

a great deal to the stability of the IOAs. Two factors appeared.

important in understanding objective-changes and shifts in

emphasis across the three cases: the environmental setting

of-each IOA and the ideology/personality of IOA leaders.
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5.3. KEY PERSONS
.

.-

Midwedtern State. In- e Midwestern case; the dean of

the college of education at orth ,dentral remaihed the domi- -

,nant figure for the statewi e7network as a whole, assisted
,

by,a professor of 61ementa y education who betame the second .

"statewide network staffpe son" and sat on statewide advisory

--grsups. Together, they a ersaw network operations, intervened'

to solve local problems, eet:the agendas and followed up or(

netWeT businesS;1,they aisoidid *periodic lobbying.within the

state education office ahd faithin district offices connectd'd
. i

to a local.teacher ceRter. Many of these contacts linked

.
former staff Itd -...graduateS Of the eXperimental program.

In 1980281, tWo-iiSMelS aPpeared with'greater regularity;
,

, .

H'
those of two senior adMinistrators in the state e Ucatioii

office.and-delegates to the network's decision-m ing boards.

Ad/the network grew., its appeal as'a vehicle forldeliv4iring:

state programs and in7Service requirements incr'sed. As a

reSult, more biriness was done between the staie and the
. __-

.--

network via these tWo intermediaries. They pi o-helped to
.

line up suPport when the network applied for/State and_federal

funding., -
. J

-Another important feature associated wdth key actors in
7

the network is their instability. In 197981, staff.departed

or turned.over at three of the four original centers. One

coordinatok reasoned that "burn out is-pretty high, I think,

.among coordinators." This was attributed to- the'loW salary,
, .

.

multiple demands, heavily interpersonal nature of most tasks

and to coordinators' frustraiion with:the displacemerit of
.

goals fTom one-on-one consultation with ieachers to tfib
.,

organizaition of large-scale workshops.

At Arcadia, the cast of maincharacters remained constant

4
in the sudceetling two years.,9.with one importarit addition, an

assistant professor in language/arts-who joined the center staff,
,

.

She, the coordinator and;the documentalis remadned the mainstaxS
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within the center; the department chairman provided

adthinistrative and fina4cial help. -

At Three Rivers, the set of key persons included the

coordinator, the center secretary and a "resource colleague"

paid for by foundation funds._ In the third year of operations,

the elementary education professor at North Central who was

the second statewide network."staff person" along with the

dean, joined the policy beard, where she, was influential.

Both she and the dean intervened actively and decisivel when

there was a threat of suspensiog of funds from the district

office.' 4

EaStern State. After 1975, there Was n amazing amourkt

Of gtability ill key personnel of the'Eastern State University

case. Goldman returned and remained as director of OFE until
-

the present. ''His low-key and flexible style.contrasted with

that,'of MoPhersoll and Carter:, the founding fathe'rs of OFE.

This style was well adapted to running.'the current OFE and

creatively iesponding to.the needs of sOhool districts in

Eastern State as well as to the needs of the college of 4

i 4*education.
4

Turning to,Hanburg County, the Western elementary coordi-

nator rema,ined the same from.1970 until the present. He

reported to the.same man until 1979 at whidh time the man was,

promoled. The.coordinator then oame underthe purview of the

new Supervigor for Staff Development who, in turn, reported .

*
to-the cOordinator's former boss.

In Cardon Count, althoughlthere was a flew dobrdimator
.

appointed in 1978, key county and college ofeducation per-

sonnel remained the samei Thus,.there was a*eat deal of

stability'in terms of key persons in the Cardqi and Hanburg,

settings.
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'Eastern Private. The key persdh throughoutithe revival period

was an energetic and charismatic-1Drofessor wh6 maintained a yark
4

wide.friendship circle Vtithin the Co/lege, enabling her to ca/1 on

many senior faculty, as resource_persOns. The backbone 'of the

Council during,this period were heavily invested 4raduatP students,

Jmostly mid-career teachers and central schobl.district staff membfers-
,

returniAg to get advanced degrees and finding in The Council's .

leader someOne clearly committed to bridging the gap between.academia.

and the world )of practice. One such-person headed the Writing

ConsortiUm and 2was :its inspiration and dril:ring force vihi,16 at,the
.

same time she put together the revived Council newsletter. Anothar

served as right .hand to tha directqr and managed all operational

detaiks including a new NIE grant. -

.

, SI
Po? twO of the four revival 'years ptudied"the key person was

actually on leavejand based several thousand miles_away. In

spite of this di'dtance she managed to retain a degree of 1,volvement,,

and cOntrol through frequent telephone Calls and visits at,.crucial

moments. Nevertheless, the' absences were a disturbing element, somr-'

what undermining the morale of the loyal staff and causing concern

among soMe superintendent board members whod" saw success as depending

heavily_on the continued involv ement oft this one person. .*.

Du,ringthp first lelve a senior faculty member with somP connection'

to the old*Council was appointed aa.' interim director.and a 'hew

.,junior'faculty,member was hired a8 the starf coordihator. Neither

role recived much initial acceptance from the gradlaate "fPllows"

who mainly took the attitude of "waiting it out" until:their mentor

returned. During the second leave the junior faculty member had

developed more trust and could assume ,the coordina tbr role ina
-

satisfactory manner. However, this person lacked the seniority.

clout; and capapityto inspire followers that tharaaterized thp '

absent'leader,.

Other persons in leadership roles on thq universOty and school'
. a

district sideS' acted essentially as,endorsers and donors'but did not. .

. 4

invest themselves actively in what was-going on. IA the fourth year,

a new director was appointed'to heaCil the endowed-re-segrch institute

in which the CounCil secretariat- tfas situated.. The new difector
'

Appeared to have,som4Wsceptipism,regarding the value'and"the-api5ron-

riateness of The Council in its Preient,,sonfiguration. He,Va*s.particularly
127. 1 (
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concerned, with erie'lackof research prOductivity of the.council

-add saW'it as a_drain*on sCarce resources which should have been

-cioted to research. It appeared that 'theCouncil wOuld bP in:

for a 'rather fierce and continuing battle with this new director

and the Council director as the main, protagonists. ,

.f; Leadership turbulence and the uncertainty of fUture activity
0_

when and if the present leader divests herself of these

responSibilaties are major problems which .

remain unresolved.

Overview . The importance of key persons in each of these case

studies id striking and even oN;erwhelming. In every, case a large

number of our informants attributed success to a single person.'

Other key'persons in each casetsepm to be inspired or energized

"by that person and dependent tO a degree on the continued

presence-of that person. In each case, however, the

formal OrOanizational role of the key person was different. In

Midwest'it,was the dean; at Eastern Private'a tenured'professor;

at Eastern State it was a non-teaching staff person. These key
4

perdons alsa varied considerably in the amount Of time they

had committed officially and unofficially to the IOA. In Eastel-n

State the staff position was kuIl time but involved the

1ead6rship and coordination of all university outreach- actiVity

in education.- In Eastern Private it was nominally a ane third time

trole but the leader 1-id heavy teaching' and advising comMitments

and'a very busy travel and consulting,schedule. 'In Midwestern

State,the dean assumed the role without compensation as an add-on

to a'jvery heavy,schedule ofaCtivities.

,
Xt should also be noted that for=the subsysfems studied, i.P.

the teachers centers in the two state sites and the writing consortium

at Eastern Private the saMe patterns of leadership emerged as crucial

factors. Where leadership was strong highly motivated, and staiple

the ,centers,thrived. 4here there was turn-over, ambivalent and in-

, decisive leadership there:was trouble. There has'to be someone 'there

to carry the ball.
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5.4. RESOURCE CHANGES

Midwestern State. Resourde changes were key issues here.

Coordinators' meetings focussed on surviVal; there-was an atmos-

phere of resource scarcity. Foundation -support dropped sharply

from roughly fifty percent of total coverage of the statewide .

netwotk to twenty-five percent. These reduced levels of funding

had beeh anticipated,but sources of replacement,funding had

not materialized. There were, however, some funding sources

which helped to pick up the slack in funding. State Colleges

began to provide some in-kirld services .(facilities, secre-
,.

tatial,help, purchase of materials) which did not,invalve

new budgdt outlays but relied ,on integrating centers.into

'regular .college'support. The state education agency began:to

contract ,fOr'inseevice activitieS and projeCts. School dis-

tricts also continued ta provide in-kind,services nd main-

'tained their earlier budget Commitments"to the centers.

Finally, a mainstay activity of the centers, workshops, were

,given cost-free by teachers and college-les:rel workshop

leaders.

At.the center level, the proportion of.external center

funding droppe'd sharply as specified in the grant. At the
-4

Arcadia center, the state.college proyided the funds needed

.t0,offset the tedugtion. Also the Center continued to acquire

material resources which were partiCularly valuable and upon

which county administrators began to rely. .(The center

,provided these knowledge resources free of charge) . The-
,

Three Rivers center experience in finding funds to offset the

reduction in extetnal funds was not as easy as at the Arcadia

center. The Three Rivers distkict balked at providing the

vequisiteunds, noting that the center was less crucial than

providing fox pupil expenSes or other needs which reached .

one hundred percent of the teaching corps.. Akcompromise.

solution was the provision of some funding from the district

and some,fianding from NorthCentral University in return for

courses.organized by the center. Ail in all, there were some

reductions in the hours and servicesof the Three Rivers center

as a
)

result of these fiscal problems.
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Eastern State. There were almost'no changs in resource

levels at OFE or its centers. The amount of money allotted

to OFE in the university budget has remained the same since

1975, with no increases for inflation. (In June 1981, all

,university programs were-informed.of impending budget cuts--

,-cuts which would decrease the dollar sum in OFE's budget for

1982.)

Arthur County had been contributing less and less'to its

center, with OFE having to pick up the slack On a kmall sc

-Thus, the coordinator there received a lower salary than other

coordinators and had no secretary.)

Neither the Hanburg nor the cardon center had any major

budget or resource increases. The Hanburg center did receive

the.addition o.f an assistant coordinator. However, this

additional resource was at no extra dost to.the university

which was already funding an assistant at another Hanburg

center prior to 1979.

As one informant pointed out, OFE was run'On a shoestring!

Eastern Private. Resources for the IOA, especially aon-
,

tributions from ARI, were not stable. It was unclear whether

the original-$20,000 from ARI was a continuing obligation.

The new director of ARI indicated that he wanted the networking/

field operations of the IOA to'be self-supporting. The.funding

future here is unclear.

Also the discontinuation of the "Fellows Option" for

school districts indicated a drop in revente, affecting-the

IOA's capability to finance their mainstay activity, the.

fellows program.

An infusion of new federal'funds from an NIE grant pro-

vided the hope of some fiscal support. However, the tasks

delineated in the grant were not core to taSks undertaken by

the IOA. Finally, with the assistant leader leaving at the end

.of 1980-81, the de facto resources which he brought to thp IOA

would also be ended. On the whole, as of the close of the

study, resource levels for the IOA were diminished. Wi.th

increasing fiscal stringency-in even wealthy school districts,

the fiscal outlook for the IOA was rather bleak.
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Overview. The environment across the nation of increasing,

fiscal stringency affected the financing of all three cases.

However, in the Eastern State and Midwestern State cases,

there was evidence of creative responses to budget crises..

In the Eastern State situation, there was the creation of new

formats which preserved the strength of IOA activities: within

the.parameters of budget cuts and there1were economies of

scale,which also preserved the strength of IOA adtivitles.

(e.g. cOnsolidation of denters into X-12 grade formats). And

in the midwestern state situation, with diminishing r...sources

from the foUndation, there was a dependence on new cOhfigura-

tions of funding sources (state colleges and tlie state eauta-

tion agency). Both cases relied upon f-unding sources' recog-,

nition of benefits received from the IOA, often benefits

Which were perceived as core-to the funding source's activities

(e.g. provision of material resources or improved deliveu

6f on-site nrservice).

Table 5-1 summarizes the percentage of resources provided

by school districtt,.colleges of education,' and_external

sources at the time of IOA founding and at the time of the

study's-conclusion. It is clear that the Eastern Cases

represent the greatest degree of Shared resourcing on the

.part of school district and the university.

In the Midwestern case , the university contributed

a much larger share than the School' districts. With the con-

tinuing decline in fiscal resources at universities and in

school districts, it will be interesting to observe whether

school districts in the midWettern caSe'

will increase.their percentage of contribution to the IOAs

in which they participated. At the time of writing Major

efforti were under way at these sites to acguirP continuing

support from dthe state education department.
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Table 5-1 Resources Provided by IDA Members at Founding and

1
in March 1981

Estimates of Covera e (% of 100%)
,

Site,
.

.

.
School ;

District

College of
Education/
University, External

Eastern Private
Revival 54% 46%.

....L..

Present
. 36% 36%

.
27 %

MidWest

IOA as a whole
Founding 15%

1
35% 50%

Present 15% 60% 25%

Arcadia Center
Founding 0% 50%

. ,{,..
50%

Present 0% 75%, 25%

Three Rivers Center
-

.

FoUnding , 0% 50% 50%
-Present 0%

.

15%

Eastern State

IDA as a whole Founding 33% 33% 33%

Present 40% 60%.

,

Hanbukg Center Founding 50% 50% , --

- Present
.

50% 50% --
,

Cardon Center Founding 50% 50% - a --
Present: 50% 50%

.

_

......

.

- 1Contributions by state:office, teachers' association



PART SIX: INTERORGANIZATfONXL RELATIONSHIPS

There are many ways to analyze the development of connections

among organizations, and no one approach or theOry gives a.thoroughly

satisfactory picture of theyhole., Thus we have preferred to be

rather eclectic, focussing on a numiler of process dimensions. First,

we consider the attitudinal dimension, i.e. the extent to.yhich

1.7

qgthe parties to an arrangement agree and d' agree about underlyi

issues. We title this analysis "consensu and conflict". We then
.

view each arrangement as an example of"bargaining", asking whether

,
each college-school relationship represents an agreement to exchange

%

valued items, either at an explicit or implicit level. The tfiird

level of analysis concerns knoitledge transfer as such: to what extent

does "knowledge,transfer" express the essence of these arrangements?

Then in a fourth and.fifth analytical modewe ask what barriers to

and facilitators of effective linkage emerge from the three studies.

6.1. CONSENSUS AND CONFLICT

'6.1.1. Midwestern_State

Consensus. Looking first at the statewide teacher

center network, consensus was strong among meAers and repre-

sentatives of the diverse interest groups: Network objectives

remained--perhaps
deliberately--vague and generous; all

parties found their Chief concerns addressed therein.

Delegates,agreed,to temper their local needs in the name of

network-wide superordinate 4oA1s. As a result, resources

were equitably distributed. An important trend during these-

years was the growing link between the state education agency

and the network. After initial doubts, state officials

dame to see the teacher centers as ideal conduits for

dissemination., Cofttensus was also facilitated by decentrali-
.

zation. No central dirpctives went from network staff to

local centers. Coordfhators resisted attempts to "rationalize"

the network by.appointing permanent staff. They also reviewed

the network decision-making boards as fairly straightforward

rubber",stampi for proposals they had agreed on Among them-
.

selves.

At Arcadia, the present phase appeared,to be as relatively

conflict-free as the initial two' years. There was. strong

03
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goal congruence between the parties conatituting the teacher,

center. Both district administrators and teachers valued

a materials-based, practice-focussed approach to in-service,

7meaning that it primarily trained future educators and that

it was oriented toward communitY welfare improvement. The

center met stronglY felt local.needs end did it for virtually

nothing.

. Within the college, there seemed to be little friction,-

The center had institutional legitiMacy; it operated out of a

department which hah overall responsibility for extension

activities. These activities'were increasingly viewed as

sources tf funds and of continuing community support. There

began to emerge, however,-some initial rumblings of intra-

college dissent as the 'center extended its space and programs

into areas otheA had laid claim to. For instance, there

was muted protest from one department over the energy education

workshop given by non-specialist staff--the f'irst j.nstance

of domain dissensus registered at the site.

While there, were dmiains of consensus of Three Rivers,

the situation at this site is best discussed under conflicts..

Conflict. Three issues continued to'be the chief Source

of the few confliCts registered in the network. Table 6-1

summarizes these areas of disagreement. Goal displacement

from process consultation to, workshop organization plagued

coordinators, who saw administration as .an unrewarding-and

distractive task.. But they also saw that large-scale

workshops were,what teachers Were requesting and brought in

funds. The policy board affiliation had caused the first

within-netowrk crisig in the fourth year, when delegates from

one teacher center used their experience and--perhaps

illegitimate7-reelection to increase special projeCt.fundings

fof their district at the expense of two others. The dollar.

amounts were frivial, but the precedent escaped no one's

notice- When money was running out, statewide policY board

memberS .began inevitably to make certain their local center

was solvent.

There was continuing concern-over the perception that

the centers were supplanting administrators in the ccnduct of

in-service-training. This was especially true of principals.

The problem was not acute at Arcadia, where there had been
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Table 6-1 Conflicts at Midwestern State Site

PARTIES INVOLVED ISSUE HOW RESOLVED EFFECTS

Statewide Network

Between individual
teacher centers

Between teacher centers
and school district&

Between teacher centers
and school districts

.5j

Policy board
affiliation7
some centers
favored

Competition be-
tween centers
close to one

, another geo-
graphically

Fear of centers
supplanting prin-
cipals in in-.
service training
role

Rules changed

Left unresolved

Attempts to.provide
in-service support
for principals dir-
ectly in their
schools.

Problem
resolved

Stimulus to
innovate at .
each center,

Usually ended
in stronger
1.ocal sup-
port

Anticipation
of future
conflict ove),
related issuc

Residual ten-
sion,awkward-
ness

Some.prin-
cipals still
bitter

Arcadia Teacher Center

Arcadia State College and
North Central University

-Arcadia and neighboring
teacher centers

Pe rception by
Arcadia of un-
fair competi-
tion for re-
sources

ComPetition for
pre-service
students and for
enrollment at
teacher 6enter
workshops

Left latent;
Arcadia State
proposes own
graduate program

Tacit open compe-
titor; initial at-
tempt to demarcate
boundaries between.
centers

Planned
extension of
Arcadia
State pro-
grams

StiMulus to
improve of-
ferings at
center

Residual
bitterness at
Arcadia

Ambivalent
relation-
ships

Arcadia Teacher center
and other departments
at Arcadia State
College

Emerging dissenSus
over center's substan-

I

tive expertise in
non-education areas

' Not %et crYstall-
ized

Seasiti- Perceived
zation to as "envy"
need for
:iithin- college
'diplomacy 15



Arcadia 4nd qpighboring
teacher centers

sources

Competition for
pre-service
students and for
enrollment at
teacher center
workshops

Tacit open compe-
titor; initial at-
tempt to demarcate
boundaries between
centers

grams

Stimulus to
improve of-
ferings at
center

Ambivalent
relation-
ships

Arcadia Teacher center
and other departments
vt Arcadia State
College

,

,

..,,

,

.

Emerging dissensuS
over center's
substantive exper-
tise in non:-
education areas

.

Not yet crystail-
ized

Sensiti7
zation to
need for
within-
'college
diplomacy

1

.

Perceived as
,

"envy"

.

.

hree Rivers Teacher Center
.

Utility of m'ain-
taining a teacher
center

Goal incoff-
gruence

.

Confrontation-
Teachers prevail

Center staff
accommodate

.
,

,

Center
continued
.,

.
High extent
-,

'of center
use

.

.

Worsened
teacher-admir
relationship:

....

Disappoint-
ment, over-
load for
coordinator.

if.

Teachers and
administrators in
Three Rivers area

Three Rivers Teacher
Center staff'and
Teachers

4

Three Rivers Teacher
'Center staff

.

.
.

Rcil
,

e ambiguity,
unclear areas of
authority

t

Confronted in
one-day retreat
and follow7up

More clari-
fication,
better
cpmmunication

.

Basic issues
unresolved

a.



almost no loca l provisions prior to the center. Three Rivers

appeared to, turn the corner;.principals.were now supporting

the center'more actively and turning.to its resources for

their in-,service,needs. tlsewhere, however, there was

conSensus that "a lot of the principals are against the

center," as one coordinator.put .

Finally, sOme between7center dompetition began to emerge-
.

Three centers lay in a 60-mile radius of one another, and
.

.

found theeselves kecrukting throwgh their,newsleter.the
. .

,

same diminishing pool of in-service teachers. As'enrallments
., ._

.
.

also resulted in fees paid toparticipating:colleges, there

was added pressure on the centers'tp.draw alarge number of.'

-6

teachers. The same centersnthat'exchanged resource banks

and tip s of successful_activities were ,competing with one

another. There'Were Some'initial attempts to draw geographic

Boundaries, but they were unsuccessful; teachers continued to

goeither to.the Center connected to the,4college at which they

had,done their pre=service work, or to 'the center whpse offerings

were m6re appealing.

, Table 6-1 also shows the parties, issues, resolutions

and effects of conflicts,at the Arcadia site, There were few,

and none aPpeared to be major. Two of t.1.;e three conflicts

had to do with inter-idstitUtional riialry. Arcadia State

resented whatki\saw as a "power grab" by North.Central, which

had adopted many of the Arcadia teacher genter formats, then

offered post-graduate credits throligh extension for in-service

teachers. Arcadi#-State had.no M.A. certification and could

not coMpete- Here, as elsewhere, the response by center staff

imas. not to protest but ia'ther to outperform competitors.

Thus the proposal of an M.A. degree program for elementary

education at Arcadia State.

Similarly, Arcadia found itself competing with three

nearby teacher centers-at Weston City,,Three Rivers and

:Sunny Vale- -Tor teacher.enrollments. There was an embryonic

attempt at boundary-fixing, but more energy was put in,to

improving offerings at the Arcadia center. Both these

conflicts showed the ambivalent re lationships among teacher
4

centers who shared ideas, projects and funds as partners in the

statewide network yet competed with one another for enrollments.
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The final entry for Arcadia in 'Table 6-1,, within-colege
I

conflict, shows the darker.side of successful institution 1

expansion by one unit at the (perceived) expense of.anoth r.

The situation:at Three Rivers was peculiar. -There waS

reasonably stroniconsensus between the parties as to. tihe \

, activity formats and governance of the teachex center. T114re

were, however, several,domains of dissensus.. The teacher

center did not generate conflicts as much,as it-served as a

'amplifier for,fri6tion existing.before the center was founded;

notably between local teachers dnd administrators. Also,

two of' the'issues could better be described as dilemmas tha
4

as disagreements. Table 6-1 shows these.issues.

-, Note in the-table that the between-Icenter competition for

resources and enroIlments.that was salient at Arcadia rid

not surface_here. ApparenlY,,'the Three Rivers center had

a sufffcient pool of participihts to draw frOm, even if some

went.elsewhere. Norwas the prosperity, of the centei'at

Three Rivers as bound up with the college.of educa.tion. as
J

was-the Arcadia center'. But this sliced. both Ways. The
.

...4 .

\Three Rivers Center was more'orphaned from the c6llege of
. .

education and was able to call-onfewer of its resources rapidly-
L

-:
The first entry in the table for Three Rivers refers to the

recommehdation of district adminisrators to close the center;

teachers saw the gesture-as "anti-:teacher" rather than as an

evaluation of the center's effectiveness. In this ,sense, the

Three Fiivers.Center may have been a casualty of friction be-
,

tween_ two'of its participating member groups and became,as a .

result'an arena for their disagreements. No notideable

.problems of teacher-administrator dis-harmony surfaced at

Arcadia.

The second itemon the chart for Three ,Rivers has been
1

mentioned. Some teachers usedthe center only as a rapid

means of gettng contract recertification and salary increments',

The center staff was, not interested in servicing such needs,

yet needed.'the participation of as many local teachers as

possible in order to defend itself institutionally. -Reflecting

- on 1980-81, the coordinator,said:

. This year we're getting more ,people who are
only coming in for the credit. Maybe we're
even turning people into credi:t-seekers.

This was a dilma to which the center accommodated.by
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servIcing the public while still maintaining offers for what

it saw as amore professibnally committed audience. In

oing this, however, the cdordinator got overextended and

iscouraged. Her likely resignation at 'the end of 1980-81,

-May have been,a result of attrition aver this dilemma.

The final issue refers to problems of role ambiguity-

and spheres Of authority between.center staff.that,were.

addressed bu't not resorved, in ipart for structural reasons
4

(half-time commitments to other jobs).

6..1.2. Eastern State
0' ConsensUs. At the college of education there igas much

:

$

ft

lessNtonflict overkthe role of the IOA than in tA'earIy days

of operition. As enrollments declined at the university ind'

as the need for field support increased,adea4tments rebognized

the importance of the bffice of Field Experiepces

direct, centralized linkages to school distritts4. Aftei hob .

Goldman returned to the OFE directorsilip and inictiated

administrative changes'which more clearly identified OFE-
,

as a serilice *rather than a programmatic entity.OFE began to

play a strong liaisdn role between the collerge and the field.

'Thus, within the.college of education as an'organizational.

uniti a state Of domain consensus regarding the role and

responsibiiities'pf.OFE began to be'achieyed. One participant
.

contrasted the' situautiOn of domain dissensus'in the early.

days of OFE With the OFE of 1980: "OrE is completely.de7
....

fused ricw: It is no't a threat to anybody. BuSiness %is

"'booming,. .Faculty,members and the college'of education need.'

help in outreach, and.,that.is why OFE surviiies.today." As

one facultymember also noted,,,-"Today there is a great

rapprochement between OFE and the secdndary education
: .

department. ,The period of battling'is over.."
4 -

0

Within the school districts collaborating with OFE,

there was almost no Conflict over the role of the'-univergity

in the district level IOAs. In the five districts wpich had,

entered into interorganizational arrangements, the era of de-

clining enrollments and inc-reasing inflaiion-was,leading to

increased budget cuts.. This tiscai,climate was much more



of a significant factor in examining the stability of the

IOA than was degree of domain consensus. At this point in the

life cycles 'ofthe,interorganizational arrangements which

comprised OFE, there was definite consensus between OFE and

the individual school districts regarding the appropriate

'turf and responsibilities of each. For instance, the Cardon

County School District (in contrast with the attitude Of the

Martinville SChool District as characterized by uniyersity

informants) viewed the scholarlIvperspective of the college

of education and the college's contribution to strengthening

their own in-service as great benefits tb the district.

Contributing to this-consensus was the flexibilit of

the.college of edubation in responding to the needs of the ,

, .

district. -For example, the college paid the total salary for

a part-time assistant at the Hanburg center wrio was responsible

for in-service rathe'r than the supervision of student teachers

as *as*customary.

COOrdinator sti7Ie was also an important factor in the
,

buildingand maintenance of consensus. For example, the Cardon

center coordinator was quite effective in working with district-

personnel and in diagnosing and responding to their needs.

One of the charagteristics of.her style--which r.einforces a

consensus over a conflict mdde of operation--was to integrate

the operation of the center with the operationS of the district.

She did this, in many-wAys.ranging from active membership on

district comthittees, participation n district conferences,

and always checking with whomever controlled the turf surrounding

a particular activity.

Finally, there was no eVidence of between center conflict.

.The OFE director's philosophy, which recognized the indivi-

duality of each center as it was shaped by its school district

setting and ,supported the.individualized work plans of center

coordinators; facilitated a collegial and'non-competitive spirit

among district level IOA coordinators. For example, whe're

there might theoretically have been some evidence of domain'

dissenus between the,two elementaricenters in Hanburg

4
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COunty, there was, in fact, strong evidence'of domain

consensus. The two elementary coordinators pooled resources

to offer more to their teachers than a single budget could

provide. They 'worked together closely. Each respected the

other and his or her own style.
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6.1.3. Eastern Private

Consensus. There was considerable coffsensus at all

levels, and between the college and the member districts that'

the revival of the IOA was a positive occurrence. Primarily

what was endorsed was the increased actilvity level which gave

the college a sense that something good was being delivered

and the schools asense that they were getting more than'their

money's worth. This was more than just keeping a tradition

alivet :Both sides endorsed the idea of greater teacher

involvement and involvement of all levels of the school system.

There was also a recognition that what was,to be done would

involve networking, the extensive use of the college faculty,

but would not put a major strain on either college or school

district resources. In other words, the new activi,ties would

be- mutually.rewarding but wopld not represent really significant

shifts in priorities or resource allocation on either part,

Within the college there was also a consensus which in-
,

cluded the leader of the IOA, Alice Loveland, and most of her

associates that the IOA should be a know-ledge producer of some

sort and a contributor to the knowledge buildihg and.document-

ation activity of the college as a whole. The difference herd

came in the areas of (a) the priority given to research versus

setvice, (b) the extent to which service and research.goals

were compatible within an applied and:collaborative.orientation,

and (c) the nattre of the research to be performed, particularly

whether the IOA itself could-be a-proper focus of study;

tecause of these undercurrents and for a number of other

.reasoris there were very few tangible knowledge product's emerging

from the revival effort in the form of. publicationsitheses,

handbooks, or whatever in spite of a.consensus that such things

were desirable. In fact, after a year's leave to work on

another project, Loveland felt it'necessary to take another-

leave of a year as-a sabbatical to write a book, i.e., to create

a knowledge product so-as to secure,her promotion to full
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professor. In part what she was saying. was that deep

'involvement in the IOA was incomPatible with concentrated

scholarly effort.

Confldct. Loveland could generally be described _as a

harmonizer and partly for this reason when she was around,

there were few open conflicts and those that arose were

resolved quickly through her interventions. When she was

gone, howevêr-, there, were some which:came qui-ckly to the

surface. These are summarized in Table 6-2. The most

serious conflict,occurred in the fall of 1978 and involved

the old Fellows and Tim Anderson, the ihterlm.leader.

-At the heart of this conflict was an ownership issue:

after,a year of frantic effOrt the Fellows from the'previous

year felt that the IOA was theirs, or at least their as the

custodians of Loveland's flag. Anderson, on the other hand,

,had an identificatiOn with historic version of the IOA about

which theY knew little; Anderson's IOA was clearly a different

animal, more research-oriented, more superintendent-oriented

and male. Actually, by his own report, Anderson was merely

trying to' bring a,semblance of order into the very diverse and

diffuse notions of chenge pro'Oess Which the Fellows were engag.ed

in. The Fellows themselves would agree that clarification

was desirable but the- msjorlty rejected. the-notiorothat

Anderson Should take theaead or even be invovled in such an

effort.

'The result was ektreme unhappiness on the part of the

old Fellows who met in secret meetings andrmade long and fre-

quent call& to'Loveland for support. Inadverteritly through

such behavior the dld FelZows made someof the new Fellows

feel like outcasts; the new Fellows did not have the same

identification with Loveland nor did they share the same

disdain of Anderson and his,clarification efforts. The conflict

was 'amelioratd by Loveland who flew in for a meeting

in December and was ultimately resolved.when she returned

to the leadership.
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The second lasted "conflict" in Table 6-2 was really more

a confusion than a conflict but it was-a preoccupying theme 11"
of Fellows meetings over at least_a twO-year period. It could

'be sUmmarized in the questibn, "what is a.Fellow supposed to be

and do?" The ponflictful aspect arose because some Fellows had

rather definite ideas about whatia Fellos4 was and was not '

supposed to do, while others"did not and'still others took

a very open and pragmatic approach which could be expressed

as "do whatever you can to be useful in the situation You

find yourselfin." For a few Fellows, the felloWship repre-

sented an opportunity to do field-based research as part of

their progress toward the doctoral dissertation. This was

clearly-frowned upon by several others who felt that a Fellow

should be dedicated to service and be sensitive to prctitioner

needs in a way that precluded this type of,research. Actually,

there was a kind of emergent self-definition for each Fellow

role as each Fellow was placed in a different setting which had'

Its own special problemd, challenges, and opportunities.

Thus, the collective experience c9uld have been:viewed as a

kind of exPerimental incubator for helping roles in school

settings, and the fiustration at hot being able. to document

the 'experience in a sharable way is understandable.

AS a learning experience'for the Fellows it was a bit

like being thrown into the water a$ a way of learning how

to Swim. For some that was a challenge which they could

_respond to by swimming, for others there was a mad scramble

to the nearest bank, i.e., falling badk on familiar roles,

dependency on authority figures, reliance on already-
.

established expertise; for still others it probaSly felt

a bit.like drowning. From intervi:ews with superintendents,

it appears that they never really understood what the Fellow

option was all about and took it on as a kind cif goodwill

gesture to Loveland: As a result field placements were

rather casually made and forgotten, having little impact at

the district level and hence no institutional support,at a
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later time. The end result was atrophy of the Fellows program

as originally conceived by Loveland and the lpss of the

potential income from member districts to support Fellows

activities.

A third.muted conflict concerned the focus of &.7.tention

of the revived IOA. Loveland and all her female Fellows were

orientedtoward the teacher level or_staff development within

the district in support of teachers. Fred Sands and Tim-

.'Anderson and probably Frank Innes as members of the admini-

stration department and the students whom they managed to place

in the Fellows, program were more,oriented to'administrative

rolesthe principal and the superintendent. This also

reflected the prime focus of the historic IOA. Loveland was

able to resolve this conflict partially through her ability

to relate to different levels and her understanding of sshOols

'and districts as s.ocial-systems and she endeavored to maintain

activities which serviced all levels. As a result the 'staff*

was spread extremely thinly and could not,really attend very

well to the principals' level in particular'although efforts

in that direction persisted. Probably the most serious negative

consequence of this underground conflict was the limitation

of involvement of members of the adfinistratiOn department.

-Between the IOA and the college.there was a somewhat

ambivalent relationship. Particularly when Loveland,was absent

the second time in 1980-81, the IOA was rather isoiated from

tfie college through the lack of a sPokespersons with real

clout in the system:. In Loveland's absence higher authorities

began to plan different scenarios for the IOA including a

more restricted budget and p1a4s for reconfiguring the IOA

as the umbrella for all field operations including miscellaneous

field research projects. The umbrella model was anathema to

Loveland who intervened quickly with the president on one+ of

her return visits'to blocX the move. Nevertheless it seemed

likely that the administration would continue to promote

plans which would reconfigure the IOA, particularly as long

as the IOA continued to be a drain on the resources of the

Action Research Institute.
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Between the IOA and the districts there were no _major

visible conflicts after Loveland took over. However, there

was a continuing problem in building involvement in the

southeast section, where at one time the.historic IOA was

very popular. One factor here seemed to be distance; members

from this area had to travel a bit farther on average than members

coming from the two other regions. As a result there was

talk at various times of holding regional meetings and of

holding meetings at places other than the university-owned

mansion which was used up to 1980. 'Another factor may have

been the much earlier dispute oVer use of the Indicatori of

Quality whiCh centered on this region; superintendents in this

area were reputed to more suspicious of-research efforts than

in other areas. Finally, and perhaps most sitnificantly there

were other resources of a comparable nature in the southeast,

in particular a private uniVersitY with a strong reputation

which was developing its own teacher center to serve the area.

During the 1979-80 school year, Don Archer made several

attempts to enlist interest in a writing consortium in the

southeast by forming an alliance with this teacher center,

whose new director had been an IOA Fellow the previous year,

but his efforts came to no result, less from conflict than from

bafflement at the complexities of two oVerlapping networks

and' a proposed subnetwork involving two universities and two

centers. In any case it wat really a minor problem resulting

in'a lost opportunity of minor .concern to the f0A as a whole.

Among the districts there seemed to be few conflicts that

appeared on the surface. The IOA was a low-threat, low-cost-

enterprise which may have been part of its appeal. Located in

similar, generally suburban, affluent communities, the districts

tended to be interested in the same types of issues, but conflict

may arise as there iS more invOlvement with (a) the big city

and the inner city and (b) the teacher's union of the big

City. These connections were new in the fall of 1980 and were

'hot studied closely.
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Table 6-21Conflicts Related to the IOA

PARTIES INVOLVED ISSUE

I.

HOW RESOLVED EFFECTS

Within the IOA
Staff

Old Fellows vs.
Interim leader-
ship(fall,1978)

Fellows

IOA "old hands"
and Loveland
followers

Acceptance of new
'leadership during
Loveland's first
abbence

Definition of the
role of Fellow

Administrative
andtotal system
vs. teacher-
classroom focus

Expectation that
Loveland would return,
Continuing intdrim
contacts with Loveland
Return of Loveland,

Remained'unresolved
confused for long
period. Each dis-
covered own'mode.

Increasing involve-
ment of teachers
and instruct staffs.
Attempte to cover
topics 'of concern
to administrators
Ana teachers.Esta.
"principals group"

Weak Fellow
connpctions to
rest of Univ.
Excessive de-
pendence on AL.

Evolution of Dwindling of the
consortia models field placement

aspect by 1980

-46

Districts either
pleased or Un-
perturbed "

IOA staff over-
attended

group never gets
going,well.
Fellows stumble
over admin. in
field efforts
Resourcea never
adequately
mobilized for
revived IOA

Between,I0A

Service vs:
research function

Service wins.but
conflict remaing
latent

IOA staff
morale solid-
arity high

I

[-Isolated from
college
Vulnerable to
academic cri-
tique
Low status of

and,College-
I0A staff vs.
other faculty
and leadership of
Action Research
Institute



:

adequately .

mobilized for
revived.I0A

Between IOA
and College
IOA stiff vs.
other ficulty
and leadership of
Action Research
Institute

College President/
ARI director vs.
Loveland

Service vs. Service wins but

research function conflict remains
latent

Consolidation
college field
efforts under
revamped IOA

of Loveland'uses her,
clout and implied
member superinten-
dent clout to get
president to re-
verse position.
Conllict remains
latent.

IOA staff
'morale solid-
arity high

Isolated from
college
Vulnerable to
academic cri- "*-
tique
Low status of
IOA in college

'Integrity of Opportunity for
existing IOA expansion and
preserved, greater involve-
Possible loss ment lost-or
of existing put off.
members Increased ten-
averted. sion between

IOA leadership
and ARI leader-
ship.

Between IOA Recruitment of
and School new members in
Districts southeast region

and to develop
Writing Con-
sortiueactivity
in this region

Failed to gain more
than two or three
Members here 0

More capacity : Wasted effort
to relate to Lost potential
other regions , Fesources.'

Confused turf
,dispute with
teacher center
attached to

I another privte
/ university

Among Member Districts

None apparent which related
to revived IOA



6.2. BARGAINING AND EXCHANGE

6.2.1. Midwestern State

For the most part, bargaining behavior the.Midwestern

State case Was-more the product of a tacit, often fuzzy set of

agreements than a series of codified exchanges. Table 6-3 Shows

the full set for the statewide network and Arcadia and Three

Rivers centers. At the statewide network level, the overarching

agreement was between the founders and state and aocal authorities.

The network would provide otherwise unavailable knowledge resources

to the districts in re.turn for financing of the enterprise.

The network may also have seen an exchange'of its knowledge

resources for the local exposure to change-accelerating methods

which the network was 'anxious to promote. -The bargain struck

with state authorities called for the teacher centers to pro-

vide rapid and efficient means of delivering new programs and

upgrading of instructional skills in return.for preferential:

treatment'at the state le'vel when needs for dissemination and

training eterged.

The first bargaining issue for Arcadia in Table 673 points

to the--apparently asymmetric--reciprocity between coupty '

administrators and the college, with the former getting a huge,

storehouse of knowledge resources and free consultation ill'

return for little tangible payment. But the collegekprofits

,indirectly by brin_Ing in greater revenues, -expanding its

portion of the potentially lucrative extepsion services market

and by shoring up politigal support in the area,for future use.

Exchanges betweenthe teacher cener and area teacher'p

were more subtle. Multiplying contacts between pre7service and

in-service teachers helped with placement in'a very tight job

tarket. Job placement in turn eased recruitment Cf new studena-.

Center perSonnel legitimated their areas of concern,activism'or

speciali zation by showing that poIicy 'board delegates hid'

approved them. These were, in fact5, topics in which-area

teachers had little expertise and wanted more. Contract
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.Table 6-3 Aargaining and Exchange IssueS at Midwestern State Site

Parties Involved Exchange

z

4 tollege of
Education

InstitUtionak
Consequences

School Districts-
,

a

Teacher
,

centers And
.

colleges
,

.

q
.

Centers provide .otherwise
unailabie,knowfedg re-
sources ip return fo (pro-
gressiye4).fu1l loc l fundine

Gets enrollments
revenues; Gains._
,enry,anto-ire-
serVice%man ket

Get:improved in-
service_infx4strucaire

.

*
1/4/

3.

Teache4 centers and
state ,edUcationak
agency . ,

'

,

. .
,

Centers provide TaPid meahs
,of disseMination,upgr ing in

- return for financial.,ai
.support from SEA

.

s

,

N/A . ''',..

,

, .4-
'

.

'Get localky tailored
state-disseminated-
programs, upgrading
projects'

, .

.

_...._

.

Tdacher center and
school,district

.

.

0:.

- -

,

------
.-

, No obligation to pro-
vide'in-service
training;

rNo obligation to pu-
chase expensive
materials

Center prOides ffee kn wledge

resourdes 11 retvrn,for in-
kind gervides(release time,

,

free transportation), from

/ d' t& ctis
.

'-\

.

Gets revenues from
-in-service credits;
Greater focus on '

extension Activities;
Political suppOrt'
from community

Teacher center and
area teadhers

, .

.

f
,

.
,

, .

1

.

,
_

1: Center prpvides locus to
'bring children, observe new
methodsL, in return, teachers
help with pl of pre--

service studeltt"tr ..

,
.

.

*2. Center gets'to intervene in
:areas 'it coniiders important
(nature study, energy,. reading
imipOntent areas); in return
teachers-Can order materials,
get personel Consultations .

, .

3: Center provides,certi-
fication in return for'credit
fees, enrollments, enhancing_

departmenes'status

,

Increases competi-
tive advantage in'

placement; .

Eases recruitment
of future teachers;

.

Growth in-Priority
areas, greater
local impact

.

.

New sourceof rev-
enues;
Growing materials
base and expertise

.

.

.- ..

Access to materials
and opportunities td
.observe new practices

Wide choice of
resources

.

.k

Nearby, extensive
facilities for -

eecertification

c-,-,,,,,,,,a-ifi,-, na,,,,-,-

4
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th'

LL lor credit
fees, enrollments, enhancing
department's status

enues;
Growing materials
base and expertise

facilities for
recertification

Teacher center and
college

1. Teacher center brings in
eXtension revenues, strength-
ens recruitment of new stu-
dents; in return, college
provides space, administra-
tive flexibility, coverage
of salaries

2. Center provides materials,
facilities,equipment to other
college staff in return for
within-college support

Competitive advan-.
tag. over neighbor-
ing colleges/univer-
sities

Improved instruction
al practice, lower
probability of con-
flict

Teacher center and
school district

District gives control
of in-service to center,
gets inexpensive, rich
knowledge resources,

Meets local service/
outreach objectives
by teaching an in-
service program

Significantly improved
in-service infra-
atructure

Teacher center and
subset of teachers

Teacher center'and
teachers

Center gives recertifi-
cation credits in return
for participation in
center activities

. Teachers give services
(workshops) in return
for other activities
mounted by teacher
centers

Teacher center and
College of
Education

College provides money 1

and institutional
backup in return for
better access to
teachers

(Indirectly) great-
er enrollments-

Meets local service/
outreach objectives

Extensive, accessiz-'
ble'facilities for'
teachr recerti-
ficatioh

,

Greater peçr exchanges,
improved'i tructional
capacity fro other
center events

Spared organiza-
tional burden; rev
cruits and addresses
teachers more effi-
ciently

Easier access to
university courses.
and workshops;more,
"tailored" offers
available
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recertification could be had through. the center conveniently,

without major.effort, and in areas of real practical concern

to teachers-. Center staff derived greater resources and

expertise and enhanced their institutional position withiethe

college..

Finally, bargaining between, on the one hand, the center

and its department chairman, and on the other, the college

administration, may have been mpre out in the open. Several

informants on both sides mentioned that the center had brought

in revenues, attracted high school eeniors and enhanded the

, prestige of the college.

At Three Rivers, the'first exchange, silown in.Table 6=3, deals

mith the transfer of overall authority over in-service (choice

of topics, choice of teachers) from the central administration

to 'the teacher center, where district administrators had

little direct influence. They approved lists pl activities and

trainers with littleclose scrutiny. In return, they got an

,extensive in-service infrastructure. College staff who taught-

workshops or courses at the center helped to meet the university's

objective of providing services to the local community.

, Secondly, teachers hunting for easy ways to get credits

algo provided support for the center, both verbally and by

showing in the enrollment figures that the center was well

att6nded. Often, these enrollments provided revenues to the

university when a post-graduate course was concerned. The next

item indicates that.teachers reciprocated for the workshops,

special prpgrams and materials they received from the center by

giving workshops themselves and by donating displays,and

University staff participating in tiie overall program, thereby

showing theircommitment.tothe center and to the general

outreach flinction'.

Finally, the university used the center to disseminate new

programs (energy education, a new geograPhy curriculum) and' ,

training events (multi-cultural education, Saturday.workshops),

the latter being organized by tile center. Training events'



were tailored better to localmeeds as a result Of consultations

between the coordinatot and faculty members giving courses

trout appropriate formats and presenations.

6.2.2. Eastern State

The-formalized _exchanges between the Office of Field

Experiences and each of the school districts were of three

basic types: Type I., somewhatreqUal resource.contributions on

the'part of participating organizations (Bettner, Cardon, and

Hanburg County IOAs); Type II, much larger resource contribution

on the part of the college of education (Arthur County IOA);

and Type III, almost total resource contribution on the part

of the college of education (Gantt County'IOA).

Type I. Rob Goldman, OFE director, reported that in

Bettner, Hanburg and Cardon school districts, the amounts

contributed by Eastern State University and by the school:systems

were perCeived as somewhat equal. For example, 1980 Hanburg
4'

County report listed its contribution as $59,311,25 and the

Eastern State Univerbity contribution as $62,913.64 for its

/v three teacher centers. (The money supplied by the university, ,

for consultants, conference fees, substitute teachers, repre-
,

sented.much of the money that formerly was paid as a stipend to

cooperating teachers.)

In the Type I exchange situation the school districts

provided half of the funds for coordinators' salaries and the

university provided the other half. Coordinators could Choose

their primary affiliatiOn; in Bettner, Hanburiand Cardon

Counties, the coordinators chose the districts svhich supplied

fringe benefits. The cOdnties alio provided ha1f-time-SeCre.7.

taries, space, and basic equipment/office expenses (desks,

telephone, postage, supplies and travel), In exchange, the

university provided a graduate assistant (half-time) for each

district, conference fees, books, equipment (e.g., videotape),

consultant.services, and substitute teacher money.

Type II. .In- this exchange situation typified by the

Arthur County° IOA, the school system contributed only a very.

4



small amount of money to the collaborative effprt and showed

little commitment to collaboration. The coordinator's salary

was paid entirely by the university and, thus, was lowerin

amount than those of other IOA coordinators. Although it did

provide offide space for the IOA, the county's only monetary

contribution was $75 for every teacher who enrolled in a college

of educition course. Here, it is interesting to note, that

there were many resource acquisition opportunities and much

access td alternative knowledge resources. There was also an

absence of strong informal linkages between district and

college personnel.

Type III. A situation of this type occurred when.Gantt

County informed OFE that it could no longer afford participation

in a traditional teacher center arrangement due to,the decline

of fiscal,resources in the county: -Hecause county represen-

tatives expressed a strong interest in continued collaboration

with the college of education, a joint task force developed
4

and approved the idea of a Professional development center

model whereby no direct monetary contribution was required of

the school system.

The university comtributedaany kinds'of resources. At the

secondary level, the professional development center model,

involved a school-based supervision team composed of six teachers

who received one free ctedit course at .the university. Cooper-

ating teachers received $75 for their effort. Additionally,-

OFE paid for 18 %substitute teachers three or,four times a semester

so that team leaderi could attend team meetings'. A secpndary

. education faculty member,served as coordinator of the secondary

professional development center and was aided by a graduate

assistant. ,a

At the eliementary levels clinical teams consisting-of

-student teachers, cooperating teachers, a university super-

visor, and other school peraonnel were formed. Cooperating

teachers'either received free course credit or a stipend'from

OFE. °Reported benefits for the pniversity included "a tre-
.4

mendous amolint of (school system);energy and commitment" for
-

'"very little financial investment" and "a chance td change

(university) programs in responae to the field."



For its part, Gantt County' contributedrits schools as

sites for teacher training and its teachers as team members

and cooperating teachers. It also provided release time for

team teachers to attend-meetings and codrses. In return, the

county received a "window on Xhe talent" and a pOtent vehAle

for in-service and staff development at the school level.

6.2.3. Eastern Private

One of themost puzzling aspects of the Eastern Private

JOA is the near absence of bilaterial or multilateral exchanges

of resources and-rewards. For the districts the cost was

really quite minor, involving a fee of $750 per year and small

amounts of release time for a few teachers. Although all

districts visited were facing budget constraints and cutbacks

during the years of our fieldwork, for the largest districts

or the more affluent the fee was clearly inconsequential.

However, for smaller districts"which also happened to be more

remote from conference sites--the fee was reported as a factor

in non-participationr-in some cases the determining factor.

Since it was a flat fee at the time of our fieldwork (historically

it was based on a certain small amount per pupil), the cost

was relatively much more'significant for the smallest districts.

, The real bargain was at a more subtle level which did not

involve finances, credits, specific services or goods. For

this arrangement the basic currency was something more like

"involvement" or "attention!' or "caring." The college needed

the schools partly as a matter of credibility and to maintain a

sense of;:ielevance. This was not an overpowering drive or a

basic survival need", but it-was there.

For the schools the need was perhaps,for reassurance that

they were indeed good schools with high intellectual standards

and a'continuing btrivin4,for excellence which would'naturallY

orient them to the very best colleges and universities in the

country as sources of new wisdom. The'leader of the IOA,

Loveland, said in effect, "Look:I can get you the very best-

people; I'll get you anybody you want at my university-and
_

I'll get you world-class scholars and researchers from other
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places as well." The school districts in return said,

"O.K., we will came back and give you the field credibility

you need and same access to our schools for your graduate

students if you can show us you really want to make this thing

work-and don't treat us in a perfunctory manner."

Bargaining behavior .which reflected these assumptions

was only really visible in the interegnum period when Fred

Sands nominally presided. Sam Taylor, the savvy young super-

intendent from Shady Grove, got restless because the old bargain

was clearly dead and the institution was lingering on without any

new deal being made. (The finance study had been one of the

last vestiges of the old bargain, a specific service provided

to the districts in exchange fQr their funds and their pro-
, .

vasion of access for some research purposes.)
.

Loveland proposed a new bargain which was rather attractive

but vague. Site would-provide i int of hew activities; she

would get teachers involved; she would give on-site service

(of an undefined sort)thibugh her fellows. Tlie'superintendents

said that was fine and they were willing to leave it that way

for two or three years. From 1978 through 1980 there were no

nnves to renegotiate this exchange deal.

At the spring reassessment meeting of May 1981, the

superintendents were invfted to look at the arrangement again;

on the whole they were satisfied but t:hey did express the ,need

for a more quantitatiye research-oriented thrust"which would

"provide more systematic assessment of needs and concerns.

The request seemed to be in line with continuing ,concerns

within the college articulated by 'George Bern, by some Fellows,

and by LOveland, but in different ways, It appeared-possible

fhat these s[tirrings would lead in future years to a new kind

of bargain which may have some of the features of the founder's

original model.

For the Fellowscwho provided the working capacity of the

revived arrangement the incentives were mostly intangible. To



be a part of an important new entelhorise where they would learn

a lot and which would enrich their professional lives in -

multiple but indeterminate ways they were willing to work like

hell even on tasks (like typing and getting coffee and dondts)

which haa few intrinsic rewards or merits: The indeterminacy

itself was probably an impoitant factor bedause it allowed

individual Fellows to read into the situation whatever they

wanted to see in it and to make of it whatever their individual

cal5abilities and interests could make. Those who asked them-

selves and otheis "what do I get specifically out of this and

what-do I have to do in exchange?" were probably the least

happy.with the arrangement and with their own role.

For the IOA as a whole it seems that the term "bargain"

is an inadequate term. It certainly does not,desoribe the

way Most actors'spotke about their involvement. On the other

hand it could be argued that the near-absence of expli:cit

bargains or bilaterial arrangements for exchange of»rewards

is a major factor in the continuing instability of the

arrangement, doubts about future funding, and confusion about

prioriies, roles, and functions.



6.3. KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER

6.3.1. Knowled.je Types

For the two teacher centers in the Midwestern State.

case, Table 6-7 gives the breakdown of Ihe different types

of knowledge transmitted via the centers between colleges C

of education and school districts. In both cases, craft

knowledge is far more present than Xeseatch knowledge. At

Arcadia, the materials resource bank "carries" most of

. the aominant items: craft knowledge, ideas and technical

expertise. At Three Rivers, the dominant items flow from

the emphisis on teacher-generated and mediated_ craft

knowleage, which results in heavier loadings in the "craft

knowledge and bgeneral professional exchange" categories.

Within the Eastern State case, the pattern of knowledge

types varied among the teacher centers as Table 6-7 indicates

At the CardOn center, research knowledge and technical expertise

were, most pervasive, while at the Hanburg center craft

knowledge predominated although strong technical expertise

knowledge was also present. The ideology and style of the

center coordinator contributed to the configuration of know-
.

ledge types present at a particular center.
7

For the Eastern Private case, the typical format for

providing knowledge was the workshop at which an acknowledged

expert held forth before a group of between 10 and 25 persons

4 from member districts. Table 6-7 presents an analysis of a

set of 25 such presentations offered by the IOA duting,the

spring and fall of 1979. We note that about half of these

presentations could be described aS proviaing technical

.expertise of one sort or another and a third provide some sort

of research knowledge. The analysis suggests.the strongly

didactic nature of most meetings; they were not organized

as exchanges and for the most part they did not focus on

craft knowledge emanating frompractitioner experiences.

Where craft knowledge was presented, it was usually bolstered

by other types of expertise which could be described as

"technical."
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Table 6-7 Es1mated Frequency of Different Knowledge Types
Underlying IOA Activity Tas Proportion of Total)

fiCc'

1;cc

t's

61:41e(P

-ON .ce.) .(.*

Craft knowledge .39

Ideas .23 .05

General culture .19 .05

Technical expertise .15' .15

General professional
exchange .05 .15

Research knowledge .01 , .02

Inspiration .00 - .00

Other (law) .00 .00

1.00 1.00

4>

.04 .05

.00

.33 .25

.05 .20

.33' .10

.00 .05

.00 .00

A

1.00 1.00

.00

.36

.20

°.04

1.00

1For Arcadia, knowledge types were computed using the frequencies

tabulated from the newsletters. Proportions at Three Rivers

were estimated from field notes and documents.
4

2For Hanburg and Cardon, knowledge types were Computed from

newsletters (only available at Hanburg), documents and data from

field notes.

3For the Eastern Private site, knowledge types were computed from

a list of-25 conference and-workshop presentations for spring

and fall 1979

A-majority af toPics were double coded. Most promient double
codes were: "ideas," "general culture," and "inspiration" 3 topics

(triple
coded)

"craft" and "technical" 3 topici

"technical" and "research" 3 topicsH
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6.3.2. Knowledge Resources adValidatiop Base

For the Midwestern State case, Tablef 6-8 helps to get '

a more conceptually rigorous look at thelvarious products and

,
practices mediated by the Arcadia and Thifee Rivers teacher

centers and at their validation bases. estimates,

however, are lea* precise. The table ta?ces in the entire range

-

of services performed by the centers both for area schools and

for the state college or university.

Looking first at the distribution for Arcadia, commercial i

v

producti and practices took the lion's Share 60 percent).

These were the kits, prototype materials (integrated curriculum

units) and media in w4ch the Center was so rich. 'Some of

these materials had been more rigorously designed and;elaborate

with provisions for pre-testing and loal adaptations. They

figure.in the firit columns along wV9f the'inputs'from the

college staff diagnostic batteilles, strategies of

teaching) that reached an in-serNiice ublic, accounting for

about 15 percent of the total. k'Iewer7-knowledge inputs came

from teacher-made materials (10 perceint of the total) and from

teaching methbds and materials.devis'd at the college (15

percent).
1

In contrast, Three Rivers had fewer commercially developed

materials C15 percent) than Arcadia4 for reasonsof both policy

and space. The largest proportion df its resource base (55

percent) consisted of home-grown pr ducts.--displays and

Txo)ects-donated by local teachers, activity centers put

tbgetfier by the local resodrce colleague, and the variouS\

forrilatss exercise and add-on mater'als exchange, between

teachers during one-time workshopsi

Like Arcadia, Three Rivers hail a .comparativeli low

quota (10 percent) of R&D based products and.practices, most

of these coming.through the development of materials stocked

at the center. Products4and practices tested at the college

of education were also low, (estimated 15 percent of the total),

but their very presence is worth noting giveh the fact that
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there was no faculty level staff at the Three Rivers center

to directly transfer such resources.

Note that differences between Arcadia and Three Rivers

reside chiefly in the proportiori of home-grown products and

practices versus thqse commercially prepared. This reflects

the program objective at Three Rivers of emphasizing craft

exchanges between teachers.

The second half of the table shows the validatiOn basis

on whic the persomtmediated 'activities (workshops, observations,

consultations )rested, Because the.Arcadia center was so

c,losely tied to the college and because the center's face-
.

to-face activities were mediated heavily by college staff;

the proportion of university-based validation is higher than

at Three Rivers, where the university played a far less

prominent tole. However, these proportions are reversed

in the next column, reflecting,the recourse at Three Rivers

to specialists in the community. At Arcadia, these substantive

specialists came often from outside the region (e.g., workshOps

on precision teaching and children's writing). 'Finally,

there was less practitioner-validatediknowled4e.being
2

circulated at Arcadia than at Three Rivers, where teacher-led

workshops and 'sharing" sestioris between practitioners were

a core 'component of the teacher center program.

'For the Eastern State case, the forms and validation bases

of knowledge resources varied among the tdacher centers:And

were determined by center coordinators. For example"at the

Hanburg Center an important knowledge resource was the Multi-
- .

mode method invented by the coordinator in his previous role

as a classroom teacher. Because techniques related to these

te
methods were refined and adapted by student teachers and-

regular classroom teachers, the validation basis for this

knowledge resource was craft or consensual.



Table 6-8 Midwestern State Case: Distribution of Forms and Validations Bases of Knowledge
°Resources Transmited by the Arcadia and Three Rivers
Teacher Centers (Percent of Total Estimated)

Knowled4e
Resource

Base
Locus

PRODUCTS AND PRACTICES VALIDATION BASIS

Research and
Development

Based

Developed
and Tested
at College
of Education

CommerCially'
Developed

Home-
Grown

Expert-
Approved

Uni-
versity

Other
Spec-
iaJ-
ists

Craft, 4,

Consensdal
.

ARCADIA '15% 15% 60% 10% 70% 15% 7 10%

THREE RIVERS 10% 10% 55% 20$ 35% 40%



In contrast', the Cardon coordinator was concerned with

transmitting knowledge resources valiglated by.speciailsts

and communicato#rs in research joUrnals. *For instance, 'she

was concerned withtraining student teachers in set induction

,techniques and in spreading these techniques to clasS-roilom

teabhers.

Products and.practices developed at the college of ,

education didnot appear frequently at thelcenter. The EaStern

State College,of Education.itseli did not have a primary'

concern with iirOdubt or practice development..

In the Eastern Private case, research and development

and academiCally established expertise predominated as

Table 6-9 suggests. Woik'by faculty members of the college

was featured about a third of the time and thus-could not

be said to dominate the offerings even thOugh the great

majority bf presenters were connected to the college.
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'Table 6-9 ,Origins of Knowledge Protided1

Knowledge
.Resource

"Base

Locus

at

PRODUCTS ANDTRACT10ES VALIDATIO
3

N BASIS

Research
and Devel-
opment
Based

Deyelopeq
and Tested
at College
..ot Education

Commer-
cially
Develop-.
ed

-Home
Grown

Non-R&D
'Sources
Outside
the ,

'College
2

Expert-.
Approved.

Unir
versity

Other
Spec-
ial-
ists

-= Craft
4

Consensual

EASTERN PRIVATE 32% 28%. 8% 8% 32% -* 60% 36% 12%

1

2

Based on 25 presentations, spring and

Based.on presenters experience
Legislation
Ideas of a great man
Psychoanalytic theory
Statistics
Not clear

3Based on 25 presentatiOns,

4

fall).979 "

12%
4%
'4%

4%
4%
.4%

spring and fall 1979

In two.cases, craft basis waS backed up by other expertise



-1 '

6.3.3. Knowledge Use
1

Table 6-11 shows for the Midwestern:state case the

distribution of uses to which knowlsdge resources were put by

oarticifants at the two teacher-centers. In both'cases, the -

,

practical dominates tile theoretical or rd!lective. Both '

centers_fpcusSed on problem-solving-and enrichment of current

practices, notably in the provision of. workshops or projects

'allowing'teachers to become s-tronger in weak areas: Arcadia

was more active in teacher problem-solv ing through.its

consultation mectlanisms and slightly more focussed On
;

accelerating instructional practiqe changes among,-its
,

population oftfaChers.

'.Table 6-11 IkladVestern State Case: Use of Knowledge Res óurces

by Teacher:Center Participants at Arcadia and

ThreeRiv er.rs (gstimated1Percent of Total).

Types bi use: 'Arcadia 'Three Rivers

General knowledge 5%

General personal/
professional growth 10% .1.0%*

ImprOved underseanding
of work situation.. 10%

Solving particular problems
.or clasS of problems sr 25%

"ReinfOrcing existing
pracces-
AdoPting, new practices

25%

25%

10%

15%

20%

There was a sort'of sChism at Nrde RivorL Secondarn.

leVel teachers came to events dealing with general topics and ,

..prOfessional'growth, e.g., workshops on depression, divorce,

law, adolescent development. But thu used few center resource

materials.and Were,not interested in the hands7dn, materials-

centered workshops in whidn ,elementary teacilers participated

activelywstockpiling all.the Naterials and ideas they could
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*

gather in. By contradt, few-,elementary teachers attended the'
.

larger, more broad-guag ed workshops, and
7
attempts.to set up

.

, special topics for elementary teachers on, say, children'S

cbgnition,:Were not successful fOr the most part. t'inally,

neither public was looking to make major changes ip its claSsroomst

Their chief concern, in particular elementarl, teachers, was to

expand their repertoire; extend their' instructional "b4g of trlcks"

in art,_science or reading, pedondary" teachers were more
. .

theoretical.

For the Eastern State case conclusions regarding the Uses of

knowledge:acquired via the centers are limited due to the'

constraints of data collection. However, a-few examples can

Summarize and contrast general knowledge*use by teacher center

participants. ,At the Cardon.center the coordinator re0Orted that

cooperating teachers at the center introduced set iladUction
*"

tedhniques in their classroom teaching as a resul.of observing

student.teachers use these techniques. ,

At' the Hanburg Center, the coordinator reported that one

third of the teachers in center schools used Multi-modeA.

methods in .their classroom teaching and that numerous Hanburg

County tea6hers not assigned tà denter schools also used these'

new technlques in their classroom teaching. Utilizationof these

techniques resulted from observation of stud nt teachers or

center graduates successful, use of these tech iques 4nd/or

particsipation in seminars aught by the coordinator.

In summaily, at both sites the practicgl heavily out-7

we ghed the theoretical or the reklective! As the Hanburg

4 coordinator pointed out,wknowledge use'at both sites tended to

resul.t from situationsyhere teachers Saw a tool in action.

*Teachers coming to"the Arcadia center were probably not lboking
to makv major changes either, but often found,this to be the.case
as a idsiat of the center's structure, wealth of materials and
ollow-up mechanisms.
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For the'Eastern Private case, we usea tSe samp1e,of,25

IOA presentations,to infer the type,of,,knowledlge,use that was

expected or'uviecrby the presenter. This analyAs is presented'.

#

in Table 6-12. We have focussed on impl .qa 'use rathdr'than
*

actual or illtimate use for which our evidence is mughmore sparse,.

itt would appear that at least lo (40 percent) could be 'described

is having dlear practical applicatibn, tidging from-the number

of presentations coded as "problem-solving" or "adoption .of new

practices." However, since these two categories were*fteguently

double-coded we should not assume.that the .
maj.ority of presen:

tations were so practical-. -Indeedra roajotity of the sessions

focussed on imprbved intellectual understanding of some aspect e

of'the work 'situation or in providing knowledge of genral(value
/

to thel.receiver as/knowledge.
-

Table 6-11 IMplied Uses of Enowledge Provided*

1.

2.
3.
4.

Gqneral knowledge
General personal/professional growth
Emproved understandng of work situation
Solving a particular problem or class

7

,11

14 \.

28%
44%
56%

of problems'
8 32%

5. Reinforcing existing practices
12 8%

6. Adopting new practices .

.10 4.0A

7. Education reform in general' '5' 25%

8. As"sessing needs
1 ,4%

Again it is evident that-most do.ub,le aild triple coding was used

in.these ratings. Most frequent: .*

,

Sategories43,4,6 triple coded 3 times.

Categories#1,2,3 triple coded "2 times

Categories #2,3,5 triple coded,24iMes
.Categories #3,6. double...coded 6 times

Cat*ories #2,3 double coded / times

,
Categories #3,4 dOuble coded.9 times

*based on 25 presentations, spring and fall_1919,

$f

4
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6-.3.4. Linkage Roles ahd Functions. .

-

A final way to eamine the knowledge process for the.
V

Midwestern State case is by cataloguing the roles perfotmed by

teacher.center. personnel tpoltnking us'erS to knowledge resources.

Coordinators played bOundary-spanning roires'in addition to

those sufrounding center services. For example, they carried

on or'facilitated negotiations between the school district and

collegelbf education by virUe of having.-one foot in each

universe. Table 6-14 present4 a catalogue of linkage functioni,

together with estimates of levels of investment and perceived

success foi..the Arcadia and Three'Rivers'teacher centers.."

For Arcadia, what leaps ou.t is .the diBter.ence in relative

investments made by the center staff in the college and in the

school.district. The college was.clearly-on the delivering,end

isf the knowledge traAsfer process and the school districts ori

the receiving end. 'But the fact tha't college staf'f outside the

Arcadia center was.even'a periodic target public is significant.

In contrast, as the'table indicates, functions pefformed for

'the ichool district public were heavy in most categories. The
o 4

fact that the Arcadia center was foremost'a materials 'bank

'explains the heavy emphAsis 'on resoprce transforming and delivery.

, The hands7-dh, changg-accelerating foci of the center account for

theprominence'of 'irhe implementation helping role.. The direct'

'.training function,.performed by 'center staff, notably in the-

summer workshops series, las'aio central. Much of the center's

sucCess, in fact, may have*stemrrad from t410 of

linkage.roles performed by its staff. Not only wa center staff

versatils, but it also performed multiple functions for the

same set of area teachers who borrowed materials; attended

workshops, consulted with indiVidual staff, and brought their

puPils-in to,observe new practices performed by teacher interns,

etc. As t'eachers used the.center for these multiple_purposes,

they (a) traated the center as a core port of their yearly

professional 'activEty and (b) engaged more consequentially in

practice changes.
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At the Three Rivers center, the staff'was institutionally -

nested-in a different way than celpter staff at Arcadid,

outside the colleige of educa.tion and not intearat'ed into,staff

slots within the school district. Also, the Three Rivei's
,

coOrdinator had,far legs ihstitutional clout than did the

Arcadia coordinator in the college of eduCation and,(perhaps

by extonsion, in tistrict administrators' offices. These
4

'elements made ior a different configuration of linking roles

and ftnctigis.
.,

. Looking again Table 6=14,. one can see that inVostment

by ttle Three Rivers coordinator and other center staff in the.

university'wai.practically absent,,aside from periodic consultations,

..Tdith college staff on bourse and program format and the provision

of supplementary course.maierials 'from.the center storehouse.
. 4 .

. 4 .

This does not mean to say that the center had.ho impact on tOe
,

university, but rather that'What impact there was did no result

from services provided on,ieguest to-the univertity'by teacher )

center stt-5:ff. .

Locking at the schoolclistrict as users,. we cah see that%

the coorainatorijand her staff at Three Rivers were active in

insot areas; but considerably Lesd sa titian at Arcadia. Some of
-

this' was due,simply to the amOunt of time,put in; Arcadia had
'1

a slightly4larger'staff and fewer competing claims on-its time

and these other claims in fact reinforced the accompliPhment of

tasks at the.center. .At Three Riversi a moderhte effart went

into searrhing out, bringingfin and making.available practice-

relevant merials ih areas wher6 there was a strong demand.

Dtop-inal drew from this materials bank; the actiyity centers

also came Unter'iths categOry.- The heaviest and apparefftly
-

t4p Abst successfUl investment went'intb delivering resources

based on an assessment-0f user needs, chiefly through the

organization of about 25 one-time workshops on practical
., .

aspects,of cladsroom inAruction and management:-

Other linkage iuribAions accomplished by center staff,were-

performed' lesi.often.. The consultation function was weaker than

at Arcadia, and centdr staff played more of a middleman,
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- 'Table 6-13 Midwestein-State Case:, '

1.1

1 ,

Linkage Function's of Boundary Personnel at Three Rivers an d Arcadia

Functions ,

UNIVtlISITY AS USER
hree biAprs Arcadia State

Perceived suecess
InartMent (9,ser's . Investment

by linker iucThment) -blinkpr

-
Perceived
success. .

SCHOOL DISTRICT/TEACHERS AS USCHS
Three Rivers- Arcadia Stale

Pc:realized Investment Perceived*Investment

j._Resource transforming for

poiential-WiTiTapaaagfhg,
synlhesizing,making easily
available and usable

none ..na .

'

moderate

,

++
.

.
.

._ ..,........

moderate'.
,

,
+ heavy 4 t

2.

, .

Resource delivery: search-

.d one
0

n.a. minor
,

'

.

-+

.

heavy, ++

.

.

heavy

.

iii,retrieving based on

wer needs; pasSing on,
informing, explaining

._
3.

.
Solution giving:Advising7"7
enCouraoing adoption of
idea, product as a
solplion to user pro-
blem -

minor '...+ minor
. ,

.

.

++ mjnor,

.

+

t 0

moderate-
heavy

s44-

4. Implementation helping: '

none n.a.
,

-

minor

.

.

,

+

.

*nor
.

+ heavy
,

*

\.

-I 1-

.

.

supporang user's efforts
to bnild knowledge into,

ottgoing operations

5.

.

.
.

Process helping: listen-
none n.-a. minor ,- -

.

+

-

miner-
moderate

+ moderate .

.

++
.

ing. encouraging. talk-

ing through problems

6.
,

Direct traininli-giving
#

n.a.

.

na.
,

. a.
Minor-
moderate

+

.

heavy

.

workshops, classes,
courses.

.

.

Investment
Heavy
Moder3te'
Minor
None

Perceived Success
++ very successfill
+ maderatOy successful
O negligible sucOess

unsuccessful-
1

2
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resource-hunting role than a solution-giving roie. Implemen-
.

tation helping was also less frequent, probably as a'result*

of role overload (too many organizational duties).*and ok a lack

.of mechanisms either to follow up on a workshop and'a drop-in

or to put pressure on teachers to follow up, as was done at

Arcadia. Similarly, one-on-one consultations,'often abOut major

practice change or about serious problems inside the classroom,

were less prominent. Center staff had too little time for them,
- .

but would have wanted to spend More. And area prActitioners,

asidd from a few dOzen elementary school teachers, did not as

yet see the center as a place to bring in their core concerns

weaknesses or uncertainties.' By the fourth year, however,

prócess helping was beginning to expand beyond this small

corps of teachers, largely because of the interpersonal skills

of the coordinator. In these instances, process helping

ustially leeto solutioh-giving.
A

Finally, Three Rivers center staff aid little teaching or

workshop timation, and far less than did Arcadia staff. The

coordinator taught a one%-time workshop ih 1979-_80 and at /east

two in 980-81 in her areas of specialization, early childhood

ed cation and reading and language development.

In the Eadtern State case, linkage functions were key

activities but not the only roles of boundary personnel., Each

coordinator had his or her own unique configuration of boundary

functions',and yarying investments in these functions--these are

catalogued in Table 6-15, In terms of the university as User,

each coordinator's predominent role was-resource delivery,

passihg on informa`tion from tfte field to the college Of education.

HoweVer, their heaviest inves ent of time was in*resourde'
/

delivery to the school distri'ots and teachers. The Hanburg

coordinator,- in addition, spent somewhat more time in process

helping and solution giving at the indiNcidual teacher level

than ,did the Carddn coordinator.

Linkage funqtions were sontewhat'aifferent for the OFE

director at the level of the IOA as a whole and are suMmar:ized

in Table 6-16. Here eXter411 representation and IOA system

building and maintenance became key activities. However,
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Table 6-15 Eastern State Case:
I;

Linkage Functions of Boundary Personnel at the Cardon and Hanburg Sites

UNIVERSITY AS USER
Cardon Hanburg
--FiTaitived success

Investment (-user's Investment Perceived

by tinker linker -success

SCHOOL DISTRICT/TEACHERS AS USERS
Cardon Hanburg,

'Investment Perceived Investment Pereeived

bY linker Success by linker SUCCeSS

1. Resource cransfoiming for
FANCTTITTriiii-iFiUaging,
synthesizing,making easily
available and usable

none 11.4,

.

moderate

.

.

+ .moderate + moderate
,

++

.

..-

2. Resource deliveris search-

moderate

.

.

.

++
-

ermodate ++

.

heavy t ++ heavy

.

++ing,retrieving based on
user needs: passing on,
informing, explaining

3, Soluliongiving:advisieg,
, eilaiirag ng adoption of

idea, product as a
solut,ion to user pro-
blunt

.
.

.

none

.

n.a.
.

pone

-..

n.a.
.

moderate
(district-
oriented)

++ heavy
(teacher-
orienfed)

'

++ '

4. Implementation hel'ing:

none

_

n.a.
?

minor -

k.

J

++ minor

-

n.d. heavy
. .

0

n.d.supporting user s eirOrts
tu build knowledge into
ongoing-operations

S. Process bulpinat,listen-
minor

8.
n.d.

,
pinor n.d. moderate

.

++ heavy .++
int], *encouraigng, talk-
ingthrough problems,

----
6. Direct Lrainipavgiving

,

none n.a. mine
-

na. mOderate + moderate +
"wcashops, classes,

.

courses.

InvcsIment,
- Heavy

Moderate
tUmorgp
bone

'

Perceived Success
tf very
+ moderate
0 'negligible
- unsuccessful

rt.& he da+4
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Table 6-16 Eastern State Case:
Linkage Functions of OFE Director

Functions
UNIVERSITY AS USER

Investment by
, linker

Perceived success
(users' judgment)-

SCHOOL DISTRICT/TEACHERS
AS USERS

Investment by Percp,ived

linker sUccess,

1. Resource transforming for '

.- poie
.

,-.- '

_

.

....

.

nolle
.potential uses (packaging,

synthesizing,making easily.
available anclusable

.

, .

2. Resource delivery-'t : search-4.

heavy

.

.

r

If;

.

,

:

++

,
.

.

,

ldavy
'

,

/

++

.

ing,retrieving based on
user'needs; passing on,
informing, explaining

.

3:
.

Solutiomgiving:advising;

none

I

.

.

..

...t

.

'

,-

a

,
. , .

.

n.a..

,

.

.

.

,

_,'

'

.

,

none
i

.

4

n.a.
encouraging adoption of

idea, product-as a
solution to user pro,.

blem

A. Implementation helping:

1

A.

ndne

I
4

, *,

n.a.
Nk

i

I

i I

-

none
.

na.
.supportiHg usee's efforts

to build knowledge into

ongoing operailons ,

.. ,..

. '!.

5. Process helping: listen-
.

,

heavy
.

.

:

++ .

.
.

heavy.

.

++

*

ing, encoUragingiAalk-.
ing through,problems -c

6. Direct trainirig:givin§, .

minor

.

.

.

+

4

, minor +- .

.

workshdps,41classes,
' c9urses. .v 1

_ -

Investment
Heavy
Moderate
Millor

None I

- 'Perceived Success
i+ very .

-+ moderate
.0 negligibN

unsuccessful 4

2 u



Linkage Fpnctionstof OFE Director,(continued)
A

Functions
UNIVERpITY AS USER

Invesbpent by Perceived success

linker (users' judgment).

SCHOOL DISTRICT/TEACHERS
AS USERS

Investment by Perceived
linkeri success

7. External representationS heavy
+ + n a n.a.

8. IOA system building and

maintenance

heavy

9. Trust generating

10. Need diagnosingo,

.Investment
. Heavy

Moderate
.Minor
None

moderate

heavy°

+ + moderate

moderate n.ci. moderate n.d.

Perceived Suacess
+4 very

moderate
0 negligible
- unsuccessful

n.d.,no data
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the OFE director also had a heavy investtherit in resource

deiivery arid procass helping. .

All in all, there was almost no evidence of craft

knowledge flow into college of education cladsrooms (excluding-

the Multi-Mode_ Method). Ilather, Xhere were-floWs of information

between.schOcil district's and the.college of education and in

the'fotm of feedback on college of educaticin programs and

program changes.

_Also there were varying patterns of knowledge flows

amog schools attached to centers. There, was a clear pattern

of a flow of craft knowledge among Hanburg Venter schools.

There was also a clear pattern of awareness/information know-
.

ledge flow among center schools in the Cardon school district.

For-the Eastern Private case, the analysis of linkage

functions for bOundary personnel presented in Table 6-17 #

reflects the rather lopsided nature of the bulk of the IOA's.

activities. Both our observations and the activity summaries

suggest that the great majority .of workshop and confererice

everits were didactic sessions centered on the speaker.of the

day.. Those in attendance were almost entirely from the

district members although the Fellows themSelves also attended

when their schedules,permitted and at aeast two indt.cated how

useful the workshop presentations wete to them as a stockpile

of ideas 'and tools which they could then use in theii own

field work with districts.

The IOA activities were uAeful to college faculty in

two ways; first in vivinq them some indication of current

practitioner needs and interestspand second, in 5uarded1y,

offering some.access fot field reserach. Generally, faculty

did not make much use of the opportunities provided by the

IOA either to enrich their course offerings or to
$
make their

rsearch more field-relevant. Some expressed the view .that

%be particular-set of istricts which were most active in the

IOA were too affluent o be truly representative of the.

current edge concerns of education today, but Iley were not
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likely to take the'trouble to find out if this were 'really .

he case (in fact, many critical issues were-well:represented

in several if not 'all the -member distrIcts, declining

enrollments, reduced public support for education, falling'

test sc9res, minority education, compliance with pi, 947142, etc.).

For IdA leader Alace Loveland7andcone or two cloqe

associates'on the facUlty this picture was a little different,

of course. The.collaborat.ive research project which was ,

finally fkanded in the fall of 1980 represented an opportunilty

to develop much stronger reciprocal relations with a small-
subset of districts, some of fghiCh happened also to be members_

of the IOAv hdwever,'the extent to which this project was an

IOA proldct was never exactly clear.. One df the principal ,

imftstigators'end the prime source A many of the originl ideas

4.or ttle, proposal did-not want to.be interviewed for this case

study because he felt he had no connection with the IOA and"

could dot meaningfulix comment on itS'operations.

generally, the IOA was seen as Loveland's tbing, and ae

such the rest of the faculty held back from serious involvement

other then responding to her requests for presentatidns.

oh the side of the school districts as users the major

input-and the most clearly succeSsfUl input came from the

,Imany formal presentationS which constituted 'a type of direCt

training although it was unaccompanied by any sort,of 16
certification or formal crediting. Other linkage functions were

performed either through the-field work'of the FelloWs,' district

by district, or:through the Writing Cpnsortium.

O The Cons-ortium was a%truly collaborative enterprise in

which school people.played a major contributory role. In

addition, there was some effort to sift through and review

a num4er of modeNfot the improved teaching-of writing

skills; some of:these were adaptations from R&D sources,

commercial sources-, intermediate agencies in the local area, and

home-grown procedures from the districts themselves. ,EXperts

in writing frOm the college were also called upon. The

Consortium efforts went off in seVeral directions: there
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was som:interest in packaging a.-.new curricul40, partioularly-

:in one ist?ict; others preferred'a. rather eclectic approact; a
, .

i'esource bank was created; two districts'collaborated on a ..
.

...

joint program. It was generally conáidered a success' although
.0.

not all spinpffs were eqUally succesful.

. aesource delivery, solution givin4, help an implementation,

and'prOcess,heiping were all'generally :a part of the repertoire

of'the Fellows as field agents of thelOA but as noted elsewhere,

in this teit they played out in very:different wars, each .1-

Fellow shaping a unique role, and`sOme being much more

successful than=others.. Those who had absorbe&the Loveland
.

course at the college spould have been prepared, intellectually
...

At'least/fo 11 four functions and particularly the last,

but few wer able to carry put a pure process-helping role,
4.

.

i.n part because the conditions of entry into sites did not .

'iet them up with these expectations.:
-

oft

fj

or.
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Table 6-17 Eastprn Prilihte Case
Linkage Functions, of Boundary Personnell-

Functions
UNIVERSITY AS USER

Investment by
linker

Success Invebtment
by linker

SCHOOL DISTRICT/TEACHERS
AS USERS

Silccess

1. Resource transforming for

None'

.
,

',N.A.

ew .

.
2

Minor

.

' ++ .

-potential users (packaging,

syntheSizing,making%easlly
available and usable

2. Resourcedelivery:.search- .

.

Minor

.

,

4.
.

--,

Moderate
.

0

e

+ing,- retrieving based on
uSer needs; passing on,

informing,. explaining .

3. Solution'giving:advising,

.
None

)

.

.

.
N.A. Moderate

,

,

+ '

,

encouraging adoption:of
ideal produCt as a sol-_

ution to user problem

4. Implementation helping:

,
Minor

/

, 0 +

.

3
Moderate

.

.

+supporting user's efforts-
to-build knowledge into
Ongoing olieiations ,0 I

.

.

5..Process hdlping:Aisten-
-.

None'
.

N.A.
,

Moderate
3

.
,

it-1g, sncOUragin4,1 talk-

ing ttirOugh problems.

6. Direct training: giving.
None'.

f,

.

N.A. Major
.

++

workshdps, classes, A

courses.

Investment
Heavy
Moderate
Minor

Arne

111,

400..

Perceived Success
++ very successful.

4- moderate success
0 negligible success
- unsuccessful

1Estimates for 'this table based on'analysis of IOA da

rather than jddgments from users at the site.

2Primarily rn Writing Consortium.

3 rimarily through work of Fellows in districts.
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6,4 RARRIERS

6.4.1. Midioestern State,

'Harriers for the-Arcadia apd"Three Rivers'eites were

dome/hat different. At. the Arcadia site there of: the four

A

early ba;riersskepticism on the part of state college staff,

initial dispersion of activities, and gaps in the resource

bank--were corrected by the time of this study. One initial

barrier remained, that of lower participation of secondary,

schocil teachers. 'And another, domain diseensus between Colle9e5_-

departments and center staff began to emerge.

Unlike the Arcadia site, most"of the early barriers at'

the Three Rivers site_were 'still present with two eXaeptions:

-leadership had improved dramatically and exalted expectations

for till center had faded. The remaining barriers.were: a

lack of ownership on the part of the school district and

college of educatián, low participation of secondary school

teachers; budget.sonstraints at-the schdol district'level;

poor facilitieq for the teacher center; a system of decentral-

ized center management; high staff turnover for the center;

role overload on the coordinator; and low,perceived homophily

between center staff and school people. These barriers

hamper institutionalization of a center, lower extent of use,

and lower leadership stability and institlitionalization, ,

6.4.2., Eastern State

Barriers at the Eastern State site differea among the -

various IOAs which constituted the IOA, as a-whole. At the'

Cardon site,'there were three main barriers, one of whtch

appeared at the time of*the study. Increasing fiscal stringency
44.

at both the university and the school district in 1,981 contri- '

buted to an instability in funding. Continuing barriers were

potential turf and power issues between coordinator and

school peoplebarriers softened by cuxrent'coordinator,style.

Access to alternative knoWledge sources which might weaken

commitment to the IOA did not serve as an impenetrable barfier.

Here trust and respect generated by a history of col/aboration/

linkages obviated this barrier.

179..
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The fiscal stringency barrier also'operated at the

Hanburg IOA-leading to a sense'of instability,of funding.

Turning to the three other'IOA sites, the following barriers

were sometimes in evidence: lack of homophily between key

persons leading to conflict and.inhibktion of collallorative,

behavioi; narrow role perception on the part of an IQA

coordinator resulting in hampered flexibility in meeting' %

district Deeds; few linkages between a coordinator and

university and/or district personnel oontributing_to. little
3awareness of respurce acquisition opportunitifes, lack of

congruence between .organizational configurations causing

difficulty in implementing collaboratiOn; diffeiihg-reward

systems prpvided disincentives for collaborative. behavior;
,

and domain dissensus served as a disincentive for participation/

maintenance of an/IpA.

6.1.3. Eatern Private _

At the _eastern, private site there wereTha number of%

barriers. The reward system at the university with its

emphasis on publications -kept the IOA marginal and isolated.

Also the rewards of IOA membership fon school people were .

not great, leading to shaky,g-tepid support. tn the area of .

linkages,-weak university-scHool linkages (whiA were further

weakened when Fellow field aisignments were dropped). and'

weak university-I0A linkage (which were substantially weakened

with the absense of the char,ismatic IOA: leader, Alice Loveland)

contributed to lower support from school district and university

constituencies.

Another set otf barriers contributing to'weak support for,

the 10A was the lack of perceived hombphily between male
%h.

professors (especially in the administration department) ot

male sliperintendents and the Fellows who were seen aW an in-
.

group..of.activist women.

'Several barriers developed as a result of changes in the

TOA oyer theiyears. There was a fading of the excl.tement of

a .new enterprise and a sense ori the part of some of the most

4

11,

w

involved persons that'they were on the verge of burn-out.

Additionally Loveland was absent, her abserece led to a

4
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sapping of energy of IQA staff as well assdissen-sion among

fellows and staff.,

Finally, a reduction in funds resulting from reduced

commitment of the university and elimination of thejellows

fIl placement'oAtion weakened the caPacity.of the MOA.

Further weakening its dapacity and support was the relative

strjangth of.alternative resource centers within the IOA's

region.

Overview. Although most barriers were specific-td sub-

sites, there were a number of siMilaritie'S acrOs either two
,

or thrie cases. First, lack of perceived homophily *between
V

key persons served as a deterrent to collaborative behavior. -

Second, domain dissensus acted as a disincentive for.

'participatior0'maintenance of an IOA. Thirdly, differing reward

among organizations participatin4 in the IOA led to a lack

e of consistent teinforcement for collaborative endeavors.'

Foukthly, few qr weak linkalfes between representatives of
-

participating organizations alffted for either little

4 awareness.of 'resoe ! acquisiiion,opportu6ities or kinimal

potential for IOA support.

Finally; the increased fiscal stringency on the part_of

school district's in 19814yas evident in each ofothe cases.

This reduCtion in school district funds, and in two of the
0

three casei,.kh college of education funds, contributed to

, an' instlibility, in IOA funding.

FACILITATORS

6.5.1. Midwetern State
Facilitating factors-at the Midwestern State site cat be

classified Iccording to characteristics of Participating

organizations, pharacteristics of the teacher center, and
4

characteristics of teacher center Aaff.' At the-Arcadia sub-

site, the small scale 'of the site led t .a'rapidity of

decision making which resulted in'a,greater variety of

activities and responsiveness to user needs. There was also

a priority of service objectives at,the college of education



a

which. was congruent with the se6ice orientation of the,IdA
and strengthened university support for the IOA. Turning
to.teacher center operations and facilities, a large .

A materials bank (craft-usable resourte base) c;imbined with
low access to alternatiVe knowledgeresources led to more
extensive use and a' greater degree pf teacher,dependency on
the center. These factors combined' with the following three
teacher Center staff characteristics facilitated IOA usage
and s1pp9rt: (1) coordinator homophily with college of

education personnel and, with teacher concern for the practical
(strengthened* coordinator ideology and responsiveness);

q2) coordinator,familiarity with the resource base; and,

(.3) coordinator ,personalism, warmth, and affective. closeness.

Similarly, at 'the, Three Rivers site, the college of

e;Oucation gave priority^to a seryice oblective, thus

increasing'support for the service orientation of the IOA.

And the responsiveness and energy of the coordinator increased
-

support for the IOA, the number of IOA objectives, and,

ultimately, the extent of use by participating organizations.
Lastly, the broad appeal of the,I0A to different client

groups alsp contributed to increased support and eitent of

use by participating organizations

6.5.2. Eastern State

Facilitating factors at the Eastern State site can also

be classified according to characteristics of participating

organizations, the teacher center, and staff. At the Cardon

sub-site, both the multiplexity of school-uni ersity linkages
-

and the strong formal and informal linkages ontributed to

an awareness of needs of participating organizations and a

concomitant perception of benefits as well as to the stability

of the arrangement. Also linkage-related, the stability of

key personnel witilin participating organizations aided the

stability of support for the Iqk and combined with a history

of collaboration to aid the development of trust, respect

and the growth of the IOA. A situation of domain consensus

21 ,
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also facilitated the support and mai.ntenance of the IOA.

One sub-site specific*characteristic, the detailed, written

codification of'the IOA, strengthened the routinization and

regularization of-linkages.'

Again the, homophily and responsiveness of the coordinator

aided support for the IOA and led to a iiariety Of objectives,

and actiVities. These varied objectives and actiVities.

These varied objectliTes and activities, in turn, contributed

to the stability of the IOK. LastlY, the loose coupling of

40

the teacher qenter with participating-organizationi aided /h

the flexibility of the coordinator and contributed to'the

autonomy/responsiveness of the,coordinator..

Facilitating factors 4Tere quite similar at the Hanburg

site. Strong forMal and informal linkages raised partiaipating

organizatiens' awareness of'one other's needs and-adAd to

support for the IOA..(The stqpility of key personnel in

participating organizations strengthened the continuation of

support and.combined with. a history of collaboration to aid

in the development of trust, respect, and growth of the IOA.

Turning to characteristics of the Hanburg coordinator

and ceAter,'the homophily ideology and responsiveness of the

.
coordinator aided support for the IOA and led to a variety

Ad objectives and activities. These varied objectives and'

activities, just as at the Cardon Center, contributed to

the stability and growth of the IOA. Another faator contri-

buting to the stability of the IOA was the goal changes-over time

in response.to changes in the environment. Again, loose

coupling- aided in the flekibility of the coordinator and

'contributed to the autonomy of the coordinator. Finally,

support of the state-wide IOA leader contributed to the

effectiveness of the rordinator and the center.

6.5.3. Eastern Private

At the Eastern Private site, the-proximity.of districts

to one another and to the central 10A conference site as'

well as the on-site presence of Fellows strengthened.formal

and informal linkages, led to greater awareneis of school'

district needs, and allowed for valid and rapid-feedback
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- on the performance,of the IOA in its various activities.

As in the other sites,linkage-related characteristics ,

.facilitated the operation and stability of IOA. The extensive

.personal network of the IOA leader,combinea with the networks -

of IOA staff (the Fellows) to strengthen and. maintain.support

for the IOA. Less important weze the linkages of the "old

boys network" of the old IOA; several representatives (super-
. A'

intendents) mentloned that these linkages were less soslvent

for them now. Ala9, similar to acilitating factors in the

two other cases were the characteristipsrof the IOA leader.

At the Eastern Private site, the energy,"openness, empathy,

and homophily of /OA staff with the districts they serviced'

contributed to staff responsilieness as well as to support for

the IOA..

OvervieW. There are many more similarities across cages

among facilitating factors than among barriers. A striking

finding is the.similarity of groups of facilitating factors

across both the state university-linked.I0As and the private,

uniitersity-based IOA.

The first group of facilitating factors occurring across

cases are linkage related faCtors. The sPecific pattern of-

linkages is different in each IOA; however'the presence of

fotmal and informal linkages seems to facilitate the

formation and maintenance of an IOA. These linkages appear

to lead to an awareness of the needs of participating

organizations'as well AS to a perception of benefits froM IOA%

'participation:

The second group of factors are those related to the

characteriatics of IOA staff: homophily with representatives

of participating organizations; responsiveness and ideology

of coordinator.
Additional.similarities occur across the two state-

univerisity related Wits. Domain consensus regarding the

appropriate'roles, of organizations Participating in the IOA

facilitated the formation" and maintenance of the IOA. Stability

184..
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of key personnel also aided continuation of support for the

IOA. The decentralized nature of the center--in both cases--

loosely coupled to the administration of participating

orgarkzations--contributed to the flexibility and coordinator

responsiveness. Finally congruence between the service

or4ontation of public,colleges of education and the service

orientation of the teacher.center. contributed to the

formation,.maintenance and, ultimately, institutionalization

of IOAs which could readily respond to the needs of'

practitioners.in their areas: 4

'

f.
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PART SEEN: OUTCC Es

7:1 OUTCOMES AALYSIS: OVERVIEW OF CATEGORIES AND GENERAL FINDINGS

Assessment of the outcomes of an inter-organizational arrangement

is an extremely complex task both conceptually and methodologically.

First of all there are at least three levels at which outcome

considerations are relevant: the individual level; the organizatiohal

level; and the arrarigement level. Furthermore, at the individual and

organizational levels we can expect rather different types of outcomes
0

depending on the type, of organization and the role of the Lndividual.

Even at the arrangement level.there are feally two levels of analysis

for two of our three sites: first there is the state-wide arrangement

Wci then there is the arrangeMent involving-specific teacher centers
.

connecting to schools and-school districts and in some cases also

to a community college. The outcomes by level thus breaks down as

indicated in the follwing table.

/
Table 7-1:LEVELS OF OUTCOME ANALYSIS

Organization and Arrangement Leyel

The Arrangement/ itself (IA)
Wis a Whole
"Sub-sites (e.g. teacher center
or community college networks)

University/College
As a Whole
Department
Field Unit d'onnecti:hg to the TOA

C

Schogl District
As a Whole
School Building
Community

I.

Indj.vidual Level

leader/coordinator_
staff

administrators
faculty, members
student teachers/graduate
students

^administrators
support staff
teachers
(students)

For each of the theee major-sites the breakdown was slightly

different. Thus-there were no sub-sites in the Eastern Private case

and there turned out.to be more than onembigher education institution

involved in the Midwestern caSe.
186



, In spite of,this diversity of levels we were able to develop

a category system for specific outcomes which could be used as a

coding procedure tegardlessof level. _There were five'major

categories as follows: 446*

,l. Power and.status changes
2. Linkage changes,
3. Capacity maintenance and growth
4. Practice improvement
5.. Institutionalization.

7.1.1 Znhancements of Power.and Status as an Outcome Category

Any new institutional entity represents a potential shift in the

social force field and such changes are often sought by individuals

in part because they promise some enhancement in standing among

colleagues_or some empowerment to achieve desired goals. Many such

shifts-were observed and reported-among all three IOAs.

7.1.2; mew or Strenathened Linkages as an Outcome Category

As illustrated inPart One , each IOA represents a new set of

connections between people and institutions. If such connections are

maintained they can also be, considertd a significant outcome which

changes tne social landscape.. We were especially concerned, of

cotirseto note new connections which would probably have not

dome into existence if the 10A had not been there as a facilitating

mechanism. Also considered is the strengthening-of existing

connections and the breaking or Weakening of other connections that

might happen under the ndw arrangement., Very significant changes

in linkage were observed at all levels in all three IOAs. These,

-linkages, while being Outcomes of interest in themselves also,

lead to ottier outcomes, e.g. the acquisition or exchange of

knowledge, skills, fiscal resources, material's, and personnel?

These outcomes are covered under our schema in other categories.

Nevertneless, the continuance of a link which, for example, was
187



the conduit for new knowledge acqtisition, suggests an increased

4aapacity to acquire more such knowledge in the future.

7.1.3 ,r6wth, ..-,ainteilane, arid Capacity BuilAing as Outcome Categories

This is probably our largest and most complex.outcome domain.

In our ana lytic schema we viewed both individuals and organizations

'as systems requiring continuing input, throughput activity, and

ou'tput to maintain temselves in some 'sort of steady state and to

grow. At .the individual level all three representecesignifiaant

IrN)
ducational dpgortunities to those who had access to them. Every

.fimaginable topic of concern to educators was covered and in some

-f cases college credit toward various advanced degrees was included.
-

. ,

For the staff of the IOAst themselvet, an opportunity was provided

to explore entirely new roles and functions. At the organizational
4

level they represented a significalomew channel for staff.recruitmeht

for he districts and student recruitment for the' uniVersities as

well as'representing an expanded capacity for teaching ipboth

sides. One capacity which we looked for but'ddd not find was in

the area of knowledge building in the "disciplined inquiry!'

"research and development" .sense. A tradiional concept of university

use or exi5loitation of school districts as site for faculty or

student research was not obterved to any significant degree in any

of the sites.

_ JAP

7.1.4, Improvements in Educational Practices as an Outcome Cateaory
,----

,

. . .

Practice improvement was a prominent stated goal of all three IOAs

and'speCific citings of such.improyements were legion, especially
, ,

. .

at the teacher and school levels. Generally we listed specific,

mentions of the adoption of new skills, curricula, and procedures

in teaching, administration, etc. as "practice improvements". If

188
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the ch'ange seemed to be one of fundaMental orientation oi general

growth or improved-problem-solving , goal setting, and need

assessing, we would classify the item under capacity vowth and'

imaintenance. Obviously, if many specific mprovemens are

I

reported there is also an implication of the latter alto. .10

In _addition to practice improvements we noted cfianges in knowledge,

attitudes, and values which might subsequenly lead to such improvements
A

or contribute to capacity and growth- One beading that was employed in the

mote detailed analysis was "stockpiling", i.e. the building up of

E

a reservoir or backlog of knowledge, ideas, materials, or other resources

T4hith might subsequently be used in a variety of ways.

7.1.5 Institutionalizabion as a Category of Outcomes

Finally, we were very concerned about the issue of institution-
. 0

alization, both as applied to specific changes at the district and'

university levels, and particularly, as concerns the arrangement, itself.

Assuming that the balance of-outcomeS of an IOA are substantially,

positiVe, which' they appear to be in alhree sites, how qan.they

.

be retained over time as a part of the ed cational landscape.. To

explore this issue we employed a modified ve ion of some of
4

Robert Yin's cAtegorie of "routinization." Th e are identified

in the Institutionalization tables which are inclu ed with eachAcase

description. While-afl three' siteS were'purposely osen because

of their fairly extended survival record which did no seem to depend

at least directly on federal funding, we feel that a n ber of insti

tutionalizaeion issues remain unresolved in at least tw. of the sites.

To do their job well with significant outcomes for a nuther of users,

IOAS need suppoet whiCh is continuing and reasonably sub tantial.
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-
SITE-BY-SITE ANAfYSIS OF OIJTCOMES

It is probably nerther meaningful nor fair to compare these

three IOAs in terms of the 'value of their outcomes or even in

terms Ot the numbers served. What we can illustrate is the fact

that each was quite succesful on a numbdr of criteria. In the

following presentation a synopsis of outcomes will be given for

each site and sub-site in turn rather th'an clustering and summarizing

by outcome categov. We feel that thIs type of presentation does,

better justice-to the integrity of the site arid provides a more

-11D1istic understanding of the kinds'of things that'did result from'

the'various networkipg effdrts and why.

7.2 OUTCOMES'SUMMARY-1 EASTERN-PRIVATE CASE': "THE COUCIL"

7.2.1 Status and Power Outcomes,

From its earliest days, "status" was a salient aspect of this

IOA. It represented,what could be described as the "elite" of

public education in its region.and even nationally, and the University

nd its Education School wdre generally considered as national leadets.

Thus association with both the university and the IOA were typically

considered as status-enhancing and-maintaining for.all, concerned.

Indeed, the logic of'the founder was that these were to be "light-
,

- house" schools, the avant-garde which could show the way fax the

other districts across the country on what was innovative,' high-

quality educational practice. By the mid-1970's some of this luster .

had tarnifted but not all, and the university connection remained an

impprtant drawing card for some.



- 7..2 NPIZ and trcaneTthened Linkages as Outcomes of The Council Revival

There is no question that the revival lead to a renewal of many

individual connections and the establishment of many new ones at the

individual level. While the old IOA had long been known as a aind

of "old boys network" for superintendents, the revived network

deliberately sought and suc-ceeded in esthblishing linkages at the

teacher level and the ptinciple level as well as among district staff

level persons in various roles. Ion the other-hand, this IOA has

failed conspicuously in selieral atteMpts to expand the network beyond

the original cpre of four affltent suburban counties, either to more

remote suburban and rural areas or to the much poorer urban environ-

'ments which abound in the immediate vicinity of the universit1;.

7.2.3 Maintenance, Growth and:Capacity as Outcomes

This IOA, -in,spite of the outpouring of activity generated in

the rieviyalf can not be viewed as having had a Very great effect on

either the maintenande 6r the growth of any of,its member ditstricts.

MoA of the resources it provides are also provided by other

network-lik4 e arrangements and service agencies which aboUnd in-the

region. Thus it is generally regarded.by sqperintendents.as pleasant,

worthwhile, but rather inconsequential among the rather rich and
*

varied assortment of in-service and linking opportunities available

. to hem. There is no distract for which it can be said to provide

a service Which is either essential or.one which cannot be provided

fromasome other source.

Likewise, few-university informants other than the IOA staff,

.itself, 'are likely to rate,the IOA in its present configuration as

an essential aspect of the university, certainly not in a survival
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senSe. it is not seen as serving an
yessential linking role since

most faculty have access to schools through diversechanAels. No

'department relies to A large degree on these districts either for

recruitment, Or pre-service training sites, or research sites, or

graduateplacement sites, partly because the University (jUstifiably)

sees itself as connected to a national rather than,a local constitueriCT.

For the individual graluate students who were inVolved as fellows,

however, it is quite a different,story. IOA-involvement gave them

diverse opportunities to grow ip a number of different directions:

to understand other educational settings, to learn the role of linker

or change agent'through xperiencing it, to compare experiences of.

challenge, frustration, and growth.with eadh other. In many cases

the initial felloW experience lead to other opportunitie's inCludIng

development of spin-oif networks such as the writing consortium,

taking on linking roles iii"bther settings, developing very solid

ties'to each other aS a peer network and developing extended ties tO

educators in the.region,at all levels as Well as to nationally-
.

known experts recruited for variOus workshops and conferences.

When comparing the revived IA with its historic version, we see

a clear sAift in goals toviard an active service orientation and an

attempt tOmove down into the yanks of the district to get more

involvement fibm.principals and teachers. It also represents a

muting of the research role. For the distriCts and,their involved

staffs, however, this IOA was rarely likely tb have.the kind of

impact that would result in goal shifts, nor do we see goal/shifting

reflected in the overzall stance of the universfty.
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-Once again, goal shifting as an outcome was most clearly observed

among the fellows, mapy of whom came out of their experience with

a strong desire to work further as change agents and network-

builders.

For the school districts who are most involved, this IOA

provides a varied.and continuing input of high quality expertise
4

availab/e to all staff levels through the many conferences and work-

shops that are put od. The hd.gh attendance levels and enthusiastic

testimonials pzovided for most of these events suggests that'.they

representa significantly increased knowledge acquisition capacity.

Inter-collegial contacts across districts and personal contacts

with university professors can greatly expand the potential

resource-network that distric'ts and individuals can draw upon.

It is less clear that the.I0A is capacity-building from the

university's point of view. Academics outside the IOA group tend to

view the activitieS as an unreciprocated gift of knowledge or

service and thus something that depletes resources. Even the IOA

staff themselves sometimes speak of a kind of depletion or exhaus-

tion from what'seems like a continuing whirlwind of meetings,

arrangements, recruitinents-, conferences, and visits.

The fellows program may represent the clearept effort to improve

district problem-solving capacity through providing process expertise

on-site. There is evidence that this was the result at se:me sites.

For the most part, however, fellowswere not able to gain acceptance

as" general capacity7builders but rather fitted in as the locals saw

fit to roles or tasks which lOcals could understand and fielt were

needed.
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7.2.4 Practi5p,Imbrovements Resulting from Council Activities.

This LOA generated few specific examples of practice improvements

which had either' dramatic or long term impact. This is.not so-N

much because such outcomes were not there but because the saliency

of IOA impacts was low compared to those coming from other plausible

sources, Probably the strongest impact was the.establishment of

magnet school in one district which attempted to follow Bloom's

"Mastery Learning" model. In this-CaSe the superintendent.had

attended an IOA=sponsored conference at which Bloom.spoke and was

duly impressed. The superintendent was already Ander pressure.to

establish another magnet school:, having previously,started one

following a model developed by anbther prestiaious and nearby college

of education. Hbwever, in proceeding alopg this tack heOmade
,

-

minimal use of the IOA's resourCes. Thus, the IOAs contribution was

g "catalytic pinprick."

7.2.5 Stockpiling Knowledae: A Prominent Outcome ip the Eastern Private

Of our three cases, this IOA probably best represents the

stockpiling.type of'butcome. In other words, what we have here,

particularly repreSented in the-many workshaps and conferences, is

a continuous outpouring of knowledge from,sources external to'land

perhaps mbst expert than What the school districts.can provide for

themselves. In,the sche4ulillg of content for these inputs there is

1 .

t a loosely structured effort to first sense "needs" or concerns that
-

-,
. -

are current generally in member districts. But such need resource

matching, is rather general and ad hoc. Hence, for any, one conference

attendee, the use oppOrtunity is not likely to be immediate.
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7.2.6 Institutionalization as an Issue for The Council: Eastern Private

Major creditr-must be given to any interorganizational

arrangement Nhich has been-able to survive intact with contPluing

viSible impActs for over 40years. Much ofthe credit goes to'

the founder.and his immediate successor, throughwhose efforts

"routinization" took place-. It began with the promotion of a con-

.cept of educational practice-lovement through collaborative

reSearch, development,-and sharing, with the uniVersity playing

4P

.

,

critical coordinative, control, knowledge input, and synthesis

roles.. The IOA became reified through a standard 'fee stApcture for

membership, bi-annual conferences-and numerous task forces and,.

. data collection, write-up,, and feed-back exercises which:involved

the coordinAed efforts of school district personnel, graduate #

students and faculty of the whversity. The historic growth,

diffusion, and stabilization of this IOA Lis an important case
4

study for the students of educational practice improvement.

However, it was not the focal interest of this project. We began.,

to Study this arrangement after it had.atrophied and then been
, .

revived in a somewhat'different form in response to contgmpbrary

educational needs and environments.

In its present form, institutiOnallzation appears to be some-

what tenuous. Funding remains but is continuously threatened by-

intermittent disinterest and competing priorities both within'the

districtsand within the university. In its new form there appears

to be less codification of procedures and less clarity regarding

the scope and limits of activity. Within the university.there iS

a commitment to continuation of field services in something likg

the present form but the level and consistency of that cordMitment
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is not clear. On the school district side, the commitment goes

on from year to year with ,no assurance that any particular aisttict"

is serious41.y committed in the long term:'
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' TABLE 772 DEGREE OF. INSTITUTIONALIZATION: EASTERN PRIVATE UNIVERSITY IOA

Supoorting _Conditions

..Considered a core function
within local schools

within the college/univer-
sity department or facUlty

Used on a regdlar or daily basis

Provides benefLts/payoffs to:
school administrators

teachers

univetsity staff

Teachor Center staff

Outperforms or eliminates com-
peting practices

Receives suppdtt from:
district administratdrs

_

school building admins.'

college/university admins.
and deans

state-level administrators

Passage Completion

achieves stable funding source

Functions performed ire certified
by:

school aUthorities

college/university auths.

Supply and maintenance provided
for

Organizational status is'formally
established in regulations

within school district

within university

Cycle Survival

Survives annual budget cycles

Survives departure or
introduction of new.staff

Achieves widespread use
.in school district

Eastern Private University IOA

Weak

Partiy'Present

Present

_ Present 0

Preserit .

Weak:

/' Present
-...

\
Partly Present '

r.

Present

.k.

Weak .

, N/A
.

.

.

-

Partly Present

.
Abient .

Absent

1.=

_Partly Present

,

Weak

.
.

Partly Present

Present

Weak

in department, faculty of
univers4y/college Weak

Weak

in State Weak

don't know
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7.3 OUTCOMES SUMNARY: EASTEPN STATE
eat

7 . 3.1 Power and4Status OUtcomes

At Eastern St.,ate University'..the initial establishment-of the

inteior/anizational arrangement resulted in a loss of power for the

university departments (and their faculty) which previously possessed

responsppility for Student teacher supervision. The departments also
,

-lost direct access.to
r

information flow from the school systems.

This shift of power to the Office of Field'Experiences (,OFE) unit

led to considerable'conilict which was somewhat resolved by the

passing of tite, naming some,departmental liaisons to OFE, and by

respOnding with flexibility to departmental needs on the part of

the cttrent OFE.Director.

At the county level, teachers _in both counties received recog-
.

0
nition,and a heightened sense of'professionalism as a result of

affiliation with the teacher center. -However, this status enhance-
. '

'

ment outcome waS much ,gteater op the part of Hanburg County

elementary teachers who exhibited a sense of comradeship and pride

their craft-generated knowledge.

Turning'td the HAnburg County organization, no data was avail-
_

,

able regarding that organization's status enhancement. The somewhat

rural CardOn County Office did indicate Some status enhancement

throUgh:the IOA bringing the-county office "imeo the mainstream of--

What is,going,om in education." FinaliyA_the college of edtcation
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organization gained in power and status through the IOA's,guarantee
c'4,1

of Yield sites and field accesb.

In summary,_ho organization as a who16. (the University or the

county or the schools) lost power or status as a result of the

interorganizational arrangement. Ilther, the IOA allowed for

various positive orcomes, includi0 those discussed below, to

accrue to participating organizations*, thus adding to their

respective power.

7.3.2 Linkages as Outcomes in the E6stern State Case

The IOA structures described earlier in this report provide

the linkage& for access to university and district/school resources.

At both the individual and organiZtional levels, linkage outcoMps

included increased humbers of linkages. In Hanburg County the

university organization was formally linked to the district

organization through the teacher center coordinators. Contrastingly,

in the Cardon County IOA additional linkages occurred through

teacher, principal,.and college of education.representatives to;

pokicy,and operating boards. ;t is interesting to note that informal

,
linkages existed prior to the initiation of the 10As and continued

to exist between university and chOols people in'bOth settings.
'

-

The formalization of structUres of ac6ess served to rou inize and
..-

,

sitrengthen many of these informal linkages as well as provide

channels leading to outcomes discussed below."

' *Where a county'did.lose'power aS a result of an inter-
. , ,

organizational arrangement, it withdrew from the IOA. In Martinville
. County (-originally the sight of strong, teacher centers), the county'

withdrew from the IOA With little,advance notice.. Here, acCording to
OFE-related informents, the county did not want to surrender 'for
long, the sole control of its staff development Programs. Naturally,

a number of factor including fiscal constraints also contributed
to the demise of the centers.
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7.33Maintenance, Growth and Capacity as Outcomes : ,Eastern State Case

The initial outcomes of these.I0As were to enhance recruitment

-selection of new teachers ("provide a window on the talent") on the

part of-county and school organizations and to provide stable sites

for student teacher placement on the part of the university organiza-

tion. Related to these outcomes were the exchange of fiscal/admini-

itrative resources to support on-site'student teacher training:

the county organization provided office space and equipment on-site

as well as a part-time secretary-while the university provided a

graduate assistant, funds, and courses-. Both organizations shared

the salary and selection of an on-site coordinator.

,Along with these outcomes came other outcomes

which over time, became more and moe important. In-service

-opportunities were provided for staff leading in Hanburg County to

development of a support system and esprit de corps for teachers.

There was a changed organizational climate at the Hanburg School

building level: the production norm shifted "to another level, a

more intellectual level" with "more sharing" and "more freedom 'to

talk about.ideas and dissent." Similarly, there was change in

ardon County at the district organization level with the IOA's

provision of "help not to lose perspeOtive" and with "internalization

of a scholarly perspective."

Against'the backdrop of lessening needs for new teachers, both

IOAs (as well as the IOA as a whole) have begun to focus more and more

on in-*service offerings tailored to the needs of the specific county

, .

and school.organizations. In turn, the university and its faculty
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have benefitted through a locus for oh-site gradtate piOgrams (and

the concomrtant increase in enrollments) as Well as for field
4

research (and the concomitant ready-made instrument for access).

A faculty member reported that when sht waS writing a,grant-proposal,

the CArdon Teacher Center Coordinator collected approximately four

letters of Support from,schools/dis'trict peoPle in.le8s than an.hour!

Additionally, several pAblications and dissertations have collle from

joint-Center faculty. and school systet efforts.

The IOAs in both counties have,contributed to other changes in

the capacities of participatinTindividuals and organizations'.

Teachers have dnrolled in courses, workshops, and semihars and/or

have.acquired books, materials/and lamination 'They have also had

access to conference fees, professional associations, and inter-
.

visitations; they have received support for research in a group

setting (Cardon County) and a one-on-one setting (Hanburg:County).

Student teachers have developed classroom skills in an environment

characterized by support at the school building level and 'develop-

ment of an esprit de corps. They have had aCcess.to more than one

model. Related to cener placement of student teachers was the

flexibility of coordinators to make placements and to trouble-shoot

on site - a dual benefit to both county and OFE organizations:.

Turning to the organizational level, both Cardon and Hanburg .

Counties had immediate access to information through the on-site

coordinators. The sChools and district received support fOr

building and county .level in-service. In Hanburg County, there was

a coordinator Who was perceived by principals as being able-to help

teachers whom administrators Could,not reach. In Cardon County,

there was a coordinator who was perceived by district personnel as

being able to problcm solve through identilicatibn of appropriate

resources and through participation herself on district problem-L.

solving committees: (The bridging serial in Cardon County
201 23 6



Aecause- of Hanburg County's teacher7centered focus, there also

0

was a greater emphasis on-craft knowledg& at that site. negular

newsletters contained"primarily craft knowledge and ideas/techniques

submitted by,cl,asscoom teachers: The Hanburg coordjmator obsenied

that 300 county classrooms used the "think-links" technique het

originated in his classroom teaching, related"to theory, and

disseminated'via a network of student cooperating teachers, and

teachers enrolled in his classes/seminars.*

On a small scale, the Cardon County coordinator reported that

ihe observed a change in cooperating teachers classc8Om teaching

due to her Work on set induction witil student teachets (Which

originated in a journal article.)

There were some interesting non-outcomes ielated to practice

improvement that, require further discussion. Focusgeddiscussions

with Cardon County teachers and observations at the Center there

revealed heavy teacher usgge of the Center in terffis of materials

and equipment a d little Usage of the Center in, terms of pr9blem
-

solution efforts or conversations among:teaChers who did niet supervise

student teachers. Teachers in the Cardqn County IOA primarily

yiewed the center as a place to-laminate or acquire materials and to

help with student teachers. Further, teachers in .Ehe schools which ,

had just rotated into IOA membership had little idea about the,

range of Center benefits. Explanation of this particular,non-
.

outcome probably can be found in the young age.of this particular

IOA,as well as its environmental setting which rewarded-the service

of district-wide father than individual -teacher-needs.

*The Hanburg Coordinator has recently served on the otal defense.

committee for a dissertation involVing "think-links."
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0

provided-an,excellent illtistration of the successful'rolle of the

Cbordinator,in gistrict problem-sblving.)

In summary,-the maintenance and growth- outComes ar, similar in

both counties. 10A linkages/configurations led to capacity

increases,on the 'part of-participating organizations in three maiz .

areas: recruitment selectiOn for new teachers (recruitment/Ienrollment

*

for graduate sutdentS); awareness of resource acquisition

.
opportunities; and acquisition of personnel, materials, and research

knowledge.* The focus in Cardon County was District-centered; the

focus in Hanburg-CoUnty was teacher-centered. Thus, there wdre.

greater teacher impaCts in Hanburg County than- in Cardon County
-

where the major teacher outcoMes were use of equipment/laminating

-.materials at the center and 'enrollment in courses and workshops.

7.3.4 PraCtice Improvement in Hanburg and Cardon Counties

Practice improvement outcomes were not well documented

due to the nature of thi,s study which did nOt include'access to

f° classrooms Or pupils. Both Cardon and Hanburg Counties did report

attitude changes which could be related to'practice improvement.

Ii Cardon Ccunty there was "a cciaxing up" of teachers who, in the

presence of student teachers "had to be on top of every,thing.",

Similarly, in Hanbusg County, teachers were "on their best behavior"

due to-the presence of studentteacher5. Student teachers also

uded skills and techniques in the classroom which were then.

'
transferred,to co-dperating teachers and other teachers who either

observed the co-operating teachers classrooms or participated in

the.Center coordinator's seminars.

-*OFE is beginning to strengthen the re6earch focus of Centers.
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7.3.5, Institutionalization of the IOA in T:astern State and the County Sitc

Viewing the three IOA patterns of institutionalization in

Tab1e..7-3 (p.'208)- reveals that the interorganizational arrangement

level exhibited the greatest amount of institutionalization and

stability. This level consisted of five separate interorganizational

ai-rangements linked by monthly meetings of representatives. The

arrangements themselves involved a 'Multiplexity'of linkages. In

the'financial area.(a stable sum, the same amount in retent-years)

was allocated to the OFE level. In terms of core function, OFE

'Slated and sUpervised student teachers in the field. Contrthuting_

also to its stability was its relation to needed oUtreach prbgrams

anid grass roots support vital to a university in'these times of

declining fiscal support. In'its fodrteen or so year history, OFE

has survived "blood shed" over its first Director's power struggles

with the college of education's departments, numerous acting

Directors of OFE and numerous deans of the college of educatiOn.

Again faced witiLa turbulent college of edutation environment,

OFE (with no budget increases for illation) and the College wete

meeting yet another challenge at the close of this study.

Again, the Cardon County and Hanburg COunty 10A$ exhibited

slightly differirig patterns of institutionalization. ,In terms of

core function, the Cardon County IOA was *considered more core to

the district organization while the Hanburg County IOA was cdhsidered

more core to the schools organizations. Usage patterns varied in the

same manner: Cardon County administrators iboth in number and

intensity) utilized the Center more than their Hanburg County coupter,-

partS.
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FocUsing on institutional competition, the Hanburg County.

tenters facecino dimila'r competition. However, Cardon County

had limited competition in the problem-solving arena from a

federal project staffed by some teachers at a school near the

Center. The Cardon County Center did outclass this competition

in the range and continuity of services it offered as well as the

talents of its coordinator in identifying and meeting County needs.

Both sites were incorporated as separate items in their

districts' yearly budget cycles. Both have survived district

budget cuts which eliminated such items as driver education

from district budgets. And both had firm/and clear agreements

between the university and district regarding-specific fiscal

'exchanges. Addftionally and very significantly, Cardon County

had a detailed formal governance dOcument signed by both district

and university officials. This document also allowed for a one

year notification period prior to the dissolution of the agree-

ment--a provision helpful to the stability of the arrangement.

4

Therewas an additional and interesting cross-site,difference

on the criterion of survival of new staff. The OFE, Cardon County

site and several Hanburg sites survived, at the least, several

different leaders. However, one Hanburg eite had a coordinator who

reported that if he and the sedietary dbp9,rted, the Center would no

longer exist.

Turning, to usage patterns, there was clear evidence regarding

widesPread usage in school districts. Widespread usage in terms

of student teacher placement and supervision functions also existed
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in college of education departments. However, in the knowledge

acquisitiqn area, faculty reported.little evidence of acquisition
0
and incorporation of new or craft knowledge generated in the_field.*

Rather, their primary usage of knowledge from the field was that

related to feedbaok on methods coursei or new curriculum suCh as a

revised special education curriculum. Toward the close of the

study theke was an indication of a routinization of OFE's feed-

back role in curriculum development at the elementary education

level.

There were several additional indications of routinization 4nd

institutionalization whichswere not.reported on the institutionaliza-

tion chart. All of the Hanburg teacher centers had regularly

-
published newsletters which werle distributed to teachers, OFE Staff,

And some county administrators. Every teacher center whether in

Cardon or Hanburg County had one formal involvement (Advisory
4.1

Council, Operating Committee.or Policy Board) with regular meetings

and regular membership consisting of representatives of participating

organizations.**

Integration in school activities in Cardon County provided

evidence of routinization of IOA operations. Furthermbre, in Cardon

County, integrations of the Coordinator in district activities

enlarged the focus of the IOA. Recently the coordinator reported

to an OFE meeting that as a result of her wOrk in bridging, the

county had asked her to handle orientation matters in the fall.

*There. as evidence of 'the incorporation Of think-links techniques
in a graduate methods training course and in a 'faculty publication.

1111**Schedule of meetings, type of members, and role of members varied
within and across sites.
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Finally, the rotation serial which served as a leitmotif at

the OFE level as well as at the county levelA provided strong'

indiceticns of institutionalization at each level. The rationale

lbehind rotati,on of school temberships in the IOAs was basically two-

pronged: Rotation of schools allowed,new, schools to partake of the

IOAs' benpfits,and aldowed past school members a respite from 11,e

responsibilities of student teacher supervision. In each setting,

the county or schools seemed to initiate discussions of rotation*.

'And in each setting, enOugh benefits accrued t6 the university

(stability of the arrangement; provision of new candidateg for

graduate courseswomaargeMent of the structure for,access) that

OFE agreed to regiaar rotation of school 'memberships Thus, this

routine movement in and out of Center membership served to help

ensure continuity of the IOAs by the infusion of new members which

contributed to'maintaining the balanc%N.of benefits among participating

'organiztions in the,I0As.

lb

*Each county differed slightly in.terms of balance
toward one or tke other rationale.. For instance, dn
Hanburg County the rotation idea took on political over-

fones. Several more rural schools in less wealthy areas
vociferously asked for membership in the IOA.

, -
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TABLE 7-3
DEGREE OF INSTITUTIONALIZATION: EASTERN SPATE SITE

Univers,ity
SUpporting Conditions Teacher Center Teacher Center Field Unit

OFE
Considered a core function

within local schools

within the college/univer--
sity department or fac4lty

Used on a regular or daily basis

Provides benefits/payoffs to:
%, school administrators

teachers

university staff'

Teacher Center staff

Outperforms or eliminates com-
petin4 practices

Receives support from:
district administrators

School building admins.

college/university admins.
and deans

state-level administrators

Passage Completion

Achieves stable funding sdurce

Functions perfoimed are-dertified
by:o

school authorities

college/university auths:

Supply and maintenance provided
for ,

rganizational status is formally
. stablished in regulations

within school district
,

within university

Cycle Survival'

Survives annual budget cycles

Not weakened by departure or
introduction of new staff

Achieves wideapread use
in school district

in department, faculty of
university/college

40
in State

*formal governance document exists
, d.k. = don't know

Cardon Hanbur
,

weak partly present partly Present

partly present partly present
a

partly present
.

c
partly present partly present present

pregnt partly present partly present

partly present present present

weak weak
0.

partly present

present present present

partly present present d.k. '.

present present present

present present present

*present
se

present
partly present
(turbulent adm

d.k. d.k. d.k.

partly present partly present partly present

present presnt
,

present

present present present

present present
w

present

, .

present*' present present

prpsent* present present

present present present
,

present partly present partly present

present present present

, weak weak pirtly present

d.k. d.k. partly present
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* S)verview of Outcomes for the Eastern State Site as a Whole

There seems to be a number of variables which help to explain

.the [outcome pattirns reviewed above. These outcome patterns fell
[

tr+ twoAain categories: teacher-directed or distriot-directed.
,7

Variables mediating these outcomes can be classified in the follow-

ing'interrelated groupings:

i-Historical Background
Environment of Participating Organizations
Characteristics of the Interorganizational
Arrangement

Boundary Person (Ccordnator)
Role/Background

ar,

The Cardon County IOA.was only four years old while the Hanburg

County IOA was'twelve, years old. One coordinator noted that there

. -

was a time lag of about four years in observing effects of_teacher

centers. Thus, both Cardon and Hanbutg Counties occupied different

places in their.interorganizational life cycles contril;uting to

different outcoMe patterns. Another difference in'viewing otitcombs

-
iat the two sites was the-environmental.niche n.which each inter-

,

organizational arrangement was set. 'The resource configuratioris,

turf issues, and needs of participating organizations we'ie distinct.

The flexibility (and power) inherent in the Boundary Perspn's role

allowed the coordinator to interpret and seek to meet _the specific

rieeds of participa ting organizaaons.*

*Additional role,spedifications which appearedtO contribute to

outcomes included homophily with representatives of participating

organizations, goal congruence, leadership, enerqy, familiarity'

with practitioner practices, and responsiveness to requests.

24,,
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Finally, the characteristics of each IOA with its own 13tterned

structure for access to district and university resources seemed tO

account for much of the outcom differences. Included here were

formal and informal linkage patterns, representative and staff)*

stability, key leader support; environmental scanning, and wealth
-

of resource materials. Most importantly, the key IOA characteristic
. .

of provisiofi of a 4egUlaried, routinized mechanism for access

allowed for not only the sliaring of fidscal and Taterial resources,

but for the Sharing of,informatiOn and knowledge re garding the needs

and solutions to pro blems of schools and university peopke and their

organizations.

4.

OUTCONES SUMIIARY: MIDWES=N.SITE

7.4.1 ,Jloloal,Outcomes at the State Level

fr

.

The Stalte-wide teacher.center network has been chiefly an

asseffbly of fhdividual centers,to which its delegates minister.

Its dttects are more palpable at tpe local level, which is also in

q keeping with the prelialen't polity of de-centralization, uniqueness

arid networking. There have been-, bowever, secoxidary qfects at

the State-wide level,.along. with outcomes isn local centerS which

reSult from their participation in a collective enteprise.



ft

7.4.1.1- Power and Status Oufcomds

,

In itself the St'ate-level network has Only achie4ed a firm:

institutional identity in.its relatiVely short life. It has, how-,

ever,kreated.a distinct:role for itsql as 'a vehiale for the.dis-

seminatiOn pf ne4 curricula, media (e.g., educational T.V.),special .

)

-projects (the State's Centennial Celdbration) and of someteacher

upgrading efforts. the 9 existing centers- practically blanket the .

State,each coVering a laige numbdt of school districts and, as such,
. .

,

I.

,

*streamllning dissemination from the State office. Relatedly, partici-

-
pation in the-Sate-level network and, more particularly, in its policy

1

.
. . . .

,

s

and advisory boards, have increased the local status of its delegates,'"

who are perdeived as More. Cosmopolitan, better connected and more

influential, at the regional.and State levels.

7.4.1.
-

Lihkaiges as Outcomes
,

Outcomes have been most substantial here. The network, when

it meets, results in a state-wide forpm for discussion of e'ducãtional

.-.' issues between teachers, school administrators, college and -waver-

-sity staff and state-level administrators. These discussiqns have

direct impacts on.state educational policy and on local policy'.

SimilarlY, 'meetings of the advisoly_board_and of the several teacher-
.

center coordinators accelerate the diffuffion of new ideas anaol. new

techniques Or ptoducts appearing to have wOrked", in ope furisdiction.
;* . 4,

:

1.0

In a more general senserstate-level- meetings and coordinat6r projects

increase exchanges of prictice7relevant knowledge amongceducators,

who typicallyhavelkery few cross-role cOmmunications .(i.e:,-between

211 2 It)
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college' profesOrS, school administrators and teachers) and,a

sparse diet of within-role*exchanges.due to their geographical dis-
.

persion. In some ways, .the network meetings are a pretext for as=

sembling educators from across tile state who have=very few'other

occasiOns.to meet.

7.4.1.3 Maintenance, Growth, anA Capacity Bpi1ding State-widelMidwest
e

The four original,centers have had varied-Yates. The two studied

.in detail, Arcadia and Three Rivers, have measurably dncreased their

offerings,..audience and base of support, although°Three Rivers has

been weakened by staff turnover and by uneven support from district

administrators. Less data were collected from the other tw9 fbunding

centers, but there is evidence of personnel turnover and indications

that lOcal superintendents and State college deans are'unwilling or

unable, in a fiscally lean period, to make up the full amountA of:the

foundation grant as that source is depleted in 1981.

The five centers,which became operational in 197980 have

ha.a rough -sledding, 'although data are thin here as well. Making .

one's way economically and politically in the local landscape was

nat e'asy. It appeared that firm patronage and-commitment at either

the-State College level or district office level was harder to obtain

. then for the6first four centers. Nevertheless, the State-level policy

, board of the Teacher,Center Network-went ahead with plans to consolidatE

existing centers and to.open two new ones.

Punds have been difficult to came by. Three funding proposals -

to 'the foundation sponsoring the original grant, to the State-level

education Office 'and to the federal, government - have been turned

down. Some-small-scale projects'hAve been launchedo (writers in the

schools, in-service-upgrading of the qualifications of multi-age
4*,

classroom teachers.)
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It is not clear what will happen at the State level, when

local school districts and/qr cpliege§ a§sume total funding.

'There may well be only a skeletal coordination function, stich that

the whole network is little more than the sum of its individual

centers. With State or federal.funding, pn the other hand, the net-

work can expand toea more prominent role,in disseminating new

practices, systematically upgrading teacher qualifications, and

multiplying exchanges between knowledge-producing and -consuming

institutions. What is already clear is that the netwOrk ha§ led to

the local creation-of intermediary centers spa'nning'colleges or univer-

sities with schoOls and* thereby increasing both 'the rate and the amount

-

of practice-relevant knowledge flowing into both inst ions. Finally,

there has been a uniform process of goal enlargement within the-par-

ticipating colleges and universities as a result of their affiliation

with these centers. The in-service training function has increased

signi-fican-ily by relation to the pre-service function, and the in-
..

volvement of college staff in instructional problem-solving has risen

concurrently.
%

Practice Improvement State-wide at Midwest

Outcomes here are best viewed at the level of individual centers.

There is some evidence that State educational administrators are re-

ceiving more policy-relevant inputs as a result of the network, and

that teacher center coordinators do their jobs better as a result of

their exchanges with fellow co=ordinators. Some modest teacher

recertification projects sporiSored by the State, delivered throUgh the

network and organized y local centers may have resulted in enhanced

capacity, but cannot be causally ti,ed to specific practice improvements

213 9
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7.4.1.5 institutioñalization of the State-wide Network:Midwest
_ . .

As a set, the 9 dentera have not,as yet ,achieved stable

institutionalization (see table 7-4 ), in part owing to their

youth. They are seen locally as a legitimate, even inspiring

orga'n for Staff development, but not as a core function. Phey

provide clear rewards.to teachers and, thereby, to school aistrict

administrators; but are sometimes viewed as "frills" by the latter.

Their relationship with the State colleges Or universities to which

many centers are connected has been,.on.the whole, tentative, but

it has drawn these institutions into an expanded in-service role,

whereas their conventional mandate.was almost exclusively pre-service.

Support is still soft, especially in the case of new centers with-an
-

embryonic set of activities and no firM budgetary base. As these

centers turn to school districts and.colleges to which they are only

partially yoked and ighich themselves are,financially strapped, they

come away with little. Support has been strodger in cases where

teacher centers have sponsored workshops or courses,which are then

applied as college-level credits. The college earns revenue from

programs which the centers have designed, publicized, housed and

administered. The data suggest tl:Iat, as the web of oftentimes

implicit and non-programmatic interdependencies between centers

and state colleges grows and differentiates local support increases

and other kinds of knowledge-based exchanges occur between teachers

and College staff.



TABLE 7-4 DEGREE OF INSTITUTIONALIZATION; MIDWESTERN SITE

Supporting Conditions

Coniidered a core function
within local schools

within the college/univer=-
sitx department or faculty

Used on a regular'or daily basis

Provides benefits/payoffs to:
school administrators

teachers

university staff .

Teacher Center staff

Outperforms or eliminates com-
-peting practices

Receives-support from:
district administrators

school building admins.

college/university admins.
and deans

state-level adminitrators

Passage Completion

Achieves stable funding source-

Functions perfoi-med are certified
by:

school authorities

college/university auths.

Supply and maintenance provided
for

Organizational status is formally
established in regulations

within school district

within,university

Cycle Survival

Survives-annual budget cycles

Survives departure or
introduction of new staff

Achieves widespread use
in school district

in department, faculty of
universityycollege

in State

d.k. m don't know

Teac
Arca

r Center TeAcher Center
la Three Rivers

State Level
Teacher Center
Network
As A Whole

Present
Partly
Present

.

Still Weak

Present
Partly

* Present Still Weak

Present.
Partly
Present Still Weak

Present Present Present
. ,

Present
_

Present
.

Present
.

Present Weak
.

-
d.k. .

z

Present
Partly
Pre'sent

Partly .

Present

Present .. Present d.k.

Present Weak Still Weak

Present
Partly
Present

_

Present Present ' d.k.

1Not
Relevant

Not
-Relevant

Partly .

Present,

present Weak Absent

Present

,

Present" Present

Present Present Present

Present Weak .

Still
Weak

Absent
Partially
Present d.k..

Present
Partially
Present d.k. .,

Present Weak Dubious

i

Not
Present

4

Weak Weak '

,

PreSent
Partly
Present

Still
Weak ,

Present,
,

Absent

Still
Weak

NOt
,

Relevant
L40t-

Relevant'

. Still .

Weak

.
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Outcomes Summary-for the Arcadia Site: Yir17,Tern State

7.4.2.1 Power and Status Outcomes

At the individual level,.teachers refekred

often to thesacquisition of a sense Of professionalism, as mentioned

above. The,connotation was that of heightened self-esteem rather than

external validation. Since workshop participation wis used--as WAs

the case in all centers-.-primacily to gain contract,renewal by

accumulating a fixed number of workshop hours'every five years,.there

were no 'Increments in terms of advenced degrees or 'Setter positioning

for .promotions. Arcadia State College staff, on the other hand,
, ,(

especially the two center staff members, perceived themsslves as

having increased local leverage and greater influenCe within the

College. They were also so perceived by other kespondents, who

spoke as well'of an enhanced reputation Of the Center :throughout

- the State, notably in the State educational office.

Organizationally, local school and county administrators

appeared to enjoy the sociai recognition symbolized by the State

College's program, but.took it more for grAnted than at other sites

in the study. 'At the college.itself, the two center staff members,

their department and the Psychology and Educatiph section enj,oyed

an enhanced institutional reputation and collected a series of bar-

gaining chips which were later traded in the form of increased

phySical space for the center and a project, ed increase in staffing

in-111e five-year,pIan. The center became something of a showpiece

for the department and the State college who were competing with

neighboring institUtions for high-school graduates from a fast-

.4; )
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declining pool of teacheis in training. That Arcadia herd its own

not only in recruitment but also in subsequent placement of its
4

graduates was attributed to a great extent to the center, Ighich then

enjoyed enhanced status. There werl Other forms of --usually

implicitbargaining and exchange. For instance, school administrators

reciprocated teacher center services by g ing teachers more releaded

time during school hours, by bussing pupis i:nto the center for work

P

,with pre-service candidates, by donating m teria/s.

7.4.2.2 *Linkages as Outcomes at la -

At the individual-level, teachers reported a More

intense and consequential exchange of materials, ideas and instruc-

tional tedhniqpes as a result of teacher center Use. Much of the

exchange,occurrea primarily at the center, but some resulted from

social networks created after worXshop were over.' There were also

systematic reports of increased professional exchanges within the-

schools; teachers would, for example, return from the center with

"a surprise': for a colleague or, alternatively, would pass on

materials or.idea formats toothers. Time was also set aside during

staff meetings-to propose-purchases, workshops or special projects

to the center, an activity which involved local teachers in more

.substantive exchanges.

There was a similar phenomenon within the State College. Staff

memhers in the center. woTked together on a daily basis; other de-

partmental members came in for spe" cial projects or as resources.

Team-teaching experiments were undertaken across departments whose

members-workea as well with pre-service teachers.', More distant

departments (music, mathematics, physical education) borrowed center
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materials or taught courses there: In one serial, a summer workshop

student was initially referred to a math professor for a project in

computer programming, who then developed the idea of a course.to

be taught in the center by a member of is departMent. More signi-.

,ficant, continuous liriks were established between loCal

the center, whose staff considered itself "on call" to the eight

school districts it serviceA.
7.4.2.3 Maintenance, c,rowth, and capacity as Outcomes at Arcaaia

Testimony frometeachers was

embarrass.ingly evangelical, with references to "rejuvenation" and

"revitalization." Basically, as one informant said, "I use the

center to feel I'm an o.k. teacher," to ward off stagnation and

"get re-enthused." The center provided a sense of "feeling abreast

with my field" and "getting updated," which,took on more signiflcance

in a rural region whlch had had, Up to that point, almost no resourdes

for professional development aside from summe'r courses. Several

informants also mentiongd pressing their superintendentg for more

local in-service.

Within the .college, the two center staff members dwelled more

on the costs of a dias-tically increased outreach activity. Both
1

felt they had less time aVailable for reading or course preparation; -

one.felt that the strong emphasis on hands-on teaching'reduced

coUrse coverage.and more conceptual inputs. At the organizational

level, however, the center thrived. During the 18 months of thiS

study, its physical space was doubled, its support staff put on

stable college funds,and its program made the centerpiece of a proposal

to grant graduate-leVel certification for a new program in elementary

education. Such a program would, of necessity, generate revenue

to the college through in-service enrollments.
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7.4.2.4 Practice Improvement Outcomes at.Arcadia

Teachers reported uniformly an enriched

materials base and a more diverse repertoire of activities as a

result of center use. 'Some tied this to pupil gains; most claimed

more generally that they'were' more effective in the classroom.

This was especially the case for areas in which teachers felt weak,

a Tinding replicated at the Three Rivers site (see below). There
J

were two additional findings of interest. Informants invariably

mentioned at,least one incident in which the center served as a crutch;

stimulant or repository-for undertaking changes in the classroom.

Many felt that they would not have followed 'firough on these projects

without the, structure provided in the workshop format. All claimed

that classroom practice.had been measurably improved; most said.

that they were encouraged thereby to try another, sometimes more

ambitious, project.. A second.finding of note: although all respon-

dents felt that that the center was pluralistic, i.e., did not

° .advocate a particular approach or theory, several remarked that

their instruction had clianged. There was more pupil self-direction,

individualization of instructional treatments and integration of

curricuia as, for example, ip a learning center approach observed

in one school. Milch of this appeared to stem from t6 materials-

based nature of the-center's resources and from-observations of

pre-serviCe students using inquiry and simulation approaches with the

visiting teacher's pupils.
7.4.2.5- Institutionalization at Arcadia

As table7-3 :hows, the Arcadia Center is

routinized in its fifth year as a member of the state-Wide network.

Teachers=view the center," S an extension of my school; it's the.,

first place I think to go when I have a'problem or when I start

getting organized in the fall."' Workshop participation also appear
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to be built into their pcOfessional routines, as does the ordering

of materials and the scanning of the newsletter for new materials

received. Local and,district school aaministrators appear (data

are thinner here) to view the center as a bOttomless resource,

reposito'ry for their staff for which they'pay virtually nothing.

The State college administratinon supports the Abter unequivocally .

and derives very tangible rewards from it. The proportion of budget

accounted for by the founption grant has been,picked up by the

college.

.7,4.3 Outcomes Summary for the Three Fivers Site: Micwesterill State

7.4.3.1 Power and Status Outcomes

The center provided status enhancement to teachers in three

ways: giving social recognition through the investment made on

their behalf by North Central professors, acquiring credits toward

post-graduate degrees which could eventually aid in promotion, and

enhancing the statiA .of those teachers who gave workshops on their

own practices. The university gained in status for having originated

the state-wide network more than for having helped t 'found the

local center. The teacher center coordinator, who was a graduate

assistant at North Central University, came to be perceived as'hn

expert on the needs and characteristics of practitioners, and to

take on the role of the formal conduit between the university and

local schools.
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Viere tere alSo some power shifts worth noting. As the teache'r

center Centralized the bulk of in-service training, district admini-

strators and school principals lost some control over the choice of

training events and trainers. Here was a classic instance (:)f tacit

inter-institutional bargaining; the schOol district gained in

capacity but lost in control and implicitly agreed to the transaction.

7.4.3.2 Linkaces as Outcomes at Three Rivers

Outcomes have the same trend but a'lower impact than at the

Arcadia ite. Individual teachers repOrted slightly more within-

building exchanges stemming from teacher center use, with one dramatic

exception (the micro-computer project) in which lateral exchanges

were multiplied. Some exchanges of materials, experiences and ideas

between buildings were also reported. Institutionally, the teacher'.

center provided a more formalized structure for access to university ,

expertise,-replacing ZO some degree the "old boys' network"
40

.which school administrators haci used to contact university staff on

a problem-by-problem basis.

At the university, individual professors in the elementary

education, department felt that they nOW had more contact with and

interest 1h practitioners; whereas their prior concerns had been

prima4-ily with pre-service students. For the college of education

as a whale, the teacher Center had become the chief,'if, not the

sole, vehicle for contactith local school. Increasingly, in

fact, the teaches center played a middleMan role, putting university

staff in contact with school personnel, drganizing certificate-
.

grantihg programs to be attended by teacher's and taught by North

Central staff, matching research foci in the elementary education

department with expressed needs of teachers as these surfaced,during
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teacher center events.

7.4.3.3 Maintenance, Growth, and Capacity 7.ui1ciina as Outcomes at
Three Rlyers

Individual teachers associated activity at the center with

professional growk Testimony was not as strong as at Arcadia--

possibly because of the absence of alternative knowledge resources

in Arcadiabut thetirection was similar. Teachers felt they could

remain "up to date," that they now had more resources available fOr

practice improvement and that the center was a stagnation-fighter,

a source of skill extension and a stimulant.to the adoption of

new practices. Finally, the center provided.teachers with acces8
. i

-I

to "the best practices other teachers around here are usirig."

Organizationally, teachers and administrators credited the

center with increasing the circulation of new ideas and practices,

with providing a supf)ort system for.teachers whidh had been'more

random and fluid in the past and with the more rapid dissemination

of university knowledge and instrumentation. The fin'al iem

warrants an illustration, since it touches the core4if knowledge

transfer between knowledge-producing and -using units. A math

professor, in experimenting with the measurement of children's

1computation and logical reasoning processes, began to use micro-

computers both as a diagnostic and an instructionaltdevice: He

showed the device to staff' members at the center, who organized

workshop:, for which the professor provided sample programs and t

micro-processor itself. Very rapidly, the hardwate and programs/

were checked out and extended (a wider range of pibgrams, a sec

micro-processor) , with wide-ranging impacts at the classtfoom le el.

The serial ends ultimately with the purchase by the district

micro-processors, largely as a result of teacher'center actizi4.
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A second example: aisgeography professor from'another college .

within the university sought to disseminate new.materials for use

in schools and contacted the teacher center as ap intermediary for
. . . ._ .

displaying.the material, training teachers and giving follow-up
0

,

assistance throughout the district. ,,,.

,

. ,
.

.-

The f
.irst illustratioll is,moreaelling.yet whenoutcomes are

or
..

traced out to the university end. In this incident, interaction

with in-service teachers led 'to revisions in the prcifeksOr's teaching

and in his research 'orientations, both'of which became "more complex,
0

more open to dissonant information, minre of 'an asker of questiOns

tban d provider of solutions.,"

There were other,modest institutional changes at the univdrsity

which merit mentioning: a-shift in'priorities more fully'to in-
,.

4a
service training and *consultation, 4mcreased.reenUes through enroll-

ment in center-organized workshops which could be used forcontinuing

credit" extensio* q'resources foe cOurSework to the teacher center

resource bank and, on a less sengUine nOte,"roie overload, on the

professors in the elementary educational department who worked
6

closely with the center.
,

A lival outcome in this category, is also pertinent. The Three

Rivers center was defined, perhaps more sharply than the other

'centers, as a,resource for, between and by teachers. -That the

university chose to sponsor such a center and to elevate the social

status of craft knowledge was an additional reinforcement. Along

with increments,in craft pride came some raising of collective

consciousness and, with that, a somewhat more militant note in 4

discussions with school administrators.
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7.4.3.4 Practice Improvements at Three Fivers

Teachers repugted that the center had helped demonstrably

to' enrich 'their curriculum and store ok instructional materials,

and had led to morp diverSity in the organi zation of classro om
A

instruction. The same finding eMerged from a survey conducted by'

a North Centraf graduate stuci4nt. What did not emerge krOm-the

sur;iey but was underlined in interviews as the center role in making
e

teachers stronger in areas.in which they felt underqualified, often

.the science area. Where activity centers had been distributed and
,

teachers had taken igOrkshops in this dom41in, there wasevidence of

greater integra4on of curriculum in the classroom. Themicro-
,i

compUter and_pbets-ip7the-classroom proiects both led to assertive,
4

claims of instructibnil effectiveness and pupil gains.

In the university, staff members who.had worked with center

,participants claimed that they now had "a more complex vision of

school practirce" and that their teaching was more practitioner--

sensitilie, more "grounded." For the few who had research activity

underway, the outcome waeanalogous. In a More macro-organizational
,

sense, the ean felt that the center provided a more rapid and

efficient comduit for the-dissemination of conceptual and instrumental

knoviledge from,the university to practitioners.

7.4.3.5 institutionalization at Three Rivers
#

makes clear, the Three Rivers centeris not

strongly'iristitutionalized. Although its outreach is increasingly

wider (according-to center statistics, nearly half the elementary

level teachers and one-quarter og the secondary level teachers in

the district-used the center ih 1979-80) its activities are not

seen as indispensibl to district teachers or administratbrs, nor
4
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:

J

ta, the Tiversity staff as a who,14. Its strongest support comes

from the'college dean, a prime mover in the founding ef the center

to wtlich he has a personal comMi.5ment. But the center is, there

as well.,-only one 'of our commitments and not

with our teaching." The center appears:to be

a major ond,compared

orphaned/ without 6.

strons cieims of ownership.made by the university' or, the school

district. Only recently has teacher*commitment so/idifipd,..and it

may be more rel.ated to teachdr-administrator conflict.thanto center.
1..

support'per se. Rew,ards _ccruing to teachers are concrete and;
T

numerousbut meshW, &her practice-improvin3 inputs avail-

able in the district and,ttergb dilute the impact Made*specifically

by the teacher center. -ReT/44.r.ds at admirlistrative level are also

present,.but-are intermixed with reservations about the whale

enterprise. Few university'staff profit directly.

Stable furiding -is uncertain. Unlike the-Arcadia center,

Three Rivers has rio bacX-up resourCe base.' It ppys for-its auto-
.

nomy in reduced budgetary afgha institutional suppbrt; havingi-already:

been cut back foc 1981. Noc does it provide'steady rewards for
$

its pd-rsonnelamong whom more turnover is likelY. Ironically,

although the Three-R,ivers_center Ias become.highly vitible and

familiar fo local practitioners; and_has created 'durable links with g

a small.set of university staff, 4s
4 -

fragile.

s*i

institutiOnal.bae'remains



PART EIGHT: CAUSAL ANALYSIS

8.1 ENERAL MODEL

Cross-site analysis also included an at:tel4t to look

across-the three cases for common patterns. We were inter-

ested in comparing cases having a "positive" profile of

4'-outcomeS (e.gz,.classroom practiceimprovement and increase

in between-schodl, linkages, growth in research or servicing

cal5acity within partiCipating universities, to determine
4 ;

which constellition of factois led to silch outcomes and

whether there was an overlap between constellations across

cases. We also'wanted to know whether cases with an inci-
. 1 0

dence'of negative outcomes were comparable and contrasted

,in a systematic way with the stream of variables leading

to-the outcomes in "positive" cases.

There were some Obvious,methodological problems in

'conducting this exercise. With a- total of five cases

(Arcadia and Three Rivers for the Midwestern site, Cardon

and Banburg for the Eastern State site and the-I0A as a

Xhole or the Eastern Private site), any comparison would

entail mote variables than cases. Also, contrasts and com-

parisons were carried out with qualitative data using logical
N

,

induction rather than with quantitative'data using procedures.
-

Identification of ,key variables. Qualitative modeling

was built into 'the data collection process. During field
. -visit,write-ups nd-coding, researchers identified important

themes which recurred and appeared to account forthe pattern

of outcomes. These leit Motifs .were explored in more detail,

since they appeared.salient at the local sites and consti-

tuted a cluster of variables that covaried in a systematic

way. For example, the theme of "local commitment" recurred

-in the Midwestern case. When unbundled, it contained

several distinct variables, e.g., degree of school-university

*The procedures and products outlined in this section were
developed by M.B. Miles and A.M. Huberman in a national study
of education innovation,' Crandall, D., et al, A Study of
Dissemination Efforts Supporting School Improvement. Andover,
Mass., The Network, 1981. Any use of the procedures and
tools should be credited appropriately.
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coupling, number of.'informal links,- goal congruencei

centrality of the universitys servicehoutreach function

and history of collaboration. This cluster of variables

helped to explain the pattern bf school-university inter-

actions around which the interor5anizational arrangement was

built.

Each field researcher accumulateda list of leit motifs

and core variables thrOughout the,collection of data. These

lists were empirically driven; they emerged pritarily from

the data and could be shown to exert a strong directional

influence at each of the sites studied. At the end of data

collection, lists from each of the three cases were compared.

There emerged a core set of 51 variables commOn'to all cases.

Variables were then arrayed temporally, as in a path model,

and checks were made withineach case to confirm both the,

direction of causal influence and the pattern of covariation.

For instance, low access.to alternative knowledge resources

led to higher institutional priorities qf NA membership .

by school officials in ,three of the five IOAs studied. In

the remaining two cases, greater access to such resources

appeared to lower institutional priorities of membershiP-
.

in the interorganizational arrangement. In all five instances,

acpess to knowledge resources and degree of institutional

priority were key variables.

The general model for the five sites itudidd is shown

in Figure 811 . The 51 vari.ables'are grouped into nine

thematic categoiies. We can review the model rapidly as

a portrayal of the life cycle of the interorganizational

arrangement, beginning with the relationships between the

college/university and-the school district(s) prior to the

-creation of the arrangement. Wp hypdthe'size hat the crose-
.

nessandpositive nature of antecedent coupling determines .

to a great extent the commitments made to this enterprise

by the.school district(s) and by the Earticipating college
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Figure 8-1 General Model for the IOA
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of education. The strength'bf"these 'commitMents then

reinforces--or in the case of low commitment, weakens--

the efforts of staff members of the arrangement. In some

cases, the.chakacteristiCs of the leader or coordinator of

the arrangeMent can influence the *level bf commitment iu

the participating colleges and schools--thus the broken

line leading from staff characteristics baCk to the boxes

for school and university commitment

.
Staff efforts lead to the design and implementation of.,

the IOA program. Successful arrangements are charatterized

bY diVersity of needs of participating units-by IOA staff.

The program can also be,strengthened by external Inputs, in

the form of-funds and/or external information.expertise.

The suCcess of program efforts tan be judged by the

indicators of IOA development,'including the degree of use by

members, the number and closeness of ties and the degree to

which the arrangement becomes durably institutionalized.

Differing degrees of_development should then result in

,differing outcomes at'the school and college levels.

8.2. SITE-SPECIFIC CAUSAL NETWORKS

The core set_bf.variable's was-also used to map causal
6

relationships within each of the cases. Taking this-set and

adding to it variables whith.were -site-specific, each analyst

constructed a time-linked causal network moving from ante-

cedents to.Mediating factors and out to ultimate outcomes.

This schema constituted the most parsimonious account of

events and-outcomes at eath of the five sitee. For each

network, a detailed explanatory text was drafted. Schema

and text went then to the primary informant at each site for

comments and amendm'ents, after which a final rendering was

made.

The causal,network and accompanying explanation for-each

of,the five sites are presented below. -Summary instructions

for reading.these networks are'given along with the first one.
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In addition, a network for each of three IOAs will be illustrated

with one of the mini case studies or "serials" which were

conducted in the course of data collection.

8.2.1. Midwestern Case (Arcadia and Three Rivers Sites).

Introduction. As oted earlier, the causal,network tries

to /5ut on one fold-out or:reduced sheet ,the keY variables

and their interactions during the 12-month period_of data

collection. Each network is constructed from core-,or common

variakfes aoross sites and of site-specific variables. For

example, on the causal network for Arcadia scale.of site (4)

and inter-university dadpetitiveness (23) are site-specific

and are asterisked on the network. Double.71ined boxes denote

variables judged-to be of particular importance. Broken-

line boxes contain variables judged to be-of less importance,

but important to include as a contributing-factbr.

The network is organized in the.folIowing way: the

beginning or antecedent variables are at the left of the'page

(nos. 1-12). They giye way to intermediate or intervening

variables, which usually come later in the history of the ION;

they cover variables 13-48. The outcome variables are arrayed

in the.far right column, from nos. 49-55.

Each e0x has a rating, high, moderate or low. For instance,

box #.3, "history of collabbration," is high, denoting a

school-university collaboration which-was fairly active before

the IOA was created. The arrow goes to box #2, "no. school-

university formal links," indicating that the history of

- _collaboratioh contributed to a high/moderate number of formal

arrangements between the two partners prior to the formal

creation of the IOA.

Some boXes have "'low" ratings, such as #14, "access to

alvternative knowledge resources" (besides those provided by

the intermediary agency of I0A). Low does not mean negative

or inadequate. For example, box #4 signifies small-scale,

not poor scale.
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1

1

When an arrow goes from a "high" box to another "high

box" there is no sign above the arrow. The same is true

for arroys.connecting "love boxebr However,'when-la Aigh"

box is connected to a "low" box or a "low" leqds .r a "high"
,

.

there is a (-) sign above the arrow to indicate a' reverse

li
causal influence. For instance, (smallness of) cale of

the.site, box #4; helps to create a high "no. of school-

university formal links, box #3." The low-to-hi h sequehce

accounts for the (-) above the arrow.

One final detail: There are three global treams in

the flow chart. The stream along the ttop of the figure has

most of the school'district liariables. The stzleam along

the bottom has most of the'college/university Nariables.

4 The denterstream contains the variables for t e,10A as a

whole.
.

4.
f i

Reading the network for the Arcadia site." For the
f

Arcadia 'school district, the antecedent vari4les prepared

it-well for a more intensive inliolvement'with Arcadia State.
.,.-

There were few internal funds (1) to organiz 4its own in-

.service activitieband, as a result, a low cnnninent of

resources (9) to Arcadia State prior to the reation of the

Arcadia Teacher Center. There-wire Also fe resources in
.,

terms of materials or expertise near at hand (14), partly as

a.result of low funds and partly since the istrict and

surrounding counties had close ties (were c4osely coupled)

with Arcadia State (140). When the ArcadialTeachei Center
. .-

was created and received external funding p.5), thereby

increasing its already voiuminous resourcelbank (18) and

allowing for workshops and _ppecial projectis along with borrow-

ing materials (17), the surrounding school( districts perceived

the teacher center as a highly beneficialiresource (16) to

have nearby. This was even more the-caselsince tile center
-

provided an easily accessible and productive way of getting

in-serVicelcredits nbeded for contract renewal (14a).
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The antecedent variables for Arcadia State College also

predicted the creation of more intensive links-with surrounding

schools and teachers. The college had a strong commitment

to service and outreach (5), with a correspondingly*lower

priority for publication and research. Much of this was due

to the small scale of both the college and the surrounding

districts (4) which the college was meant to serviceL the

college saw its principal clientele as local (12) rather than

statewide Or natiOnal. There was therefore a good matCh when

the ideology of:the future teacher center coordinator (6)

stressed outreach and practice improvement within the

surrounding schools. Anothei important characteiigtic of

the coordinator was his background as former teacher and ad-

ministrator, which made. him a "homophile" (7) of the teachers

and thereby a .good boundary-spanner between the college and

the surrounding schools. These three factors--tervice

trality, Outreach centered ideology and coordinator homophily-

combined to orient the career incentives of the coordinator

,(13) toward a more teacher-sensitive approach in his own

college-level instruction and a desire to make an impact on

the localeducational landscape.

The predictors of tha interorganizational arrangeMent
k

as a whole overlap with the school district and college

variables. The history of collaboration (3), nqtably in

connection with pre-service training of, teachers, led to a

high/moderate degree of linka4e'(2) between the College and

surrounding schools and meant that the two ehtities Were

moderately well coupled (10), i.e., interdependent, 13efore

the teaCher center was created. There was also, and as a

result of. the collaboration and coup14ng, go0d congruence (11)

between the objectives of the college and the objectives of

local school officials and.teachers.

The intervening variables begin around the 1975-76 school

year as the future coordinatormoved into a new, enlarged space
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.
.

. , .-
for his teaching and began to asseMble a loarge,resource bank

,..., ,

pomprising (18).kits, games, teachWmaae materials, com-
.. .

Aertial programs and publishers.' series. The 'resource bank

'also grew as a result of two stream ofexternaL funding',(15),

.one ffbm special in-servie:project (e.g.; the hon-degree

prbgram arid-the sPecial education project) and the other

fri6m the statewide Teadher center'projeCt.with which Arcadia.

State was a#filiated -as a charter meler in 1977. 'External 1

funding allowed foe a.widening.of the,in-service.foimat to
,

include workshops and summer seminars along with special

projects sponsored by'the statewide fie *ork (eg., the poets,

in the schools ,project),.: The variety of activities (17)'

along 'With the,wealth.of t'he resouz:ce base, heightened the
A A

perception by surrounOing adminAstrators and "teachers that

the teachtr center is of bdnefit to them (16).

4 ,The center then appeared to take off. The energy of the

cobrainator (19) fueIediby gareer-related motivation's of

service and of4inCreased local impact, led to a diVersifica-
A't

tion of objectives (22). In-iperookce concerns grewi attempts

were made to cbnnect other coklege members to the center.

MechaniSms were put inplace.to encburage teachees to make
4

instructional changes using the center as a resource bank.

and 4 stimu1ant0 one-on=one consultations between 'area
,

teachers and teagher center staff became more frequent.

Use of the center also grew as a result of the coordinztor's

perception that area teachers would come more often, have

more professional exchanges with other teachers and exploit
. . 6.k

..the materials bank bettergif the,center were informal and

phYsically comfot:Eable (20) and if teachers were made to feel

.that Arcadia College staff were..concerned aboutttheir pro--

fessibnal development.

The diversification of objectives (22) seems to be a

linchpin. Part of activity diversification involved longer-

term collaborations (21) between teachers and the center.

For example, teachers brought their pupils in for two-week
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4

-

4

r

-

periods; they.planned and initfated an individual prpject

-duringAhe summer workshOps and followed through-on .1,t by

i. 'comet. These:two activities got the cehter into the change-
, ,

borrowing materials from the cener and;reporting on out-
. ,

- .

acaelerating business moreairectly ana the fostering on

practice change.becomes..a,more salient oiijective (22). As
,

this happened,-more teachers came to use,kthe oenter for one
.

of,its several functions (24) '. There waS-a resulting
. . y

ileightening of--teacher suppdtt (28) for the center and a
, .

greater dependence by area administrators on the center as
,

the principal resource for4n-Seryice:training and'OngOing
.

-..

instrUctional Improvement. This in turrvincreased an alieady
4, ,

,

high level of suppore foe the center on theApart of area
,

'adthinistrabrs (27), Diversification, of objectives also
.

. 4 ied.to otherdshifts. U0e of 'the center became Tpre central

.;to teachers (29),.Tbre buflt,into their monthly.,and yearly

routines pf p1annipg instruction, making duriicuibm or
tu

oiganizational Changes, diffOrentiating.'the,learning pt-ocess
0

in class, enriching back7up materials,and'getting stronger

in weak areas. Teachercent ieality n turn intensified the
. .

links between the.center andsuripunaing SchooiS' (35), ,

,

which in turn coupled the two partners still more'closely (45).

Jklso, as the center intensifiea theae links, teaCheri found
4.

0
themselves, exchanging materials, ideas and experiences- (39)

more than.in the past: ,Finall.y,udiverSity of,objectives

added to the visibility ahd prominence of th-4 teachee center

(30), not only in the area_sctiools but-alSo within Vie.00llege u

where'it was seen-as successful, as a resource for other

departments and as a sourde of dncieased funding, better

recruitment Of, freshmen and 'of better job placeMent for

graduating teachers (25),-
t

..
The antecedents and consequences-of support'within

Arcadia State College were important factori ih accounting

for outcomes obtained throUgh the teaCher center. As the ,

number of high school graduate's declined.(8a), there wag

increased competition beiween colleges/universities in the
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same catchment area for recruitment of new students (23).

This also created funding problems at the competing institu--

tions. As the Arcadia Teacher Center brought in funds

through enrollments in workshops and special orojects, and

as it seemed to be an attraction tor high school seniors

shopping around among the various colleges and universities,

the Arcadia college administration saw the benefits accruing

to the college (25). These perceived benefits heightened

the influence or "clout" of the coordinator (31) , as did the

increased prominence of the center in the area and within

the statewide teacher center network (30). This contributed

to the strengthening of the coordinator's commitment to the

teacher center enterprise (36), leading in turn to leadership

and staff stability (40 and 41). Also,-the benefits per-

ceived by the college induced still stronger college-level

support for the center (32), a greater degree of dependence

on the center (33) as a centerpiece for recruitment and out-

reach, a higher priority of the center within the college

(37) and an increased commitment of resoUrces (48), notably

space and funds for purchasing more res Urce materials. As

the college committed these resources; t also picked up .the

part of the funding provided externally through the statewide

network and thereby helped to ensure t e institutionalization

of the center (52) as an internally bu geted operation.

Moving closer to the outcomes alo g the bottom or college

"stream" of variables, diversity of o jectives (22) included

an attempt to draw other college instiuctors and departments4

into the center, both as users and asipartners in collaborative

projects or integrated per-service c rsework. This enhanced

links betWeen the center and the res of Arcadia State (44)

and even'to some degree between collge staff itself, These

links heightened the status of the Center (47) among college

staff and ultimately increased the College's capacity for«

service/outreach, along-with increasing the resource pool

available for college professors uslng teacher center materials

and facilities (54). It should'benotedhowever, that these

increases-were moderate; the center did not revolutionize the

college.
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Two intriguing intervening variables, influence of school

officials and teachers on the center (38) and influence of

the college administration on the center (42) bear some com-

- ment. Both were judged low-moderate. The logic here is that

while teachers and administrators had clear and strong input

into the Center through its governance and materials-purchasing

procedures, many if not most of .the center's thrusts came.

from its staff, notably from its coordinator. Examples were

the special projects (non-degree teachers, water diversion

project, energy education, nature studies, one-week wOrkshops

with follow-up and two-week visits by area teachers). ghe

area supported the center strongly (27) and considered it a

high priority (44)4 but showed such support in some self-

effacing ways, generally by Approving all initiatives coming

from the center. Note also that both the early and later

resource commitment by the schools (9 and 46).were low.

There were in-kind services, suCh as release time and trans-
,

portation to the center, but no funds, for example, for staff

or physical space. Such resource commitment would have been

forthcoming had'it been asked for. But influence frord school

districts might have been greater if more considerable

resources had been invested. As the arrow from #48 to #46

shows, the fact that the college picked up all the fixed-

costs reduced the necessity for area schools to contribute

funds.

The logic for #42 is similar. As the figure shows, the

enterprising "clout" of the coordinator, together with his

commitment and high "ownership" of the center, put the college

-administration in a more passive, almost "blindly" supporting

Anode. The teacher center had a high priority for college

officials (37) who realized that this had not been their
,

initiative and, that the best way to nurture it was to give

it carte blanche. So college officlals were not influential

as.much-is they were supportive. There is one caveat here.

'The department chairman was inStruMentalsin mott of the

center's endeavors, but should be Seen more as a partner in

the projecb than as an administratve facili"tator.
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Lopking now at the outcomes, the area teachers and

schools did not groc41(measurably in power or statue (49) as

a result of the-arrangement. Collaborating with the .collpge

was not seen as a status enhancement, largely becausef
the smallness of scale and the service/outreach orientation

at,Arcadia state. Teachers did''report a heightened sense

of professionalism, but this was better connected to the

enlarged eense of Capacity (50) perceted by teachgrs and

administrators. With the centers resources at hand, more

could be undertaken and-accomplished, and teachers could

remain abreast of tlie field. The various workshOps.and con-

sultations resulting from the tighter coupling between the

college and area schools (45) led to widespread reports of

practice improvement (51) in the classroom, notably in areas'

of weakness.

As Mentioned earlier, the growth of the center also

contributed modestly to,capacity enlargement,and practice

improvement within thp college (54.and 55). 'And both the

new prominence of the teacher center (30)- and the resources

it brought in as a result of closer college-school-linkage

35) enhanced ths status and ihfluence of Ar'oadia State (53),

leading it, for exampae to propose a post-graduate prbgram

of which the center would be a central component.

Illudtration. s a particUlarly successful arrangement,

the Arcadia case warrants closer study. The best way of

doing this, as for the other cases, -is to read the case history

itself (Huberman, 1981). However, some of that flavor

can'be rendered through an illustration which depicts the

sequence and chaining of several core variables at Arcadia.

We derive the illustration'from one of the four micro-analytic

case studies or "seiials" reported in the Arcadia case history.

The Nature Studies serial. This was the most ambitious

episode in the life of the Arcadia teacher center during the

five years studied. It is a %pod cameo of the multiplicative
. *

effects %it Arcadia of one activity in generating otheri.

, Here is`the story in capsule form.

*Volume I of this set
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In 1976, some 14'acres Qf undeveloped larid just west

of the town center-was donated to the local.parks commission.

The cpmmission consulted with A local resident, Alan Janeway,
, . . .

& facul

X
nmember in biology at Arcadia State. Janeway cou-

seled t commission to leave.the area as it was, with its

natural vegetation and animal life (otters ana beavers).
. . . . -

Early in 1978, the commission received a letter from
,

the Youth Conservation Corps, asking for proposals in educa-

tion or conservational adtivities that the YCC could fund.

One member of the commisslon, a fifth grade teacher in the

town/ came up with the idea of teachers bringing their classes

to the area for observations, plant and leaf collection, the'

study of.rocks and soil and pbssibly some small experiments.

The commission discussed the idea, approved it and namiciated

.
theacommission president, Dr. Janeway, and Beth Lessing to

draft the proposal. 'Beth Lesaing was the wife of,Doh*Lessing,

the Arcadia Teacher Center coordinator. It was she who
r

generated the concept.
.

. .

The proposal called for the Youth Conservation CorpS

to ,clear the area, lay down trails and draw up formats ,for

nature study by school-age -children and their teachers.. The
,

.

proposal was submitted in September of.1978 and approved the

following spring A high school biology teacher, Steve Migros,
,

was hired as project director for the summer program.

Don Lessing began to reflect on this project during the

summer of 1979, having followed its progress through his wife

and through Migros, a personal Vriend and.the husband of a

professor in the art department with whom Lessing collaborated.

He came up with a concept calling for teachers to bring their

classes directly to the nature area, where interns would take

charge of observations, exPeriments And projects-carried out

by pup/ild.

Tihe parks 'commission had no Money for maintenance of

the area after the summer project. Lessing proposed that the

teachlr center take over responsibility for maintenance and

educational use. He found $1:000 in the center budget to
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cover 41.1ese costs. More accurately, "I asked Robert (Goff,

the department chairman) it we codld do it; he found the

money."

Lessing then looked around for belp in designing the

area Por.instructional use. Through the grapeyine of fellow
4

*gxperimental Program graduates, be located a school princi-

pal in a neighboring state, who came to Ardadis "with boxes

and boxes of materiali." 'Here the concept evolved,of setting

*.dp 11 "learning stations" along the trail with different. '

observations) exercises and experiments.

At the start of the 1979 fall quarter, the teacher center

produced a brochure about the area and a Looklet of activities

for visitors. The class visits Were described in the news-
.

letter, which went out on a Monday. By Wednesday, the fall

.quarter wasbooked. 'Apparently, teachers liked the idea of

Outdoor instruction with the possibility*of following up in

the.Classroom.
,

Some 15 teabhers and 300 pupils came to the nature studie

area that fall- "There weren't any major problems." Although

there were no mAjor problems, there were some features need-

ing correction The dean of the college waned a' Syllabus

for submissidn and approVal before this actiVity,coUld be

written into the .third-year intern prograM. The internS,

who were.to plan in advance a series of observations and

experiments, CaMe underrprepared to the area. Also, few of, N

the teachers followed up on the visit in -their classes.. The

great number of learping stations (11). made Visits rushed

and- often sUperficial.

:The yisitt continued in the spring. Several Changes were,

made progressively. The number c)4 learning stations was

reduced to four. Interns prepared for the Visits by preparing

a single activity-, whIch involved fairly extenSive research

and preparation of materials. A more elabOrate broChure con-,

taining preparatory and follow-up ideas for area teachers

was Writterynd diStributpd), ._.7nereJwaSHspade-work-On.a self-"

gdidirigtour,for-teaChers and area resideritt,
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Other features were apded, e.g.; use of the area and

its trails during the winter for cross-country skiing. The

center, with fi44ficial aid froW the physical education de-

partment and R. Gof, bought 20 palrs.of skis and rented

them out. Three canoes were bought and a canoe trip inte-

grated into the visits to the area.

There were further spin-off productg. Lessing scheduled

a wirkshop on nature studies in the summer workshop program

for 1980, and prepared activities through the eighth grade

level in order to reach secondark school-teachers. The format

for the workshop was similar to his coursework. It derived
4

in large part from the Experimental Progriam- Participants

did the same things which pupils would be doirig;'observations,
-

experiments, collections and project .work calling for the

integration of basic skills With small area studies.

Finally, in the fall,.two new rooms were set up for

research and seminar work on nature'studies. Lessing'ordered

more materials and erected displays.

Outcomes. In the initial 18 months, 86 teachers and 450

pup*ls were brought through the nature studies area. Inter-

views with four users yielded positive assessments. Teachers

said that children were "really turned on" by the visit,

that pupils began bringing in pictures and samples of plant

life for class discussion, that otherwise abstract areas; sUch

as ecology, were now discussed with more interest and'.thorough-

ness. Far more in-class work on nature studies was done. In

several instances, teachers brought their classes to similar

areas near the school for follow-up activities. All informants

reported that science had been.one of their weakest areas

and that they had jumped at the'oppottunity to observe the

interns at work, to collect materials and to receive a more

elaborate brochure with ideas for preparing and following up

on the'visit.
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Community groupsa teachers' association, cub scouts,

retired personsused the area more extensively in the second

year. ,There were more requests -from area teachers than time

slots. Lessing saw this ds indicating "there's a real need

here; it's still untapped."

Further develo ments, future ex ectations. The workshop

was to be continued in the summer of 1981. Lessing had al-

ready collected an Impressive bulk of materials for that

workshop and fdr the resource bank. Lessing had also got

together with Goff and Janeway to write a grant proposal to

the U.S. Office of Education in order to further develop the

area. The basic concept Consisted of teachers within a 100-

mile radius attending a,week-long workshop in nature studies,

then carrying out an individUal project in their home schools.

Regional conferences would allow teachers in the same part

.of the region to exchange materials and experiences. There

was also a, provision for the project staff to circulate

among participating schools in order to help with follow-up

actiVities. Finally, the project would yield an extensive

self-guiding tour for area teachers.

Lessin4 and Janeway had also designed a project to set

up segments of the natUre studies area for growing native

prairie grasses, which had virtuallY become extinct i!rf the

area. Here as well, spinoff activities were planned. (It

is important to remember that all these developments occurred

over an 18-month period.)

Analysis. As in the other substantive serials at Arcadia

there was a synergistic effect from the marriage of enter--

'preneurship, ingenuity, easy linkage with.sources of expertise'

.and support and a good sense of the educational "market" ip

terms of teacher needs. The project siknply'kept expanding

and, in so doing, reached out to a wider public and consbli-

dated inst4tutional support systems while at the same time

debugging anddifferentiating the'activity itself.



.The serial also illustrates some of the key variables

and their links that were shown on the ca.ligal network for

Arcadia. Figures 8-3 and 8-4 display these relations in some-

what simplified form, including a41 variables active in

this serial. While there is no single streaM running from

anteCedents to outcomes, there is a path along the bottom

depicting the relationships between the'teachercenter and

the state college. There is also a sequential trace along #
5

the school district stream leading to a high extent of use (24).

Figure 8-4 Continues thp trace from use to the consequences

of use: increased capacity (50) and practice improveMent (51)A

To translate the serial into the variables used for the

causal network, we begin with the cluster of antecedent vari-

ables on the left side, then move along the college stream.

The 'small.scale of the site (4) and high number of informal

links between local schools'and the college (8) are illus-

trated in the informal webs linking the teacher center

coordinator and his wife with Andrea and Steven Migros',

then-both with the science professor and the parks commission.

University localism (12) is reflected in the interest of

the college -staff to operate in and develop the area and in

the'support from college administrators for such a project.

Starting'next with coordinator ideology (6), shown in

the influence,of the Experimental Program on the approach
A

taken to nature studies and to in-service teacher training,

we move to the career-relevant incentives X13) of the coor-
,

dinator: launching an enterprise which can help practi-

tioners.in the claSsrooms, can build up the resources and

servicing capacity of the teacher center and can focus on an-
.

area in which the'coordinator has both interest and exper-

tise.. This drives the energy of the Coordinator (19),*_ .

illustrated here in,the prolifAration of spin-off products,

'many Of which involve a further,stiengthening of the already

rich craft-usable resource' base. (18). Energy and knowledge
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Figure 8-3. Development of the Nature Studies Area Project at Arcadia
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*Figure . The Nature Studies Area Projects From Development to Outcomes
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resources also stimulate: .

the variety of activities (17); as the center
moves from 'learning stations to ski and canoe
trails, then_to the summer-workshop and prairie
grasses;

the diversity of objectives (22), shown here in
the exploitation of the nature studies area for
pre-service and in-service training, for the
community, then for outreach to schools lying
beyond the eightparticipating districts;

perceived responsiveness (24a) .of the coordinator,
in,the revisions Wade in the program format and
in the provisions fbi preparatory and fqllow-up
activities; and

number of longer-term c011atorations (21), well7
illustrate4 here in tlie creation of a curriculum
resource that includes both preparatory and follow-
up activity that can be usqd continuously and that
can be integrated into other ongoing in-serVice.
programs,,such as tshe summerworkipopSeries.

Finally, following out the "co ege4 stream:the serial-

illustrates how college support (32) from the department

chairman acts to reinforce initiatives.taken by the teacher

center. Intra-college linkage (43) comei through in the

several collaborations between the science professor, edu-
.

cation department chairman and teacher center coordinator.

The stream corresponding to the school district is

easier to follow as a linear progression. The rapid and

widespread interest in the project reflects the relative

paucity of alternative knowledge resources (14) available to

area teachers. PerCeived benefits (16) of using the nature

studies area as a resource, curriculum enrichment and device

to strengthen areas of instructional weakness ae also*well'

illustrated in the serial. The nature studies area thus

gets added to drop-ins and participation in the workshop

program and adds further resources to the materials resource

bank, all increasing extent of use (24) of the center by area

teachers. Enrichment of the sciencexurriculum and filling

in areas of weakness lead, in the eyes cf participants, to
_

heightened-instructional capacity (50) and to practice

improvement (51) in classwork in natural sciences.



13.3 CROSS-CASE COMPARISONS

. We hips presented the Natare Study Area serial in such

detail to give a flavor of what happens when an interorganiz-
.

ational arrangement is really working, tut thiS case also .

exemplifies:bhe' general Vattern,which we.fLnd in all, of'our
-*

case analysbS'. Furthermdre, it iuggests an epproach to4

cro.ssaicase 14.4alyiia ihich siMplifies presentation considee-

abli.'_,FigUreS*8*-,13,ir8-4 fairly cleanly divide the case
. , ,

'history.into tweloqqa grItsi. the first leadin4 up to the esta-
,

blishment and operationfil)functioning of the IOA, and the*
- 41.

second leading from that,Operational eality to outcomes.

' Thus, the one'large causal network analysis*for each case

can be seen as two connected,causal networks. .Like Figure 8-3,

Table 8-1 considers only those.variable connections that lead

1.-43 to "extent of use".
4

The firs t. step in'analysis was to'select-a set of variables

that Most-clearly andsliectively indicated that the arrangeMent

had been fully iniplemented. Three/ariables together seemed

to represent this fact. The first was "variety of activities*.

simply because there had to be a,number of activities taking

place to indicate that the-IOA was-truly operating. Second- 1- '

ly there had to be numbers of,people from the'districts and the

university involved in,these activitiei; thus, "extent of use" .

had-to be included. Thirdly, it did not,seem enough that such

involveM-e-rit-§-t7e-praCel--they had to be repeated and the persons

involved had to in substantive activity over a period

of time. Therefore, cluded as a third item the "number

of longer term collaborations." Taken together we refer to

these three items as the IO.A."Activation'Index". As indicated

in Table 8-1, the IOA was activated at a fairfy-high level at

all five sites for which causal network analyses Were developed.

The next step was to trace.backWard for each case to id-

.
entify the-variables which were direct antecedents_ of any,of

these thiee AI variables (suggested by the vertical arrows at*

the top of the table.) All of these direct causal connections

are listed in this table. In addition, where one case indicated-

such a direct connection, we looked across the other four cases

to determine if there.were,any indirect connections, i.e. var-

iables which were causally related in a'linear fashion through
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Table 8-1 ,'IOA Activation and IEs?Causes

Core Indices o; East. :E.State

Adtivation.
1. Variety of activities

2. No. of long.term.col- low/mod.
lalporations:

-3. Extent of Use
,

Antecedents of Activation

hdgh

mod. /

thigh

Jhigh

high

4

1. Diversity"Of Objectives 'mod high*

.2, 10A staff responsiven's modsl] high*

3. Perception of .benéfits
- by school.personnel moda] [high:3]

4. Leadership-variables
4a. Energy olleadet/,

coordinator . hiqh [high:1]

4b. Ideology àf leader high [mod:2]

5. Linkage Variables
5a. Number, of formal

linkages-past

5b. Degree of coupling

. Teacher support'

. Resourde variables
7a. Res. commitment-

by university

. E. State
Hanh:dr
high

high'

.high

t

.MW State
Tr.Rivers
high

mod/high

mod.

. IMW State.
Arcadia

high,

11 -

high
high* high

,[high*:1] [high:1]

[high*:3] [bigh:i]

so

[high:2]. high

,

mod. [high:7] [high:8] ---

mod. [iow:1] [low*:2]

modJt]

=no mod.

7104 by-school distcicts [mods23' mod.

7c. .external funds
available

8. t)uelity.of facilities

9: Codification \high*

10. Age of I0A- vw.

a= MINO NM

present
[Fed Projl

11. Mediated.awareness.of
additional kn. resources

* = critical variable.in this case

a= Ora ..10

mod.

mod.

high

mod,

high .

[high:1]

[high:3]

[mcd/hiah:3]

[mod/higlp2]

'bigh [hig44 ]

low

-1)

II

high :

high

L 3 = indirect xelationship.tb IOA activatipn variables

[41-] = reverse causation indicated
A

[. s1,2,etc..] ,tu% NUmber of variatiles.intervening between antecedent
and'IOAactivation variable.
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interveningvarialpie's having more direct connections. the number

of such intprvening variables presumablytindicates the .strength

of the causal cOnnectioas, with fewer representing stronger con=

.nections. .In a.few. cases, case writers judged a causal connect-
- , .

don'to be the reverse'-of what anotiler writer-had.ljUaged in anoth-
%

er case. .

The Same procedure was used Subsequently to' trace connec-
N

tions-back from outcomes. In i.he ca0 of.qutcomes, however,

We made three seperate anaiyses for each of the most substantial'

outcome categories, schbol practice.improvement, capacity enhance-

mei-it:and the institutionalizaeion Of the IOA. !

It sh061d be admitted at the Outset'that this approach has

distinct drawbacks. -First of-all, eaCh case writer deveiopeti his
. A.

p.r hpt own causal path anaLysi.s using variables and cOnneCtions
4

that seemeds most sakient for that casek Secondly, the.ratings

were ultimatelY Subjective and again 'determined 'seperatel by,

each writer. The tationale'here wag simple: n8 one knew the case

any where near as thoroUghly as the'case writer, 'who had conauctea.

- nearly all interviews ;,had made extensive .6nLsite obserliations,

and had spent:months gqing.over field mates anddpcumentation:.:.

Biut what Meant "high" on a variable to one writer might not have

Meant quite as "high" to another. Generally speaking, LeVinson

who pteparedthe Eastern State caseS gave'higher ratings than

either Havelock or Huberman, yet on reading the cases one is

struck by the' power of the'Arcadia cage above all others. Further-

more the achievements Of the Eastern Private network are remarkable

in'their.oW.n:Way since the IOA stretchedeacross ehree states and
9

a bewildering array° of jurisdictions. -These W.rcumOtandes should

be considered as we reflect'on the. meaning of the'different "outcome"

ratings. Finally, the judgement of what is directly,related to

what can be rather arbitrary. It may be more significant th4t

*all studies contained .the same variables in some causal array than

that they saw particular connections.
. .

8.3.1 The Antecedents of IOA Developmen0and Activation

Turning-again to Table 8-1 we find eight sets,of variables

which arejudged to connect to activation at moce 'than one site,

and fhere are
6

three (#s 9, 10, and 11) which are directly related

at one site but not indicated eifher directly dr;indicrectly for
°
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any other cSse. One variable stands out above all others as being

a common anNgent across all sites, a direct ahtecddent at all

Sites, and a key variable in its own right attwo
J
sites:"diversitv7

.

.
, -

of objectives".'Although this was.not,an $ntipipated finding, it
.

.
,

makes a good deal 'of sense on reflection. Nothing better reflects
.

.-
thenature of the "bargains"- represented in these five settings -

than the aiVersity of, objectives: jt.reflects the.opepness and
- -

flexibility of the IVA as a structure fgr getting thihgs'done

for a range of-different people with different needs and expedi-

ations.' :

IOA staff respondivdness, the'second711gfed antecedent? has

a somewhat more indirect but still strong connection..Furtherpte,

staff responsiyehesd reinforces and leads to more diverse object-
/

ives. When we trace back further to the anteCedents of both objectives

diversity and staff responsiveness (ih an analysiS not shown in
0

tabular.form)owe find that the energy of the leader/coordinator

plays a critical role along.with the coordinator's ideology, ugu-
-

ally an ideology sapporting high participation' and self-deterthin--,

ation by teachers.' Thus tlie contribution of leadership variables.

.
(#4a end 4b.in Table 8:-1) is understated in the table.

Two other variable sets worthmentioning are "linkage" amd. .

"resources. .Except for the

are indirect. 'At,theThree Ri

stern Private case', linkage effects

rd-site, linkage prior to activ-
..

ation was in'fact very weakf thus the author understandablY doei

ngt attribute activation to.anylinkage variable. Downstream%

hmtever, the weakness of prior links betweensthe Three Rivers
N

School District and the university undercut possibilities for

institutionalization.4 It should also'be noted that "number of

longer term collaborations" is'itself a linkage Irariable..In all

sites we observed the general 'connecting thread that past linkages

lead to present.onds, to longer, and stronger links, ,and to the /

likelihooeibf the institutionalization of iinks.

.0ne might have expected "resources" to,have played a more

peominent role in activation, yet only the tastern State sites
-

indicate that it is much of a-factor. Upon reflection, we cAn

surmise that IOAs can get gc?ing on the enihISiasm of their leaderphip
/

and on the perception pf multiple and diVerse benefits. As we shall

see below, "resource" Variables play a Very-important subtaining
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rol'e down the road.

8.3.2 The Antecedents of Outcomes

As explained in the preceding chapter, "Outcomes" were

analyzed

school di

'to serye,
-

in each %ate anddsub-case for three' entities: the

strict or schdols.which the arrangement was sa5posed
4

the univetsity on college of educatioon, and the
-4

arrangement, itself. The designation,of a pdrticular variable
.

as an "out5dme" has to be somewhat arbitrary. On-the one hand,

any survivable manifestation of the arrangement and its Activ-
.

ities could be construed os an "outcome" including continuing

activities, linkages,' attitudes, etc. on both the school.and

university sides. Table 8-2 suMmarizes outcome nating s for

a subset of five indices, two or school's, two forlthe univ-

yrsities, andone for the /OA.. The table suggestS that greatest

suCcess was achieved across these dimensions at the two Eastern

State sites and at Arcadia With tesules,mUch weaker at Three

Rivers' aria. foi Eastern:Private. As noted eatlier, however,

Eastern Private was notable'in'expanding the number of linkage;

across a very complex array'of districts in thtee staies and

in prpviding high quality:knowledge inputs on a wide range of

tppics whiCh,could:be ."stockpiled" for futute'uses and practice-.

improvements which could nob,possibly be tracked within the scope

of our study.

, Table 8-2 The Array of 'Outcomes: Summary Ratings

Outcome Variable ZaPriv.

1. Practice improvementS:
scäol distriCts lo/mod

2. Enhanced,capacity:
sChool disttictsw 10

3. Practice improvemtnts:

.university/college lo

,4. Enhanced capacity:
University/College lo

-5. Institutionalilation *

of the arrangement 7 lo/Moa

.252.

ES-Card, ES-Hanb. MW-ThR

modihi hi mod

hi hi

io. mod

hi hi

hi hi

mod mod /hi

lo Jnod/hi

lo

a

mod i

hi
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Of these.five outcomeswe decided to trace three to their

-direct and indirect antecedents as.we had done'for the "Activ-
.

ation Index"(AI). Table 8-3 displays the_results df,this tracing

for antecedents of "School Practice ImproveMent". The table
I Ire.

sh0ws the'three'variableS of the AI
4
leading the list 'of anteced-'

. .

ents, suggesting the obvious conclusion that a well7developed,'

IOA with many activities, high rates of ,partiApation, and

sustained mutual involvements will prOide substantial akld

successful,ouecomes and will certainly*pay off for"the schools,
, .

Another in:portant antecedent turns out-to be another.outcolite'

variable, enhanced capacity, which was rated by Levinson as

A "CauSe4 of praCtice improvements in the Wo Eastern St4te-
.

cases, but was rated as One coneequence by Havelock' for Eastern
.

Private and Huberman for Three Rivers. The other variables ,

e.

-,identified as antecedents (Its 5 to 8) all Seem related t'Orthe
.

notion of "linkage"..ii one way or another bue they seqmto be

case'specific factors. At Eastern Private the 'number and

iety of links.tetween ,the college of education and the districts,*

covering.several administrative and staff levels in somejnst7'
. .

lable 8-3 Antecedents df School Practice Improvement

Sch. acti
EastPriv ES-Cai-d. ES-Hanb. MW-ThRiv-MW-Arcad

Pr' ce improve... ,

megttra.V.rv 1,0Mod mod/ht hi mod hi'
4 -

1. 2ctent of Use (AI) mod hi hi --- 04i13]
. .

.

2. No. long-term .

collaborations (AT) 10/mod Thia] modAi [aii3]
r,

3. Variety of activ-
ities '(AI) . [hisl] _-- hi hi [hi:4]

4. Enheinced sch.c/IP-
.

acrty (00 [1041-] hi i? hi [mod <.-]

.

5. Linksssch-sch 10(0-leg) ---P hi ---'

6. Linkstsch-univ. la* --- --_ __,.. [hi41]

7. Linkssdegree of .

coupling (later) _-- _-- -___ ........
1 hi

. , c

8. Awareness of addi-
.

tionalbresources (sch) -- hi - --- --_
5 1 .

* =*crftical variable in this case . e
t

[ ] = indirect relationship.to outcome variable

[ .4-3 = reverse causation indicated .

. .

[ 11,2,etc] = No. pf intervening variables.
. ' ,

4
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4
ances was an important and positilie force for im.proirementtOn

the other hand there.were refatiVely few exchanges among dif
ferent sChoois and school'districts within the context of The

a'a
Counciltuntil the Writing Consortium got going and this°fact

undercut the positive influence of the many univerbity-schodl

connections..

. Table 8-4 dislakays the antecedents of enhanced district

capacity. The pattern has obvious simil'arities with Table 8-3.

Level of practice improvement is the stronge4 antecedent

across sites with the three ;fariables from the AI glso clearly

important.

Table 8=4 Antecedents of.Enhanced School District Capacity

_a.

EastPri4 ES:-Card. ES-Hanb. MW-ThRiv li-Arcad

Sch Dist Capacity Rating
l_ o hi ha mad Mod/hi

t t 46
1.Sch practice improv 40C) lo/mo8 mod/hi hi' tod ---

2.Extent of Lise tAI) [mod11] hi
.

hi
,

-
mod [hii3]

,

.

3.No:. long-term
collaborations (AI)

4.Variety of
activities (AI)

5.Goal changes:10A

t.Degree of couplaing

7.LinksIsch-univ1

'8.Aware add'l.resourdes.

lo/mod*

[hi:1]

hi

'[mod:1].[los5

hi

OM. MID

god ems.

.(see Table 8-3 for'llskymbols)

MO =MI AVM

[hi:1] [rnod7h.i:1T[hi:4]

'hi. .[hi:1] [hi:4]

present*Amod:3]
hi

[14i:1]

hi [mOd.:11'

- - -

The fact that three of the sites changed thei.r -objectives

e .

a as a way of adapting totheir setting.and gaining acceptance

also appears to have added to school capacity.

Finally, in Table 8-5 we see case writer' judgements of the

antecedents of IOA institutionalization. It here that we find

the most complex and interesting arrayof "causes", most of-them

mediated. To reduce the coMplexity somewhit, we have tried to-

cluster the variables into conceptual,"fadtees". Of these the
.4w

. one.factOr which is most Consistently represented across sitea.7 V.

ih that of "resource commitmpnt" both from the school-and,the
.

.
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Table-8-5 AntecedentS of IOA Institutionalization /

- EastPriv ES-Card. .ES-Hanb. MW-ThRiv MW-Arced

InstitutigmIizations
summarrratin4 loAod' hi di hi lo hi

.t

1. Resource Factor
la. Resource commit-

mept-university
lb. Resource commit-

ment-schools
2. Other Outcomes

mo4. [hisl] [mods8] hi

mod. [mods2] [mod:3] lo [1o13]

2a. Practice impróvt-
ment-university

2b: Practice. improve-
, ment- schools
2c. Enhanced capnity '

,school districts

=.

MN, di=

10

[mod/ilia

.hi

3. Priority Factor 4.

3a. Institutional pri-
ority of IOA to (neg)
-school districts '[losl] [his3]

. 3b. Teacher centrality-
?

3c.5I0A centrality to
university

- - -

4. Linkage Factor

4a. Sch-univ links
(later) hi* [hisl]

4bK.Degree of.toupling
(later) [modsl]

'2 4c. No. of formal links
(early) mod.

o*
4d No. of long .term - *

collaborations (AI)lo/mod* ---

mod.

Thisi]

hi

mod/hi

hi

[his4] [1o/mod:3] hi
[hil4] lo* [hi:2]

lo*r .101

[his2]

[lo:2] hi.

[his9] Ihist]ilo/mod.:4][mod/hid] .

[hi:3][mod/bi43] [hi:3]
_

5. Goals Factor .

5a. Divarsity of obj-
eCtives

5b. IOA goal changes
..,7

. 6. Staff.stability (IOA) [lo:31

.7. Codification of IOA ---- hi

% 8. Enhancement of power/
\ status bf gollege.

.

t(se Tab1e-8-j for symbols)

[modsl] [hisl]

hi

.7. .1M.
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university. In The-
.

-the university and t

equal shares, but n

could be a stable IOA

1

ouncil arrangement at Eastern Private both

e schoca districtscontcibuted roughly-
.

ither conttibuted'endugh so that there
-

staff. At Three Rivers the minimal

cOntribution from the distr'ict meant inadequate fapillties

,
and shdeTstring operatior% with uncertainty about th'e futuee

4

from year to year: Inontrast the high level of support
..,

fromsthe college..assured sustained activities at ikrcadia.

Iu both the Eastetn Si*a e sites shaied financial arrangements

\\\

priority to its school district members, partly becadve of I
.& .1

..

the relai'ivell' small impact of its activities on the district as

a system and partly because most of its offeringp were duplicated
..

in one waY or another by other service'providers in the,region

r even their Own staffs in some cases. At Three Rivers the'

dministrators were indifferent to .4ehe teacher center and probably
. .

c vertly hostile (ab suggested by the abortive move to elimina,te
4'

f ding); they had no stake iwit and may haye seen it as a
.

-

tential source of teacher militaRcy. On the othdr hand, the

T ree Rivers teacher center was not really central to,the concern's

1 256

were carefully worked o t accoraling'io aong-established .fOor-

k.mulas. \.

As we, might e'Epect;\ Institutionalization was a

function ofsuccessful outcomes generaj.ly at the'three sites

'where these'were experienCep. Wheee the .site was college-

based (Arcadia), practice \improvements in .the college resUlting

from the IOA were a contributing factor to? institutionalization.'

Where the centers were district-baseP(Eastern State), enhance-

ment of district capaCity was g
where suCh outcomes weie weak or

role in the institUtionalimation
4 .

Rivers, although fairlypigh levels. of teicher involvement were

achieved these did not'play out in sustained focussec6problem-

.

solving or development4activities from which,yisible payoffs would

emerge in practice improYemnt and capacity. Thus neither'

e'key.factor. At Fastern Privaa

M.ffuse, they prayed a minimal

procesS. Similarly, at Three

outCome played into institutionalization to a sighINcant degree.
4

*

- -
. . .e

A-third aspect- of Table 8-5 we carl "the priority factor",

consisting of variables indicating brientation.pr attitude of-'

variouspartids toOtrd. toke.I0A. The COunril clearly 1-1-ad lose.
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of the tdacrier*S, themselveS,' as judged by the case writer,

and this fact more than-any other undermined the pota4ttial

for institutionalization. This was-coupled with-the fact that

the university had only sporadic concernfOr what was going on

at the teacher center 'acrOss town, ven though it was.its own -

stepchild. -At Arcadia the center was a priority to the schOols

partly becaude the college itself was a central feature of.the
Ae,
father small communitiand partlAbecause it was virtualfy"the

) sole'soukce of loCal prevervice and in-service training,
.s

materials,sand expertise.

The fourth majdi set of antecedents we call"the linkage

factor". :The number of links at different levels established

through the adtivities of The Council was.a keY factor in its

strength and its conttnuance. '11.ch links at Eastern State

and.Arcadia Were also important indirect contributors to.

institutionalization. Historicaljihkage ("formal links

early") also play Some sortoerole:-at all sites, direct and -

posi.tive fOr The Council, very much mediated titrough other

variables at the other _siteS. .Surprisingly; however, the

number of longer term collaborations is the onlyfAI index

Variable that affects institutionalization directly, and

sthis only for The Council at'Easterwprivate. It may,be,

however, that this "finding" is-an artifact of the rating

and causal networcharting proceSs.
.

Diversity ,of ob)qctives, the most generally influehtial

antecedent of activation of the I0As, turns up again as

an important antecedent of institutionalization, direát and

strong in the case of Hanbtirg County. At Cardon, the

ability dfithe Center to shift objectives in resppnse to local

conditions was an important contributor to institutionalization.

Staff stability was important at the two least successful
. .

sites, Three Rivers,and Eastern Private: At Three.Rivers,

the double turn-over of coordinators in the first'two years
,

-definit x. weakened chances for institutionalization. At

.The Coun lothe-frequent interposition of eubstitute leadership
A

and the t n-over of some siaff fostered programatic discontinI

uity and uncertainty which indirectly,uniiercut institutionaliza-.

tion. .

4 %
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Only.two variables emerged as site-specific antecedents of

institutionalization. These were.codification at Cardoh,CountY4

and enhancement of power/status at Arcadia college. The Center

at Cardon wap a'new actor in an oid play. The pattern for teacher

centers attached to the university had been worked.out with

several other county districts over a period Of 15 years. The

.university initiators knew what would york and the formula which

was imposed Vas one which was both adapted to local needs and

tested elsewhefe. r

.0ne element of the sitkiation'at Arcadia was competition with

oiher 4ae collegesiand universities for studefts. the teachei-

center provided a means for increasing the Visibility of the

college for Prodpective future students and dolng so in a very

attractive way.

8.4 REFLECTION'S REGARDING THE CAUGAL MODELING PROCESS

With all theEffort.expended in causal Modeling in each of

the case-studies ancein this synthesis voltiMe, we are left far

1. from satisfied. It is.clear enougb,,from a logical standpoint,

that there are causes and effects and that one effectbecomee

the-cause of another effect. It is also Clear that most phenome-

na hatre multiple causes and multAple efects, all contrlbutorkft

not all of equal importance. Such reaponing leads us to conclude

that a valid and complete.causal dap of something as complex

as an IOA would be extremely complicated, and further that it

would be very diffialilt to compare one for one IOA at one time

and place with another at cnother time and place.-

If we thert go on 'to the tasks of measurement and tben *

display, the problems miltiply. The casual. reader.,.will already,

4
be overwhelmed by Figure 8-2, even though it ip proba).Q.y the,

-
most carefuliy worked out and accurate represerftation of causal

variables in any of the cases. The proces440of causal modeling

of cfase study material is positively crying out 'for simplifiC-

ation. -AK .

TWO WVS to approach such._ simplification are variable
.

reduttion aqd theory. deNrelopment. In the remainder of this

chapter and An the next-We" Wilr. make tentative forpys in both

*
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.directions. However, the twQ paths cannot diverge too far:

The one' must be influenc2d by the other. In our cases we
-
think we,have succeeded in identifying most of the key variables

--tind\measuring most àf these with reasonable accuracy, gil.;en.
4 ,

k

the limitations of any case study methodology. Yet we clearly,

have too many and those we have emphasized.may not be inclusive

of those that are critical to a wOrkable theory. *Thus variable.

reduction is not merely an exercise in grouping, but a back-and-
.

forth grouping, sorting, and interpolation of additional bateg-
.

ories_deduced from a theoretical model.

Figure 8-5 represents the essentiL elements of a general

theory of IOA development. Like the,causal network diagralts it

ha's a vertical axis representing the school districts at the top,

the university at the bottom and the."airangement", in the middle.

Alongthe horizontal axis time is represented in five phases. The

first is the historic situation prior to the emergence of the IOA.
4"

The seconq is the feriod when elements are coming 'together which

*will lead,to the ireation of the IOA. The third is the "activation"

as:described in the previous section.' The fourth could be called

"immediate consequences of activation" and the fifth 'tthe-long term

resolution". Each level at each point in time represents a systemic

configuration which we icould call "a social organization" in varyipi

states of completeness and equilibrium. At time-1 we essentially

have d'two system configuration; each more or less complete-unto

itself with its own internal linkages, pesources, objectivesp_leadership

and membership, role structure, and division of labor. There, may

be some amount of commerce between the two systems and some amount

of mutual-dependence (e.g.supplying new teachers and administrators).

Overwhelmingly, these various elements of each System are 'stabilizing,

(Le. they are directed tow4rd the maint6Aance of the system and 'a

smooth and continuing relationship between each system and its envir-
,

onment. "Stabilizing" means that the forces within each system are

aimed at preservation, such that it will be the tame at time-2 and

time-'3 as it was at time-I. If they were the,same, of course, there '

would be nothing for us to study because no IO4s, would dyer come

into existence. **

The story of the emergence of an IOA is a story of change, even

of social creation. Thus there, must alsO'be a-number of forces which.
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Figure 8-5 Outlines of an Integrated Theory of IOA Devel4ment and Institutionalization
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work toward bringing Vout change. These we .rcight calf "catalytic"

in that they intrude upon situations which az-6 more-or-less in a

steadr state and Uestabilize theR so that new connections and comb-

inations can occuv., When these nejcombinatkon have occurred,

then the stabilization forces return quickly to dominance. Such

_
re-stabilization may occur in two ways. First, and probably most.4

commonly, the systems return to their former s ates like rubber

balls reforming after a bounce. Secondly in some instance's a new

_Stable order is formed which incoeperatés the changes, turning

them from*temporarrito,permaneAt. This is the process/which ends

up in what we call "institutionalization".

In simplest terms the theory says that IOAs come into existence

aks a result .of the confluence of catalytic and sabilizing forces.

In part these catalytic forces arise-from unstable a"spects or de-
,

4tabilizing events in4pither the schools system _or the university

.system or both. They&also arise in part from new elements which

enter the environment and may thus contribute to destabilization.

In simple .terms these elementa C6uld be called "needs".and "oppor-

tunities':. At time-2 these elements come together in the form of

an intersystem baratin, an explicit or implici agreement to engage

in a.new:relationship from which each side gains something and to
: ,*

which each side gives something. At time-3 t'he bargain materializes

in'the actavation a the IOA. Up to time-3ricatalytic forces are

dominant.in the'fOrmation of the IOA, but after time-3, if the IOA

is to survive,stabilizing forces must converg on the arrangement .

such thrt one of three things happen: (1) it becomes a part a a.

riddefined ichool district system, (2) it becomes a part of a redefirled

eniversify system, or (3) it becomes a ney system in its own right.

Of these the third outcome is probably the most difficult and the

least likely, and it is rlosteworthy that such an outcome does not

appear among any of our Cases or subcases. Arcadia clearly becomes
.1

a feature (and a central feature) of the program of the college.

The Cardon and Hanburg centers are located in and laTgely "owned"

by their respective covnty districts, and the .Three Rivervcenter

is likely to.have severe institutionalization problems because of

its "orphaped" status, not fully accepted as an element of the

district in which it is housed and not fully embraced as a part of

30,
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the university
4

where it was spawned.

We get some-notion of the nature of the initial bargain (B-1

in'Figure 8-5) by reviewing the findings of Table 8-1. "Diversity.

of objectives" was the one variable that predicted activ4tion

across all five sites. In. other words formation of the IOA was

assisted by a perception from a varieiy of persons and groups

that they might somehow, find somethingIto gain f(om the enterpriSe

The other variables in thid' mix of antecedents include high

fesponsiveness of staff,(catering to diverse and perhaps poorly

defined needs) and energetic leadeishipt Special resource'

commitments and external unds were also notable factorS. All
%

these elements could, be termed "catalytic". They were unusual,

unlikely to be sustainable.-for extended periods, and in some degree

-destabilizip4,

fied with the

is an odd man

reflection this may add something confiirmtory to the.theory. It

is the Hanburg IOA at which age is credited as an important con-

tributing factor to activation,but at HAnburg the IOA'has already

been fufly activated some years befor6 our study began! The

implication is that, we are lobking it Hanburg at a later point in

the process, probably at time-5 rather thah time-3 or time-2.
g

The bargain, B-1 results in the initial activation of the

indicating that the parties invblved were dissatis-

status quo-and-reaching for something new. if there

out in Table 8-4 1 it is item #10 "age' of IOA", but on

IOA, but activation will also be conditioned by continuing

involvements and commitments of personnel and resburces from both

the university and the ,schools. In the aftermath of initial act-

ivation there comes A second bargain, B-2'which,represents the I.

implicit or explicit 'mutual agreement to continue the arrangement
,

through at least one more cycle (ite. typically another school

year). The strength of B-2 will be conditiOned.by initial percep-

tions of "success" on both sides, probably sensed in terms of

satisfaction, degree of comfort andaperception 'of the relevance

and potency of activities regardless of their real impadt. At
.

B-2 stabilizing factors'are already beginning to achieve some

priority once,more with questions such as "can we'really afford

to keep supporting this thing?" and "can we pull our eeachers off

their regular (more important) dutieb for such activities?"
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s. As the IOA moves tnto its second,.third, and fourth years

surviving the B-2 scrutinies, it begins to.be an expected and
a

arepted part of the working world for both the university and

the schools and school districts. ALthis point also returns

are beginning to come in'on the full ran ge of experienced

ollitcomes and beriefits. If we now consider agaih the findings

of Table 8-5. (Antecedents of IOA Institutionalization), we see

a ratt}er different configuration of "causes" than Appeared for

actiVation in Table 8-1. .gesource commitment is now a factor ,

across the board,, meAning in this case the willinghes'S of the

two sides to sustlin financial sutpport over a peried of Years,

Also important now ,is the perception of priorities vis-a-vis

"the*I0A. How central has it ttcome for .each side. Then the

linkages that haVe been.developed appear as important'antecedents.

Codification and staff stability alsolouggest that the eMphasis

has Shifted toward stabilization concerns and making the /OA

something that is a part of the way things'are ibutinely done.

So much ,for the theory development. What about variable

reddction? Let us turn agaid to Figure 8-5. The figure could*

crudely be described as consisting of a 3x5 matrix in.Which

each cell represents a system at a particular point in time.

Following general systems theOry we would propos e that all systems'

share common properties at some level of abstraction. If they

0 are all social systems as,,indeed, these are, we can lower that

level of abstraction considerably and say for example,that all

will cohsist 'of interpersonal linkages. All will have leaders

And members. Each will be characterized by norms, i.e. shared

attitudes, expectations, priorities, etc.° To a degree the will

have shared goals and Objectives. They will also have character-

istic'activities and procedural routines, outputs and outcomes,
.

and they could each be characterized_as_having attained a certain

level of stability.within thems lvés and in -comMerce with their

respective.envirdnments.is We h ve seen throughout the study how

various university and school c aracteristics and outcomes'mir-

rored each other and also how various features we're identified

temPorally as belonging to the "hisiorical i'ibriod", "early

development" or "later.development". Hereptoo, there was a clear

conceptual correspondene. In Table 8-5,in particular,an effort,
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to

t .1

.

has been made to cluster variables into-conceptual groupings

which cut across time and *organizational dimenions. We do
,

not pq.an to carry that exercise fu ther at thiS point. Rather

we will reserve tO the next chapte an afalysis of what seem

to shake doWn as the essential conFepts of-the study, and wili'
.

propOse how they'come together in an over-all theory, building

on Figure 8-5.and the related discussion of pages 259 through

263,

f
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'PAAT NINE: CONCLUSIONS

-Network phenom4214 are probably among the most difficult

subjects for research that there are among thesocial sciences.

Even after soMe 900 pages of edited text on top of many hundreds

of pages.of field nsites we are not sure we have captured the furl

essence*of these Arrangements. There were many kinds of analyses

which*.wetheopea to perform which were eventually cast aside for

various reathons: incomplete data, uncertainty, about meahing and

value, and simply a need to get on and finish the task .wiphiri
1

A reasonabj.e limits of time and.length. In the end we realize A

on the'one hand that there is not enough here'for sound

.
empirical comparisons and conclusions but on the other hand a

litt].e too m'UCh.for yope to absorb and syfithesize 4to a

coherent picture o the whole. Hence the vital peed for a*

chapter which tries to put the whole together in a few pages.

What tollows is partly summary of what has come before and, partly

a rgflection'on meanings'and a highlighting of what appear

'to be the major lessons of this study.

The first and most obvious purpose of this study was

descriptivep.to.desdribe.what'an interorganizational arrangement

'is like which involves a university:arid a number of schools and

4. school districts. .ihus we will first summarize this descriptive

understanding. Then we will identify the most salient of,the out-
.

'com*s, thus establishing the purpose and value of considering-such

phenomena aS, IOAs in such a detailed way. Third. we,will

summarize what appear to be the most prominent cause-effect

relationships, deriving much of this from the "causal network

t,

4

analysi.s" diagrams and discussion which occur in each volume
I..

,

of the study. The usal 12alysis, in turn, defines the sets
06

of variables whidhTA pear to be most important in understanding,

6utcomes. Most promient among these are the linkages which
,

-,
11

can.be seen simultaneously als the elements of IOAs, theix

precursors, and their outcomes. IOAs also appear to be held together
,

, by bargains, bi-laterial or mbilti-lateral agreements to exchange

items 6: perceived value and, beriefit to the redeiver. ' We have also

.4
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found that in many instances the key ingredient in_ activating

an IOA to achieve pubstantial outcomes and to settle on .

appropriate and iasting bargairiA is leadership, probably leader-
.

ship of a special kind which fuses initiative and energy with a

clear sensp of purpoSe awl 'the .capacity to inspire-trust fom

colleagues and enthusiasm from followers.'

Finally, in the concluding.section of this chapter wdbmiwill

try to put these elements together in an ayer-all scheme%which...

traces interorganizaational arrangements from their roots to

their development and full activation to their institutional-

liiation. We will reserve to the short final chapter (Part Ten)

a consideration of what all this might mean to various actors

on the education .scene.

9.1 INTERORGANIZATIONAL'ARRANGEMENTS: WHAT' ARE THEY?

We sought out three-IOAs which we thought would be comparable

in a number ok resPects.' Notably they each involved a college of

education and-a number of.schOol.districts. Each arpngement was at

least three,yeara old; actually the youngest, Midwest, was

;founded in Septrber of-1977) the oldest, the Council, was founded

in 1940; and th'e Eastern State network began with ehe establishment

of a teacher center in a district in 1967: Thirdly; and we

thouqht, most .Significantly,_elach existed without any input from
f,

federal funding..

As it tUrns out, We need to qualify each,of thee characteristics ,

cOnsiderably. Eor example, the MidweSt arrangeme* actually

cnvolved a two layered network. The state-wide network w10.Ch we

originally caRc to study involVed the state.university.of a'large

Lit thinly populated state in the northern prairies and a number

of smaller four year colleges spread about the state. Each of

, these institutions was.to establish its own local network,

supported,largely with local resources but supplemented,for a

five year period with funds from a foundation grant: State-wide

coordination and plannina was vezy loose. We selected two of

.
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'

these deCentralized arrangements for specIt ial study. 'One

involVedfaismall community college in a rural area and the other

the state university itSelf with the community in whicR it-was

titiated, a rather small city but one of the larger'population.
rok .

centers of the state. Th% structure of the EaStern state network

was also ..two.,tiered but involved no other institution's of higher

education. In this case the State University:entered into

contractual relationb With school districts which in this

state are organized by Counties. Each district is thus fairly

iklarge and most are highly populated (from' 100,_04,0 to 500,000

residents or more) with many schools ht each level. The

arrangements which were bilateral between the university and the

distkict,o called for the creation of a new institution, the

teacher center, which would be 'jointly staffed, suppoeted, and

'managed-by the university' and the district, but locatea

the district on school property. The Eastern Private

university-maintailkd an'arrangement which was much broader

and less Articu lated structurally, School districts in a Ikree
-

state area bought annual memberships for a small fee for which

they received a range of services usually provrded in workshop

form but sometimes inVolving publications.and field visits.

Involvemeni, Of members varied considerably and membership

fluctuated .as districls opted 1'n or out in a given iear,

these oscillations not greatly affecting the whole enterprise.

Before going on to consAler the nature af activtties there

are three descriptive variables which hole some interest. One is

the_structure, itself. _Ili second is the degree to which the

structure is formalized, and the third.is the scale of the

enb terprise.

9.1.1 Structure

What difference ddes structure make? Probably a great number'

of ajternative structures can serve the same purposes ancl the

same structure can succeed in one instance and fail in another.

The structure of "The Council," the Eastern Private arrangement,
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was essentiaaly.the same Over a 410 year period in which it was

sometimes thi-iving,and sometimes'struggling for .existence., 'It .

allowed easy entry and exit for a large number of independent

distribts.'It also may have militated against a more serious

and concentrated type of commitment which might have gone much.

-further toward Problem,solving and practice improvement by'

whole schools and district's. Having a central office on-Campus
- .
gave good access to the 7ery and diversely talented faculty of

f-
Eastern PriVate and during the heydays of ehe 1950s and-1960s

allowed the development of a research-enterprise.whio was

impressiv,e for its time. In the Eastern State case, there is a

university office but the real action seems to occur in thg

decentralized teacher centers. Being located in the district

greatly facilitatls teacher access both logistically and psycholog-
,

ically and probably explains why more teacher sharing of practices

and a greater sense of owhership occurs under,this pattern es

dém nstrated both at Eastern State and at the Threq. Rivers site.at

Midw st. But real teacher ownersfiip could also be achieved with ari

on-b pus site as illustrated at. Arcadia. Thus there appears to

be nol strictly structural variable within our.limited range.of
# studi s which stands out aS of great importance.

9..1.2 Porma zation

All sites epresent formal arrangements in the storictpst sense..

Membership involVed written agreements mutually signed. However,

there was a considerable range among siies in degree to which

such formalization was taken. Probably the site with the greate'St

degree of formalization,was Cardon County in Eastern State but

this was not a site with a xecord of successful outcomes which would.

make it stand out from the others. Most significant outcomes seemed

to emerge out of situati6ns which developed spontaneously

without a great deal of planning And structural forethought. Even

at Cardon struqture did _not predetermine program content, howeVer.

In'Eastern State there was a neMobsession with the process of

selecting Center Coordinators., There were national searches

and carefully balanced selection qommittees: Results of such a

process.were good but leader'§hip here was not noticeably-superior

to that at other sites where leadership was either by self-nomination.
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or haPpenstance. There were governing-and advisory boards asso-

ciated with eaah*IOA and in the cage of Midwest and Eastern State

there was one such board for each of several centers.

Ilegresentation on boards was usu'ally carefUlly bafanced With

administ,rators, teachers, and university/college 'representatives.
A

The exception was Bastern Private wheteaall board'members were

district representatives and all but two were superintendents.

Nevertheless, no obvious differences emerged from board
*

composition 4nd no great importance could be attacJled either '

to the existence or compositiOn'or-functiving of A board
a

Generally, it seemed that boards existed to aftirqa and legitimize

decisions and arranigements already developea informally by the'

secretari?t, codtdinators,'and other keS, actors.

9.1.3 $c4e.
It is important to' keep in mind that the areas covered by

the ,threp 1GAs wei4vastly-differentIn terms of geography and
.

numbers served. Within Eastern State one cesun'ty studied was

essentially small town and rural while the Other was affluent
.

suburban: Of the many communities served by Eastern Private

most were affluent suburban but some were medium sized cities

with a diross-section Of incomeleveIs 4nd ethnic-groups., Midwest-
, .

was relatively thinly populaed rural, small tlawn, and 'Small,

city.t Of,all sites studied the most dramaeically and/convincingly

suCcessful. was Arcadia, the mbst rural anTleast populated oi

all the sites and the one moSt isolated from variaus.types of

educational resources.. Thus in the capsal analysis the case

wri'ter identified "smal l scale" as an aspect which may have-
.

enhanced eftects. It was a small.community in which almostr

everyone knew evellyone else in one way or andther; it was a

sma1,1 college in which the same was eyen mores true; the college

was a central feattire*.of the commtienity in which local pride
.

was invested. These were all aspects of the situation which

enhanced effects once the innovStive'center, program was laUnched.
-

At 1ar4er sites, there is likely to be more going on, more con-
.

flictirig purposes, lese'saliency to the IOA enterprise.
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Scale may-also have a biasing effect on t4C1.4.' case studY

,process. Small scale-sites are easier to study for many of the

/same reasons: IOArelated events stand out more in peoples'
1

minds; key actors are more likely 'to be known to respondents;

there are fewer confounding and complicating factors to'.cloud

,interpretations, *

9.1.4.0 The Activity Mix
v.

The predominant'activity at all three sites was the training

of teachers'throUgh workshops; courses,,and supervised-experiences.

At Midwest and Eastern State there was always provision for

formal credits for such involvement; at Eastern Private there

*as none. .At Easte\rn State-the bulk of effort had traditionally

been devoted to the provision of supervised Internships for

/- teachers-in-training: (pre-service) and this was also an

important aspects of the work at the Arcadia Site at Midwest.

At both Si ttes such.pre-service training was the initiating

rationale for the'teather ynters with in-service gradually

assuming greater importance as the center broadened their A

prograins and at pre-:service enrollment§ decimillined.

On-sitte.expert'consultatioql_rre also-offered,at ill sites

1,1.1t only assumed-importance at Ealretern' Private where-tSe !Fellows"

ETDgramtinvolved bi-monthly visitations by graduate students'with

some training in school prohlem-solvirig. Even at Eastern

Private, however, thisepractice lapserafter two years. Coord-

inators'of centers at Eastern StatesalSo occasionally engaged in

a

problem-solvinq activities with school district personnel
0

which went beyond the level of individual training, but these

activrties never assumed major importance dUring the .

period of study. I.

Eastern PriVate Was the-only site which made continuing

and serious effor ts to involve,levels of the school system:-

abOVe the teacher, notably providing conferences for super-
0

intendents and personnel in a variety of administrative and
.

staff roles, and sporadically providing special workshops for

principala.
.
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All sites engaged in minor activities in publication,

usually via newslettersjand one ceciter, Arcadia, became a
%

materials resource center for teachers, an activity which
.

assumed major importance at th is site and became a magnet for

A teacher involvement in all kinds of other activities. Partly

as a result of this resource base the.Axcadia center also became

a place where materials were adapted and even developed locally

by teachers. There were some deveiopmental actiVities of this

sott at. Eastern Private under, the writing consortium and in

cohnection with the tield work of two or three fellows at
*

particular district sites. There was no serious research

activity at any the three sites, in stark contrast to the

research'factory which was the old Council of the 195ns and

1960s at Eastern Private.,

Indeed, the contrast to the old Council is,strikihg in many

revects, not simply with the revived Council but with all the

oAer contemporary networking efforts which we have studied.
4

The old-Council concentrated its change efforts on the top,

limiting conferences and research data feedback sessions to

superintendents with no substitutes allowed (they could

almost always count on. near 100% attendance). Data was

rigorously collected and carefully reported to member super-

intendents and'later to a larger public through conferendes and .

publications. The purpose of reporting sessionp was explicitly

practice improvement through the adoption of new educational

proactices and the utilization of data for system diagnosis

and me.asurement of progress.

9.1.5 The Transfer of Knowledge

In Part One of=this volume we suggested t the arrangements
. .

stuch,ed were especially importa t because of the u.;41.1.que. potential

6f the university as a societal knowledge resource and the

4possibility that through a specflal intermediary arrangement this

potential could be more fully r14alized. We also noted that such

linkages could 'be bilateral k ow,ledge'transferting mechanismS-
.

through which the university c uld also achieve further enlightenment

from more intense contaCts with real world problems and settings.
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On--the whole we have to arrive at a somewhat disappointing con7

clusion, particularly on the latter. It is true that all IOAs

functioned effectively as knowledge transfer mechanisms, but the

bulk of this knowledge was;passed from the universities to

Andividual school teachers throUgh tzaditional workshop and course

.formats.--- Furthermore, such exchanges typically involved only

a small*number of faculty who bad special-interest in outreach,
-

not the faculty as a yhole or the college as a system. The

exception was Arcadia, where multiple faculty involvements

gradually increased as more and more faculty realized the potency

of.the cente5, and as teachers became more and more proactive in

resource seeking efforts.

One reason for the lack of more substantial transfer of

research-based knowledge might have been Vie strong orientation

toward craft knowledge and teacher-to-teacher exchange that

characterized both the revived Council under Loveland and the

entire state-wide network at NOrth Central dtder Dean Saganne.
A-

tdeology did not always play out in action, however. Despite a

good, deal of lip service Eo the idea of teacher-generated know-

ledge, Table 9-1 reveals that this was only a strong aspect of

operations at one of the five sites for which detailed analysis

wan made. The table indicates that for the most part reliance

was placed either on the college or university or the IOA staff

for knowl6dge inputs.

The other'noteworthy aspect of Table 9-1 is the nearly complete

dependence on,local resoutces, i.e., those contained within.the

IOA membership,itself. This was arso true for the historic

Council. But ip that case the craft knoWledge being shared was

codified and systematically filtered and.eyaluated. In

contemporary sites, collection and codification of experience
tit

is more sporadic and less sxtematic although it did oCcur in

Hanburg County and in the Writing Consrotium. Research as such

was rare.ly conducte&-through these coriterflperary IOAs and while

research knowledge wag exchanged it is not ciear that it had any-

, specialstatus or emphasis at any of the centers..
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T4ble-9-1 Sources of Expertise in Training Eventsrand Pro'ects
LFive IOA Sites.*

Source Of Expertise Ea.Priv.MW-TRiv.MW-Arcad ES-Han.ES-Card.

staff ofintermediary agency
(teacher centerl

substantive specialists from
inside state/immediatb area

college or university staff
in 30A Member prgani7,ation

staff from other nearby
colleges or univei.sities

specialists from outside
. state or immediate area

lbcalT chers in IOA
schools

.teachers from Outside
state/immediate area

calege/ university staff
from outside state/ . F

. immediate area

.14

.12

.05

.19

.45**

.22

.50

.09

.40

43 .30 ( .45)** N310 .49

.04 .0.5, .08 .00, .04

.08 .02 *.08 .00 '.00

.16 30 .06 .10 -'.10

.00 .02 .08 .00 .00

.03 . .00 .02 .01 .01

4Based on newsletters, printed schedules and annual reports.

**IOA staff were Coilege faCulty,members

Knowledge content was extremely diverse, including reading,

writing, mathematics, science, social s.tudies, environmental,

studies, and so forth. All sites and all centers within sites

were able to provide this kind Of ranqe. aly "Ft-- Council

(Eastern Private) provided knowledge related to' !17rse aspects

Of schobling that wog ild be of nterest to administrators and

other non-instructional staff,,e:g. legal matters, school stDuctures,

networking, evaluation, and socio-cultural trends. Furthermore,

only The Council.mad6 serious efforts to involve principals and

superintendents in workshop activities though these efforts were

not always very successful. There was arso some interactionoat

Cardon County between the Center Coordinator and,the administration

On a substantive change issue, bridging between'elementary and

middle school.



9.1.6 Innavativeinstructional Improvement Modes
o

Although traditional niodes of transfer such as workshops

and academic Course for credit' were the dominant activities

of most IOAs most of the time, there are also a number of

exceptions. Instances were found at all five sites examined

in detail of non-traditional improvement modes. 'Of_these; six are

particularly noteworthy: teacher-to-teacherlpxchanges, materials

'development, self-guided ledrgiing and materials use, practice

observation and-modeling, individual problem-solving, and group or

system "Problem-solving. Both Eastern Private and Midwest had a

strong underlying ideology 49,4acher-centeredness which posited

teacher craft knowledge,as a y'rime resource and exchan5e among
. -

'teachers as professionals of equal status as the most valued mode-
,

of learning. Nevertheless, in actual oractice,during the period

studied, few activities undertaken at Eastern Private involved

extensive and substantive knowledge.exchange among teachers. At

the Three Rivers site in Midwest, on therother hand, tpacher-tO-'

teacher exchange became the dominant mode with teachers taking on

the instructiohal role with othen'teachers,..thereby enhancing

personal pride and status as a prdfesSional and an expert in-the

inStructionaloprocess. . The resultp' were not always positive,

-however, as such sessions were sqmetimes judged by'participants as

less valuable than sessions with outside experts and some doubi

attended the self-proclaimed expert status of many of the teacher-
,

instructors. At the Arcadia site the.teacher exchange ideal

was muted and center staff assumed the 'major instructional role

do,
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with good edfect. NeverthelesS at Arcadia, an atmosphere was

created of a very cOmfortable drop-in-and-browse setting in

which many informal contacts were made between.teachers and_faculty

and among teachers. The Eastern State centers also had this

drop-in mode of operation but it never assumed the same importance

as it did at Aicadia. Easteul Private had no such drop-in

capacity, taxing no real "center" to which teachers could go and

feel confortabie even on campus.

ArCadia waS alSo by far the most active site in terms of

development of materials bky teachers for their own use. At Eastern

Private there was some amount of this within the Writing Consortium

but the most valued inputs came from univeesity experts and district

currictilum personnel who had extensive prior experience in.developing.

such materials for their own use. At Eastern State individual

coordinators were frequently active in program and cuiriculum

delielopment activities which they then used as the basis of

promotional dissemination and instruction as well as problem-
. A

sCAving projects.

Again witl self-guided instruction amd materials use, Arcadia

was by far the,MOst outstanding site, hiving the strongest focus

on'the center_ as a comfortable plape for teachers just to come.and

stay a while and 1?rowse through the material that was there.

This outcome was gieatly enhanced,at Arcdhia by the richness, quality;

rand diversity of the materials,kthemselves, and the uniqueness of

this resource in the geographic area.

We found evidence that observation and modeling of-teaching

practice in the-classroom and special settingstwith pupils was_

an extremely valuable and potent type of outcome which could be

.fostered by IOAs. At Eastern State this wat a primary mode of

activity in that the centers were initially established to improve

studen:7. teacher placemefit and supervision andto involve loCal

districts more seriously in the process. Practicing teachers

frequently reported that the-presence of student teachers was a

regenerating force for.themselves, making them more'conscioud Of
-

.their own teaching styles and more concerned about improving

practice And maintainirtg a high standard of'practice. At the



eft

Arcadia site a majoe element in inducing new practice and

practice improvement was the opportunity for teachers to observe

student teachers experiMenting with new-practices tgght On campuS

' with whole classes or part classes brought to the center foir this

purpose. SuCh casual observation was sometimele dpening wedge

motivatorfor seeking new materials and professional growth experienCes ''''' .

through the center.

Both at the Arcadia site and the Hanburg Cdun.ty site,-"

opportunities were provided for teadhers to engage'in individual

problem-solving with guidance fr,oril faculty and center staff. A

tendency was noted at Arcadia for teachers to gradually shift

into this mode after stimulation by more formalized courses and -

workshops and informal material! browsing and observation of

student teachers in action.

Problem-solving at a system level, i.e., invdlving whole

schoolS, districts, or units larger than-one classroom, were
,

generally not the focus Of 104 activity although instances were

IIInoted in he most recent phase of the Cardon County site in Eastern

State (the'bridging serial) and.more extensively in the early

phases of the Council revival when the Fellows prograM was in full

swing. As conceived and first implemented, each of the ten or
..
twelve Fellows was to be assigned td a par icular Sghool district

_
,r.

with a broad, assignment of assisting in, pr blem-solving in

collaboration with local administrators and staff. Several

Fellows saw themelves as process specialists and catalysts for self-,

directed practice improvement wlthin the district, particularly

Ivy teachers working .in groups or teams. The Fellows program
_

did produce at least two cases where this kind of activity'
tworked well to produce significant system improvement outcomes

but it was a process ,that proveci difficult to'stabilize or gener-

alize. .Such system-wide problem-solving was, of course, a hall-

mark,orthe original Councir as previously noted and the outcomes

over the generation in which the Founder of the "Council presided
-

were very widespread and substantial in terms of.numbers of

. innovative practices adopted in numbers Of school,diStricts

nationally as well as locally. The original Council was also
.

successful in diffusing 'tself as a model for educational practice

research and change, lea1ing to the establishment of numerous
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"schools councils" attached to other major Universities across

the country. None of the contemporary,I0A sites studied appear to

have reached the stage bi articulation or notoriety which would

lead to such disseminatioA,'although unddn the Carter regirnet

in the late 1960s, the Eastern State IOA,wasachieVing some

national recognitionas,a model just Prior to-the dismissal of

Cartei and.the revamping and retrenchment of the program.

9.2 THE 10qt,AY CF =alms

Despite valat, might appear fran,.the.alx)ve as the rather modest scope

of activities, all, the fbAs stuaied limmt be' judig41 as very successfUl by a

* number of criteria. Each suoceeded in buildinenew interpersonal

linkages and strengphening ord ones between university personnel

on the one hand ancischool personnel-on the other. Addit1onal347,

linkages were strengthened within the universities studied and

among the school teachers, administrators, schools, and school

districts studied inall ca4es. The content of almost all these

linkages was direct'ed toward the improvement of theeducational

enterprise in one way or anbther. The most obvious and
4

quantitatively impressive outcolgte was thus knowledge gained by

several hundred school teachers at all elementary and secondary

levels.

pur analysis of outcomes in Part Seven of thiallfrolume in-

cludes considertion of a range of items other than linkages and

knowledge transferred. Also include'd were degree of status or

power enhancement, capacity building1 and' practice improvement.

Furtheimore these dimensions were assessed 'at both the individual

and the organizational level.. and for the' schools and their staffs

on the'one hand and for the universities'and their staffs on the
A

other. 'Unfortunately the data collectedicould not provide muCh

convincing evidente for such a grand analytic scheme , and for the

most part we had to fall back on the partly subjective judgements

of the case writers. However, there were some stand7outs.

Status and power enhancement of individuals was probably an

important hidden motivator for many teachers-at all sites. At

Eastern private, by attending Council worAhops they gained,assoc-

iatio with a prestigious university and many of the "big names"

of cation At the Council this was also a significant benefit

for superintendents and principals. At Eastern State and.Midwest

state these status benefits we7re more specifit and tangible in
27



the form of coucse credits toward'advanced degrees and, !or some,

-status as "Adjunct Professor".. Very significantly no such status-

enhancing benefits were realizable by most Participating university

personnel. The one-outstanding exception'was Arcadia College which

found that the teacher center put it in a much stronger competitive

podition in the local area for, recruiting new students.

Talie 8-2 in Part:Eight (page 252) summarizes ratings on

fftre other diMensions across five sites. Practice improvement

and capacity enhancement were most obvious at Arcadia' Hanburg,

and Cardon and least obvious from the Council's.activities. This

is not judged to represent a failing on the pert of The Council

but rather the diverse and far-flung-nature of its constituency,

teaching and adminstrative levels in 20 or more districts in three

,states.

Solid and continuing beneficial Outcomes at the two Eastern

State sites reflect both the age of the basic arrangement structure

,at Eastern State University and the very concrete and practical

,,nature of the bargain which holds between participating counties

and the cortege of education, namely that teachers.will'be trained

and that the college will get the revenue from enrollments. A sim-

ilar bargain pertains at the Three Rivers site but here it does

not have 'the'same stabilizing, effect betause of-a lack of involve-
,

ment by,administrators an0 a sense by the,latter that their own

power and rightful responsibility have somehow been usui-ped.

However, it was really at the Arcadia site that beneficial

outcomes'soared with teachers talking in terms of "rejuvinatibn", and

"revitalization". Most tpachers interviewed at this site claimed

they, were significantly more effective in the classroom as a_

result of using the genter and participating in its programs. It

also'seemed to lead to higher asgrations and the motivation to
4

achieve them through the center. More specifically they reported

more pupil self-direction, individualization, and curricular

integration through such ,center-initiated programs as the nature

studies area. The case writer felt that there were two particular
.

aspdcts bf this site which enhanced these positive effects mark-

edlys (1) thepOportunity provided,to observe student teachers at

the center practicing new.instructional approaches with smafl

groups of their own pupils, and.to do so at close range in the

informal and supportive atmosphere of the center, ansil (2) the

j .
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4availability and easy access to an ever-augmenting materials

bank, unique in the tegion.

With the possible exception of Arcadia none.of these IOAs

represents anything very revolutionary for either 0e-colleges

and universities or the schools. Improvements and benefits were

oignificant but well within the range of the expected and perhaps

within the range of what might have happened for many of ,the

individuals involved whether the IOA had existed or not.

In assessing outcomes,we also took-seri.oug notice of thef

staying power of each site and-sub-site, the extent to which

the IOA had embedded itself as an institution, routinized its'

.* delivery of services and stabilized its resource. base. We'

called. this' "institutionalization" and it consists of 23

separate variables which each case writer judged on a five .

point scale.after cqmpleting his or her analysis. Those

judgements are summarized in,Table 9-2. Scalat values are' as

folloufs:

"present" = 4
"partly present" = 3

"weak" = 2
"dubious" = 1
"absent" = 0 .

411k

d.k. = "dont' know," i.e., the case
writer lacked sufficient data
to make a judgment. ,

n.r. = not a xelevant issue for
this case

4.

-Each column represents judgements for a site o'r

abbreviated as follows.:

EP = Eastern Private
ES = Eastern State
M = Midwestern State

WCEP = The Writing ConsOrtium at Eastern Private which
evolved as a separate sub-system under'the aegis

of The Council.

,MA = The 'Arcadia site at Midwest

NIT'R = The Three Rivers site'at Midwest

ESC = The Cardon County site at Eastern State
ESH =The Hanburg County site at Eastern State

"To a large extent this table serves as a short-hand summary

of all outcomes. The first set of variables, labeled "suppqrting

conditions," represents a kind of performance chart for eacnIOA,

whdreas the "pasSages" and, "cycles" dimensions (derived and adPnted

from Yin, et al.', 1978) indicate the degree to which tlie IOA had

become a routine fixture with a high probability of continuance.
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Table 9-2 The Elements of Institutionalization
0

IOA sites IOA sub-sit

Supoorting Condltions

Considdred a core function
.414ithin local schools

within the college/uniter-
sity department or.
faculty

Used on a regular'or daily basis

Provides benefits/payoffs to:

school administrators

teachers

university stiff

I°A-staff

Outperforms or eliminates com-
peting practices

Receives support from:
district adMiniStrators

school bu4lding admins.

colIege/university admins.
and deans

state-level-adth.nistrators

Passage Ctmpletion

AChieves.stable funding souece

FUnctions performed are
certified by:

school authorities

college/univereitY auths.

Supply and maintenance vrovided
, -

for

Organizational status is
formally established in
regulations

within sdhool district

* within university

Cycle Survval

Survives annuai'budget cycles

Survives eparture or
introdu ion of-new staff

Achieves widespread use
; in-school district-

in department faculty
of university/college .

in State

Sum of Ratings on all elements
Mean zating

*.see adjoining text 'for symbo
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A Of the three main .I0A sites Eastern State seems by far

the most secure, haying a 'solid and now time-honored niche in the

college of education, state support, and stron4 backing from the
4

districts and their administrators. In contrast the state-wide

network at Midwest is still struggling to find a secure financial

base and is less recognized by local districts as the key supporting

element ter the local teacher centers. Vie Eastern Private IOA

has a long history of survival and enthusiastic support from

'some sch6o4 administrators but it also struggles,for solid and

continuing financial support. It is especially weak in not del-

ivering services to meMbers which are certified for credit

either by the university or the districts.

Moving to the sub-sites we see an''even gireater range. The =

strongest-site in perfoimance terms and support conditions is

ArOadia with a perfect score. Indee'd, .these ratings understate

the superiority of the site as a provider'of personal and profess-

ional 4grOwth to'feachers. Yet when we turn to the routinization

variables both Eastetn State county,sites appear slightly moe

robust because Arcadia has no institutional status within the

districts it serves and because it has not yet met the,test of

leaderShip turnwier. The Writing Consortium, in-contrast to

all other sites, clearly has not aohieved institutional status.

exhibits the pi3ofile we might generally expect from a special

project or plogramswhich is time-limited (temporary system) even

though it has survived ttiroughta three year period, has received

some.special set-aside support from districts, and has produced

a continuing series of workshop mdetingswith a core consistent

membe'rship.

tTurning to the summary scores for each dimension (row

means in Table 9-2) we also find some noeworthy patterns.

"PrOvides benefits to teachers" is'clearly the strongest aspect

across all sites, followed by benefits to .school administrators and

10A 'staff. Mu-Oh less certain are benefits,to, university staff

other than those directly involved with*the IOA, yet when we look
A

.

down to the routinization items we find that organizational status is ,

more firmly fixe.d'within the university than it is with the
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districts. Widespread use is also judged to be greater among

districts "than within the university.

With the help of Table 9-2 we can pegin to see what the range

% of outcomes isJ.ike: there are no failures among this set of

cases. All were judged to produce substantLal benefits,

particularly for participating teachers and for those wlio, became

4 part of the IOA, itself. But among.the sites there was also a

'wide variation in degree of success achieved with Arcadia clearly

Rouiinilation seemed assured in the Eastern-State sites,

4

good at Arcadia, much more doubtful at Three Rivers and not.

likely for the Writing Consbrtium.

9.3 CAUSAL RELATIONSHIPS

We have stressed the importance of looking at these arrangements

'through time ,as -sequences of events and activities whiOh lead into

*each other in a continuing cliain of cau9e and effect. To a

large extent, past is predictive: what an arrangepent was last year

will be a'good indicator of.what it is this year; and what it is now

will also he a.good Indicator of subsequent performance. Indeed,

the more evidence there is for'routinIzation, the more this will

be the case. When we consider our three primary sites, we are

lOoking at three very different stages in the life cycle pf an

IOA. Midwest is genuinely a new arrangement, ent,ering its fourth

year as our study concluded with much promise yet much doubt

about the future. ,,,At the other extreme the eastern sites both have

kmghistories as.I0As but the revival status of the'Council at

Eastern Private makes this s,ite more like a new ,site than an'

old one. 'At Eastern State ft is quite a different -story. After

a turbulent growth period in the late 1960s and some retrenchment

andouncettainty in the-early-1970s it has settled into a 'very stable

mold. Because of_this stability,, in a way there is less to look at

and less that is dramatic at this site. Our view is that there

are two sets of forces at work. One set we could call "sta-

bilizing forces" and the other ,"catalytic-" or "initiating"

forces. An enterprise can-be sustained in a steady state for long

periods of time with only the former'in evidence but to start i

Something'new requires large amounts of the latter. yo'establish
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an arrangement which will 'Stand the test of time requires Iwth.

Figuw9-1 is a summary diagram which suggests how IOAs

develop And be'come in'stitutionalized, starting with these.two

sets of pkoceVs elements. Stabilizing elements alone are sufficient

to explain system survivaLand continuance but they cannot explain

change, the developWent of new interorganizational connectiops, and

new institutions. On theabther hand, the catalysts.can foment; change

Ficure 9-1 A General Model of Cause-Effect Relatlons

STABILIZING
FORCES

CATALYTIC
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CONDITIONS
FAIORING A
NE:a BARGAIN

INITIATING
ACTION ,
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IOA
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IOA

DEVELOPMENT

SUSTAINED
OUTCOMEfik
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ONTINUATION
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but the stabilizers are needed to focuS and syatamaiizt mter7ies

into a coherent operation with staying Power. The right set of

conditions favoring a bargain include,two sets of organizgtions

(schools and universities-in this case) who see in each other

the opportunity to enhance their own functionin4: each is deficient

in a resource that cquld'be provided by the other and each is

nough discontented or disrupted t9 have the motivation to try

something new, to risk a new entounter with another organizational

entity Which is essentially foreign, having different goals,

strlictures, processes,-inputs, and outputs. Even with these .

favorable conditions, .however, IOA development does not proceed

automatically. There must be some initiating action, typicarly

by an energei'ic indiNAdual with an ideA about how tlie b'argain

shoUld be realized. Once the IOA.has become an operational
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reality there are(two paramount issues: first, does it do any

1:good? or what it Ls supposed to-do? or what various people

hoped it would do?and, second, will it continue? Positive

'outcomes depend on two fae-torsiFirst is the level of-activation

of..'terIOA including the mimber of activities, the number of

engaged participant.s'in such activities, the level of intensity

and tontintiify of-that participation; and so forth, But Positive
,

outcomes depen P, on more.than high levels of use. They also

depend,on the underlying validity of the original bargain and

the continuing strength of the motivations on each side of

that bargain. Continuation of the IOA (i.e. institutiOnaliz-

ation) is contingent on three factors: the level of use achieved: .

dle degree to which positive outcome have resultestljand the

extent to which stabilizing forces have taken hold of the.enter-

prise.

We posit five stabilizing forces and five cataiytic forces

as follows:

S-1: Linkages: connections between p eople and organizations,
communicativeexchangesbof any sort; the longer

sustained, the'greater the Lrequency of exchange,

the higher the intensity%of exchange,' the more potent

a factor linkage will be. A prior history of linkage

is the single strongest predictor of IOA maintell'ance

and prdductivity.

the degree to w4ch the parties to an arrangement
hare key'relevant characteristics wild the extent

o which they are able to identify with each other and

to understand one anothers' circumstances and needs.
'Empathy.grows out of homophily and vice versa.
Both grow out oklinkage. Homophily also makes . .

linkages easier and more likely to happen. Thus.

S-1 and S-2, while conceptually distinct, are
causally interconnected.

S-2: Homophil
and
Empathy:

S-3: Congruence: the degree, to which the parties to an arrangement
.
have characteristics which are complementary and

compatible. Congruence is largely a matter of

perception and attitude and"can change with increased

or decreased linkages a411 homophily-empathy. In

the'case studies we oftn invoked the term "domain .
conSensus" to describe the tacit or explicit
agreement between the parties that they had separate
and complementary roles and missions.

S-4: 41tual Resource Valuation: because IOAs are essentially

- relationships in which services are exchanged,they
must be based on a mutual perception that exchange
will:produce something Of value to the receiver ,

at least in proportion,to the time, energy, and other
,
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resources-investe.d., Realization crf these values
emerges from linkages, homophi,ly-empathy, and
congruence. . It can also lead to linkages.

S-5: Environmental calm: the extent to which the social And
economic environment into which the arrangement ts
insertefiremains stable and free of disruptions,
dLsplaceMentsi unrest, and conflict.

C-1: Leadership: the.extent to which one or a small number of
individuals emerge to take charge of the enterpise and
push it forward. Keyleadership variables which emerge
in our study are: energy, the extent to which the
leader investihim or herself and persists in efforts
over time; clout, the deqree to which the leaaer
commands respect of peers and superiors inside
and outside their own organization and the degree
to which_this respect' can be translated into resourtes
and.commitbents; and ideology, the extent .t.o which _-

the leader is imbued with a clear and ferVent idea
of what he-or she wants to do.

C-2: Ideology or new ideas: it is not clear from our study-that
ideas-regArding educational improvement, networking,

or teacher training and professional development act
by thefiselves as stimulators on catalysts for

0
IgAs; but it does appear that they act as important
motivators and guides to leaders. They can become
rallying potnts and provide reassurance to the lonely

innovator. Both the Midwest statewide network and the

.
Council revival were influenced by a strong
teacher-centered ideology and by experiences and
reports on other networking activities, but in both

cases the primary inspiration for these
imPorted ideas was the leader initiator.

C73: Need: new efforts are driven in part by a perception that
there is something wrong with thexisting situation.

'In the case.of Midwest theile had actually been a
stateWide assessment of teacher training and a
_determination that substantial upgradirig wasineeded,

.
but a more powerful sense of need came from the
leadership of tile network both statewide and at

AFcadia. Similhily, 'Loveland at the Council
articulated the needs that the Councir's program was

directed toward... In the two county sites in Eastern

State denter coordinators sometimes undertook
pecial projectS out of their own sense of a need

(e.g. on "bridging" between elementary and middle
school) and thew; with some promotional effort,

were eventually able-to persuade school authorities

that there were such needs.

C-4: Resources: despite a persistent human tendency to image

otherwise, thre is no such thing as a free.lunch.

Any continuing effort requires resourceS, inancial
4.
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and human. New endeaVors require new resources,
additionsl to what waA, already there ar reallocated
frqm wherc, they had been invested before. At
both Midwest and Eastern Private, special new .fiscal

resources were made available and were important
in inducing change. At Midwest it was 4
five year foundation grant;,at Eastern Private it
was reallocation of a research endowment coupled
with a surge of membership',fees. However, new
resources don't just happen and once again the leader-
ship seemed to be the key element in acquiring new
resources.

C-5: Environmenal turbulence: change is likely to emerqe from some
sort of disturbance or shake-up. Most often it is
a turnover of leadership but it may also' be crises
brought on by stUdent or teacher militancy, declining
enrollments, financial straights, wars, and
recessions. The liter 1960s was'a period when many of
these phenomena were occurring simultaneously and it
wasin that period that Eastern State's
IOA got its start.. It is noteworthy that Midwest
got its start in a far less'turbdtent time.
However, the leadership_was strongly influenced by
what had been going on in educational reform
'circles in the 1960s as was the new leadership
at Easterr Private.

As we have introduced each of the above ten elements, we
.

have suggested causal relations among them and a certain priority
,

or hrerarchy of importance. Figures 9-2'and 9-3 spe1,1 out these

.relatiOns. Linkage is th'e outstanding variable: the IOAs we

studied did not come out of the.blue; they came out of pre-

exiStiagrelationships which largeLy determined*what happened.

EllnY
Linkag

r
eate a community.of'interest within which various

,

types of arrangement.s for various.purposes can be.contemplated.

When linkage leads to a full recognition of a community of interest

and theexistenceof tradablgeresources, we have the basks for

a bargain. However, bargains probably do not occur simply

because of the oppofeunity. They =cur because someone (the

leadership or the key persons) assumes initiative, takes action,

finds the special resources and personnel. needed, and brings

all the relevant parties together to make the agreements.

It is important to note that each of the ten variables

listed above is subject to change over time, to growth or to decay.
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Fj,Jure 9-2 :7o,.s, TAnkace -ifo6tt Conditions the Paruainina Environm.:!nt
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However, some among them are far more volatile than' others and hence

the distinction between stabilizing and catalyti9;0Linkages,

once develdped, stand in place or decay, slowly.. Hdm68.phily is

a given and changes only when people change in fundamental ways

whichAs not often and not quickly. Empathy, once established,

can also fade as people go their separate ways, but it generally

es not disappear. Congruence,,-representing the acceptance

pf hers as part of one's own system or parts oi. a. larger system

of which both parties are integral members, is unlikely to change,

once established, unless the entire system changes or each of the
- 4

,

parties changes in a major' way, e.g.-through expansiorv or

contraction. Mutual resource valuation is akin to congruence.

-...Ifthe-partie don't change, it is unrikely to change, or it will

change only gradually. Eastern State and its TOA network-were

affected gradually in the 1970s by enr011ment declines and the

resulting decline in the demand for new teaChers and student

teachers. The IOAs responded by gradually inCreasing their

offerings and emphasis on in-service, thus continuing a high

mutual resource valuation at-the majoriWof sites. Finally;

environmental calm is more an inherent characteristic of certain

communities han an aspect which goes up ahd-down. Arcadia

had more of it than Three Rivers. Cardon had more of it

than' Hanburge Both,Eastern State and*Eastern Private,Universities

.had trouble building IOA relations with'large,turbulent urban_districts
' 1,:-. i'-,

N

The contrastlwith the catalytic factors is striking.

Leadership can, Of course, be stable oVer a number of years, but
- -

leaders-retire, go on leave, and takeother jobs, and the more

dynamic and.innovative the leader the;more he or she will be in

demand elsewhere. Ideas are perhap even more Volatile;.they

tend-to come in waves or fads; they often flare up Vith the

publication of a particular book or the publicizing of a (usually

exaggerated)-succets story. Needs, also can fluctuate -

,

considerably, especially since the perception of need is so

ensitive ty leader manipulation and to idea fashions. Resources

'ca be stabilized, of course, but the surplus.resources needed
,

for.the'establiShment. of new, enterprises tend to be temporary and

.to fluctuate wildly over time. Developing'a-firm and lasting .

,
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financial base is probably the most difficulttask of routinization

of a n'ew arranaement, an achievement.Which has so far eluded the

state-wide network at Midwest and the'majority of its centers

as-it has the revived Council at Eastern Private. Fihally, it

,goes without Saying,that environMental turbulence distupts all

enterprises for good or ill. It creates,situations in which

innovations can get Started rapidly but it also'makes it harder

for them to survive'very long.

When we begin to piece together the lifejaistories of these

IOAs uSing this simplified 10 f4ttor schema, the Anterplay of

stabilizing and catalytic forces .becomes apparent. Here are

brief recaps of the Cases using the schema.. .

,

9.3.1 The Council Revival at Eastern Private

In 1976 The Council was nearly moribund but hangin on because

of'a .long tradi'tion of linkage, especially among school

administrators iri the area. Homophily with the university was.

'weak. There were no problems-with congruence but little `

sgpse of shared system1and Muual valuation had decayed

markedly since the Founder's death 15,years earlier.. The new

leader , Loveland, had a strong sense of midsion and was

videly respeCted in the university. Iar addition her experience

and orientation gave her high empathy with both teachers and
dir

administratord, an empathy which she conveyed,forcefully and'

convincingly, bringing her advisory board and her student followers

to rally around her with enthusiasm. She very eatly worked,to put

together a new program-service array that would appeal to

administtators and teathers, thus increasing the university's resource

valtletion in the eyes of the districts. She also-corralkbd fiscal

resources Erom the university to'match new membership fees. She

took advantage of the somewhat turbulent environment of most of .

the districts by su4gesting a'rldcffering program themes which fed

into them Oe.g. teacher burn-out, sex equity, laws and

legislation). -She did not, Alever, develop.a slistem,

of credits to.institutionelize -tM valuation of offerings and she

-could not bring.either:the college or the districts to a point of

recognition of-mutual interdependerrde. Programs were-valued
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'by districts but had to compete with a large variety of other
4

resource providers who sometimeg had quality offerings which

were cheaper and/or were accompanied by the gianting of professional

credits'. Additionally, resource valuation was not mutual; there

was little.return to the university or the faculty members who

participated. Thereslat was an overdependence on Loveland's .

charismstic leadership and shudders from staff and advisory

superintendents when-she toOk long,leaves. There was a trend

in the third and fourth ydars of the rivival toward the ,

establishment of sub-networks around special interest topics among

a smaller number of actors. The advantage of tuch a process

was to intensify selected linkages and increase homophily and

congruence because of'the topic focus and-the presumably high-'

lighted need. They also reduced dependence on Loveland's

leadersElp._ Nevertheless, such sub-=networks-shaTed -the twin

failings Of inadequate professional pay-offs for participants

and heavy competition'from Other sources than the university.

As illustrated in Table 97'1 with the ratings of the Wrktinq

Consortium, -institutionalization of these sub-networks is highly

loproblematic. .

9.3.2. Eastern State

As the prime teacher training institution in the state, the ,

university had a long tradition of multiple linkages.as a supplier

of talentvand various schools had long been Providing the

placementsfor student teachers. The IOA emerged in the 1960s

as a means of formalizing and coordinating hundreds of individual
A
ad hoc arrangements. Inter-institutional congruence was clear

and strong as was mutual valuation as the university was able to

provide not-only credits fOr coursework and supervision but also
-

status-enhanCing adjunct titles to school personnel. Troubles

began-internally with the encroachment by the college administration

and IOA staff on territorial prerogativet of the faculty.

Persisting lack of domain consensus within the college led to the

undermining of a very dynamic and growth-oriented IOA leader

in the late 1960s and to the gradual evolution of the current strong

but "low keiC leadership of-GoldMan. Because of good linkages,

260%
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h.igh empathy through. those linkages and the mediating coordinators

at the centers, the IOA vas able to sense need.changes,and shift

its array of offerings toward in-seii.fice as enrollments declined

throughout the state.

9.3.3 Midwest

The Artadia-environment was loadela with stabilizing factors

as noted earlier but these would never have led tb ari inAovative

and successful IOA without the strong, artful, and dynamic

leadership'oof Lessin,g. Lessing had been strongly inspired by-
1

his participation in North Central University's experimental

graduate training program and was an enthusiastic member of the,

network across "the state.that remained as a residual for yeats
:-

afterward. Thus he had both ideas and linkagesk-which

cosmopolite and innovative. But the key to success was his

strong localite orientation and empathy with teachers which

guided him to keep the rhetoric of radical reform in abeyance.

New services and offerings were introduced gradually, .voluntaristicly,

an& ea# -added to the valuation of ttle center. The center also

opened many new links to teachersjto facultV, to,each other,-and-,

to a world of dducational materials and practices.

The Three Rivers story represents an interesting and'

sharp con rast to Arcadia. Even though the community is

an environment which is ghared by the university and the'sch6ols,

the relationshiP is yeak and strained. Again the Experimental

Program was a crucial soutrce of ipspiration and motivated

person power, but that program had lett scars in the district,

penceptions of radicalism and meddling in scho61 affaird bx

young outsiders who did not Understand the ways of Midwest State.

The leadership for the fledgling center came from Saganne,by

delegation to his protegeb whOrhad .no real legitimacy in the

district and no clot1t of their own. What they did haye waS

very strong motivation .and a strongly-held teacher-centered.

ideology. Starting from.an orphaned status in remote and in-

adequate facilities, by the third year a second generation of

leadership was able to bring the teacherd onto their side and

generate a high level of use. NeVertheless, Nture continuance

looked very doubtful because Of the paucity of stabilizing

+4041.

forces,e.g. lack of centrality and weai linkages.
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9.4 THE I DRTANCE O'F,LEADRSIO

While the finding may at first consideration appear to be

mundane, we found leadership to be a vital marodient of success-

IOAs... Either creation or revitalization of an.I0A is inev-
.

itably, associated with the appearance of a new leader, and if

the arrangement is multi-tiered as in the case of the two state

arrangements such leadership must emerge at each level for the
4

full range of successful outcomes to appear at that level. The

Council was really invented by its leader; it refiected his person-
Nr-

al.ideas regarding educationAl change arid his tremendous influence

,on prac,titionerS and Students in educational administration, nation-
,

wide. His ideas and his influence brought memberships and hence.

resources to the Council and brought a continuing pool of highly

motivated and-able graduate students who were the mainseay of IOA
4

operations. Saganne at Midwest played an analagous if somewhat less

'potent role. He,top,wOs the inventor, and while the IOA vas in

many ways an outgrowth of the previops Experimental Program, neither

.that progrfim nor the neW initiative were likely to have turned out

as thel- did without-his influence. Saganne was able to inspire a

large cadre of followers through his ideas and, these followers,

after-graduat:ing from his.program, developed the informal statewide'-
,

network that Saaanne was able to-formalize in the statewide IOA.
4

His personal efforts were also largely-'iesponsible for the acquisition

of resources from the private'foundatiOn.and from the,state. The

two local-level case studies in'Midwestern State also illustrate the

6

Predominant role of, leadership variables. The impressively and multiply

successful IOA at Arcadia reflected the verykspecial talents of 71,essing

from the outset. Lessing derived considerablb inspiration from

Saganne's teaching and the Experimental Program, but in coming to Arcadia
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he had the wisdom to aetend to local.norms and local teacher concerns,-

inius'ing his ideology in a seliies of actions which builton one another.'

while avoiding any displays of advocacy. Lessing also built strong

connections within the local college, teaming with fellow Experimental

Program graduate Goff who had more seniority, cloul, and "insideness"

at the college. In contrast effective leadership did not emerge

at the Three Rivers site until. the third year.. At first there was

no inside leadership whatever and the non-legitimitized appointees

from the university blundered in with a strong teacher-centered self-

help ideology and energy but no dlOut arid weak internal linkage. Only

after some painful experiences and the burn-out of two apPointed

leaders did someone come in with the.realization and,the capability

.
.

of building i.nternal linkages and building on self-perceived teacher
,

needs.

Leadership variables 'are somewhat harder to uncover at the Eastern

State site but are still very much in evidence. The most dynamic'

phase in the development of the IOA occurred in the.late 1960's;

a Reriod which was characterized by many,respondents'as "the ,carter era".
0

While the origins of this IOA predate Carter by some, years:it was clearly

Carter who breathed life into it, expanding operations dramatic

establishing the'teacher center concept as an operational reality in

several county school distridts. Carter inspired followers with his

energy and consistent vision of the teacher center and'wasjalso able

to attract ffiajor, financial resources in the lorm,of federal grants.

His undoing was inadequate linkage within the university and his in-

ability'to bring conflict With established faculty in secondary education

to saccessful fesolution. The contrast of Carter and the current IOA

leader Goadman is striking and instructive. They Shared the same vision

and Goldman grew up professionally in tne Carter era but Much exnerience
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as a junior staff person, student, anei observer taught Goldman the

importLnce of keeping a low profile, working-with the faculty and

carefully observing their Concerns and prerogatives. Goldman had

the advantage that he dA.d not.have to create a new entity but only

to manage and improve what was already a reasonably successful

enterprise.. Nevertheless, his leadership apPearS to be a key factor

in the .maintenance of the network and strenathened ties among center

coordinators state-wide during times of resource strinaency.

Finally, we observe in Alice Loveland the primary basis for the

revival of the Council. Most respondents associate the revival very,
4

clearly and strongly with her,presence. Her acceptance of the-appointment

vat seen by-administrative personnel at the univeysity as the most

important condition for continuing the Council. She had a very wide

and poterlt personal network that extended to a large following of students

many.senior faculty, and many influential educators across the country.

She had an intense if somewhat eclectic ideology which combined dedication

to teacher concerns w,ith networking and planned chancre and this inspired
lr

areat trust and enthusiasm in the mid-career mostly female students

who she i-edruited as the Main-stay staff of the revived Council.

All these observations compel us to name."leadership" as a key

factor, but is "leadership" a varkable? Clearly it is the embodiment o

many of the,ingredients which are necessary for IOA establishment and

arowth. Leadership'and linkage as variables are ?elated in a number

of4ways. A leader, first of all, can be characterized.as a connecting
"5!

Point in a network, the hub of a wheel and/or the bridgina element

among many other otherwise unconnected elements. Most Of our leaders

are very strOng both as hul'os within their own systems and as bridaes

or linkers between Systems, especially between the university world and

the world ot practice in elementary end secondary-education.
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9.5 MODELING THE CAUSES OF.I0A DEVELOPMENT.

Figure 9-4 summprizes our understanding of how a new IOA -

effort is launched and is derived both from the' general causal

model in Part Eight (Figure 8-1) and essential points in the .

fndividual case modeling efforts. Generally,, the upper part

of this figure represents the "stabilizing forces" listed and'

the loWer half the "catalytic forces".-For each of the IOAs

studied we found considerable evidence for "antecedent coupling",

i.e. a history of formal and informal connecLons between the

college or university and many of the schools and school dist'ricts

which subsequently became members of the arrangeMent. This was

typically a result of the training of schOol district personnsl

at all levels: teachers, administrators, and other school district

staff would have .received some or all of their training at the

college; -Additionally college faculty would have engaced in

.extensive formal and informal consulta'tion and in-service train-.
41.

ing and there would be 'a standing expectation (goal congruence)

that the role of the college or'university was to serve as a

system of support and professional advancement for the schools.

These antecedent' conditions explain why an IOA is likely to

succeed Once it is established but they do not explain how onp tomes

into existence in the first place.' There must be a spark, -a

catalytic force of some kind, a disturbance in the status-quo:which

starts change on its way. In at.least 'one Site (Eastern Private)

part of the stiMulus was the decay of the existing arrangement and

the threat that it would cease toexist altogether. In the other -

sites the decline.of enrollments also played a destabilizing role.

The variable "antecedent need state" represents the general-level

of tension or dissatisfaction with the status quo wilich,id felt

to a degree by almost everyone but whichri:7rarely, by itself,
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Figure 9-41 A General
4Model of Variable Interactions in IOA Development
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a sufficient stimulus 'for special actioon. Probably the most critical

result of.this early; dest5bilization and need arousal is the search

for or the emergence of new leadership, a person or.persons capable

of,taking advantage of the situation, of promising a new form of

stabilization in the future which will deal with the aroused needs

-.and concerris-in some way. Once a leader is on the scene (C-I) then

a number of things begin to happen.whichare significantly,shaped by

the energy, talents, personality, connections, and ideas of\this*

leader. Typically'the leader will he driven by a conception\of what
. AP,

the change should be (C-2), an ideology which may or may not e

coherently developed and expoun4ed an4 which may or may 'not bwidely

shared at the outset. The new leader also attracts new,finan al

resources (C-3) through the confidence he inspires and through the -

potency of the images of potential which he can create. The,leaAer's

promotional zeal alsd serves to call attention to the need situat\on

and to increase general concern for action rega*ding it (C-4):

The leader's promotional efforts are directed toward both the

university setting and the school districts, creating an atmosphere

of readiness on both sides. At the saMe time, an Operational capaci y

for the IOA is being developed through the enlistment of a cadre of

followers ("new staff resources") who ,Will loyally and enthusiaStic-,

ally tri to implement the new ideas. New leadership, new ideas, new
-

or newly energized staff,and new fiscal ,reSources collectively re-

present an "IOA development capacity". When the capacity is tobilized.

anddirected (by the leader) into initiating actions, the IOA is on-

the road to development.
Nevertheless, Aevelopment will not happen or will proceed in

an UnsatisfaCtory way if a significant number of stabilizing forces

are not afto brought to gear. These we summarize s "school di,strict-

_readiness" and "university readiness": On the school side tan imporiant

aspect of readine6 is th perception that the offeringsbf the new

arrangement are relativel)hunique, not readily available elsewhere and .

not esily generated interr*ally. .In'patt, hOwever,.this perception

will be .a residue of past eXtperiences of collaboration and linkage

with the university:the more\there'have been and the more satisfactory

the experience., the more the Aistricts will be, likely to
\-

resources as unique. :

In general readiness factOrs on both sides which are-of paramount



*

impvtance relate to the twin concepts ofhomophily and empathy.

.To what extent does each party to the exchange see itself As

similar to the other, understanding of the other, and appreciat-T

ive of the needs and concerns-of the other.

9.6 MODELING "THE CAUtES OF 10A OUTCOMES

Figure 9-5 picks up where Figure 9-4 leaves off, with th4

initial develop:tient of the IOA defined'in terms of activities

and reward values to schools and uRiversitieS. Activation of

the IOA is really a function.of,such development and the level `

of participation,by.each side; the'latter in turn is partly a

function of the '"readiness" iaCtors. -Participation and utiliza-

tiOn inevitably lead to first level outcOmss in the font of

experienced iwards bi.both sides.and increasea and sttengthened

school-university ties. . These-, in turn; should lead to agreements

on both sides to.contique the arrangement at least into a second

school year,'but the extension of such agreements will .ilso
4

depend on the continuing.sense that there is a real need being

served.

Even with the experience of reasonably positive outcomes,

however, long term strength of an IOA will be affected by the

presence of other-organizations, activities, and resource fac-
.

ilities in the sdhool district environment. 'The Arcadia center

aucceeds in part ,because, it is the only game in town, albeit a

very, good game. TheAlatter day CoUncil struggles because there

are so many competing resource syStems in the enVironments of
. .

its member-sthool districts: other universities, some very strong

with creatisv outreach programs} state andregionally supported
.1,

'service agenciesiland often Internal stAf.capabilities
.

icurriculum development and instructional mprovement the

4est order.

To reduce the plexity of the..figure we have omitted

representation of.a corresponding set of distractions on the

university side. Major universities and their colleges of

educationsmay see Wmselves as serving many different types of

clients with very different needs and concerns. Some, such as

Eastern Private and tO an extent North Central and Eastern State,

see themselves as ierving a national and international constituency,

not a lodal or regional one. If such,a sey,image is strong
298.
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it will lead to very diverse,faculty involvements and will reduce

the likelihood of concentrated college-wide.support: for IOAs.

institutionalization 'of the IOA, i.e. its-long term

maintenance an& acceptance a\s`\* operational entity, builds on

four elements: (1),sustained support from the district which is

manifested in,attitudeg, behavior, and dollars; (2) a like kind

of support from the university; (3) a continuing and varied program

,of IOA activities in which university and school personnel are

mutually engaged; -ind (4) a continuity of strong leadership,.pre-
?

ferably demOnstrated through the smooth transition from the init--

iating leader'to successors who have a talent for dealing with

system,maintenance issues as well as the energy and clout nec-

:essAry to shore up faltering univerpity or school support. This

level of institutionalization appeared to ice exhibited at at least

one of the subsiteS we examined, the teacher center configuration

in,the Hanburg County, School,District affiliated withthe Office/of

Field Experi'ences of Eastern State University. The arrdngement had

been in place for several years, had survived more than one'leadership
4

tran-SitiOn bothatthe county and university levels. At the same

time it had expanded.as a.program 'from one center:to three with

an ever-widening set of,offerings. In some ways what was happening

at-the Arcadia site was more impressive, more obviously impactful

on tachers and especially on the college, but the jurY is still out_

on'the much newer Arcadia arrangement as far As long-term continuance

1:s concerned. What will happen if the dynamic initiator disappears

-from the-scene for whatever reason or turnS his attention to new

concerns?* Our evidence suggests that there is more than enough

goin for this particular arrangement to guarantee survival but"

whether the same dynamism apd the same high_guality of outcome,,

can be sustained over the years is probably more doubtful.

>
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PART TEN: IMPLICATIONS

.
There are many implications which can be 4erived frOm this

'study: Probably the most important ohe is that university-conneft

ed school:networks can work very well and serve.a number of pur-

poses related to the improvement of educational practice. This is

an umbrella conclusion-under which there are many more specific

impliFations of relevance to Adifferent readers% This final chapter,

will be divided into nine .sections corresponding to what we feel

are the most salient interests. First we will-propose some general

implications Which apply, regardless of the Specific reader orient-
.

atiom. Then we Will consider three levels of what we would call

"policy makers'", i.e. agencies or government authorities who

have 'a general interest ih the improvement of educational practice

----and a responsibility for planning, designing, and authorizing such

actiVities. The three levels we consider.are: (1)' funding atolies

in general including foundations, (2) the federal government, and

(3) state edfacation agencies. We will then consider implications

for universities and school districts and for persons in such org-

Mlizations who might be interested in getting into this kind of

_Uotk.- Finally we will consider the kinds of R&D that seem to be

ntleded tO advance the state-of-the-art regarding universtity-school

collaboratives.

10.1 N.GEERAL IMPLICATIONS

10.1.1 It Can Be Done

-:.- 'As noted above, the most important implication of this study

iS-the fact:that it illustrates the 'possibility of setting up,and

maintaining collaborative arrangements between a university and

a"group of school districts which generally serve the purpose of

practice improvement in schools. The study also suggests that there

aretany alternative paths to this end which seem to be Workable,

e4g"". ,Ibi-lateral arrangements, multi-lateral arrangements; arrangements

involVing centerS on campus, centers in the district, and no centers

at all; arrangementswhiCh involve a high degree of formalization

and Ones which invdlve minimal formalization; arrangements in which

both the district and the university share responsibility and

arrangements where both initiative and responsibility reside heavily
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on.one side or the other. 11

10.1.2 Wide and Zubstantial Benefits Can Be Derived from SucceSs-
ful IOAs, Especially for Participating,School District
Personnel

The most obvious benefits to be derived from these IOA.s go

to teacheis in the form of training and exposure to a great

variety;of new ideas and instructional approaches. However, when

mutual involvement is intense and .sustained,we can also expect

a variety of more substantial and system-Nide benefits such. as .

improved problem-:solv.ing capacity and access to diverse and =

sophisticated eiternal resources. *Benefits to universities which

choose to participate in IOAs are less substantial but still

significant. These inelude increased undersfanding by faculty

of the operatignal reality of schooling) improved practice teaching.

arrangements, and improved placeinents for graduates.

10.1.3 The Costs Are Modest

,I0As seem to be a mechanism for channeling energies and

enthusiasm into productive avenues without.large financial in-

centives. In proportion to the numbers served and the quality

of services provided,the.costs of each ok these IOAs with their

respective programs appeared to be very reasonable. Each of those

studied appeared to require no more than the equivalent of two

full time professional staff with minor logistical support to

serve a rather complex catchment area including dozens of elem

entary and high schools. The diversiy of configurations makes

-generalization difficult, but in no case were we looking at .

high salaried positions and in all ca6es we noted the successful

'dependence on large quantities Of volunteered effort.

10.1.4 A Bargain Must Be Struck between the University and the
Schools such that Ali Parties Feel They Are Going to
Benefit'

Either explicitly or implicitly each party to the IOA has

to feel they are getting something substantial out of.the exper-

ience. When the reward value of participation is not Clear or

.declines for one side or the other, the arrangement is destabiliz-

ed and will begin to decay unless steps are taken to change the

basis of the bargain. It is partly for this reason that it is

desirable for IOAs to serve a multitude of objectives, and each
L
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of those studied did so. Since complex arrangement involving many

individuals with different roles and interests, the likelihood

of matching needs and resources is much greater if the range of

ob.ipctives,accepted and served is broad.

10,4.5 Initiation of an IOA.Requires DynamiC and Inspired Leadership

The leadetship factor.loomed very large in'reach of our cases,

especially at theepoint in history where the IOA is being formed. iNt

that time it appears to be essential that a leader emerge who;

,r*is driven by a strong conception of what the IOA should be, who has

enormous reserves of energy in imPlementing that conception,

who has the capacity to insPire others with his or her vision, and - 1

has the kind of respect and credibility.with both school and university

personnel to command some significant resources prom each. There

4re:xariants On this theme, however. We found at one site (Arcadia)

.that the ideology could be shared py two people and that One (Goff)

cOuld prOvidellike Clout whire the other (Lessing) provided the zeal

arid the,opetational know-how to follow through. We also found that

where the basic pattern of the IOA had become routinized.a new

arrangement at a specific site could be established without,the

emergence of an inspirational leader (Cardon County site in Eastern

State).

10.1.6 initiation of an IOA Requires an Idea of What the IOA ShOuld Be_

Corollary to the above, an IOA needs to cohere around a

workable concept of what it should be. This need not be-a very

elaborate or clearly worked out theory pr plan, and'typically it

is not... On the other hand, two of the three IOAs studied were,

inspired by in part by theory and research on networks and on

the process of planned change in education. These same two

(Midwe'st State and Eastern Private) were also strongly influenced

by teacher-centered and experience-based theories of .instructional

improvement. It is 1.1,spected that similar influences affectbd

the early development of the Eastern State IOA in the 1960's but

this period waq'not accessible to study.

;0.1.7 IOAs Must Build on a History .of Successful School-Univergity
Linkage in the Past.

In each case we found'that the current IOA, was preceded by .
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a long Period in which various individuals on the university side

had variou-s contacts on the school side. Many of these were informal

but in some cases there were major training projects or IOAs of a

somewhat diffvent kind. This implication leaves us with a vety,

significant dilemmas .can IOAs of the type we'have been studying

be created de novo? or will they inevitably represent reformulations

or coagulations Of-interests and relations which have been there

all along?

'10:1.8 A High Degree of Planning qx Pre-structuring Does Not
Appear to Be a NeceSsary Prerequisite to IOA Formation
-and May Even Sometimes Be Contraindicated.

It is important thatsIOAs have considerable flexibility to

adjust their programs to operational realities in the school and

the university enVironments. -This makes detailed pranning diffi-

cult and probably undesirable. Planning of activities was very

informal.at two sites____(Midwest and Eastern Private)'and .decision

making on program was almost entirely decentralized at two sites

4Midw stand Eastern State). Thus cootdinators at tach sub-site

(teach center) N./ere largely on their own in determining the

kinds of programs to be offered and the way in which center
-

activities,would be structured and developed.

10.1.9 More Complex and Systemic Outcbmes'Must Build on a Base
of More Simple and More Individual Outcome

It is posSible to achieve major system-wide Changes through

IOAs, k)ut'such goals probably need to be 8een as the end product

of a staging prodess in which individual goals .are achieved first

and the resulting relationships used as a foundation for consid-

,ering problems of a mdre serious or complex nature. At the

Eastern Private site we saw several instances where IONL.Sponsored

change agents attempted to,involve groups of teaChers and whole

schools in collective-problem-solving efforts before strong rel-

ationships had been established; particularly with administrative

levelS. Most of these efforts failed or were redirected after
T

considerablafrustratidn into more modest and indiVidualized

assistance effoets, .At Arcadia, in contrast, early indi-idual

,projects led to increastd and more wide-spread realiz4ion by
-

teaChers df the potential of the center. Thus later projects
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could be undertaken which were'corisiderably more complex and ambi-
- .

tious, involving larger numbers of teachers and more aspects of

the curricul= and the'instructional process.

10.1.10 School Collabdiatives Which fnclude a University Offer Unique
Advantages overThose Which Do Not 1

..

It is important to note that each of the universities and

olleges in our set of cases was the initiator, f the IOA. Each

also represented a trusted sodrce of knowledge1nd expertise to

which the arrangement gave varied access. Each also,represented

a-differenticind of resource than any that could be created in-
,

ternally or acquired through bureaucratic channels, and yet-,one-
.

which had some.stability, an institution that woUld continue tc

operate even when special 'projects and special grants were gone..,

On the down side, universities generally are institutions without

a great deal of similarity to school districts and not much em-

pathy. Their CentrAl concerns lie elsewhere, and the-larger they

are and the more distinguishedstheii reputation the more this is

likely to be the case. The cosmopolite orientation of the Univer-

sity is both its Curse and its blessing to the schools. They value

the cosmopolitehess because it brings them into contact to a much
A

broader and richer external resource univdrse, but this same ot-

lentation draws-them away ,from-the essentially localite relation-

ship which is the IOA.

10.2,.IMPLICATIONS FOR*FUNDING AGENCIES IN GENERAL

One of the special attractions of this project was the fact'

that each of these projects was developed and seemed to subsist

without the intrUsion of federal dollars. However,thete is,no such

thing as a free lunch, and IOAs require some leVel of financial

support. We "derive at least fotir implications.from our study.

10.2.1 More may Mean Better alp to a,ipoint

The strOngest*I0A from many angles was the original Council

atsEastern-Private in itS heyday, an enterprise which drew on a

tremendous amount of volunteer assistance from the districts and

partially pald professional help from a small army of graduate

assistant "Eellows", lout the old Council also provided substantfal

revenues to the university through memberShips and later through

various grants and tontracts, some frarn the federal government.
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Likewise the extensive field work of the Eastern State IOA could

not be carried oh without full time fully sUpported coordinators

both for the teacher centers-and for the Office of Field Experiences

at the unaversity. By the same token it appeared that efforts in

the revived Council -at Eastern Private were limited in part by

the very small dues structure and the :very heavy reliance on

voluntarism on all sides. There also is an argument that,the.
-
more one.invests in-an effort the moge one cares about the outcome.

In any case itchppears that there is some positive correlation

between investment and, results.

10.2.2 Long_TerELSumort Issues Must Be Addressed

There also seemstto be no magic' formula for continuing IOA

projects over.a period of years without support. . If there is

external start-up support from a third partysource (e.g. an endow-

ment fund at Eastern Private, a large federal grant in the late

1960's at Eastern State, and a rather large five year fOundation

grant at'Midwest), some way must be found to substitute other

r.esources("hard money") by the time such support.terminates. The

great success of the Eastern State sites lies in the fact that

such support has been well provided for through standard contract-

ual agreements.

10.2.3 Organizations Will Be Reluctant to Commit Hard Resources
if They Perceive Themselves Primarily as Providers

Universities involved in IOAs generally perceive themselves

as the service providers even though they also derive benefits.

The quetion then arises: is this a central university function,

one on which limited hard money resources should be commited

year after year It is a nagging question at Eastern Priyate.

At Midwest the solution may come from a continuing grant from

the State to replace the foundation monies after the fifth year.

At Eastern State support for OFE activities is an accepted part

of the state's budget for-the university.

10.2.4 In Lieu.of Long Cerm'Support Arrangements IOAs May Depend
Too Heavily on Leadership Charisma

. .

The crucial factor in the start-up phase of an IOA is not

mOney but leadership which,generates enthusiasm and the invest;

ment of volunteer energy by followers.. It seems very risky from -

a poll.Cy standpoint to rely on such leadership as a continuing
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phenomenon,

10.3 FEDERAL POLICY

Even though these three IOAs were selected in part because

they did not depend on federal funding, when we search their his-

tory we do find such federal involvement at one time or another. At

Midwest the very _influential "Experimental PrograM" at NortM*Central

University which establiShed the ideology and the inforthal network

on which the IOA was built was a federally funded project of three

years duration. At Eastern Private.the Council was a magnet for

federal research and training funds,in the late 1960's and early

1970's, a fact which may have undermined self-:sufficiency when

such resources disappeared in the mid 1970's. At Eastern State

the dynamic expansion period of 'the 1960's was partly a funetion

of a large federal teacher centers grant. Even today Midw st's

leader, Saganne, continues to submit proposals for federal port

and Loveland's Council at Eastern PriVate was partly sustained

into its fourth.year by a federal grant. All this suggests that

there has been a significant federal presence in IOA development

and maintenance, nationwide. What are the implications?

10.3.1 Federally Supported Demonstration Projects.Can Play a Role
in Initiating Similar IOAs

,There is no particular reason,why federal funds cannot and

should not be used as start-up resources in those places where

the potential for a strong IOA already
4
exist's, just as third party

resources were used'at Midwest through the foundation grant and

at Eastern Private through the endowment fund. With the shift of

Title IVc administration to the states it may be more apprppriate

to seek such assistance through state education agencies, however.

10.2.2 Documentation Research on IOAs and Its Dissemination Ase

Obvious Federal Respohsibilities

If this study of 'three university-school collaboratives

suggests that the model has real promise as a means of school

practice improvement nation-wide,.it yould then seem appropriate

that the federal government through the NIE undertake a more .

,

systematic search*, documentation, and evaluation of such efforts
,

with the eventUal aim of making the most succes8ful modelS avail-

able at places and in states where they could'profitable be

followed. The mechanism for diffusion could possibly be the

9
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National Diffusion Network. For example, a very successful IOA

such as we discovered at Ardpdia could-well be a candidate as a

"Developer-Demonstrator" witin the NDN framework.

-10.3.3 University-School Collaboratives Could Be Natural Facilitators
ofjR&D Diffusion and Effective PrActice Diffusion within
States and Inter-state Regions

Established IOAs of the type we have been studying,)could be

used as condpits for validated practice and R&D knowiedge such as

is generated by NIE and other federal agehcies and such as is

disseminated.through the NDN. The NDN relies on "S'ate Facilitator"

projects, usually located in state agencies, but IOAs could also

play this role either as.an alternative or a supplement to the SF's.

We have seen that as presentl implemented the knowledge transferred

through these IOAs is wide-ranging but not necessarily validated

or based on systematic R&D.. On the other hand, there appears to

be no substantial.reasoh why these IOAs could not be encouraged

to connect to such sources as the NDN.

10.4 STATE POLICY

10.4.1 The State Is the Logical Locus of Support for Long Term
Maintenance of Uhiversity-School Collaboratives.

The Eastern State case provides'a model for state support of

successful IOA operations, long term. Outreach efforts of this type

in agriculture have long been assumed as a responsibility by every

state through the Cooperative Extension Service. Even though the

Eastern State investment iS minor by comparison, it does represent

an extehsion,of the agricultural model which is both appropriate

and successful. At the time of case study write-up Dean Saganne

was also /obbying with his state for special "line item" support

for the Midwest state-wide network.

10.4.2 SAipport for University-Inspired.Efforts Is Probably Less
Costly than Establishment of a Free Standing State
Network of teacher Centers or School Support Centers

Several states already have their own service arrangements

for school districts which parallel and duPlicate the kinds of

activities that most of these IOAs per'form., NeVertheless, the

unique capabilities of universities Should be acknowledged and

where a university-based collaborative arrangement either exists

or has strdng potential of development the state should consider-

utiliz4ion of such an IOA as an alternative to the free standing
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service center arrangements such as those that presently exist
f

in states Like Vew Jersey, New York, and Colorado.

10.4.3 Use, IOAS to Extend Capacities of Existing Intermediate
Service Centers

For those states such as the above-mentioned where service

center*networks already exist consideration should be given to

identifying university-centered collaboratives and establishing

foral links with them to extend service capacities and the
4

shared resource pool.

10.5 IMPLICATIONS FOR UNIVERSITIES

These studils should be of special interest both to those

universities which already engage in similar outreach Sctivities

and those whch don't but mightonsider doing so.

10.5.1 , Just Warm Bodies Won't Do for Leadership

Careful thought should attend the selection of leadership.

Leaders.require both enthusiastic energy and clout with colleagues

and students. Leadership should also be seen as,a tenured faculty

role and.should be supported by a minimum of half time relief from

standard college teaching duties. The exception to this rule .

is the situations, such as in the Arcadia case, where standard

teaching obligations re reconfigured and integrated with,I0A

activity.

10.5.2 Consi4er the Range of Possible Benefits to the University
and Design Specifically for Them

An IOA can be more than merely a service by the university

to its neighboring schools. If it is so'conceived,the "bargain"

always be out'of balance and requests for continuing support

a sour512!6f tension. Howelier, both the original Council at Eastern

Private and the Arcadia teacher center illustrate that ,the IOA

cAn be an import6nt source ot, stimulation and rejuvination 'to

the university as well as to the schools.- Recognjtion and credit

should thus be given for taculty participation. , ,

wide-spread faculty involvement in decision-making and in implement-
-

atiOn of loA- activities is desirable.
.

) .

10-.5.3 The IOA Activity Mix Should Extend Beyond Knowledge Giving

Greater enrichment of IOA outiomes for both the university

and the schools came when there was mutual engagement in prolQlem-

solving and development activities beyond course work and workshops.
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Faculty cannOt expect such efforts to be:fully appreciated and

to be fully successful if they are always delegated to graduate

students, even though the use of graduate stUdents appropriately

extends the service capability of the faculty and provides an

important avenue for graduate traindng.

10.5.4 Rvearch Orientation and Scientific Knowledge Building
Function of the University Should Not Be Abdicated in
the LOA Context.

It is perhaps'a teVling olAervation that none of the IOAs-

siudied has ever made, a serious attempt to study itself. IOA op-

erations could...arguably be improved throUgh some systematic self-

analysis. Furthermore, none of the IOAs studied has been used

for.the generation of research knowledge on schooling or practice 8

improvement in recent,times. In bold contrast was the historic

.Council at Eastern Private from which.a long stream of dissertations,
4

e monographs, and books was generated aver a thirty year period ,

from.1940 to 1970. It.was claimed that school districts will no

-21onger tolerate what is seen as "exploitation" of their staff by

university data collectors, but this may be partly a matter of

establishing the right kihd of bargain. .1n the old Council there

were'substantial and multiple benefits to the school districts

nly from the results of studies (which showed comparatively

mber and type of innovation going on among member districts)

but from the participation of their own staffs in the datiii collec-

tion process. Perhaps the time is at hand for us to consider how

such mutua1ly.beneficial relationships which advance the state of

knowledge can be configured in,the 1980's context.

10.6 'IMPLICATI6NS FOR SCHOOL DIStRICTS

: School districts generally do not initiate relationships

with universities. It is probably fruitless to speculate on why

this might be,the case, but it is important to point out that

schools should,be aware of the tremendous potential that most

universities Yepresent for them. The IOA is one significant

opportunity for tapping thae.potential.r For those sdhools and

districts that are afforded this opportunity there(are a few

things to keep in mind which might enhance 'the experience.

10.6.1 Look beyond Coursea and Workshops

The IOA and the acdess it provides'to university talent
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hould be viewed broadli'r by school diStrict§ s a Vehicle for
..

practice improvement and even system iMprovement. The first step
, \

may well be particiPation in workshop activities but :these should

be vi.ew'ed as ways of inqiating linkageLwhich'can go on to more
I

elaborate and intensive forms of collabtiOn., .

_ .

10.6.2 Encourage Substantive Involvement Xor Levels-Other khan Teachers
T

As long as the. IOA is perceiVed by\adMinistrators as a-

teacher-only enterpriSe the 'chances. fo? _Systemic, change will

be minimal. Involvement of community Eindadministr4tive person-
.

nel has several advantages. It increases t e chances of more

serious university involvement; it'raises t e perceived importance

of participation for teachers;-and.it increases'the chances for

long-term support. ,

10.6.3 ,Give Teachersthe Ohance to Get InvolVed.in a Sustained Way _

, There is ktendency-for administrators facing budget constraints

t.cp be stiAgy with release time for I0A-tYpe activities. The result
0

has been either scatter shot influence through sporadic attendance

and the channeling of keachers into traditIonaIcourse frameworks

which give formal 'credits but minimize System.-iMPac4 and personal
'*

growth. Where teachers and other-staff,are alloWed and encouraged

to'involve themselves iin-,continuing projects, the\p y Offs seem to
0

be substantially greater.

10%6.4 If the IOA Works, It DeSerVeS Long-Term SuPport

.Most IOAs are likelye.tobegin aS temporary systems" undpr
.

inspired leadership and with short-term support froM the university

and third parties. If the Schools begin to.see results that they

like,.they,should begin to address the institUtionalization issue.

They should consider how,to-sell participation to their boards,

how to provide the xight kinds of locations and fagiliies,-and

how to factor the support of the arrangement into their annual

budgets. .For reasons already indicated, much of the long term

support ig'going to have to come from the districts themselves

because the university will not have either the resource's or

the motivation to invest heavily on a continuing basis and third

party funders are likely to continue the "pump-priming" philosophy.

N:.
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1.0.7 IMPLICATIONS FOR THO,SE WHO CONTEMPLATE GETTING INVOLVED
'IN THIS KIND, OF WORK

. 10.7.1 There Is au Overload Problem

For IOAs that are working there is a special curse to sucqess.

The giversity of objectives, the variety of activities, and the

jneed to be continuously responsive alf takeiltheir toll on the hide

of the cooirdinatCirs 'and their most,Idedicatecl staff. At the Eastern

Private site during the most,dynami'c pe'riod of the revival there

Werepersistent comments about pOssible "burn out", exhaustion along-
,

--Side exhilaration. 'Clear structuring,and delimitation of roles

and eXpectations might,eliminate this,problem, but it Might also -

rnder the'IciA lifeless.

10.7.2 There Is a Problem of Martrinality

One .endemic problem of IOAs is the tendency to,be'seeh eithei

ds ,an "extra" or as somethipg belonging to the other institution.
.

At Three Rivers the orphaned status of the center was a severe

problizql especially in the first two years of development. At East-

ern Private the ppiancil was seen as something off to the side. At

Cardon County there was a problem of solation that had to be over-

come. Ai',Arcadia.the center was seen'as Marginal to the college
4

,at the ea'rly,stageS and only gradually earned its central. position.

The sollition to the marginalitIVProblem is, first, r4cognition, and

then deliberate steps to lessen it or avoid it by giving the,I0A ar

institutional hOme and making sure it has secure connections with*

persons with both clout and insider status, preferably'at'both the
. .

college and the school erids.

10.7.3 'Consider' the Universit1;z*g Dominant NorMs before Proceedinq

Some universities will.provide far more hoSpitable sites for

IOA development than others. The extent to Which there have been

past links.with,the' schools, the levels, Variety, and depth of these

contacts, and the attitudes that remain as residuals of such contacts

wi.11_bttelling evidence of future promise. ,\Generally, there,Must

be some level of localite service orientation Ori the part of,the

.university evidenced at both the adMinistrative and faculty levels.



0,

These attributes were manifest at all of our sites but.they were

clear24 strongest at Arcadia College, clearly weakest at Eastern

Private.

10.7.4 Consid6rYour Own-position, Clout, Energy Level, and.Homophily-
with Those You Intend tok,Serve

,We have spoken at Many times in this-text about the import-
,

an e of variouv leadership.a.ttributes in bringing,off a suCcessful

IO enterprise. Leading the list is'probably,-energy, the special- 0
inspirational quality that energi.zes the self and creates fdllowerS

of almost equal enthusiasm. -.Loveland at Eastern Private probably
O ,

had these qualitieS as convincingly as anytne in our Case studies
0

and they enabled htr to bring otf the revival 'against odds in tilwi

face-of initiai inifferefice :in many quar'ters. Loveland also had

homophilY, i.e. the experience pf being both a fprmer ClapsToom
1

teacher and a respected tenured.ptpfessor. She was also aele*to
e

appreciate the needs and concernsof.School administrators; inspiring

great confidence insome key,sulierimtendents.in thelnegion. There

wotild appear to be a limited supply of such individuals, but sometimes

they pop u0 in surgriping places, when the'opporttnity is there, ana

sOmetimes an inspirational leader'manages to inspine
.

itfes in pne or two fqllowers. Again in the case-of Loveland we

saw some tlf this happening.

10.7.5 Consfder What's in It tor -ehe Schools, for .theUniyersity,
for 'the IOA Staff and fon#You.

The IOA has to represent a bargain in which everybody 'gives

and everybody gets. Moieoyer theve should'be a reasonable balance..-

between the and the getting,' at least in the long run or ie

the subjective perceptions,of.the parties involved. The l east.' of

these benefits and costs are the financial ones. -Tride,:comfort,

felloWship, and a sense of accomplishment are all probably import- -

ant. Arcadia 1,7.Torked partly because the dentey.waS'just a'very nice-

'place to got no threas, interesting People,to talk tp.if and when

you want, a big candy store of educational matetials to brouse

through, and some side :showi like student teachers taking on,groups

of kids with this or that innovatfve aPproach, side shows-:that you

could look in on''unobtrusively or not ars -you plee.sed. Eas'tern-Private

provided participants the chance tet hear-and tomeet first hand some '

3f the big names.of eduCatiopal researchand theory and to do so again

a
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th'e relaxed stirroundings of an,old mansidn on a magnificent estate.

These are all reward factors ot significance to someone.

10.8SOME NEEDED PRODUCTS THAt MIGHT ASSIST IOA DEVELOPMENT

It is striking that every person who starts out on the devel-

opment o; an IOA is like a pioneer in the forest. There is little

to guide him and nothing in the way of tools and machinery which

can be relied on.- Projects like the present one should lead in'this

direction, but there probably should bea. development process to

translate the wisddm of these observations into practical hands-on

tools for practitioners.

10.8.1 Haridbook of Alternative Activities

cvHow-to-do-it" books have their limitations, but good ones

based on real expe5ionces and empirical evidence of past efforts

can be very useful. Loveland had her'fledgling staff read up on

networking studies in the early stages and some reported that this

Was helpful in their work, but a handbook, especially one for

educators dealing with the special problems of school-university

relations, one which identifies important pitfalls and points

the way to stronger linkages , deeper impacts, and more secure

continuation prospects could,be a very important tool.

-10.8:.2 Formative Evaluation Methods and InStruments

Other ,than this project evaluations of theseI0As fon form-

ati'..e or other purposes were either weak-or non-existent. With

so many activities under way and, so few resources this may not

be.very surprising,but it is unfortunate just the same for a variety

of reasons. For one thing, absence of validatio gives poor

guidance either to educators elsewhere or to decision makers

locally regarding the desirability and cost effectiveness of

such enterprises. But of equal importance is the fact that those

directly invoiwed have no empirical guidance on what they should

do to improve,their operatioris: Development.of methodologies

and instruments especially suited to the Circumstances described

in these case studies, coupled with some encouragement of their

use, could make a significant difference for these and other

IOA pioneers.
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10.8.3 A Resource File of IOA Veterans -

rA.-! are greatly impressed by the collective w dom of those

we interviewed for these studies who have fought battles to

establish and continue university-school collabo atives. The

unfortUnate aspect is that such wisdom has not, been collected.

What one pioneer has done or is 'doing is totally unknown to

pioneers elsewhere. What is needed is some sort of consultaney

bank or resource file of persons Who have had such experiences

and are willing to share what they know with.others. If such

a file could be cross-q-eferenced for types of.universities,

relationships, and problems faced, so much the better.

10.9 IMPLICATIONS FOR'RESEARCH

While not offeringa full research agenda, we would like

.to conclude with a few suggestions for future studies and -the-

way they should be Conducted.
-

10.,9.1 Case Studies Are Still the Method of ChoiCe for IOA Research

With phenomena of this complexity at, this stage of development

of social'research Methods, there iq no reasonable alternative to

a-case,study methodology.. The trouble is that there 1.6 no one

way to do a good case study, and to some extent each uniquR sit-,

uation requires.its awn special method. To the extent that this

,happens, comparison is made more difficult.

10.9.2 Refine Case Study Methodology

We began this project with an extremely ambitious study

design involving several different data collection procedures

and a very large number of Concepts ahd variables. It provd

to be much too ambitious. Cross-case analysis was inordinately

complicated and ultimately unsatisfactory, and the individual

cases were much too long. What is needed is a much simpler

approach which can capture enough of what has gone on't0 provide .

a readable and convincing narrative. At the same .time we must:

not give up the struggle for comparability. This means (a) a-.

common conceptual framework, (b) discovery of particular instances

within each case that are truly similar and comparable to

situations in other cases, and (c) quantification where possible

and appropriate. Quantification is probably most crucihl in
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assessing outcomes.

10.9.3 Can an IOA Be Built from Scratch7

Moving to substantive questions, we-jare struck by the fact

that each of these IOAs had a very inipoptiant pre-history of collab-

orations which seemed to be the basis of what happened later,

sometimes in a morb formalized way. The question then remains:

can such,arrangements be depe.d de novo?' -If so, what special

kinds of supports and incentives are needed in that circumstance?

10.9 4 Can Effective Leadership Be Created?

When a study finds th:&t leadership is a critical variable,

it'leaves a dilemma for policy makers who woul4 'want to initiate

similar ventures. Can such leaders be selected and/or trained'or

do we have to wait for them to emerge? More researh on the
4

special qualities of edutational entrepreneurship are ndeded,

particularly aimed at how such individuals can be trained.

10,9.5 C -We Improve on the Performance.of EAKstinq Arrangements?

I/i eneral we are inipressed, 15y the performance of these IOAs,

but So e of them Seemed ta do much better than others in certain

respec s and none of the contemporaries have matched either the.

resea ch productivity or the system-wide influence that charact--

erized he original Council, at Eastern Private. It would seem

that the Collective wisdom mentioned earlier could be put into

a quasi-experimental research and research utilization effort to

attempt, systematicly,to improve the performance of univerSity-

school collaboratives including those that we studied.
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